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“I can’t believe I’m actually doing this.” Jen held her breath.
Andrea Bocelli’s Con te Partiro echoed through the house, and a single candle
provided the only light—a warm pulsing glow that stirred the shadows to the haunting
melody. Jen was fully clothed. She knelt opposite her partner, upright on the carpet, an
arm’s length away.
She was nervous, but it was a nice nervous. Only a vague hint of the fear remained.
Though she would not have been able to articulate the notion, she perceived intuitively
that her life was about to change in some extraordinary way. She was exhilarated. She
was high.
The intoxication was induced not by the two shots of tequila she’d downed at the
Bamboo Club, but by the sensuality and anticipation that enveloped her. Butterflies
emerged from the cocoons in her stomach, and their motion produced a pleasant tickling
that coaxed a smile. Jen’s heartbeat and respiration quickened. She closed her eyes and
began to sway to the music.
Eventually, faces brushed, like sheer silk scarves, and barely perceptible ionic
charges danced upon the skin of their cheeks. Lips teasingly traced ears—no pressure—
only sensation, and fingers enmeshed themselves in fragrant locks. Though Jen’s outer
movements were languid, her blood was infused with a burning voltage that sent it
screaming through her veins. Heat flushed into her face and neck.
More contact. Tickling vibrations. Rows of goose bumps emerged on the invisible
paths traced by every finger, each lip. Sensations hummed, even in Jen’s littlest toes. Her
heart beat hard and fast.
It’s real, she thought. I knew it.
Finally, lips met—barely—and a warm tingle remained at every point of touch.
Kisses. Soft lips gave way to soft lips, and these delicate and deliciously planted kisses
were the sweetest Jen had ever received. She began to tremble. Then, a tongue emerged
and glided across her lower lip for a half second. It caused a swift chain reaction that
broadcast shudders and shivers from her lip through her entire body. She swam in these
sensations, indifferent to the possibility of drowning in them. Her pulse pounded her
inner ears.
Bocelli’s cymbals crashed about the room, but Jen was only half-listening to the
music. Mostly, she was thinking about this stranger she knew so little about. The
interaction thus far had been more exciting than she’d fantasized. The promise had been
kept. The encounter was more than incredible, more than magnificent—it was sensational
in the truest sense of the word. Emotionally, thirty-six-year-old Jen was a schoolgirl once
again. This was going to be a night to remember.
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She was so utterly lost in the sensations that when the blade sliced slowly into her
neck, Jen felt no pain. Deeper and harder it cut, and still there was no pain. As Jen stared
at the icy eyes of her partner, fear clutched her entirely. Those once pleasant and playful
butterflies all at once became painful, flipping and flapping for their lives, driven by the
horror that was gushing into Jen’s stomach. Vision began to fade.
Next, a brief yet unbearable burning spike originated in her throat and spread to her
shoulders and chest—a sharp pain—like a jagged slice of glass ripping through her
insides. As she phased into unconsciousness, she barely heard the gurgling sounds from
her neck; she barely felt the warm flood blanketing her chest; she barely registered the
wide-eyed smile on the blood-splattered face before her. That fiendish image faded from
her mind’s eye.
The sensuality was gone, so too was the fear. They had been replaced with a feeling
of finality that cloaked Jen entirely as her mind wandered one last time. While Bocelli’s
crescendo roared, Jen imagined her two beautiful boys and her husband, at home now for
sure, most likely sleeping. There was no peanut butter. Josh only took peanut butter to
school for lunch. There was none.
That thought faded and a single feeling remained. The last emotion Jennifer
Marconi felt was one of intense and overwhelming regret. It squeezed her stomach and
crushed her heart to such a degree that she no longer felt the pain from the knife wound.
Just as Bocelli stopped singing, Jen’s last feeling evaporated. Her heart fell silent
and her respiration ceased. The butterflies were gone. Dead.

Euphoria. Trembling before Jen’s body. Kneeling. Eyes rolled upward toward the
ceiling. Face and hands covered in blood. Smiling. Shirt soaked around the shoulders and
chest. Hair clumped together in small maroon patches. Euphoria. Hands smearing sticky
crimson paste up from the neck and all around the face. A soft purring sound. A lick of a
lip—a taste of Jen’s tart blood. A broader smile. Euphoria. Heart rate and respiration
normalizing. A slow, deep inhalation through the nose. Smiling. Blood-clotted lips
parting. A pleasurable sigh of relief through the mouth. Kneeling. Trembling before Jen’s
body. Euphoria.

The living room was a bloody mess, but the deed had been done, and, after all, the
blood was the biggest part of it. Strangling proved boring. There had to be blood. Without
the anticipation of the blood there was no excitement, no foreplay. Without the blood
itself, there was no climax. Though this mess was particularly gruesome, neither a
strangling nor a heavy blow to the head would have sufficed. This time, veins and arteries
had to have been severed; it was compulsory. The neck was the best place to cut. There
were to be no deviations—not a single one.
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That was the plan.
I kissed her. It’s all better.
Symbols were sliced into the taut skin of Jen’s forehead—an autograph—a tease of
a clue for the heroes to ponder. One by one, the thin lines were carved—three almost
perfectly formed red letters. Had Jen survived, she most certainly would have
comprehended their significance and warned the others. She could have done that. She
could have warned them all—had she survived. Not a soul would be warned. Good.
This was the second time, but still a first. This time, the victim had been a stranger,
lured into willing participation. This time, the fun occurred at home. That time, the victim
was beloved, and it happened in the thicket. That time was clean, a strangling. This time,
there was blood—plenty. The heroes never found Lucille, but they were sure going to
find Jen.
That was the plan.
So simple. The list of prospects grew daily. The poor souls needed to be taken care
of, to be made all better. The next was still undecided. There were going to be three, or
four, or five.
No kisses like yours. No matter what, you always made me better. You kissed me
and made me all better. I miss you. Do you hear me? Can you hear me? All better.
Giggling. Welling with giddy excitement, born of what had just occurred and what
was to occur in the future.
I’ll always have a piece of you, Jen. You’re much better now.
With that thought fresh in mind, the bloodied knife was grabbed around the handle
with the left hand. Dead Jen’s lower lip was pulled with the thumb and index finger of the
right hand, stretched away from her bottom teeth and gums. The point of the blade was
forced through the portion of Jen’s cheek next to the corner of her mouth. One hand
tugged as the other cut, and as if it were a strip of fat from a raw steak, Jennifer
Marconi’s lower lip was peeled from her face. Her blank wide-open eyes stared at the
ceiling.
Jen’s the first. Lucille doesn’t count. Jen’s better now. All better. I’ll keep loving
them until the heroes catch me. All better until the heroes come.
All better.
Jen’s body was carefully rolled up in the living room throw rug and hauled out to
the white Jeep Cherokee; then, Terrific all-purpose cleaner was used to remove blood
from the wooden floors and coffee table. Memories. Pleasant memories. Painful ones.
The sharp smell of the Terrific was the trigger. Fuzzy recollections were always woven
into cleaning and laundry tasks—always.
Next time, none of that mess.
Next time.

Just as the teakettle began to scream in the kitchen, a soft pop and a fizzle sounded
from the computer monitor in the spare room. Time for tea. Time to log on.
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Tony reached into his inside jacket pocket and pulled out a fresh piece of nicotine
gum. He used his wrists to guide the steering wheel while he fumbled with the packet,
then he popped the small yellow square into his mouth and bit down hard. A red oval
appeared on the instrument panel. He glanced at the indicator light and eased into the
right lane.
Situated on the main drag at the edge of town, the Southco was the only gas station
in Seaside Point that was open all year. The two others in the center of town opened just
before Memorial Day and closed just after Labor Day. A bell inside the building sounded
twice as Tony pulled up to the pump. He got out of the Jeep.
A thin young man with cropped bleached-blonde hair emerged, rubbing his hands
together, blowing small white puffs.
“How’s it goin’, Jay?” Tony fished for his wallet in the back pocket of his jeans.
“Hey, Tony. What’ll it be?”
Tony squinted at Jay. “What the hell is that on your tongue?”
Jay stuck out his pierced tongue and curled it up and down to reveal the small silver
dumbbell.
“Can you eat with that thing?” Tony winced.
“You get used to it. How much?”
Tony shook his head and looked down at the credit cards lined-up in the leather
compartments of his wallet. Next, he split open the wallet and thumbed through some
bills. Jay unscrewed the gas cap in the small alcove at the side of the Jeep. Tony stared at
the credit cards again.
“Give me three bucks of regular.”
“That’s it?” Jay raised his eyebrows and plucked the nozzle from its cradle. “With
these prices, you’ll be lucky if that gets you into town.” He inserted the nozzle into the
Jeep and pressed a button on the pump.
Tony handed Jay three bills. “So, kid, how’s school?”
“You left your blinker on.”
“Oh, thanks.” Tony opened his door and flipped up the flasher lever. “How’s
school?” He slammed the door.
“Okay. It’s tough with work and stuff, but I’m pulling Bs. Maybe one C in
Geometry.”
“Hear from your sister?”
“Nah.” Jay frowned.
“She’ll call.” Tony gripped Jay’s shoulder and then patted him once on the back.
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“I know. I think she’s in California someplace.” Jay squeezed and released the
handle of the nozzle a few times, until the digital LED on the pump indicated three
dollars. “It’s been almost two months. I just wish she woulda left a note or something.
Dad’s driving me crazy—Lucille this, Lucille that.” He pulled the nozzle from the car
and placed it in the cradle at the pump. “I hear him crying at night in his bedroom. It’s
bad enough that we lost Mom last year, now Lucille.”
“You’ll hear from her.” Tony got into the Jeep. “Keep up the studies. Get that C
up.”
“Ugh. You sound like my dad.” Jay screwed the gas cap until the ratchet noise
sounded. “See ya, Tony.”
As Tony pulled away, Jay double-timed it back into the station, rubbing his hands
together, blowing small white puffs.

When Tony stepped into his house, there were five messages on his answering
machine. The first was recorded at 3:32.
“Hello, this is the President of the United States.” Sammy’s best old-man voice.
“Please call me…um…it’s an emergency.” Before the message ended, he laughed and
yelled for his mom.
The next message was from Janine and was recorded at 3:38. Heater problem. Tony
was not looking forward to the conversation. He listened to the third message.
“Hey Salesi, did you catch the game last night? Devils suck! Flyers rule!”
Tony frowned.
The fourth message was recorded at 5:20. It was The Lieutenant.
“Yeah, it’s Medski. Where the hell are you? I need you here. Call as soon as you
get this. I’ll have Eddie try your cell phone. The shit is really hitting the roof.”
And the fan, Tony thought.
The last message was from Eddie—it came in at 5:27. Tony tensed up when he
detected the urgency in her voice.
“Tone, it’s Eddie. I tried your cell phone but no luck. The boss wants us in ASAP.
It’s a bad one. Homicide. Hurry up. Did you get the books?”
Tony stared at the machine for a second, and then looked up at the clock—5:36. He
grabbed his keys and ran out the door.

He was racing down the Boulevard and had almost reached the station when his
thoughts switched from the homicide to Sammy. He took a right toward the boardwalk to
buy some time, and then fished the cell phone from his inside coat pocket. The phone was
off—that’s why Eddie couldn’t get him. He used his thumb to turn it on and scrolled
down to the pre-programmed number marked HOME. He punched the TALK button.
Three rings.
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“Hello, who’s this?” Sammy’s standard telephone greeting.
“This is Mrs. Morgan from the school.” Tony did his best Mrs. Morgan. “Is this
Sammy?”
“Hi, Dad.”
“This isn’t Dad—it’s Mrs. Morgan.”
“Hi, Dad.”
“Why don’t you believe me? It’s really Mrs. Morgan.” Tony’s voice cracked as it
got louder.
“Hi, Dad.” Sammy laughed.
“Hey, buddy. How come I can never trick you anymore?”
“I know that trick already. You need new tricks.”
“Yeah, I guess you’re right. Hey—guess what—you’ll never guess who called and
left a message on my machine today. Go ahead, try and guess.”
“Um…Santa Claus?” Sammy’s voice was mischievous, singsong.
“Nope.”
“Um…Grampa?”
“Nope.”
“Who?”
“The President of the United States! Can you believe that, buddy? The President
called me!”
Sammy laughed short bursts of air through his nose. “Ha! Tricked ya! That was me!
Tricked ya, Dad!”
“That wasn’t you. No way. It sounded just like The President.”
“Nope. It was me.” Sammy chuckled. “I got ya.”
“Jeez, you got me. How come you always get me?”
“’Cause I’m smart.”
“That you are. Speaking of smart, how was school today?”
“Good.”
“What did you do?”
“Nothin’.”
“Nothin’? How can you do nothin’? What letter are you on? M?”
“Nah. We already did M. We’re doing N.”
“Great.”
“Okay, see ya. I’m playing with my toys.”
“Wait.” Tony furrowed his brow. “How much do I love you?”
“As much as the whole sky, Dad.”
Tony smiled.
“Bye. Oh, wait—here’s Mom.”
Shit.
“Tony, I called and left a message on your machine. Your cell phone wasn’t on.”
“That’s why I called,” he fibbed, “but I only have a second. There’s an emergency
at work and I’m almost to the station. What’s up with the heater?”
“Emergency? Everything okay?”
“Don’t know yet—find out when I get there. What’s with the heater?”
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“That noise was happening again, so I called Martone. He came today. He says he
fixed it this time, but he said the same freakin’ thing the last time. He left a bill on the
kitchen table—four hundred and thirty-two bucks for parts and labor.”
“Don’t pay it. Jesus, do you want me to call and talk to him?”
“Would you?”
“Okay, tomorrow I’ll give him a call. How’s Sammy? Everything cool?”
“Precious. Mrs. Morgan pulled me aside in the parking lot today just to tell me that
he’s special.”
Tony smiled again. “That’s what she said? That he’s special? What were her exact
words?”
“She said that Sammy is a very special boy. That’s it. That’s what she said.”
Tony pulled into the parking lot of the police station.
“Tone, how’s everything with you?”
“Listen, I gotta go. I’m at the station.”
Silence.
“Okay. Be careful.”
“I will.”
Tony got out of the Jeep and started for the rear entrance of the station house. Eddie
burst through the door.
“Come on, Tone. Let’s go.” She almost flung him around as she quickly passed,
half-running in the opposite direction.
Tony did double-time to catch up. “What’s up? What’s going on, Ed?”
“Get in. I’ll drive.” She opened the driver’s side door.
They both got into their patrol car, number 411. Eddie started the Ford Crown
Victoria, turned on the headlamps and flipped on the flashing roof lights. She pulled onto
Philip Ave, heading north.
Tony cleared his throat. Eddie ran the red light at the intersection of Philip and
Wesley, blasting a quick siren burst just before crossing.
Tony cleared his throat again, louder. “Edster, you gonna fill me in?”
“We got a floater.”
“A floater? What cop show did you get that from?” He nudged her shoulder.
“Ocean or bay?”
“Ocean.” Eddie hung a right on Hamilton toward the boardwalk.
“What happened?”
“Don’t know yet.”
“Who called it in?”
“Guess.” Eddie smiled.
Tony sighed and shook his head. “Oh, come on. Jesus, Ed.”
“No, it wasn’t Jesus. Guess again.”
Tony moaned.
Eddie made a left at the boardwalk, turning north onto Ocean Ave. “Guess,
Sherlock.” She wore an expression that Tony adored. It was a sly look with traces of
sexiness—a half-smile, eyes beginning to close just a hair.
“Um…Santa Claus?” Tony asked.
“Nope.”
“Um…Grampa?”
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“What?”
“Never mind.” Tony smiled.
“Want a hint?”
“You know, Ed, here I am wishing I had a hint—just one hint—and lo-and-behold,
out of nowhere, you wanna give me one. You’re amazing. This is incredible. Let’s get
married.”
Eddie gasped and gaped at Tony. “God, I have so many things to do—caterer,
flowers, dress. I'd better start a list. Wanna go look at rings when we’re through at the
crime scene? It would have to be at least a one-karat diamond. That should only run you
about—”
“I hate you.” Tony shook his head.
He could see the crime scene now. Flashers pulsed, spilling red and blue upon the
street and buildings three quarters of a mile ahead of them.
“Okay, Tone—some hints. The body was found on the beach between Summer and
Blaine Streets. The call came in around six-fifty. As you can plainly see, the sun is down.
As you can plainly feel, it’s freezing out. That’s all you get. Guess.”
“Foulger.”
“Yep.”
“Holy shit.”
“Who else would be fishing now?” Eddie asked. “So, how’s that gum?”
Tony was chewing with his mouth open again. “Sorry. Male or female?” He closed
his mouth.
Eddie smiled. “Foulger? I think he’s a male.”
“Why must you torment me? The victim! Male or female?”
“Female.”
“Hmm,” Tony said. “I hope Foulger didn’t try to have his way with her—that
would be tampering with evidence.” He glanced at Eddie through the corner of his eye.
Eddie chuckled, and then, to Tony’s delight, let out a whale of a snort.
“You snorted. I got a snort.”
“That wasn’t a snort.”
“Oh, pa-lease! That was a major one. I got another one. How many is that now?”
“I hate you.” Eddie tried not to smile, but let a small one slip.
Tony thought about the body on the beach, and then about his necrophilia joke.
Black humor. He wondered when it was in his career that he became so flippant about the
tragedies. When he first came on the job, he cringed when the other cops made the sick
jokes; now, he was making them.
The cruiser hit a pothole and Tony’s head slammed into the side window. “Jesus,
Ed. Watch it.”
“Hey—how did you make out? Did you get the books?”
Tony paused for a few seconds. “No. Not yet.” He paused again. “Maybe tonight, if
there’s time.”
There was a brief moment of silence that seemed a lot longer to Tony.
“You’re a great dad.”
“Thanks.” He thought about Sammy and frowned. “I’m worried about him, though.
He seems so happy all of the time. I mean—he’s got to be feeling things. He’s just not
letting it out. I just wish he would open up a little, you know?”
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“He’s in pain, Tone. He needs to heal. It takes time. It’s tough to open up.” She
raised her eyebrows. “Maybe you haven’t even let it all out.”
Silence.
“I just feel so helpless. I wish I knew the exact right thing to say to him at the exact
right time. Everything seems so gray.” Tony bit on his thumbnail. “Like, if I say the right
thing too much, then it turns into the wrong thing.” He sighed. “I just don’t want him to
be messed up.” He stared at the blur of the boardwalk as it passed him on the right.
“Stop being such a pessimist, Salesi. You’re always the freaking harbinger of doom.
You’re a good dad. If you worry about it too much you will mess him up. Just keep being
a good dad.” She slapped him on the lap. “Stop worrying.”
“I just don’t want to screw him up.”
“Shut up, Tone.”
They arrived at the scene. Eddie pulled the cruiser between another patrol car and
an all-terrain beach patrol vehicle. She yanked the rearview mirror toward her and hastily
checked her face. Tony took in a deep breath and got out of the car. Hot acid seeped into
his stomach. It was time for business.
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“Mo, pass me that sauce, will ya?” Frank pointed at the gravy boat. “Mo!” Tiny wet
bits of lettuce and carrots shot from his mouth to the tabletop.
Avoiding eye contact, Michelle pushed the gravy boat toward her father. Drops of
tomato sauce splashed over the rim onto the table next to Frank’s can of Budweiser.
“Stop calling me Mo.”
“Stop calling me Mo.” Frank wore an exaggerated version of Michelle’s distressed
expression. He smiled and jabbed his fork into the ziti. “Grow up…Mo.”
“I hate this place,” Michelle whispered.
The soft-spoken declaration was ignored. Michelle’s thirteen-year-old brother sat
across from her at the dinner table, head cocked to the right, eyes fixed on the television.
Though he’d undoubtedly heard the exchange, he hadn’t been listening. Their mother,
Donna, had been listening, but chose not to speak. Frank Ordiel swallowed a gulp of beer
and let out an obnoxiously loud and long belch. He slammed the can to the table.
Michelle’s stomach cramped into a tight and painful knot. She hated the smell of his
breath; it always seemed to be a rancid mix of cigarette smoke, coffee and beer. When he
was too close, his breath was so sour and putrid that it made her want to gag. She hated
the look in his eyes. She hated his laugh. She hated that he was nearly always drunk, or
getting drunk, or getting ready to get drunk, or waking up after having been drunk. She
hated it when he hit her. She hated it more when he hit Peter. She hated it the most when
he hit her mom. She hated that he called her Mo.
Michelle gazed into her pasta, tuning everyone out with ease. She unconsciously
ran her forefinger back and forth through the eyelashes of her left eye, until Mom’s voice
brought her back.
“Have you heard from Tyler?”
Michelle focused on her fork and mindlessly stirred through the noodles. “No.”
“You wanna know what I think, Mo?” As Frank smiled, the tiny piece of carrot that
had been stuck to his lip fell into his dish.
Michelle tensed up; her mom looked down; Peter didn’t seem to register the
question.
“I think Tyler dumped you because of all the zits you’re always getting. I mean—
look at that huge mama you got on your nose. It’s a goddamn bull’s-eye.” Frank’s
subsequent laughter was interrupted by a resonant belch.
Michelle slammed her fork to the table. She leapt up and flung her chair into the
wall behind her.
“Whoa.” Frank laughed, and then his expression flipped to anger.
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Michelle rounded the kitchen wall, bounded up the stairs, and ran into her bedroom.
She slammed the door and fell into her bed.
Downstairs, Peter turned his head from the TV and looked at his dad. Frank rolled
his eyes. Peter shrugged. Donna shook her head. Frank belched.

There were two predominant thoughts in Michelle’s mind: the first was that she
wished her father were dead; the second was that she wished she were. She began to
pluck lashes from her left eyelid in succession. She pulled out four, then noticed the
behavior and stopped. Three lashes were stuck to the tip of her middle finger. She flicked
them off with her thumb. Michelle closed her eyes and hugged her pillow. In a peculiar
way, the familiar warm wetness of the tear soaked pillowcase gave her comfort.

She opened her eyes and strained to focus on the clock—twenty-minute nap.
Though she couldn’t remember the specifics, she knew she’d dreamt something awful.
Dazed. Drained. Relaxed. No bad thoughts.
She got up from the bed, shuffled slowly over to her door and quietly locked it. She
put her favorite Korn compact disk into her portable player and cranked up the volume.
Her father hated Korn.
Preferring the eerie atmosphere, she turned off the desk lamp. Then, she switched
on the computer. She liked the glow of the monitor; it made her feel cozy. Comfortable.
<safe>
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Tony was grateful for the cold salty blasts of air that filled his lungs. He peeled
open a fresh piece of nicotine gum, popped it into his mouth, and walked toward the
commotion behind Eddie.
Two men from the Department of Public Works were hammering wooden posts
into the sand. Another was nailing plastic orange construction netting to the posts,
creating a makeshift fence around the crime scene. It was the off-season; there were no
trashcans or lifeguard stands to hold the yellow crime scene tape. Debris littered the
beach—twigs, driftwood, even an empty bleach container. The stuff would remain there
until just before Memorial Day. In winter, what washed ashore stayed ashore.
Two of the squad’s Ford Explorers were on the sand up near the surf, facing each
other, running with their headlights on. A group of cops were huddled between the lights,
talking. Flashlight beams whipped in all directions as officers used them to point and
motion to one another. A uniformed cop was alternately crouching and standing, taking
pictures of something near the group. Condensation rose from the officers’ mouths and
settled into a wispy fog above them. The flashlight beams cut through the cloud of
collective breath at random, and the flashes from the camera spilled intermittently onto it,
making it appear as though the group was at the center of a miniature lightning storm.
The rubber-neckers were bundled up, talking, laughing and shaking their heads in
disbelief. Some were shivering, and a few had dogs on leashes. People were walking
from the street onto the beach, assimilating into the huddled crowd. Officers Gunn and
Devito were preventing folks from entering the area that had not yet been properly fenced
off.
Engines growled. Hammers pounded. Portable radios sputtered and crackled with
static staccato voices. But, by far, the largest aural presence was the sea, framing all of
the noise and commotion, crashing and hissing, spraying and exploding, in all of its
natural grandeur.
Tony and Eddie moved quickly through the pandemonium toward the group of cops
by the ocean.
Someone called out from the left. “Hey, Tone! Coming to work on your day off,
huh?” It was Devito.
“Work? Nah. I’m here for a swim.”
“Those Devils really picked a good name for the team, huh? They’re playing like
hell.”
“Funny, Chris. You should do stand-up.”
Devito laughed and then yelled something at one of the onlookers.
Tony and Eddie approached Medski.
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Lieutenant Medski was just over six feet tall, with a large potbelly and a thick bush
of brown hair that was perpetually disheveled above his kind, weathered face. He was
speaking to the officers, who wore winter gloves, except for Ferraro, who wore rubber
surgical gloves, and Old Man Foulger, who was standing off to the side, digging around
in his nostril with his pinky.
Eddie addressed the lieutenant. “Hey, Boss. Whadda we got?”
“Take a look.” Medski pointed his flashlight down and to the left.
Tony took in a deep breath and swallowed hard; he welcomed the bitter taste of the
nicotine. He and Eddie moved forward and stared down at the body before them.
The corpse was fully clothed with a white blouse, blue jeans, and a pair of black
boots. The blouse and jeans were soaked and matted with sand. The front of the blouse
was discolored, shaded light brown—a washed-out bloodstain. Snagged in a grommet on
one of the black lace-up boots was a fishing lure with three barbed hooks. The fishing
line was still attached and ran to the pole lying in the sand about three yards from the
body. There was a stench. It was unusual, yet it reminded Tony of the time he had pulled
a dead mouse from one of his sneakers. He covered his mouth and nose with one cupped
hand. It didn’t help.
Though the bloating made it difficult to determine, Tony guessed that the woman
had been in her thirties. Her long brown hair was wet and stuck together in clumps. It was
filled with sand, and strands of it were stuck to her face. There was no coloring left; the
skin was pure gray. The neck had been sliced open, and the resulting wound appeared
black. Tony took shallow breaths.
He calculated that the body had been in the sea for no more than two days. Any
longer than that, and the skin would have begun to darken and separate from the muscle.
He’d heard a few horror stories over the years about cops reaching into rivers, grabbing
hold of a corpse, only to have the entire skin peel from the body like a rotten black
banana peel.
He fixated on the face of the dead woman and bit the inside of his upper lip. Her
colorless eyes were wide-open, staring right through him. Her teeth were exposed and
clenched in a horrific half-grin. Her lower lip was missing and the flesh was gouged to
ribbons under the mouth. A good portion of white bone was visible where her chin had
been. There were slash marks on her forehead, partially masked by clumps of wet hair.
Eddie took off her leather gloves and replaced them with rubber ones. She looked at
the cop with the camera, Officer Delaney. “Did you get enough pictures, Guy?”
“I got plenty.”
“Take a couple more. Get as close to the face as you can.”
Delaney leaned over the body, directly above the head, and took three more shots.
The super-bright flash-illuminated image of that half-grinning face was burned into
Tony’s retina three times. He closed his eyes and the image remained. Ghoulish. He
shuddered and clamped down hard on his gum.
Eddie was in her street clothes. She walked around the body to the head, and placed
her left sneaker in the sand about two feet diagonally from the dead woman’s left ear. She
placed her right foot down on the other side.
“Hey—what the hell is she doing?” Corporal Baker called out.
Eddie looked at Baker.
“Settle down,” Medski said.
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“Come on, Lieutenant. We’re not supposed to touch the thing until the big-shots get
here, remember?” Baker scowled at Eddie.
“Jesus Christ,” Medski said. “Ferraro and Pearson dragged the goddamn thing out
from the surf through the sand. Just calm down and keep your mouth shut, Harry. And
put that damn cigarette out.” Medski looked at the body. “Careful, Eddie.”
Baker flicked his cigarette at the ocean. Tony shot him a dirty look.
Intersecting flashlight circles wavered on the face of the corpse as Eddie slowly
crouched over the body and delicately pinched a clump of hair with the thumb and index
finger of her left hand. She lifted it from the forehead and placed it to the side. She
repeated the process until the black carvings above the corpse’s brow were revealed.
Three Xs. Perfectly carved Xs.
“Take some pictures now, Guy.” Eddie backed out of her crouching position.
“Either of you recognize her?” Medski asked.
“Not so much her looks,” Tony said, “but something…I can’t really put my finger
on it…something’s reminding me of my ex.”
“Tony!” Eddie said.
“Kidding—I’m kidding!” The black humor again. Tony looked at the body, then at
Medski. “Is County on the way?”
“Yeah, they’ll be pulling up any minute. I don’t have to tell you that this is going to
open a can of Pandoras.”
Tony darted a look at Eddie, and then sucked in his cheeks to prevent the smile.
“I don’t know why we need the county guys in on this,” Baker said. “Every time
they get involved they make us do all the bullshit work and then they take all the glory.
You know it. We all know it. It’s bullshit.”
“Get used to it, Harry,” Medski said.
“It’s bullshit.” Baker shook his head.
Old Man Foulger stepped closer to Tony. “Hey, Salesi.”
“Hey, Bill. Caught yourself a whopper, huh?”
“I knew it wasn’t a fish. Took me almost a half-hour to pull ‘er in. And I want that
lure back—it’s my lucky one.”
“Bill, which way is the current running right now?” Tony asked.
“North, but it’s not strong. There’s hardly any current to speak of.”
“Was it strong yesterday?” Eddie asked.
“Nope. Same.” Foulger seemed bored. He dug into his nose and then used his
thumbnail to clean out the nail on his pinky.
Tony yelled toward the cops that were standing next to one of the running Ford
Explorers. “Joe, radio the Coast Guard station over in Chadwick, get the direction and
speed of the ocean current over the last two days.” He thought for a second, and then said
to himself, “South of us we got the boards, then The Grove, then Island Beach.” He
turned to the group. “I’m thinking it was dumped somewhere close—maybe The Grove.
It looks too fresh, and if Bill’s right about the current, there’s no way it could have come
from much farther.”
“Could have been a boat,” Eddie said.
“Good point. Or, one of the piers.” Tony pointed at the body. “Bill, could some sort
of fish do that to her chin?”
“I suppose.” Foulger twisted his pinky in his ear, and then squinted at the fingernail.
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Eddie said, “What about those marks on the forehead, Bill? Could a fish have made
those?”
Medski rolled his eyes.
“I suppose,” Foulger said.
“The county guys are here.” Medski motioned toward the street.
“Whoop-de-do, here come the heroes,” Baker said.
Two men with badges on their overcoats walked the beach toward the group.
Another two men, carrying a stretcher, trailed behind them.
The crowd was getting fairly large—about fifty people—and they lined up around
the orange fencing, which now encompassed a section of beach about one hundred feet
square. Devito and Gunn peeled open a section of the plastic netting, allowing the four
men to enter the perimeter. They approached the group.
“Vince,” Captain Schirro said, extending his hand toward Medski.
“What brings you out in this cold, Ted?” Medski shook Schirro’s hand.
“We heard a rumor at the courthouse that your department was throwing a
clambake. Where’s the band?”
“No clambake here, pal.” Medski pursed his lips and shook his head.
“Lieutenant Vince Medski, this is Detective Rich Johnson,” Schirro said.
“Pleasure.” Medski offered his hand to Johnson, and then used it to indicate the
group. “Officers Pearson, Baker and Ferraro.”
They nodded.
“And this is Sergeant Tony Salesi and Sergeant Eddie Mulligan.”
Tony and Eddie shook hands with Schirro and Johnson.
“Ted and I worked together in the Dans River department before I came here and he
went to the prosecutor’s office,” Medski said.
Tony caught Johnson giving Eddie the once-over.
Johnson looked at Eddie with an I-know-you-want-me expression. “So, Eddie huh?
That’s a strange name for a girl.” He used his right pinky to alternately pet each side of
his mustache once.
“A girl? Why thank you, Detective. I haven’t been referred to as a girl in quite some
time.”
Tony stared at Johnson’s diamond pinky ring.
“Okay, Vince,” Schirro said. “Give us the dope.”
“Mr. Foulger, over here, called a code eleven into the station a little over an hour
ago from his cell phone. He hooked that body, over there, and reeled it in to the edge of
the surf.”
“It took me over an hour to reel ‘er in, and I want that lure back—it’s my lucky
lure.”
“Anyhow,” Medski said, “Ferraro and Pearson, here, were on north-end patrol.
Dispatch gave them the call and they got to the scene within minutes. When they arrived,
the body was being tossed around in the shallow water, here. They pulled the body onto
the sand and called it in. We got the DPW down here and called in as much of the gang
as we could. We notified Missing Persons.”
“Any of the locals see anything?” Schirro said.
“We don’t know yet,” Medski said. “Baker, go over to the crowd there and start
canvassing for witnesses.”
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Baker flashed Medski a dirty look and walked toward the crowd. “Sure, and then
I’ll go issue some parking tickets,” he muttered.
Johnson and Schirro moved closer to the body and crouched down beside it. Schirro
pulled a handkerchief from his back trouser pocket and covered his face.
Medski went on. “I have guys combing the beach for a mile, looking for anything.
She has no ID on her. We took enough pictures. As you can see, there’s the neck wound;
the lower lip and chin are gone. Three Xs carved in the head there. Tony…” The
lieutenant motioned to Tony who walked over and crouched next to the Schirro.
“Foulger says the current has been moving north, but hardly,” Tony said. “We’re
checking that out with Chadwick. How long you think she was in?”
“Looks like not more than a day or two,” Schirro said from behind his hanky.
“That’s what I thought. If that’s the case, depending on the speed of the current,
we’re thinking she was either dumped from a boat, or from one of the piers. Boat seems
unlikely in this weather. If the person who dumped the body didn’t use one of the piers,
or a boat, it means they had to haul the body right up to the surf and toss it in—doesn’t
seem likely. My guess is one of the piers—probably Fun Time, it’s a mile south.” Tony
pointed. “Midway Pier is right there, but I think it’s too close.”
“Thanks.” Schirro stood. “Okay guys, let’s get the deceased out of here.”
The two men unfolded a black body bag and knelt on either side of the corpse.
“My lure!”
Tony looked at Schirro who nodded back at him. “Please detach the lucky lure and
give it to that fine young man.” Tony pointed to Foulger. “But, Bill, we have to have your
absolute assurances that you won’t reveal anything about this crime scene to anyone. Is
that understood?”
“What the hell? ‘Course not. I’m not a washwoman, Salesi.”
“Okay. Just making sure. You’re the only civilian to see the body, Bill. If anything
gets out, we’ll know that it came from you, and we’ll have to pull you in for hampering
the investigation.”
Medski smiled at Eddie.
“Just give me the lure, Salesi.”
Officer Pearson crouched and carefully worked the barbed hook loose from the
grommet of the boot. Foulger cranked, the reel whizzed, and the lure bounced and flipped
in the sand toward the pole.
The two men carting the body bag were having difficulty negotiating the sand while
balancing the stretcher between them. As they shuffled toward the street, the crowd of
onlookers began to buzz.
“So, Eddie, how long have you been a cop here in Seaside?” Johnson asked.
“Three years this month.”
“Seems like thirty.” Medski smiled at her.
“Really?” Johnson’s eyebrows jumped. “Have you ever thought about coming to
work for the county?” He stroked his mustache.
Schirro rolled his eyes.
“Thanks for the compliment,” Eddie said. “But I kinda like it here at the beach.”
“Think about it, Sergeant. See you around.” Johnson winked at her.
Tony chewed on his nicotine gum and concentrated on keeping his face from
revealing what was going on in his gut. Johnson’s slick appearance didn’t help matters.
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He was tall. Custom tailored clothes. Tony was envious of his hairline and the sheer
volume of his jet-black hair, though he wouldn’t have slicked it back the way Johnson
did. Meticulously trimmed mustache. Manicured fingernails. Tony had never worked a
case with a guy who wore a diamond pinky ring.
“Okay, let’s go Richie.” Schirro patted Johnson on the back, then turned to the rest.
“See you, guys. We’ll be in touch tomorrow morning. Make some room at the station for
some of our men. Johnson will be heading the investigation.” They turned and walked
toward the street.
Captain Schirro stopped and spun around. “One more thing, Vince.”
“What’s that, Ted?”
“You may want to tell The Mayor to open up the town. You know, get the boards
up and running, open the shops, get Madame Marie into her fortune telling booth,
restaurants, motels, etcetera.” Schirro smiled.
“Very funny, Ted.”
“I’m serious. This is news. I give it a couple hours before you have two or three
news vans here from the networks in New York and Philly. They probably have a
helicopter flying down right now. Then you got the newspaper people.” He paused and
his expression became dead serious. “And, God forbid there’s another one. I mean—I’m
looking at the missing lip and the forehead and I’m thinking this may not be a one-time
deal.” He shook his head. “God forbid, but there’s a probability that this guy is really
getting off on this shit, that he’ll do it again. Vince, I don’t have to tell you what happens
then.”
“It’ll go national.” Medski’s mind was working.
“Right. Dateline, America’s Most Wanted—the works. A bona fide serial killer.
Your town will be packed to the gills with tourists in the dead of winter. When’s the last
time that happened?”
Medski looked at the ground. “Bennies in the dead of winter? Never.” He looked at
Schirro. “Let’s not get ahead of ourselves, Ted. We don’t really know what we got here.
Let’s see what happens.”
“Okay,” Schirro said. “Call you tomorrow morning with the autopsy results. We’ll
send over a team. They can get with your guys to start really canvassing the town—
maybe there’s a witness who saw something fishy.” Schirro waved his hand. “No pun
intended.”
Schirro and Johnson and walked to their car. The men from the coroner’s office had
already loaded the body bag into their van. One of the onlookers was taking snapshots.
“Looks like you have a new fan, Ed,” Medski said.
“Hey, what can I say?”
“Boy, what a charmer,” Tony said, “and so subtle.”
“You guys go home, be in tomorrow morning at eight,” Medski said.
“You forgot, boss—day off tomorrow,” Tony said.
“I didn’t forget. I’m going to have a stationhouse full of county suits tomorrow. Just
wait until The Chief hears that we’ll need to tell The Mayor that we have to call in the
reserves in the middle of the winter. He’s gonna go through the room.”
Tony purposely avoided eye contact with Eddie; nevertheless, he couldn’t restrain
the smile.
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“Good, glad you’re happy about it, Tone. Now get home to bed. Big day
tomorrow.”

Schirro and Johnson sat in their car while it warmed up. Johnson watched Eddie
through the windshield as the group of officers began their trek from the beach. Eddie
stopped.
“Guy, come here a second.” She motioned.
The group halted.
“Yeah, Eddie?” Officer Delaney stepped up, holding the camera.
“Listen, you got any pictures left?”
Delaney looked at the back of the camera. “Eight left, then I have another roll in the
case. What’s up?”
“Okay, what I want you to do is to go over to the crowd, there.” She pointed. “Take
some pictures. Don’t say a word—just walk up and start snapping. Try to get everybody.”
“Gotcha.” Delaney jogged to the crowd.
“Good thinking.” Tony nudged Eddie.
“Killer could be at the scene,” Medski said. “When they’re serious, they like to
observe the aftermath—always return to the scene of the crime and such. Shit, Eddie, I
should have thought of it.”
“Shhh.” Eddie pointed to the crowd. “Let’s watch.”
There looked to be about seventy people standing together at the edge of the
makeshift orange fencing. When Officer Delaney snapped the first picture, the crowd
began to stir. Some folks found it amusing; others froze in disbelief; others turned their
heads and began to leave the cluster. Baker, who’d been interviewing an old man, rolled
his eyes and shook his head in disgust when he realized what Delaney was doing.
Tony did his best to study the movements and reactions of the individuals in the
crowd. Delaney took eight pictures, all that remained in the camera.
Look at them. Scrambling. She’s the first. Jen’s the first. All better in a big black
bag. Take some more pictures. Take all you want, heroes.
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Michelle’s face bathed in the dim green glow as the singer screamed his primal
soul-wrenching finale.
Mother fucker. I fucking hate you. Fuck you, you son of a bitch. You fucking
ruined my life.
The song was called, Daddy. She played it often.
She used her mouse to select the large blue letter Y on the screen. A dial tone
sounded from the speakers, followed by a succession of touch-tones. Next came a series
of screeches, beeps, and buzzes. Michelle hated these—they were akin to fingernails on a
chalkboard. They gave her the chills.
The annoying sounds ended abruptly and Michelle stared at the monitor—waiting.
As always, after about five seconds, her login screen appeared. She typed in her screenname, softheart, and then her password, 0987. The password had no significance; it had
been selected merely because it was easy to remember. The screen filled with a colorful
cornucopia of various-sized words and pictures. Some of them were blinking. Some were
moving.
She wanted to do some online chatting, so she clicked on the Instant Messaging
button to see if any of her friends were logged-on. A box appeared on the screen with a
list of four screen-names: quimp32, amysee, candybar and tylertyler. These were her
friends—all except for tylertyler.
There are 0 friends logged-on for softheart.

“Duh.” She already knew that none of her friends were online because the digital
explosion sound didn’t play.
She felt depressed. The music was beginning to give her a headache. She got up
from her chair, turned off the music, and plopped back down in front of the monitor.
<emptiness>
She wished to chat with someone, especially Amy—her best friend. Amy gave the
computer to Michelle. She’d also been one of the girls who witnessed Frank calling
Michelle Mo for the first time. Michelle and Amy had gone through elementary school
and high school joined at the hip. They both believed that they would remain friends until
death do them part.
Michelle highlighted tylertyler, then moved the cursor arrow to the Delete option.
With her index finger resting lightly on the left mouse button, she focused her vision on
the screen-name. She was genuinely beginning to hate men in total, especially Tyler,
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especially her father. As she stared, something welled up deep within her. It was an
ambiguous and evasive feeling; part resentment, part sadness, part rage, and, curiously,
pinches of love and wanting were sprinkled in for good measure. The feeling got
stronger. Michelle’s finger became heavier. She clicked. Tyler was deleted.
Next, she checked her email.
You have 0 new email message(s).

Disappointment filled her heart. She heard slamming. Her father was yelling
something downstairs in the kitchen. She glanced over at the doorknob just to check.
Locked.
She was in the process of logging off when something caught her eye on the right of
the screen, about halfway down. It was a box, about two inches square, containing a
picture of two hearts joined together. There was large, bright red text above the picture
that said, “Meet That Special Someone.” Below the hearts, in smaller letters, “Click here
for Yippee! Personals.”
Michelle moved the cursor arrow slowly across the screen and rested it atop the
hearts. She stared at them, and then glanced at the doorknob. Still locked. She pressed the
mouse button. A tiny hourglass appeared. Her heart rate increased.
The personals screen was less busy than the Yippee! home page. At the top, in large
red letters, it said, “Yippee! Personals.” There were red hearts of various sizes
surrounding the title, and they randomly faded in and out of sight. Michelle stared at
them for a few moments.
Directly below the hearts, there was a banner advertisement in capital letters twice
the size of those in the header: “MEET SOMEONE NOW.” NOW was blinking steadily,
hypnotically. Below that, “New Jersey” was written. Michelle wondered about that, but
quickly decided that there must be some tie-in to the questionnaire she filled out to apply
for the email address.
The categories were listed next: Long Term, Short Term, Pen Pals, Activity
Partners, Wild & Crazy, and All.
She smiled and chose Wild & Crazy. Next, subcategories were displayed:
Men4Women, Men4Men, Women4Men, Women4Women, and All. She selected
Men4Women, and the first five personal ads appeared on her screen.
LOOKING FOR BORED HOUSEWIVES
Age: 42 Newark

juiceman69
01/17/00

hey ladies I know what you need and I got it baby - your waiting for
me to give you the atention you deserve. wait no more. I got a lot and
I know how to use it. theirs no time to lose. I will reply to all.

“Oh—my—God.” Michelle burst into laughter. “What a dipshit.”
She pondered the author’s poor spelling and his misuse of the words, your and
theirs. “Not in a million years, pal.” Besides, she may have been bored, but she was no
housewife.
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Michelle heard her father screaming something downstairs, but couldn’t make out
the words. Reflexively, her eyes darted to check the doorknob. Locked. She read the next
ad.
BIG WOMEN? BIG BREASTS? C’MERE
Age: 34 Elmwood Park

tittieman
01/17/00

Are you big? Real big? With nice large breasts? Send me your photo
and let’s get together for some fun. No implants please.

Michelle decided that she’d clicked on the wrong category, that this Wild & Crazy
section was a little too wild and crazy for her. She made a mental note to show these to
Amy; they would have a riot together over this stuff.
Those ads did nothing but reinforce her disdain for the male gender. She returned to
the screen that displayed the category selections. She thought hard. Then, she stared at
the original categories and tried to decide whether she was seriously interested in a shortterm or a long-term relationship. She selected the particular Short Term ads in which she
now held an interest.
There were 397 ads in the category. Michelle scanned. A few were crazy, but in this
category, most were serious and more tactful. She used the filter supplied by Yippee! to
weed out all ads by authors from towns that were too far from her. Next, she eliminated
anyone over thirty-five years old. That brought the pool down to seventeen ads. She
started to read.
She passed over the first blurb; it was a bit boring and didn’t pique her interest. The
second one seemed okay, but she moved on. She would return to it if she didn’t find
anything else. The third blurb was vulgar, and she nixed it without having read past the
title.
The forth blurb stopped her in her tracks. She read it through twice, and then, for
the first time, she clicked on the More button.
BUTTERFLIES
Age: 35 Seaside Point

kisses-4-u
01/17/00

Have you ever gotten butterflies merely from a kiss? A gingerly sweet
caress? Tenderness. Shivers. Goose bumps. Chills. The slowest of
slow motion kissing. The kind where the lips are barely touching. Ever
so slight, whisper kisses. Slow, sensual, and amazingly erotic. You
know the kind. The kind that give you butterflies. I can give you
butterflies. I promise. Respond.

She’d dated Tyler for two years, and the sex was okay sometimes, but she’d never
experienced the kind of kisses described in the ad. Not with Tyler. Not with anybody. She
already had a few butterflies in her stomach. She wanted more. She wanted the ones in
the ad.
Michelle moved the white arrow to the button marked Reply and froze in her
position. She bit her bottom lip. Her face heated up. Again, she shot a quick glance at the
doorknob. The lock was still engaged. Of course it was. She clicked into the response
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box. The text cursor, just a small vertical line, blinked steadily, taunting her to begin
typing.
Michelle heard a voice. It was she, that familiar pragmatic and sensible voice—the
one that lived inside her head—the one that always had an awful lot to say.
What in God’s name are you doing? My God! Are you crazy? Log out and forget
this stuff. This is what desperate people do. A toothless ogre with warts and bad breath
placed that ad! Don’t do something stupid!
Michelle pondered the advice briefly. It was sound. She liked Miss Realistic. The
entity popped up every so often at just the right time, having saved Michelle’s butt from
doom and disaster more than once. So, Michelle resolved to quit her entire short-lived
personal ad career.
An explosion of successive bangs shook the bedroom door in its hinges. Michelle
felt as though her heart was propelled into her throat. She jumped from her seat and
looked at the doorknob. Locked.
“Hey, Mo! You sleepin’?” Frank pounded the door again. “Mo! It’s early! You
can’t be sleepin’ yet!” His words were slurred almost beyond recognition.
She answered steadily, not moving from her position in front of the desk. “I’m
doing my homework, Dad. What is it?”
“Your boyfriend, what’s-his-face, just stopped by. He said if you cover that zit on
your nose with—” He belched, loud and long, and then continued. “If you cover that zit
of yours with lots of makeup, he’ll consider taking you back!” He began to laugh. It was
a cruel laugh. Whenever Frank was drunk, and he laughed, it was a cruel laugh.
The volume of the laughter diminished as Frank walked down the hall away from
Michelle’s room. He said something, but Michelle couldn’t make it out. She heard the
door of her parent’s bedroom slam shut. She listened for a few moments—nothing.
The Reply window remained on the screen. Still standing, awash in anger, fear, and
utter loneliness, Michelle used the mouse to move the white arrow into the response field.
She clicked. Miss Realistic had nothing to say.
Michelle contemplated for a few seconds and then typed three words. She moved
the arrow to the Send button. She took a deep breath. She closed her eyes. She clicked.
At the speed of sound, three words were catapulted through cyberspace from
Michelle’s monitor to the personals mailbox of kisses-4-u. It was a clear and succinct
message, one that could not be misinterpreted—a simple sentence, authored by a mixedup girl sitting in her room, alone in the dark on a Monday night after dinner.
I want butterflies.
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Tony and Eddie sat in Blaise’s Donut Shop & Grill on the Boulevard. They stopped
by Blaise’s joint at least twice a week to get coffee after the shift. They sat across from
each other at a booth for two, warming their hands on the ceramic mugs. Tony drank only
decaf. It was bad enough that his system was absorbing a zillion milligrams of nicotine
daily; he hesitated to compound that with caffeine. Eddie drank the real stuff.
“So, Sherlock,” Eddie said, “what do you make of the Xs?”
“Well, Watson, it’s elementary.” Tony did his Basil Rathbone—he fancied himself
a pretty fair impressionist, though Eddie never seemed impressed. “By the way, what the
hell was that business asking Old Man Foulger if a fish could have made the Xs?”
“I know—I’m the devil. But, didn’t I see you crack a smile, Mother Theresa?”
“Nope. No way, Beelzebub. You didn’t even come close to getting me. You never
get me. I only get you. That’s just the way it is and the way it will be, forever and ever,
amen. Not even a hint of a smile. Case closed, Lucifer.”
Eddie closed her eyelids slightly, just a hair, and jutted out her jaw—the I’msending-daggers-at-you-but-I’m-only-kidding look. Tony liked that one.
“Whoa,” Tony said. “Did you see Belly-acher’s face when Medski told him to
canvass the crowd?”
“Yep. He was pissed to say the least. You know something though? I feel sorry for
Baker. Can you imagine going through life like that? Never happy with anything?
Always resenting everyone? All that bitterness inside?”
“Don’t feel sorry for him. He chooses to be like that. The one thing we do have
control over is our attitude. He chooses to have a shitty one.”
“Well said, Dr. Gloom.”
“That’s different, Ed. I’m not malicious, just realistic.”
“I still feel bad for him.”
“So,” Tony said, “speaking of attitudes, what do you think of this Johnson guy?”
“I think he’s kinda cute.”
Tony tried to imitate Eddie’s dagger look, but merely squinted goofily. Eddie
smiled.
He took two sips of coffee and two chews of gum. “The Xs could be Roman
Numerals. Maybe it’s a serial killer and he intends to knock off thirty people. Or maybe
he’s already knocked off three, and he’s marking their foreheads with a tally, like notches
in a gun.”
An attractive, smartly dressed woman with a canvas bag slung from her shoulder
pushed through the door of Blaise’s. She surveyed the empty coffee shop and hurried
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toward Tony and Eddie. “Is that your police car illegally parked outside?” She stood at
their booth, smiling.
Tony looked tentatively at Eddie, then at the woman. “Can we help you with
something?”
“Barbara Beyer—Asbury Tribune. Sorry to bother you like this—saw the car
outside.” A series of loud digital beeps sounded from the pager clipped to her bag.
“Motherfather.” She checked the face of the pager and pressed a button. The beeping
ceased.
Tony rolled his eyes at Eddie.
“Anyway,” Beyer said, “nobody’s giving me anything around here. I was
wondering if I could ask you a couple of questions about the body that washed up.”
Tony rolled his eyes again. This time, Eddie kicked his ankle under the table. Tony
opened his eyes wide and pressed his lips together with the pain.
“I don’t think there’s very much we can tell you yet, Barbara.” Eddie smiled.
“You don’t mind if I sit down, just for a second?” Beyer squeezed into the booth on
Eddie’s side and smacked her keys onto the table. “Look—I know it’s a woman. What
else can you give me? The buzz is that she was murdered. How? Cause of death?”
Beyer looked across the table at Tony, then to her right at Eddie. “Aw, come on
guys. Something. Please? I ran all the way down here from Redbank and everyone’s
shutting me out. I saw you guys at the scene. Can’t you give me something? Anything?
Why were you taking pictures?”
“Okay,” Tony said. “But this is off the record. Deal?”
“Deal!” She dipped into her bag and pulled out a spiral note pad and a pen.
Tony leaned across the table and cupped his hand to his mouth. Beyer’s pager
sounded again.
“Motherfather!” She pressed the button without checking the readout. “Forget them.
Whaddaya got?” She stared wide-eyed at Tony.
He glanced first to his left, then to his right, and once again cupped his hand around
his mouth. “It’s been established,” he whispered, “that Blaise makes the best doublecheese grilled cheese sandwiches in New Jersey.” Tony leaned back, folded his arms, and
looked Beyer in the eyes without cracking a smile. “You should try one.”
“Great, just what I need—a comedian cop.” Beyer shook her head and looked at
Eddie.
“Well,” Eddie said. “The body—”
“We have nothing to tell you.” Tony shot Eddie a look. “I’m sure they’ll have the
cause of death tomorrow morning sometime.”
Beyer raised her eyebrows and frowned at Eddie, effecting her best puppy dog face.
Eddie pursed her lips and shook her head. “Sorry.”
Beyer stood up. “Yeah, yeah, yeah. Sorry, sorry, sorry.” She shoved her pad and
pen into her bag and pulled out some business cards. “Thanks anyway guys. Will you at
least take these?”
Eddie graciously took a card. Beyer offered one to Tony. He rolled his eyes, but
accepted it.
“Call me guys, okay? If you can give anything at all? I’m a local gal—grew up over
in Lakewood—just trying to make a living here. Call me first, will ya? Anything you can
give me.”
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“Thanks, Barbara. We will. I’m Sergeant Mulligan. This is Sergeant Salesi.”
Beyer took out her pad and pen, wrote something, and stuffed them back in her bag.
She shook Eddie’s hand.
Tony gave the hi-sign.
“See ya. Don’t forget me. Trying to make a name for myself here.” Barbara Beyer
hurried to the exit. As she pushed through the door, her pager emitted a series of rapidfire beep tones. “Motherfather!” The door closed behind her.
“Jesus.” Tony shook his head in disgust.
“Oh lighten up, you. She’s just trying to do her job. Why’d you have to be such a
meanie?”
“I’m trying to do my job. That means keeping a lid on things. Where were we?”
“The Xs.” Eddie paused. “They could be meaningless, Tone. Just an arbitrary
calling card.”
“True.” Tony pressed his index fingers into his temples and squeezed his eyes shut.
“What else, Ed? X marks the spot? Xs. Three Xs. Tic Tac Toe? What can an X mean?”
“A Kiss?” Eddie sipped her coffee.
“Well, you know I would, except that Blaise is watching us, and I have this raunchy
nicotine gum in my mouth, and, quite frankly Ed, your breath isn’t always that pleasant.”
Eddie lunged forward, laughing and choking on her coffee; it sprayed from her nose
and mouth, all over her sweater. Tony laughed hard; he clapped his hands and banged the
table. Blaise chuckled and shook his head from behind the counter.
Eddie sucked in through her nose, emitting the loudest snort sound Tony had ever
heard from a human.
“Ed, I think that was a snort.”
“It was not!”
“I beg to differ, Mighty Joe Young. And, I think you may have gotten a little coffee
on your sweater there.” Tony pointed to her chest.
“That was not a snort, Tone!”
Tony called over his shoulder. “Hey, Blaise, was that a snort?”
“Sounded like a snort to me, Tone.”
“I hate you, Salesi.” Eddie said. “I meant the Xs, stupid. Xs can mean kisses.”
“I knew what you meant.”
“I hate you,” she whispered.
“You already said that, Watson.”

Eddie paid the bill. She and Tony left Blaise’s. They said goodnight at the station
and got into their cars. As they pulled out of the headquarters parking lot, Tony honked
his horn and motioned for Eddie to roll down her window.
“What is it, Holmes? Hurry—I gotta get some Zs—I’m up at five tomorrow
morning.”
“Five? Why so early?”
“Morning workout.”
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Tony looked at her as if she were crazy. “Why?”
“You see this figure?”
“Not really.” Tony raised an eyebrow. “Perhaps you need to show it to me.”
“Not tonight, pal. I have a headache.” She smiled and winked.
Cool. She hadn’t said never, just not then. “Alright, Ed. Be that way. Actually, I’m
gonna fly over to the bookstore. They’re open ‘till ten. See ya.”
“Good. Get the books. I’ll see you tomorrow.”
They stared at each other for a few seconds.
“Hey, Ed?”
“Yeah?”
“Be careful, okay?”
She smiled. “I will. You too.”
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Tony stood in the children’s section of the Barnes & Noble bookstore in Dans
River, his back turned to the neatly rowed Dr. Seuss collection. To his right, a large
cardboard tyrannosaurus grinned, ready to pounce.
A cool jazz number filled the store as the tear welled in Tony’s eye. While spying
for witnesses in his peripheral vision, he contorted his face and inhaled deeply;
nonetheless, another tear came. He buried his eyes in the crux of his arm, which he
brought down over his nose to dry his eyes and cheeks. Nonchalantly, he scanned for
spectators—just the T-Rex with no reaction.
Tony stared at the cover of the book he’d just finished. He placed it on the floor at
his feet and chose another from the shelf.
When Daddy Comes to See Me was splashed across the cover in large blue handdrawn letters. Under the title was a cartoon picture of a daddy squeezing his little boy
who was returning the gesture. Both sported giant grins, and the boy’s feet were dangling
high above the ground. Tony noticed how much the cartoon dad resembled himself;
moreover, how much the cartoon little boy resembled Sammy. Another tear began to
form; he smeared it with his finger.
He thumbed through the book, scanning the drawings and captions.
This one is good.
In the book, the daddy and little boy were playing make-believe firemen, and
spacemen, and cowboys—all told from the boy’s perspective.
Yeah, this one is perfect.
It was light-hearted compared to the others; more importantly, it demonstrated a
relationship that was near the kind Tony had with five-year-old Sammy, though they’d
never played firemen together. With good intentions, Tony made a mental note: suggest
to Sammy that they play firemen. The idea was born of desperation.
He turned to the last page. With burning eyes, he surveyed a picture of two
intersecting smiling hearts. He read the text.
And even though I don’t see him all the time, I’m in his heart and he’s in mine.
Tony grimaced. His eyes filled with liquid, but this time he didn’t wipe to prevent
the spillover. He blinked, which forced the fluid that was welling behind his lower lids to
overflow, but he allowed the tears to run down his cheeks. T-Rex seemed apathetic.
“Sammy,” Tony said, his voice a cracking whisper.
No longer concerned with onlookers, Tony stood there, staring through liquid lenses
at the now blurred sketch of intertwined hearts, knowing exactly what it meant to have
his heart entangled with that of a sweet little boy named Sammy. Tears ran down his neck
and disappeared into the collar of his sweater.
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There had been five different children’s books with divorce themes. Tony carried
all five to the register—just in case. He split open his wallet. Empty. He’d given Jay at
the Southco his last three bills. He looked at the credit cards. Which one? He plucked one
from the wallet and handed it to the cashier, looking away to avoid attention to his moist
red eyes.
The approval for the card was taking longer than usual. Tony gnawed on his
thumbnail.
“I’m sorry, sir. It’s been declined.” The cashier handed him the card.
“Really? There must be some kind of mix-up. I’ll have to call them. Here.” Tony
handed her a different credit card. He put on his devil-may-care face, held his breath, and
said a brief prayer to his Grampa Joe.
It seemed to take forever, but the card was approved. Tony exhaled. Grampa Joe
always comes through.

The night was clear, but the wind was hard and cutting. Tony shivered as he got
into his old Jeep Wrangler.
He kicked a finger puppet away from the clutch pedal. The colorful plastic gadgets
were everywhere—wind-up toys and spring-loaded figurines—remnants of a thousand
fast-food kid-meals eaten on the run. The toys were an annoyance at times, but Tony
liked seeing them while he was driving around alone. He tossed the bag of books into the
backseat, if you could call it a backseat.
The Jeep was eight years old and Tony had put 140,000 miles on her, but he
couldn’t bear, nor could he afford to buy a new car. He was attached to it. Sammy liked it
because it was red, and in the summer they could drive with the top down, pretending to
be Special Forces army guys on a secret mission. Chris Devito enjoyed poking fun at
Tony, insisting that a thirty-eight year old guy driving an old noisy Jeep was never going
to attract any worthwhile women. Tony didn’t care. It was loud and drafty, and the ride
was rough, but it suited him and Sammy just fine. He popped the shift into neutral and
started her up. Back to the beach.
He thought about the worthwhile women. He never dreamed he would be so
unsettled and alone in the stretch toward his fortieth birthday. He glanced at his belly,
sighed, and then stole a glimpse of his face in the rearview mirror. Behind a receding
hairline, his sandy-blond wavy hair was beginning to go gray. His forehead was lined,
and wrinkles radiated from the corners of his eyes. He was fair, except for his eyebrows,
which did well to accentuate his slate gray eyes.
He took a left onto Route 39 and headed east through Dans River toward the bay.
The town held sentiments for him. Though he’d grown up in Seaside Point on the strip of
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islands that comprised the Jersey Shore, he’d attended elementary and high school in
Dans River on the mainland. That’s where he and Janine had decided to raise their
family. Tony sped through the Coolidge Ave intersection and surveyed the newly
constructed car dealership to his right.
Dans River was a fairly large town in both size and population, though it hadn’t
been that way when Tony was a boy. Back then, if you drove on Route 39 you’d see a
store or a car dealership here and there, and a few bait shops as you headed toward the
bridge, but mostly what you’d see were patches of woods—sandy, predominately pine.
Now, no woods remained along the ten miles of Route 39 from the Garden State Parkway
to the bridge—just an endless array of strip malls, car dealerships, gas stations, and every
other modern commercial bastion of suburbia.
While crossing the bay, Tony gazed at the yellowish glint that the streetlights cast
on the choppy brackish water. The wind on the bridge was brutal, and the plastic and
canvas top of the Jeep was sucking in and blowing out, rapidly slapping around its frame.
Tony smelled the salt air, and, rather than taking the ramp that led to his neighborhood,
he made a b-line straight for the beach.
Except for police and Department of Public Works vehicles, cars weren’t allowed
on the beach in Seaside. Tony didn’t think twice about it. He engaged the four-wheeldrive and drove his Jeep right up to the water’s edge. He turned the heater fan to the
highest setting and lowered the driver’s side window completely. He took off his seatbelt,
zipped up his coat, placed his hands in his pockets, leaned his head back on the headrest,
and stared through the windshield at the moonlit sea.
Poor man’s Prozac, he thought.
All through his life, the ocean comforted Tony. As strange as it seemed, in some
ways he considered the surf his best friend—always there and willing to listen. After his
father left, Tony spent months walking the beach, talking to the sea—a nine-year-old boy
searching for reasons, seeking wisdom and semblance from a majestic blue deaf and
dumb therapist. His best friend—the sea—was always there and willing to listen. His
father was never heard from after the day he walked out.
Tony couldn’t count the number of times he lay in the sand wrapped in a blanket
waiting for the sunrise. The ocean calmed him. The sight of it, the smell of it, and the
sound of it soothed his nervous soul. Grampa Joe used to tell him that you could take the
sailor out of the sea, but you could never take the sea out of the sailor. Though Tony had
never been a sailor like Grampa Joe, he knew exactly what that meant. On the tail end of
his divorce, he needed what the sea provided, now more than ever. He needed it in his life
almost as much as he needed his nicotine gum. He decided that the wad he had been
nursing for the last two hours was spent. He pulled out a fresh piece.
It’d been seventeen days since he’d promised Sammy that he would quit—
seventeen days as a nicotine gum junkie. Actually, it’d been sixteen days, twenty hours
and forty-two minutes. Tony was counting.
He closed his eyes and took long deep breaths. He listened to the pounding and the
hissing, and he savored the salty air. He thought alternately of his father and of his
Grampa Joe for a while. He thought about the books in the backseat of the Jeep, and of
Sammy and Janine. After about an hour, he went home to bed.
That night, Tony hardly slept. He repeatedly dreamt of a lipless dead woman with
three Xs carved in her forehead.
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The sky was a brilliant blue, with white cotton-candy clouds that floated atop a
gentle balmy breeze. She lay on her back in the sand with arms extended, palms facing
the sky. The sand lovingly cradled her; it warmed her arms and legs; it soothed the back
of her weary body. She couldn’t move, but it was not disconcerting—for the first time in
her life she was utterly calm and serene. She breathed in slowly, endlessly, and, as the
sweet salt air filled her lungs, a wave of tranquility washed over her entirely. The sky
began to spin, ever so slowly.
A pink butterfly fluttered into view, floating and flipping in slow motion. Michelle
smiled. Each flapping wing produced tiny cool bursts of air that descended upon her,
kissing and caressing her, everywhere. Another butterfly joined the first. Then another.
And another. One by one, they landed on Michelle, producing tiny tingles and tickles.
Their wings, like pink rose petals, joined together and collectively blanketed her,
covering her naked body and soul with warmth and love. She was filled up. Her smile
was perpetual.
One by one, gray and charcoal brushstrokes slashed across the blue canvas sky, and
with each, darkness seeped and grew. A chilly spike cut through Michelle. The butterflies
were red now. Michelle’s skin began to tighten. As the butterflies pressed on her, she felt
a great weight pushing her down into the sand. She could not scream. She could neither
breathe, nor move. Tears streamed from the corners of her eyes, and they burned the skin
on her face.
A strange sound—a low-pitched, slow motion drone. A cow. No. A man. No. Her
father.
“Mo.”
She saw him now. He scowled. Spit sprayed from his mouth and mucous ran from
his nose as he swatted at the butterflies with the book in his hand. Two letters sparkled on
the cover—MO. Michelle wanted to tell him to stop, to leave the butterflies alone. She
could not. She was paralyzed.
They were screaming. The butterflies were screaming. It was a shrill and earsplitting cry that steadily became louder until it began to crush Michelle’s head.
It became louder, and louder still—
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Michelle peeled open her eyes and slapped the clock, stifling the high-pitched
incessant buzz of the alarm. It was 7:00 am. Her heart was pounding. She hated it when
she woke from a nightmare. The bad feelings always stayed with her for such a long time.
The soft tapping on her door caused Michelle to jerk her head to the left. The lock
was engaged.
“Mish?” Frank said softly. “You up?”
Michelle hesitated. “Yeah, Dad. I’m up.” She tensed up.
Frank cleared his throat from the other side of the door. “Listen, honey. I’m sorry if
I was a jerk last night. I had a hell of a day at work yesterday.”
Before breathing easy, Michelle experienced a strange Déjà vu feeling. “No prob,
Dad.”
“Okay, honey. Have a great day.”
She liked when her father apologized. It meant relief and peace, however fleeting.
She thought about the dream, and then about the first time her father had called her Mo.
She’d been nine-years-old. One Saturday in autumn, she and a few friends giggled
their way up the stairs and raced into her bedroom. They were out of breath when they
found Michelle’s father sitting on the bed, reading a book.
“Dad! No!” Michelle ran to him and tried to snatch the book from his hands.
Frank jumped up from the bed, jerked his arms toward the ceiling, and began to
dance. He was laughing, holding Michelle’s diary just above her reach. She began to cry.
The three young girls stood in the doorway petrified. Frank pointed to the large
monogram on the cover of the book, done with white glue and pink glitter. Two letters,
approximately five inches in height: MO.
“Mo? Who’s Mo? Are you Mo? Are ya? Huh? That’s funny. I don’t know any Mo.”
His words were slurred and his breath was foul.
He switched the diary from hand to hand. Michelle ran back and forth, crying,
jumping, and reaching. Her face was beet red. Frank was smiling.
“Daddy please,” she whispered while attempting to keep the massive sobs from
exploding.
“Well, this must not be your book. I mean—your name isn’t Mo, is it?”
He continued to switch the diary from hand to hand. Next, he threw it up in the air
and snatched it just before she could catch it.
“Oh, wait a minute.” He mocked revelation. “I get it. M-O. Michelle Ordiel. You’re
Mo!”
He twirled around and lost his footing, but regained his balance in time to avert the
fall. Turning to Michelle’s friends, he said, “Hey girls, I’d like you all to meet Mo. Hey
Mo—whaddaya know? Your secret love is Mark Russo!”
“No! Daddy, stop lying!”
She was no stranger to shame, but it’d never been administered so mercilessly. Now
Amy was beginning to cry.
“Mark Russo. Mark Russo. Little Mo and Mark Russo!”
Michelle fell to the ground in a slumpy pile. “That’s not true, Daddy,” she strained
to whisper between sobs. “Stop. Please.”
Frank approached her and dropped the diary onto the floor in front of her face.
“Jesus, Mo, stop being a baby. I was kidding for Christ sakes. Why do you always have
to be such a goddamn baby? Where’s your sense of humor? Nobody can take a joke
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around here.” He stepped over her slumped, heaving body and staggered past her friends.
“Grow up…Mo.”
He sang a slightly tailored version of his song as he stumbled down the hall. “Mark
Russo. Mark Russo. Little Mo loves Mark Russo.” His meter was improving.
Michelle shouted at her girlfriends. “Get out! Get out of here!” She’d screamed it
with such a loud raging voice that it sounded, as one of the girls would later describe it,
“…like you were shot or something.”
The girls left. Michelle slammed her door. “I don’t even like Mark Russo as a
friend.” She’d declared it convincingly, though no one was in the room.
She dropped to her knees and began to rip the pages from her diary. She tore each
one into as many small pieces as she could, sobbing uncontrollably and saying the Fword over and over through clenched teeth. This was her first full-blown rage. At nine
years old, it was also the first time that she’d considered killing herself.
That afternoon, Michelle engaged in another first. Something painful.
<comfort>
That afternoon, Michelle compulsively pulled every single eyelash from her left
eyelid.
That was the last time that any friend of Michelle’s was invited into her home. The
memory of that day was to be burned into her mind—repeatedly—every time Frank
called her Mo. She thought about it now as she lay in her bed, though she couldn’t
distinguish anymore whether the bad feelings were from her nightmare or from her
memories.
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“Good morning, buddy.” Tony yawned into the phone. He was lying half-covered
on the futon.
“Mornin’, Dad.”
“So, how’s my big boy today? Getting ready for school?”
“I’m sick today, Dad. Mom said she doesn’t know if I’m going to school.”
Tony heard congestion in the boy’s voice. “Well, make sure you take care of
yourself and get better.”
“Hey, Dad, you know what?”
“What, pal?”
“Well, after you get to the cave with all the robot monsters, then you have to go
through this volcano thing, and there’s a boss in there who shoots fireballs at you!”
“Wow, did you get through?” Tony had learned to respond as if he knew exactly
what Sammy was talking about.
“Well, not exactly. I ran out of lives. But Jeff says if you beat the volcano boss then
you fly up to space and there’s all these aliens and green stuff comes out of their stomach
if you punch them. He says it’s so cool.”
“That sounds awesome, dude. So, how are you? How was school yesterday?”
“Dad, you know what else?”
“What, buddy?”
“Well, after the aliens with the green stuff, you go to a planet and there’s a city and
the alien people fly around and you have to find where they keep the gas so you can get
gas for your ship or you’ll run out of gas. And then there’s a volcano that shoots lava out
and if it hits you, you crash into the planet.”
“Another volcano?”
“Yeah.”
“Why are there two volcanoes?”
“Dad! One is the earth volcano and the other one is the planet volcano.”
Of course, Tony thought. “Wow, Sam. That’s great. You’re the video game
commander. Listen—when you go back to school, can you tell Mrs. Morgan something
for me?”
“What?”
“Be sure to tell her that I said ooga-ooga-booga-badeedellaboop.” Tony smirked.
Sammy laughed. “No way, Dad. I’m not telling her that.”
“Why not?”
“Because, it’s stupid.” Sammy laughed some more.
“Oh, come on, pal? Please? Pretty please?”
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“Uh uh. I’m not saying it.” He giggled with each word.
“How much do I love you?”
“As much as the whole sky, Daddy.”
A bittersweet feather fell into Tony’s stomach, painful and soothing. “That’s
right—as much as the whole sky. Have a good day, pal. I’ll see you tonight.”
“Okay, Dad. Bye. Here’s Mom.”
Janine got on the phone. “Hi, Tone. What happened last night?”
He paused to consider how and what to say. “A body washed up on the beach. It
was a homicide—a woman. I need to go in today. I’d better get off the phone.” He paused
again. “This is a first, huh?”
“What’s a first? You having to get off the phone?” There was a touch of annoyance
in her tone.
“I meant the body, Janine.”
“I know. I’m sorry. I’m worried for you.”
“Well, we’re handling it.” His tone was tense. “Shit.”
“What?”
“I told you I would call Martone about the heater. If things are not too crazy at the
station, I’ll give him a ring. I promise.”
“That’s fine,” Janine said.
“What’s up with Sam?” Tony asked. “A cold?”
“Yeah, another one.”
“Jesus,” Tony said, “it seems like he’s getting sick so often lately.”
“What are you trying to say?”
Tony thought for a moment. “I guess the kids in the school just keep passing it back
and forth. There’s nothing we can do about it. He’s a kid. All kids are sick a lot. It’s
normal.” He’d diplomatically ended the exchange.
“Tone, I was wondering if you could do me a favor.” It was clear that she was
tentative about asking.
Tony braced himself.
“I know this may not be a good time to bring it up, what with the case and all, but I
was wondering if—” She paused. “I was wondering if maybe within the next couple of
weeks you could take Sammy for a few days. I’m trying to plan a get-away. I know your
schedule is tough, that’s why I’m bringing it up now. I was thinking that I could work it
around you. Can you think about it and let me know, so I can make plans?”
Tony thought for a second. “Sure, I’ll check the schedule.”
Initially he wanted to leave it at that, but the next question was burning a hole in his
gut. He knew the answer, but he asked anyway. “Are you going with that Kevin guy?”
He held his breath during what seemed an endless silence.
“Yes,” Janine said softly. “I’m going with Kevin.”
Tony’s mind raced with the possible responses; yet he said nothing. While he held
the phone to his ear with his shoulder, he reached to the coffee table and fumbled with the
nicotine gum packet. Without having brushed his teeth, he placed a piece in his mouth.
“I’ll let you know later about the schedule.”
“Okay, Tone.”
“I have to go now. I need to get in. Be careful.”
“Okay.”
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With his tongue, he pressed the gum up against the back of his front teeth. He lay
staring at the ceiling, not bothering to hang up the phone.
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Michelle climbed out of bed and trudged over to the window; the sky was clear. Her
father’s car wasn’t in the driveway. Good. She lumbered over to her closet, yawning on
the way, and lazily slid some hangers around.
She didn’t mind her job much, though the money wasn’t very good. She worked at
The Gap store in the Ocean County Mall, barely earning enough to pay for her car
payment and insurance, let alone a place of her own. It was, however, an escape from her
home, five days a week, eight hours a day.
She’d toyed with the idea of going to college like Amy, but had nixed the idea.
Michelle had earned mediocre grades in high school, plus Frank had told her that if she
wanted to go, she’d have to pay. It just seemed too big of a mountain to climb. She knew
she wasn’t going to work at The Gap forever, but for now, while she figured everything
out, it would have to do.
She laid her clothes out on the bed and walked over to the door. Locked. When she
looked down at the knob, her stomach tightened.
<the personal ad>
She sat down, switched on her computer, and gripped the mouse while she waited
for the login screen.
You have 1 new email message(s).

Her heart leapt in her chest. The InBox appeared.
FROM
amysee@yippee.com

SUBJECT
where are you girl?

DATE-TIME
01/18/00-00:23:13

Michelle was disappointed—and relieved.
hi mish,
sleeping? i just got home from Danny’s – we watched a movie and he fell asleep
again. what am I going to do with this guy? i just wanted to check and see how
you were doing. i know you were hurting from all of that tyler bullshit. wanna go
out tomorrow night? let me know.
love,
a
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Like Michelle, Amy Seeland lived at home with her parents, but it was different for
Amy. Michelle thought about the first time that she’d eaten dinner at Amy’s.
She was eight years old, and it was her first sleepover. Up until then, Michelle
presumed that all families in the world were just like her own. She was wrong. During
dinner at Amy’s there was laughter; everyone seemed to be friends. That night Michelle
had a revelation, and she made a vow. When she started a family of her own someday, it
would resemble the Seelands—not the Ordiels.
Amy’s house had become a safe haven for Michelle—a home away from home.
The Seelands took Michelle into their hearts. When she was there, she was one of the
family, even to the extent of calling Amy’s parents Mom and Dad. Since she’d been
twelve, Michelle spent every Christmas Eve with the Seelands, avoiding the screaming
and cursing at her own house to bask in the warmth and love at Amy’s. Sadness always
filled her heart when it was time to leave. Someday, Michelle’s Christmas Eves would be
exactly like the Seelands’. That was the vow.
Deep in her heart, Michelle knew that somehow, in some way, Amy had saved her,
and, though she didn’t believe in any deity, she thanked God often for giving her Amy as
a friend. She responded.
amy,
yes I was sleeping at midnight you vampire! I have an idea, when danny starts to
fall asleep slap him in the face as hard as you can. I guarantee that will work to
keep him awake. I’m doing okay except for my father being a prick (what else is
new). yeah let’s go out…where do you wanna go? I’ll call you after work. good
luck at class.
love,
mish

She was about to shut down the computer when the digital door-knocking sound
blasted from her computer speakers. Someone was trying to send an Instant Message.
Michelle’s heart stopped.
kisses-4-u: Good morning softheart. I got your response to my ad.

Energy mounted within. She waited for Miss Realistic to put in two cents, but the
responsible person who lived inside was silent. Michelle hesitated, and then dug for a
response.
softheart: good morning

Well, it wasn’t creative, but she had joined the dance. A digital bell sound rang as
the next message appeared on the screen.
kisses-4-u: Why up so early, sweetheart?

The person typing at the other end was a total stranger; nonetheless, it felt good to
be called sweetheart. Michelle continued to dance.
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softheart: I have to get ready for work. how about you?

The ice had been broken. Though still excited, her nervousness was gone. More
messages came, and Michelle responded in turn.
kisses-4-u: I have to work also. So, Softheart, why did you answer my ad?
softheart: I don’t think I’ve ever felt the kind of butterflies you’re talking about.
kisses-4-u: Well, then we’ll have to meet. I promise that you will feel a
tenderness that you have never, ever known. Promise. I have to finish getting
ready for work. I will write you tomorrow. Until then. XXX
softheart: bye

Michelle did a giddy dance into the hallway. The shower was running—that meant
that Peter was still in. She skipped to the bathroom and pounded on the door.
“You almost done?”
“Two minutes, I got conditioner in my hair.”
She returned to her room, sat on the bed, and thought about her mysterious
correspondent. She fantasized about what it was going to be like to be touched and kissed
in the manner that she’d been promised. She made a decision.
She was not going to tell Amy about kisses-4-u. Amy wouldn’t approve. In fact,
Amy would be shocked. She would go on and on, making all these great points—just like
Miss Realistic. Actually, Michelle believed that Miss Realistic was really Amy, or, at
least the piece of Amy that had rubbed off on Michelle. One thing she knew for sure: she
didn’t want to hear it—not from Amy, not from Miss Realistic, not from anyone.
She was about to switch off the computer.
<an urge>
Usually, when an urge hit, it took a great deal of willpower to fight it off, but this
time she didn’t even attempt to resist it. She logged on to the Yippee! personals site and
located the ad she’d answered, the one entitled, “Butterflies.”
She read through the text. She read it again. For good measure, and because she
couldn’t help herself, she read it once more. She was smiling, until she noticed the date
on the ad. When she’d responded, the date had been the seventeenth, but now it was the
eighteenth. Kisses-4-u had re-posted the ad after Michelle’s response was received, and,
was therefore still fishing for respondents.
The excitement waned as a frightening thought occurred to Michelle. What if she
wasn’t attractive enough? What if she were to be rejected? She stood up from the bed,
walked across the room, and opened her closet door.
In a daze, she undressed slowly and let the clothes fall to the floor at her feet. She
stood perfectly still while she gazed into the full-length mirror and sadly examined her
entire body. She looked at the pimple on her nose, and at her small breasts. She looked at
her slumpy shoulders. She could clearly hear her father’s ridicule.
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She was petite with short brown hair and dark brown eyes. When she was happy her
eyes twinkled, and when she smiled, two round dimples appeared on her cheeks. But, she
couldn’t see it. She saw only a homely girl—one with no redeeming qualities—a girl that
nobody would ever want. Michelle plucked an eyelash.
She stood in front of the mirror until she heard her brother yell from the bathroom.
During that time, she examined and reexamined, plucked and plucked again. Each time
she saw something that she thought might be pretty, her father jumped into her head to
convince her that it wasn’t the case. She stood there worrying that she wasn’t going to be
good enough.
Repulsed, she turned away.
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It was 7:56. Tony forced his way through the crowd to his locker. He hung his coat
and went to the small kitchen area. Eddie stood near the coffee machine.
“Morning, Ed. Whatchya makin’?” Tony grabbed a paper cup from the stack.
“The real stuff.”
“Is there any decaf?” Tony faked panic.
“Yep.” She pointed to a carafe with about an inch of thick black coffee at the
bottom.
“Great.” Tony rolled his eyes. “When was this made, during the Lindbergh
kidnapping?” He poured himself a cup, took a sip, and grimaced. “You know, Edster, that
was some snort last night. Truly a classic.” He grinned.
“Snort? You’re imagining things, my friend.” She jutted out her lower jaw to
suppress the smile while she poured and stirred the milk into her coffee.
“Please. It was so massive that the Coast Guard measured it on their instruments.
Besides, I have a witness. Blaise was there, remember?”
“Let’s go. Medski’s waiting.” Eddie left the kitchen.
The blinds on Medski’s door were closed. Tony knocked.
“Who’s there?” Medski shouted.
“Salesi and Mulligan,” Tony said.
“What are you waiting for? Get in here!”
They entered and each took a chair in front of Medski’s desk.
As always, Medski’s hair was a mess. He spoke extremely fast. “Sorry, I thought it
was Baker again. He’s been harassing me all morning. Okay—here’s the dope. We
identified the victim last night. Her name was Jennifer Marconi, from Dans River—bay
side. It was uncanny. The same exact time that Missing Persons called Schirro with the
lead, Ravens calls in a Code 43 on a car he found parked on Bay Street by the water slide.
Schirro calls and says a Jennifer Marconi was reported missing yesterday at 2 am and
says that she fits the description of the deceased. Ravens makes the car and it’s registered
to a John Marconi. Bingo.” Medski took a sip of coffee and wiped his mouth on his
sleeve. “The husband is at the county morgue right now identifying the deceased. County
guys are going to interview him over there.
“Nothing else was found on the beach last night. Ferraro, Pearson and two county
guys are canvassing any locals who might have been out-and-about near the water the
night before last. Old Man Foulger was right about the current. Chadwick gave us a
perimeter that the body was most likely dumped in. That’s where we are concentrating
most of the canvassing.
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“The victim was last seen alive in Dans River at six-thirty, Sunday night. The car’s
being towed to the county garage, they’ll comb it for prints, hair and whatever else they
think they can find.” Medski rubbed his temples and took a deep breath.
“Good,” Tony said.
“Maybe, but let’s face it, this guy can be anywhere.” Medski took another deep
breath and made a raspberry sound when he exhaled. “We got five county guys here
already…” Medski looked at Eddie. “…including your friend Johnson. They set up shop
in the squad room. They’re organizing and compiling all of the data. I want you two to
get with them after this.”
“This place is a madhouse,” Eddie said.
“No shit. I got The Asbury Park Tribune out there, The New York Herald, The
Observer; plus, we got channel six from Philly and eleven from New York here. The
County Prosecutor and The Chief are going to have some bullshit press conference in an
hour. Schirro was right—hasn’t even been twenty-four hours and the town is a zoo.
“The Chief called The Mayor last night and we’re bringing twenty reservists in.
Can you believe this? We’re bringing in extra guys, not to help us with the case, but to
serve the crowds that are coming around. Guys, I’m retiring after this one.”
“Yeah right, Boss,” Tony said. “Ed, didn’t he say that after they robbed Lucky
Larry’s last summer?”
She ignored him. “So where should we start?”
“Let’s go into the squad room. I’ll introduce you to the county guys. Get familiar
with their strategy. Let’s see if there’s anything that they’re missing on the board. Tony,
was there any decaf in there?”
“Yes and no.”
“What the hell does that mean?”
“There’s some there, but it’s basically tar.”
“Good, just how I like it. Let’s go.”
They followed Medski into the kitchen area, where he drained the last of the tar
from the decaf pot; then, the three of them went to the squad room.
Johnson smiled and approached them. “Well, good morning, Eddie.” He held out
his hand and Eddie shook it.
“Good morning,” she said.
“Glad you’re here. Let me introduce you to our guys.”
“Good morning, Johnson,” Tony said.
Johnson nodded at Tony. “Good morning, Sergeant.” He walked to the head of the
room.
Baker was standing near the whiteboard. Eddie began to examine the significant
amount of data that had been written on it.
Baker whispered, “Look, Salesi, these guys can write, too.”
“Morning, Baker,” Tony said.
Johnson indicated his colleagues. “Detectives Vaulkenburg, Pisciotto, Nowatzky
and Hansen—this is Eddie Mulligan and—” He looked at Tony.
“Tony Salesi.” Tony stared at the diamond pinky ring as Johnson pointed.
Eddie was fixated with something on the whiteboard. “A yellow BMW? That was
Marconi’s car? Was it a convertible?” She was animated, but serious.
“Don’t know,” said Johnson. He looked at Medski.
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“I don’t know either,” Medski said. “Why?”
“Holy shit, guys. I think I may have seen that car on the road Sunday night.” Eddie
sat down. She squinted her eyes as if trying to remember.
Medski ran to the entryway of the squad room and shouted for Ravens.
“Where?” Tony asked.
Eddie took a deep breath. “I stopped at the A&P to pick up some groceries; then, I
got some gas at the Southco. I got on the Boulevard, going south toward my block and—
”
“He says it was a convertible,” Medski said as he burst through the door with
Ravens.
“Yellow BMW Z3 convertible,” said Ravens. “Sporty car with a black top.”
“Shit. That’s the one,” Eddie said. “I think I may have seen the killer.”
It was the first time that Tony had seen Eddie so visibly shaken on the job.
“Okay, give us the details.” Johnson rested his hand on her shoulder.
Tony glanced at Johnson’s hand and accelerated the gum chewing.
Eddie sat down. “Okay. I’m on the boulevard going south. I’m pulling up to the
light at Hamilton and there’s a yellow BMW sports car there. The first thing I think is,
wow—what a nice car. The next thing I think is that I’d never seen it around before.
Actually, I never saw one like it at all. I pull behind it and I can see there are two people
in the car. Now I’m noticing that the one driving is a woman—I can tell by the hair and
the frame. The passenger is male—large frame, short hair.”
“Did you see any faces?” Medski asked.
“Not really. The light is still red and, all of a sudden, the vehicle’s left directional
comes on, so I decide to pull around it to the right. As I do, the light turns green, so, as
I’m passing them on the right, they’re turning left, peeling away from me at an angle.”
She motioned to illustrate the car movements.
“I look to the left and see the guy’s head, but it’s turned, like he’s talking to the
driver. Then he turned his head as they peeled away. Honestly, guys? I only saw the back
of his head for less than a second, and the side of his face was just a blur. I don’t think I
can give any kind of description. I didn’t get a good look at the driver either—she was
just a silhouette in the background. The guy looked tall, over six foot, but the car is small,
so I may be wrong. His hair was dark—brown or black, and short. He may have had a
mustache, or maybe it was just a shadow. Jeez—it was so quick. Can’t give an age.”
“Johnson, how soon can you get your sketch artist here?” Medski asked.
Eddie stood up. “Wait a minute, Boss. I don’t have that much to give here. I told
you, I didn’t even really see a face at all.”
“Look, you may remember more. I’ve seen it happen, and right now it’s all we got.
Johnson—how long?”
“Forty-five minutes.” Johnson turned to one of the county detectives.
“Vaulkenburg, call in and get her down here. Although, I do have to admit, this is a bit
far-fetched.”
“It’s not far-fetched,” Tony said. “This place is a ghost town in winter; there are
hardly any cars around in the daytime, let alone after six. The town is a mile long and a
half-mile wide. Jesus, we got one gas station. One main drag cuts through the center.
Anywhere you want to go, you have to take the Boulevard. Maybe it’s not probable, but
it’s more than possible. This could be a break.”
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“Let’s see what the guys down at the garage find in the car,” Medski said. “Maybe
we’ll get a good set of prints or some hair.” He clapped his hands together. “Okay guys,
I’m going to try to get this little press conference put off until we can get the composite
sketch drawn, even if it is just a blank face with some hair. I’ll call The Chief. Johnson,
call Schirro and tell him what’s going on. You okay, Eddie?”
“I’m fine—just thinking. Fate is amazing. The authorization for my Globex card
wouldn’t go through at the Southco. Jay had to put it through three times. I finally gave
him cash. That held me up a good ten minutes. If it hadn’t happened that way, I wouldn’t
have been at the light with the BMW, and I wouldn’t have seen the guy at all. It just
blows me away to think about it.” She was shaking her head.
“It’s a break,” Medski said.
“I suppose it was meant to be,” she said. “Everything happens for a reason. I was
meant to see the car.”
“Well,” Tony said, “we got something.”
“Excellent work, Eddie.” Johnson smiled and extended his hand.
Baker shook his head and rolled his eyes.
Eddie took Johnson’s hand and smiled back at him. He fixed his eyes on hers. Tony
hoped that Eddie wasn’t falling for it—falling for Johnson.
“You know guys—” Medski scratched his head. “Now we have a situation on our
hands.”
“The husband?” Tony said.
“Bingo. This poor guy just lost his wife, and now we’ll be shoving a sketch in his
face of her killer, and, most probably, her lover as well. My guess is he won’t recognize
the guy. Johnson, make sure your guys at the morgue get names and numbers of all the
DOA’s friends. You know—girlfriends. There’s a better chance that they’ll know this
guy than there is that the husband will.”
Johnson nodded. “We’re also hunting down every number on the Marconi’s home
phone bill as well as the deceased’s cell phone. I mean—if this was a fling, chances are
that she was careful, but you never know.”
“Sounds good,” Medski said. He inhaled deeply and blew through his lips as if he
were blowing out the candles on a birthday cake. “I’m calling it quits after this one,
guys.”
Detective Vaulkenburg slammed down the phone. “No-go on the sketch artist.
She’s on assignment in Bayhead.”
“Bayhead?” Medski mussed his hair. “Bayhead? Bayhead Schmayhead. Tone, get a
hold of our dear friend, Chief Maloney in Bayhead. Tell him we need the sketch artist
here yesterday.”
“Okay, Boss.”
Medski smiled slyly and thrust his right index finger into the air. “There’s more
than one way to milk a cat.” He left the room.
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“Jesus Christ, I hate these.” Tony jammed on the brakes and the cruiser came to a
screeching halt in front of 110 Bloom Street. He pressed the trunk release button.
Eddie pushed out of the passenger door and ran to the rear of the car. She dipped
into the trunk, pulled out a white metal case, and took off toward the house.
“Damn it.” Tony ran toward the front door. “I fucking hate these.”
“Tone, this way.” Eddie ran down the concrete walkway on the left side of the
white bungalow.
Tony veered to the left, away from the front door, and followed Eddie.
When they got to the backyard, George Kurkuch was lying under a tree, moaning
and shaking uncontrollably. There was blood—all around—his face, his hair, his clothes,
the rock lawn. Blood was sprayed on the tree and on the chainsaw lying next to Kurkuch.
His neighbor, Jim Harris, gripped the blood soaked towel that was wrapped around
Kurkuch’s wrist.
“It’s okay, George,” Harris said. “They’re here, George. Thank God. They’re here.”
A siren blared in the distance.
“Remember, Tone,” Eddie said as they hurriedly approached Kurkuch, “it’s only
blood.”
Mrs. Kurkuch burst through the backdoor of the house and ran toward them
carrying a large spaghetti pot by the handles. With each of her strides, the pot emitted a
strange rhythmic sound, like a shaker from a calypso band. “I packed it in ice, like I saw
on TV!”
Tony gave Eddie one look. Their eyes connected for less than a second, during which
a clear message was delivered. I do not want to be here. I’d rather not have to get any
closer to Kurkuch. I especially do not want to look in the pot. Help me out here, Ed.
“Tend to the girl.” Eddie pointed to Kurkuch’s daughter who was standing against
the fence, crying.
Tony was relieved. He started toward the fence, and felt more relief when he heard
the ambulance turn onto Bloom.
Eddie accepted the pot from George’s wife, and quickly set it down. She opened the
white case, took out a thin rubber tube, and tied it tightly around George’s arm.
The ambulance arrived and whisked Kurkuch to Community Memorial Hospital in
Dans River.
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Some guy loitered about the store. He pretended to shop while he flirted with
Michelle. She was flattered, but paid him no mind. Her head was elsewhere.
She’d spent most of the day imagining what the stranger looked like. What color
hair? What kind of face? Eyes? Lips? The questions looped and looped, all day long.
Over and over she toyed with various romantic scenarios, constructing the vague face that
adorned the main player in her fantasies. She would have been amazed at how
remarkably close the imagined likeness was to the real thing.
On the way home, there was an accident on Hooper Avenue that halted traffic for
miles. She was unnerved by the delay. She wanted nothing more than to be at her
computer. Michelle didn’t call upon the God in whom she didn’t believe for many things,
but in her car she prayed repeatedly that an email message from kisses-4-u would be
waiting for her when she arrived home.
She switched on the radio and tuned to the local shore station, WODM, hoping to
get some scoop on the traffic. The news was on, and she listened to the story about the
body that had washed up in Seaside Point; the newscaster called it the Seaside Slasher
Case. Someone had mentioned it at work, but the announcer’s tone and inflection were of
such import and impending doom that Michelle was unnerved upon hearing it broadcast.
Nothing like this had ever happened in the area, at least not in Michelle’s memory. She
listened through the weather—no traffic report—instead, soft rock music.
“Yuck.” She switched off the radio.
<looping>
I’m being touched. I arrive home to find an email message. I’m being kissed.
What if I’m not attractive enough? I can’t tell Amy. I’m touched. Email
message. I’m kissed. Not attractive enough. Can’t tell Amy. Touched. Email.
Kissed. Rejected. Amy. Touch. Mail. Kiss. Rejection. Amy. Touch. Mail. Kiss…
The thoughts looped through her brain, repetitively, obsessively. She didn’t want to
stop thinking them. When she exhausted one scenario, she moved to the next. And on,
and on, and on it went for the entire drive home.
This behavior was nothing new to Michelle. Since she’d been a child, her mind
regularly looped in this manner. Whether it was her favorite song, a school project or
how much fun an upcoming party would be, she consistently had an obsession du jour. It
was her means of escape. If she were constantly thinking about other things, then she
wouldn’t have to think about her pimple, or Tyler, or her family, or her father. She
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wouldn’t have to think about the deeper, vastly more troubling things—the things that
would rip her insides apart if she were to face them—the vast emptiness, the hatred for
herself, the sense of worthlessness. These were the seeds sowed and cultivated by her
father, and allowed to flourish by the passivity of her mom.

Her father’s car wasn’t in the driveway. Good. She hurried upstairs to her room,
threw her coat on the bed, and sat down at the desk.
“Mish, dinner in about fifteen, okay?” Donna shouted from downstairs.
“Not hungry, Mom.”
“It’s pot roast,” she taunted.
“I picked up a slice at the mall,” Michelle lied. “I’ll have some later.” She closed
and locked the door to her room.
At the computer, she initiated the login process, and, while that horrible handshake
noise cut through her brain, she checked for new messages on her answering machine.
There were two. The first was from Amy.
“Hey girl, it’s me. You there? Hello? You screening? I figured that you’d be home
by now. Where are you? Anyway, call me when you get in. The gang is meeting at
Bum’s tonight at nine—all except for Carolyn—she got her phony ID snagged the other
night in the city. Let’s ride together, okay? Call me. Bye.”
It might be fun to be with the gang at Bum’s tonight. Michelle logged on to the
Yippee! site while she listened to the second recorded telephone message.
“Hey, Mish…it’s me.” It was Tyler. There was a long pause on the tape.
“Look…um…I know you’re, like, probably still really pissed at me, and I don’t blame
you. But, like, I just wanted to tell you that I miss you, you know, and I’ve been thinking
a lot about you. Actually, I can’t get you outta my head. So, like, you know, I was
wondering if we could talk. If you want, give me a call? Okay. Bye. Wait. Mish…um…I
still love you. Bye.”
Michelle was shocked—dumbfounded. She felt warm. Incredible. Suddenly, she
didn’t hate Tyler anymore. In that brief moment she’d all but forgotten that she’d hated
him ten minutes prior to the message.
From the beginning of high school, Tyler had been a member of the gang that
Michelle and Amy ran with, a nondescript clique of not-so-popular kids. They were
neither jocks nor cheerleaders, neither honor roll students nor druggies, just an
amorphous melting pot of kids, each a misfit in one way or another.
Tyler and Michelle were both dateless for the junior prom, so they decided to go
together as friends. Before the festivities ended in the wee hours of the morning, their
relationship had graduated from a camaraderie to a romance. They dated steadily for two
years, not counting a few brief break-ups. Then, all hell broke loose.
One night, Michelle was with Amy and Carolyn, on their way to Bum’s for some
garlic crabs and beers. Amy was driving. Carolyn pulled a joint from her purse and
suggested that they take a detour before crossing the bridge to the strip. They voted.
Unanimous.
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Amy turned off Route 39 onto the southern extension of Fisher Boulevard, the last
main intersecting road before the bridge. She pulled up to the bulkhead at Bayshore Park,
one of the preferred teenage parking spots. They lit up the bone, as they called it, and
proceeded to cough and laugh for ten minutes. Everything was quite merry until Carolyn
noticed that the car parked about a half block to the south—the only other car there—
looked like Tyler’s Camaro.
“Mish—is that Tyler?” Carolyn pointed out of the passenger side window.
“It is.” Michelle laughed. “Holy shit. He’s hanging with Ricky tonight. I’m gonna
surprise him.”
When Michelle got out of the car, a blast of cold fresh air smacked her in the face, a
reminder that she was high. She neared the car. The windows were steamed. The car was
shaking. The engine was off. She heard the moans. She knew.
She approached, walked around to the rear bumper, and, when she saw the bumper
sticker, Mean People Suck, her stomach squeezed itself into a hard and tight knot. As the
acid spilled into her gut, one part of Michelle wanted to run, to cry. The other part wanted
to smash him, to hurt him. She listened to the latter.
She picked up one of the potato-sized rocks that the town used to border the sitting
area of the park. She walked back to the Camaro. Amy and Carolyn quickly emerged
from the other car, yelling for Michelle to stop. Michelle screamed a blood-curdling
scream and brought the rock down hard onto Tyler’s windshield, which smashed into a
million tiny pieces upon impact. Tyler and his partner screamed. Michelle could see them
now, with their pants down around their ankles. The girl was topless. Michelle raised the
rock again.
“You fuck! You lying, cheating, piece-of-shit fuck!” She smashed the rock onto the
hood of the car.
The impact produced an explosive sound. Tyler and Jane Doe scrambled to get
their pants on. Michelle had never heard him utter the lord’s name in vein so many times
in so few seconds.
“Mish—no!” Amy screamed.
Michelle raised the rock, but Amy and Carolyn got to her and wrestled it from her
hand. They subdued her and forced her back into Amy’s car. She’d kicked and screamed
the entire time. The buzz was ruined.
That was the end of Michelle and Tyler. She hadn’t taken any of his calls and had
dismissed the explanations he’d left on her answering machine. He didn’t press any
charges. Michelle didn’t know the identity of the girl, nor did she care. It had taken her
about one day to rationalize the event, and to completely suppress all of the feelings
through which she should have been evolving—anger, hurt, rejection, sadness, and
acceptance. She’d stuffed them all into one neat little package—hate.
Now, though, as she sat in her bedroom, she thought about their relationship in a
favorable light. All of Tyler’s prior explanations replayed in her mind, and this time
around they sounded plausible. She was going to call.
On the computer, the Yippee! home page filled the screen. Michelle clicked on the
Email button. No new mail. Good. She would call Tyler now.
As she picked up the phone, she thought about what to say, and then decided that
she wasn’t going to think about it. Even Miss Realistic was endorsing the non-calculated
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approach. Michelle dialed Tyler’s number. When the digital door-knocking sound startled
her, she jerked her head to the left. The Instant Messaging box was on her screen.
kisses-4-u: Hello, Softheart. How was your day?

Michelle froze, and then slowly set the phone down onto its cradle. She typed.
softheart: my day was pretty good, except for the traffic jam on the way home. I
was thinking about you today.
kisses-4-u: Into every life some traffic must fall. I was thinking about you too.

A smile. Michelle was beginning to get the feeling that her correspondent possessed
a sense of humor. She marveled at this technology that could bring two lonely people
together. Curiosity was growing. Michelle responded with a question this time.
softheart: why did you place the ad?

Before the reply appeared, a relatively long period of time elapsed, so Michelle
guessed that she was about to get a lengthy response. Impatience. Eventually, the digital
bell sounded.
kisses-4-u: I wanted to meet a special person. Someone to love. Someone to take
care of. I placed the ad believing that fate would bring my soul mate to me. So far,
you are my only respondent. Are you my soul mate, softheart? Did fate bring you to
me?

The response was littered with lies, but Michelle had no way to know that. Miss
Realistic knew, but she couldn’t get through to Michelle—the communication lines were
down. Michelle became bolder.
softheart: maybe. I think we should find out. let’s meet. I want butterflies.
kisses-4-u: Whoa - slow down, Softheart. Tell me all about yourself. I want to get
to know you, honey.

Michelle decided that honesty would be the best policy. She thoughtfully worded
her response, making corrections as she typed. The communication lines were back up;
Miss Realistic got in her two cents, but Michelle paid her no mind. She clicked the Send
button.
softheart: I’m 19. I’m single. I live in Dans River with my parents and
hate it. I was dating a guy for two years, but it didn’t work out. I want something
different. I feel as though I have a lot of love to give to the right person. I have a
good heart. I want to meet the right person. I want those butterflies.

Michelle sent the message. Upon re-reading her response, she began to doubt
whether she should have written what she had. It was taking a while for a response to
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come back from kisses-4-u, and the more time that passed without a response, the more
Michelle became convinced that she’d blown it. She read what she’d sent, over and over
again, trying to decide which one sentence, or which one word was the culprit. She was
convinced that something she’d written had turned her correspondent off to her, just as
she’d been convinced that it was something she’d done, or hadn’t done, which caused
Tyler to cheat on her at Bayshore Park.
There was not a significant difference between Michelle’s mindset as she stared at
the computer screen, and the mindset with which she’d always perceived most things.
She trudged through her life believing that all the bad things in her world were somehow,
someway, her fault. She perpetually lived with fear. She perpetually lived in doubt.
What bad thing had she done in the supermarket line, when she was five, which
made her father scream at the cashier, causing everyone in the line to stare at her? What
had she done or said, when she was seven, which caused her father to press his lit cigar
into her mother’s arm? What could she have done differently to prevent it? When she was
eight, while swimming in the ocean, her dad pulled off her bathing suit. She crouched in
the water, crying and pleading with him to give it back. He held it just out of her reach
and laughed. What could she have done differently to prevent such a thing? There must
have been something she could have done. Something.
When the bell sounded, Michelle’s eyes opened wide, and distress turned to hope.
kisses-4-u: I still live in my parent’s house too. My dad was also a jerk. My mother
is great though. I was sick a lot as a child, and she was always there for me. She
sacrificed so much just to take care of me. You sound like a wonderful person. You
will have those butterflies. I want to kiss you, softheart.

The message tugged Michelle’s heart. She loved it. She sensed sweetness and
sensitivity in kisses-4-u. She yearned for such things.
softheart: I want you to kiss me. let’s meet.
kisses-4-u: We will, sweetheart. I promise. I need to go now – I have a shower to
take. Keep your computer on. I’ll find you.
softheart: I’ve never done anything like this.
kisses-4-u: Of course you haven’t. That’s the way fate is. Until we speak again,
Softheart. XXX

Michelle swam in the romance of it all. It was intriguing, so different than anything
she’d ever done—utterly exciting. She fell asleep with butterflies that night, while again
fantasizing about the mysterious stranger. She didn’t go to Bum’s with the gang. She
never did call Tyler.
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Steam billowed from the top of the shower stall. It floated along the ceiling and
curled gracefully down the tile walls, filling the bathroom with a warm moistness that
made the air thick and heavy.
They stood facing one another, not yet touching. Three white candles of varying
heights flickered behind the mist, creating the only light—a soft pulsing glow. In the
dimly lit stall, rushing water streams pounded the tiles, and the residual dripped and
trickled from the shiny chrome fixtures. Andrea Bocelli’s voice floated above the water
symphony, which was a cacophony of hissing and pounding, trickling and spraying,
dripping and draining—sounds that enveloped and mesmerized Annie as she stood in the
shower, naked, waiting to be kissed.
She wondered why she was so captivated. What could allow her to feel so
comfortable and at peace, standing naked in a shower with someone about whom she
knew virtually nothing? How many drinks had she consumed? She’d lost count.
It’s those eyes, she thought, those intense eyes.
She stared deeply into them, uncharacteristically apathetic towards the steam’s
effect on her make-up, forgetting entirely that the hair she had spent so long to fix was
now unkempt, wet, and matted to her face and neck. Annie’s gaze fixed alternately on
those eyes, and on the slightly parted lips less than an arm’s length away.
Their faces came together under the rushing streams, and the water splashed and ran
over their lips and chins. Annie’s heart began to pound. She stood patiently, slippery and
shimmering, waiting to be touched, to be kissed by the stranger.
Fingers gently slid under Annie’s hair, up the sides of her neck, and behind her ears.
She inhaled deeply, slowly. She exhaled quickly, with force, heaving. Butterflies tickled
her insides, sending shivers to all points of her body. The steam melted her. The music
soothed her.
Her head was pulled gently forward. The water massaged it, and ran down her
cheeks. Shampoo was applied to her scalp, and ten fingers gingerly scratched, twirled and
massaged the soft fragrant lather through her hair. She purred and moved her head
rhythmically from front to back, from side to side, pressing it into the sensually swirling
fingernails. Her hair was thoroughly rinsed, entirely cleansed. Butterflies flapped,
fluttered, and flipped in her abdomen as the water pounded her body.
“Kiss me,” Annie whispered. “Kiss me, please.” She closed her eyes, parted her
lips, and craned her neck forward.
Their lips came together, gently interlocking, and a fresh flock of butterflies came
alive in Annie’s stomach. The music moved her, and her lips lunged to its rhythm. She
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felt heavenly. She thought how lucky she was to have seen the ad, how lucky she was to
have answered it. She wanted more.
The clean crystal clear water trickled and flowed in and out of their open mouths, in
and around their tongues and lips, and some, past their palettes and down their throats.
The momentum continued to build. The kissing became increasingly faster and more
forceful. Under the pounding water streams, they kissed and licked and sucked on lips
and tongues and mouths with an insatiable ferocity. Mouths and lips, passionately
pressing; tongues, deliciously dancing to Bocelli, singing, Con te Partiro—Time to Say
Goodbye.
One thrust. The blade slid completely through Annie’s throat as if it was butter, and
its point clicked against the tile wall upon exiting the back of her neck. Sparkles of silver
and white flickered in Annie’s vision, and just as the water swirled down the drain, the
blood from Annie’s punctured throat drained into her lungs. She could hear nothing from
the outside—not the rushing water, not the drain, not the music. She felt and heard only
the terrifying all-encompassing drone of the horrible butterflies that were slicing her
stomach to shreds. Annie and the butterflies drowned in her own blood.

That’s two. Two down. Lucille doesn’t count. Jen’s the first. Annie’s the second.
Two.
All better.
You’re watching. You are. I know you are. Are you? I kissed her and made it all
better, just like you. I had butterflies. They felt good. I wish you were here.
Remember when I was sick? Lentil soup on a tray. And then while I was eating it,
you’d lay with me in my bed? And you’d rub my back? Opera music on the record player.
Remember? And, when I was done eating, you kissed me. On the lips, you kissed me.
“Kiss you and make you all better, sweetheart.”
You made me better. All better now.
A clear plastic tarp was pulled from under the bed and placed on the floor of the
bathroom. The shower was not running. The candles had been extinguished. The
bathroom light was on.
Annie’s body was pushed and prodded, out of the stall and onto the tarpaulin. Three
Xs were carefully carved into her forehead. With the same knife, her lower lip was
removed and placed into a sandwich-sized Ziploc bag. Care was taken as the bag was
wrapped in an aluminum foil square, so that the black lettering faced outwardly. The foil
had been pre-labeled: ANNIE—#2—01/18/00.
Outside. The body was dragged and hoisted into the cargo area of the white Jeep
Cherokee. Back inside. The packet containing Annie’s soft and supple lower lip was
stacked on top of the one containing Jen’s, which was frozen solid. Both rested adjacent
to a tall round container covered in a thin layer of frost, labeled Lentil Soup.
Did you get butterflies when you kissed me, Mom?
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Tony drove west over the bridge, away from the strip and into Dans River. He
chewed two pieces of nicotine gum simultaneously. When he got to the mainland, he
checked his watch—7:50 pm. About a mile from him, to the east, a twenty-four-year-old
woman named Anne Masciandano was climbing into a stranger’s shower.
He hadn’t slept well the night before, and he’d been anxious all day. He thought of
the body, and it haunted him. He thought about Mrs. Kurkuch’s spaghetti pot—that
haunted him too. He thought of Johnson and his rude pomposity—that pissed him off. He
thought about his debt, and the speed with which it was growing—that concerned him.
He thought of Janine and of Sammy. He was worried about them. He thought of Eddie, of
her eyes, her smile. He was worried about her too. This confused him. In many ways she
was a more capable cop than he. Still, he worried. He checked his watch again—7:52. If
he hit the traffic lights just right, he would be only a couple of minutes late to see
Sammy.
He parked in front of the house that was formerly his and took a breath. On the
walkway, he stole a look at the willow, then at the mailbox. Someone had backed into the
mailbox post. The willow, however, was in fine shape and had grown significantly since
he’d planted it.
He walked briskly to the front door and rang the bell. Janine had assured him that it
wasn’t necessary to knock or ring when she knew he was coming. Tony always rang.
Janine answered the door. Her hair was up in a ponytail.
She was an attractive woman, about five feet tall, with long brown hair. A crop of
freckles lie over the bridge of her nose, and her eyes were stunning—baby blue with
black rings around the edges of her irises. Sometimes, Tony thought they seemed almost
transparent. Those eyes were what initially captivated him. He liked Janine’s figure and
still caught himself stealing a glance at her from time to time.
“Hi.” She greeted him with a smile.
“Hey.” No kiss on the cheek this time. He remembered the repair bill for the heater
and slapped his forehead. “Shoot, I forgot to call Martone. I’ll call tomorrow, okay?”
“That’s fine.” She winked at him and raised her voice. “We have a problem.
Sammy’s not around. I just can’t find him anywhere! I don’t know what to do!”
Tony walked past Janine and into the living room. The cushions on the couch were
raised considerably—and moving. “Hmmm.” He cupped his chin in his hand. “Did you
look everywhere?”
“Yes, even in the refrigerator—I think he’s lost.”
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“Well, we’ll have to call the fire department—they’re good at finding little boys.”
Tony walked up to the couch. “This stinks. We were supposed to watch The Cartoon
Channel together, and I was even thinking about doing a little wrestling.”
Tony sat on the edge of one of the cushions, which seemed to emit a muffled,
squeaky laugh. “Hey, Janine? Have you seen my old flashlight? We could use it to look
for Sammy.”
“Haven’t seen it.”
“I better look for it. Maybe it’s in this couch.”
The cushions shook and giggled. Tony inched his hand under the middle cushion.
Sammy’s body tensed when Tony’s finger made contact.
“What’s this?” Tony felt around.
The laughs that escaped Sammy’s tightly sealed lips sounded like a putting
motorboat engine.
“Is this my flashlight? Wait, what are those noises?”
Tony’s probing graduated to full-fledged tickling and Sammy exploded with
laughter. He pushed the cushions off and bounced up onto the unassembled couch.
“Ha! Tricked ya!” Loud laughter.
“Wha—you trickster! Hey, buddy!”
“Tight-squeezy, Dad!”
Sammy jumped into Tony’s arms, wrapped his own arms around his dad, and
squeezed with all of his might. Tony squeezed back, stopping just short of hurting the
boy. They both grunted at the apex of the embrace. This was the tight-squeezy. In many
ways, nothing felt nicer than a tight-squeezy with Sammy.
“Buddy, how was your day?”
“Good.”
“Are you feeling better?” Tony placed the palm of his hand on Sammy’s forehead.
No fever. “So, Charlie Chan, whaddaya wanna do—cartoons?” Tony removed his coat.
“Nah.” Sammy looked at the television. “I already saw this one, Dad. Let’s
wrestle!” He scowled, extended his arms, and curled his fingers into claws.
Tony threw his coat on the couch and mimicked Sammy’s stance. “Okay, but you’ll
be sorry; I’m gonna whip your butt. Wait, let me take my shoes off.” He stood up straight
and tugged at his laces.
“Wait is right.” Janine moved between them. “First of all, you know how I feel
about this violent wrestling business.”
“Aw, come on, Mom.”
“Yeah, come on, Mom.” Tony kicked off his shoes.
She sighed, annoyed and amused. “Somebody can get hurt. I don’t like it. Second of
all, he still has a cold, Tone. And finally, I just straightened in here. If there’s gonna be
any wrestling in this house, it’ll be in the basement, especially if you’re going to take
your shoes off. Yuck.”
She picked up Tony’s coat from the couch and his shoes from the floor. With a
grimace, she held the sneakers as far from her nose as possible, as if they were a soiled
diaper. Sammy laughed.
“Beat ya, Dad.” Sammy ran for the basement door.
Tony shrugged at Janine, without words saying, What am I supposed to do? The kid
wants to wrestle with his dad.
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“Oh no you won’t.” Tony ran for the stairwell as the pounding from Sammy’s
descent shook the house.
“I won!” Sammy reached the foot of the stairs out of breath.
“You always win.” Tony walked down. He surveyed the finished basement. Oak
molding. Still in good shape.
Sammy got serious. “Okay, Dad, I need to teach you some moves.”
“Moves? What moves?” Tony wrinkled his brow.
“Me and Jeff made up all these moves. You’ll see.” Sammy was in his
instructional-mode. “Okay the first move is called the Fruit Loop.”
“They have names?”
“Yup. This is the Fruit Loop. Hold out your hands like this.” Sammy offered his
hands. Tony offered his. Sammy grabbed each of Tony’s hands and twisted them in
opposite directions.
“Ouch!” Tony jerked his hands away. “That hurt!” There wasn’t really any pain, but
it had caught him by surprise.
Sammy laughed. “That’s the Fruit Loop. That’s what you do when somebody’s
trying to get ya from the front. Got it?”
“Got it, Boss.”
“Okay, do it to me, Dad.” Sammy held out his hands.
Tony grabbed each and gingerly twisted them in opposite directions, until Sammy
yanked them away.
“Good job, Dad. You got it. Okay, the next move is called the Captain Crunch.”
“Who named these moves, anyway?” Serial killers on-duty, and cereal wrestlers on
the off-time.
“Me and Jeff. I told ya.” Sammy looked up at his dad and thought for a second.
“You’re too big for this one, you gotta hold me.” He turned, lifted his arms and leaned
back against Tony’s belly. “Okay, pick me up like this.”
Tony reached around Sammy’s chest and lifted him.
“Higher, Dad.”
Tony raised him a few inches.
“Okay, this is the Captain Crunch. It’s what you do if somebody tries to get ya from
the back.”
Tony was amazed at how heavy Sammy had become. Sammy cocked his head
forward. Tony waited, beginning to strain.
Sammy slammed his head back and bashed it into Tony’s mouth and nose. Tony
grunted, dropped Sammy, and grabbed at his mouth with both hands. The jolt and
accompanying shock caused him to swallow his double wad of gum. As with the last
move, Tony was surprised; this time, however, there was pain—plenty. He checked his
hands. Blood.
Sammy opened his eyes wide. “Sorry, Dad. Sorry, Dad. Sorry. I’m sorry.” He
rubbed the back of his head.
“Jesus, Sam!” Tony sounded like he’d just had a couple of cavities filled at the
dentist. “What the hell was that?”
“Sorry, Dad. Sorry. Sorry. I’m sorry.” Sammy contorted his face and began to cry.
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Tony’s mind and body froze. His heart sank, and that, along with the pain in his
mouth, made him want to cry. He knelt down and extended his arms. Sammy fell into
them, wailing a high pitch.
“C’mere, bud. I’m sorry for yelling.” Tony rubbed Sammy’s head. “Is your head
okay?”
Sammy nodded into Tony’s chest, still wailing.
“That’s enough wrestling for tonight. Jesus, Sam.” Tony’s lip was throbbing.
“Look, it’s fun to pretend, and it’s fun to wrestle and stuff, but there’s gotta be rules. We
have to be careful that nobody gets hurt.”
Sammy didn’t respond, and his crying became louder and higher pitched. He
sounded like a whistling teapot, but with each squeaky wail interrupted by a series of
rapid and desperate inhalations. He squeezed his dad even tighter. Tony felt the warm
wetness of his boy’s tears soaking through his own shirt. He tried to push Sammy away a
bit, to look into his eyes, but Sammy vehemently stayed buried in his dad’s arms and
chest.
“What is it, buddy? Are you okay?” Tony ran his fingers through Sammy’s hair.
Sammy continued to wail. His breathing stuttered as the tears continued to flow,
soaking into Tony’s shirt. Tony was scared and concerned. He’d forgotten all about the
pain in his lip. Finally, Sammy said something, but it was muffled, the words mixing with
crying sounds and disappearing into Tony’s chest.
“What, buddy? What did you say?”
Sammy pulled his head away from his dad’s chest, just slightly. He was heaving,
and his nose was running profusely. Though peppered among his short, violent breaths—
distributed between the little boy wailing sounds—Tony was able to distinguish the
words that Sammy was so desperately trying to push out.
“I—miss—you—sometimes—Dad—”
The crying exploded. Tony swept his little boy into his arms. He held Sammy while
the tears began to stream from his own eyes, down his cheeks, and into Sammy’s hair. He
looked up at the ceiling.
<desperation>
Oh, God. Help me. Help me, Grampa Joe.
“That’s okay. It’s okay to miss me. I miss you too—so so much, Sam. And
sometimes I get so sad that I don’t live here anymore. It’s okay to be sad. And it’s okay
to cry when you’re sad. Cry, buddy. It’s so good to cry when you’re sad.”
Sammy cried harder.
“And you know that you did nothing wrong, ever, that made me move away. We’ve
told you that, Sam. You know that, right? You did nothing wrong, right?”
Sammy nodded into Tony’s chest.
“Go ahead and cry, buddy. You’re such a big boy. You’re a special boy and I miss
you so much. And I know you miss me. Any time you feel like you miss me I want you
to tell me, and I’ll do the same for you. God, I love you, and I’ll always love you—as
much as the sky, Sam—as much as the whole big giant blue sky. Always.”
Tony hugged his boy, and petted his hair, and gently rocked him from side to side.
He kissed Sammy’s head and ears, swirling one hand on Sammy’s back, and squeezing a
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shoulder with the other. They remained like that, for a time, until their breathing returned
to normal.

“Come on, let’s go upstairs.” Tony took Sammy’s hand and accompanied him up
the stairs straight into the kitchen. He wet a paper towel and applied it to his lip.
Janine came in. “Oh my God. What happened?”
Tony removed the towel to reveal the split and swollen lip. His expression was like
that of a schoolboy who’d been caught cheating on a quiz.
Janine tried, but she couldn’t stop the smile. “So, Dad, done wrestling?”
“The Captain Crunch move—very effective defense technique, aptly named too.”
He smiled. “Check the back of his head. We collided.”
Janine crouched down behind Sammy and located the bump. “Oh, baby, Daddy got
you didn’t he? That’s quite a bump.” She began to rub his head. “Are you okay, baby?
I’ll kiss it and make it all better.” Janine planted a gentle smooch on Sammy’s head.
“I got him? Is he okay? Jeez. What about me?” Tony mugged at Janine.
Sammy laughed.
Janine pushed out her lower lip. “Are you okay, Daddy?” She looked at Tony with a
sexy smile.
“No, and I think you should kiss it and make it all better.” Tony puckered up, and
his swollen and bloody bottom lip protruded comically.
“Yuck.” Janine scrunched her face in disgust.
All three laughed.
Janine crossed her arms and moved close to Tony. “So…have we learned any
lessons?”
“Yep.” Tony nodded. “I learned the Fruit Loop move, which is what you do when
someone is trying to get you from the front, and, the Captain Crunch move, which is what
you do when someone is trying to get you from behind.”
“Seriously, Tone. Can we lay low with the wrestling?”
“Yes, I told Sammy that we need a few guidelines. We’ll be careful.” He paused.
“You were right, Mom.”
Tony settled into a chair in the family room and Sammy settled into his dad’s lap.
They watched cartoons. There was tickling and a couple of neck raspberries, but for the
most part it was a relaxed period. Tony repeatedly touched his lip. He neither had any
nicotine gum on him, nor did he think about it once during the time they sat together.
That was a first.
The cartoon ended. Tony checked his watch—8:59.
“Okay, pal. It’s time for stories.”
“Oh, Dad. Come on. One more cartoon?”
“Sorry, Pal. It’s nine o’clock; you have a cold, and there’s a big day at school
tomorrow. Let’s go.”
Janine came into the room.
“Dad, come on.”
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“Sam, I told you how it was going to be. Now, let’s get into your pajamas and brush
your teeth.”
“Dad, just one more cartoon? One more.” He sat back into the chair, parked himself
firmly, and fixed his eyes on the TV, ignoring Tony.
“Okay, you’re gonna make me count to five, aren’t you?” Tony declared it extra
nicely.
“Dad! Come on!”
“One,” Tony sang.
Sammy remained in the chair. Tony stared at him, but Sammy’s eyes didn’t leave
the TV.
“Two.”
Sammy crossed his arms and huffed.
“Three.”
“Oh,” Sammy whined, but still remained in the chair.
“Four.” Tony drew the word out, his tone becoming higher and higher as he
finished saying it. A scary moment. Tony hated getting to four. He didn’t know what he
would do or say if Sammy allowed the number five to be uttered. It was bound to happen
eventually, and he wasn’t looking forward to it.
Sammy huffed loudly and pounded the chair as he sprang up and walked away.
Tony exhaled.
“That ‘a boy. PJs and teeth. I’ll race you upstairs.”
“Wait, Dad. I gotta go pee.” Sammy headed for the downstairs bathroom.
“Wait a minute,” Janine said. “You have to go upstairs—the toilet is clogged,
remember?”
“Don’t worry, Mom. I won’t flush it.” He continued on his way.
“That’s not the point, Sam. It’ll smell in there.”
“Mom, don’t worry. I’ll hold my nose while I go.” He entered the powder room and
closed the door.
Tony and Janine burst out laughing.
Janine looked into Tony’s eyes. “I read about the body in the paper, Tone. What’s
going on?”
“What paper? Tribune?”
“Yes, and it was on channel eleven last night. They were filming on the beach and
the boards. It’s scary. They didn’t say who it was, but they said she was from Dans River.
Anybody we know?”
Tony felt a burning chemical squirt into his stomach. He suddenly wanted some
nicotine. “Did they go into any details about the body?”
“No. Just that it washed up at the north end of town. How was she killed, Tone?”
Sammy emerged from the bathroom. “See, Mom. I held my nose and it didn’t
smell.” He was pinching his nostrils and sounding like a space alien.
“Okay, Dad, race ya.” He bolted for the stairs.
Tony capitalized on this opportunity to end the conversation with Janine. “Oh no
you don’t.” He followed close behind Sammy.
The booming of their strides was peppered with happy whoops and hollers. Sammy
won. He always won.
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“Okay, buddy. Tell you what—it’s time for another race. I have to go to the car to
get something. Think you can get your pajamas on by the time I get back?”
“Okay.”
Tony rummaged through a drawer and eventually pulled out Sammy’s Spiderman
pajamas. He touched his bottom lip to check the swelling.
Sammy swiped the pajamas from his dad’s hands and dropped them on the floor at
his feet. He pulled the bottom of his shirt up around his arms and head, and started to
spin, grunting as he struggled.
“Good luck, Spiderman.”
Coatless and in his stocking feet, Tony ran out to his Jeep and grabbed the bag of
books, as well as one piece of nicotine gum. He returned to the house and went to the
kitchen. He pulled the book entitled, When Daddy Comes To See Me, from the bag, and
handed the rest to Janine.
“These are all the books that the store had.”
Janine seemed puzzled. She pulled one book from the bag and read the title.
Realization washed a wave of sadness over her face.
“Down in the basement before, he started crying. He told me that he missed me.”
Tony teared up.
“Oh God.”
“No, I think it’s okay. He was able to express himself. He was able to get rid of
some of the garbage. It’s a good thing. As much as it rips my heart out, it’s a good thing.
Let’s just make sure we follow through. I don’t think he’s ready for those yet.” He
indicated the bag. “But, this one is good.” He handed the book to Janine.
A tear spilled from Janine’s eye as she surveyed the cover.
Tony peeled open the tiny package, and popped the nicotine gum square into his
mouth.
“I’ll read it to him tomorrow,” she said.
“Okay, but remember what Doc said. Try to initiate a discussion, but make it about
the kid in the book, not Sam specifically.”
“I know. I know what to do, Tone.”
They’d been seeing Doc for years, trying to make it work, trying to patch it up.
Now they were seeing him for Sammy, trying to protect him, trying to patch him up.
“Hey, Dad,” Sammy sang from upstairs. “I did it!”
“Okay. But, did you brush your teeth?”
The pounding of Sammy’s running feet, followed by the squeal of the faucet in the
upstairs bathroom.
“Thanks, Janine. It’s hard on me sometimes.”
“I know. Me too.”
They held each other for a few moments.
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Sammy had selected his three favorite books. Tony lie next to him in his bed and
read them aloud. He assigned a funny voice to each character. Sammy giggled. Janine
interrupted briefly to give Sammy some cough syrup and a goodnight kiss.
When they were done, Tony put his hands together. “Okay Sam, time for prayers.”
“Wait, Dad.”
“What?”
“Is your name Tony, or Anthony?”
“Well, my real name is Anthony, but the people who know me call me Tony. That’s
a nickname. And your real name is Salvatore like your grandpa, but your nickname is
Sammy.”
“Oh, I know. It’s like Superman. Superman’s real name is Superman, but some
guys call him The Man of Steel.”
Tony smiled. “That’s right. Okay—prayers.”
They both put their hands together. “What do you want to thank God for today?”
“Dad? God’s here now, right?”
“Right, God is everywhere.” Tony was confident.
“That’s ‘cause God’s invisible, right?”
“Um…yeah.” Tony was not so confident.
“God’s magic, like Santa Claus—except he has more magic powers, right?”
“Something like that, buddy.” Now he was really out of his league.
“And God’s strong like Superman.”
Tony paused. “Even stronger. Sometimes when you don’t feel so good about
something, you can talk to God, and then you’ll feel better. But you have to talk to God
when you feel good, too. So what do you have to be thankful for? Come on, say your
prayers.”
Sammy clasped his hands together again. “God…thanks for all the good
food…um…thanks for…um…letting me get to the third level in Alien Quest today,
and…um…thanks for the apple juice…um—”
“What about that you’re getting better from being sick?” Tony asked.
“Oh yea. God, thanks for making me get better.”
“And what about the great day you’re going to have tomorrow?”
Sammy furrowed his brow and whispered, “But, Dad, that didn’t happen yet.”
They looked at each other and together said, “Amen.”
“Tight-squeezy,” Tony said.
They hugged tightly for a second or two, until they made the grunting sound. Tony
tucked Sammy in and planted a sweet kiss on his forehead. He whispered into his ear.
“Remember, anytime you want to talk to me, or tell me anything, happy or sad, you can,
and, it’s a good thing to cry when you’re sad; otherwise, you can get sick.”
“I know, Dad.”
Tony switched off the light. A sensor-driven nightlight cast warm orange onto the
walls.
“Goodnight, Spiderman.”
“Goodnight, Dad.”
Tony stood for a moment, a silhouette in the doorway of the bedroom. He stared at
his little boy who was all snuggled and comfortable under the blankets. He’d actually
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been putting Sammy to bed more frequently since the divorce, but it didn’t feel that
way—it felt like less. He thought about the scene in the basement.
“Sam?”
“Yeah, Dad?” It was barely audible.
“How much do I love you?”
Sammy paused, and, as he drifted into sleep, whispered, “As much as the whole
sky.”
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Tony arrived home emotionally drained, but with warmth in his heart. He was in
time for the ten o’clock news, so he plopped down on the futon and used the remote to
turn on the television. He tuned to channel eleven, a New York affiliate station.
The futon served as Tony’s living room sofa as well as his bed, though he never
opened it. The bungalow was small, and the single bedroom was set up for Sammy.
After having moved from the house in Dans River, Tony stayed in a hotel for a
while, but eventually settled into the place on the strip. It was a rental. Unfortunately, it
was only a winter rental and Tony had to vacate by the second week in April to make
room for the bennies that would be paying four times the rent on a weekly basis. He
could have stayed, but he wasn’t willing to pay, nor could he afford to. There wasn’t
much time. He needed to start looking.
The gum in his mouth was virtually drained of any nicotine. He left it in anyway.
The telephone rang.
“Hello?”
“Tone, it’s me,” Janine said. “Do you have a second?”
“Yeah. What’s wrong? Everything okay?”
“Everything’s fine.”
Tony could tell that everything wasn’t fine. There was silence for a few seconds. He
took a deep breath and braced himself. “What’s up?”
“I don’t know.” She paused. “I just feel like you’re shutting me out.”
“Huh? From what?” Here we go.
“I’m concerned about you. I ask you about the case and you keep changing the
subject, like you don’t want to talk to me about it. I don’t know. I thought we said we
would stay friends.”
Tony fought the urge to raise his voice, and concentrated on not losing his cool.
“I’m sorry. It’s been a crazy day. It started with a chainsaw accident over on Bloom; it
wasn’t pretty. My head is spinning. As far as the murder goes, we really don’t even know
what’s going on. Can we talk about it tomorrow?”
“Look. Forget it. Forget I even called. Maybe we should only talk about Sammy
and that’s it. I don’t know what I was thinking. You don’t need another friend. You have
Eddie.”
“What? Oh my God, Janine. You don’t want to go there. You definitely don’t want
to go there.”
“You were always closer to her than you were to me anyway, Tone. It’s like she’s
your idol or something. I was like a second banana.”
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“Listen. I have to go. This is crazy. I thought we had a nice night—now this drama.
I’ll pick up Sammy on Sunday like we agreed.”
Janine paused. “Sunday won’t be good.”
“What? This is my weekend. We talked about this. What are you doing here?”
“He has a party. These things come up. Calm down.”
“No. That’s not it. You’re mad at me for some stupid reason and now you’re trying
to stick it to me. You’re using Sammy. I’ll take him to the party. I’m picking him up on
Sunday.” Tony closed his eyes and saw the image of Sammy crying in the basement from
earlier in the evening.
“No,” Janine said. “I just don’t think it’s a good idea for you to take him to Seaside.
It’s not safe. There was a killing.”
“Which is it, Janine? Huh? Is it the party, or the killing? Huh? Or maybe you could
think up another reason.”
“It’s a lot of things.”
“You can’t do this. Don’t take your problems out on the kid.”
“How dare you. Everything I do is for him. Everything! How dare you!”
“Everything, Janine? Everything? Just keep repeating that over and over again,
louder and louder. Maybe if you scream it next time it will magically become the truth. I
can make a list a mile long—”
A click sounded and the line went dead.
“Fuck.” Tony slammed down the receiver and ripped open a fresh packet of gum.
The familiar fanfare played from the television and the anchorman greeted the
viewing audience. “Good Evening from the Action Newscenter. Our top stories tonight:
The Investigation Continues In The Seaside Slasher Case, The Governor’s Alleged
Mistress Speaks Out, and The Vice President’s In Town For A Fundraiser. Stay tuned for
these stories, other news, sports, and weather with Big Jim, here on Action News.”
Wow, Tony thought, Seaside Slasher. Leave it to them to think up the catchy names.
He and Eddie had already decided to call the case Foulger’s Floater. He preferred that
one.
The fanfare music kicked in again, and Tony wished he had enough energy to go to
the refrigerator for a beer, but he couldn’t move. He lay there staring at the screen, one
arm hanging off the futon with the remote in hand. He thought of Sammy.
On the screen, a woman sprayed Terrific on the splashboard behind her stovetop.
The brown stains dripped, and a pink sponge magically painted a white stripe diagonally
through the gunk. “It kills germs on contact—it’s Terrific, for a clean home and your
family’s health!”
Tony wanted to spray her with Terrific and wipe her from his screen. No interest in
any cleaning products, no matter how terrific.
The story about the murder came on next. The anchorman gave the date and time
that the body had washed up, and then turned it over to a woman who was standing on
the beach, wearing a trench coat and knit hat. She was shouting above the roaring surf.
The anchorman returned. “Thank you, Pam. Earlier today a press conference was
held in Seaside Point. Here are some highlights from the tape.”
Tony watched the County Prosecutor, the Seaside Point Police Chief, and
Lieutenant Medski on the screen. Medski had obviously forgotten to comb his hair before
the cameras rolled. The Prosecutor was speaking.
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“No, there’s no reason to believe that there will be another victim at this time.”
“Are there any suspects?”
“We cannot say at this time.”
Tony smirked.
“Do you have a description?”
The prosecutor stood aside and motioned for Medski to step up to the microphones.
Medski moved forward and cleared his throat. “Yes we have a description of the suspect;
however, we are not ready to release it at this time.”
Tony was amused at the lie, and at the grace with which Medski behaved in the
limelight.
“What did the killer do to the woman?”
“At the risk of putting our investigation in jeopardy, we cannot comment at this
time.” Medski was doing fine in front of the cameras, and his expression became more
confident with each answer.
“Lieutenant, what happens if another body is found? Will you call in the FBI?”
“That remains to be seen. Look, folks, let’s deal with the facts as we have them.
Let’s not put the water before the horse.” Medski motioned to a reporter.
Tony dropped the remote and laughed out loud.
The anchorman returned with a smirk on his face, explaining that details would be
reported as they became known. The Governor’s affair was now the topic.
Tony figured that Eddie might be asleep, but it was worth a try. He reached over,
grabbed the phone, and punched in her number. The phone rang three times and was
answered by her recorded voice. Tony spoke after the beep.
“Hey Ed, you there? Did you catch Medski on the news? Water before the horse.
Can you believe it? On the freakin’ news.” He hung up.
Regardless of the message he’d left, he knew that the real reason he called had been
to blow off steam about the Janine thing.
He lay back down. While flipping through channels, he came upon on an ancient
black and white Wolfman movie with Lon Chaney Jr. It took only one second for Tony to
recognize it—Abbott & Costello Meets Frankenstein—his boyhood favorite. He’d
recently purchased the video and placed it in Sammy’s stocking for Christmas.
His lids became heavy. He took the gum wad from his mouth and stuck it to the
wooden arm of the futon. The Wolfman growled and stumbled through the woods,
ultimately snagging himself in a sticker bush, which foiled his attempt to sink his claws
into the whistling and oblivious Lou Costello.

The big blue sky stretched for miles and miles. Sammy knelt next to a pail, holding
a shovel. He was playing with Eddie, who wore a bikini, and with her hair up in a
ponytail, appeared absolutely radiant. They were laughing, kneeling before a sand castle.
Next to them, in the sand, lay a lipless dead woman with three Xs carved in her forehead.
A growling sound echoed in the distance. Tony looked to his right. Almost hidden,
in the dark shadows of the pylons underneath the Fun Time Amusement Pier, was the
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Wolfman, poised, baring his teeth and clawing at the air in the direction of Sammy and
Eddie.
Tony shouted. “Eddie, take Sammy and run. It’s the Wolfman—under the pier!
Eddie, run!”
They continued to play. Laughing. Smiling. Giggling in the sun.
The Wolfman emerged from under the pier and deliberately stalked toward Eddie
and Sammy. The growling was louder now.
“Run! Sammy! It’s the Wolfman. It’s real! Sammy, run!”
Tony tried to move his feet. They were frozen in place. The creature continued his
gothic march, moving progressively closer to Eddie and Sammy. It growled louder now,
and Sammy turned and spotted the beast.
“Daddy, help! Dad!”
Tony attempted to yell again, but this time no sounds came from his mouth. He
thought to grab for his gun, but like his feet, his arms were frozen. He looked down at his
hands. Gone. His wrists were bloody stumps, like Kurkuch’s.
The monster was almost upon Sammy.
Eddie screamed, “Do something, Tony!”
Tony expected them to run. He wanted desperately for them to run. But, they just
sat there, screaming for him to save them.
“Dad, kill it! Kill it, Dad!” Sammy sat in the sand, crying. “Shoot it, Dad!”
Tony still could not speak, nor could he move any limb. He became aware of a
presence to his left. He cocked his head to look—Baker.
“Seems you have a problem here, Salesi.” Baker drew his gun, adopted a firing
stance, and aimed at the Wolfman. “Lucky for you, I have my silver bullets loaded. Fully
prepared, like any good cop. You don’t seem all that prepared, Salesi. Now I’ll make
sergeant. Now I’ll make a name for myself.”
Tony wanted to scream, “Shoot,” but he was unable. The Wolfman reached for
Sammy. Baker fired—a loud and reverberous clap of thunder. He fired again. Another
explosion.
The first bullet hit Eddie directly in the center of her forehead. She fell back into the
sand. The second hit Sammy in the same spot. He fell back. The Wolfman was gone—
nowhere in sight—as if he’d evaporated from the dream.
Tony looked at Baker, who smiled, but said nothing as he pressed the barrel of the
pistol into Tony’s forehead. Tony closed his eyes and asked his Grampa Joe for help.
When he opened his eyes, Baker was undergoing a metamorphosis. Bristly hair was
growing from his neck, face, and hands. His lower teeth were becoming sharp and
elongated. The tip of his nose was turning black and wet. Baker was the Wolfman.
Tony opened his mouth to scream. He strained his muscles to push from his lungs
and diaphragm. Nothing came out.

He awoke at 1:13 am, drenched in sweat. A hoard of butterflies occupied his
stomach—the painful kind.
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When the phone rang, Tony was sitting on the futon in his boxers, pulling on a
sock. The clock said 6:33.
“Hello?”
“Hey, Sherlock, top of the morning to ya.”
“Watson, this is preposterous! You know better than to telephone while I’m in my
undergarment!” He was Rathbone again.
“Splendid, Holmes—now there’s an investigation I would love to assist you in.”
“What the hell was that? A Swedish accent?” Tony laughed.
“Yep—it was my Dr. Sven Watson.”
“Give it up.”
“Shut up. I hate you.”
“Did you work out?” Tony asked.
“Uh huh.”
“You don’t have to, you know. I happen to think you look just right.”
“You know why? ‘Cause I work out, dipshit.” Eddie laughed. “So how are you
holding up?”
“You mean after The Seaside Chainsaw Massacre? I swear, Ed, all I wanted to do
when I was a kid was bust the bad guys—cops and robbers, you know? Now I’m a
freakin’ EMT.”
“I was the EMT. You were white as a ghost.”
“Yeah, I know.” Tony frowned. “Did you catch Medski on the tube?”
“No, I fell asleep, but I got your message. Water before the horse, huh?”
“Yeah. It was a classic.” Tony cleared his throat. “Hey Ed, I was thinking.” He took
a deep breath. “You wanna maybe go out and catch a nice dinner tonight after the shift?”
He winced in preparation for her response.
“Sure, Tone. I would love that.”
Tony smiled. “Okay—see you down there in fifteen.”
“See you, Sherlock.”
Tony finished getting dressed. A real date with Eddie. He felt like a teenager.

The weather was unseasonably warm for January. The sun was shining and there
wasn’t a cloud in the sky. His windshield was coated on the inside with a brown nicotine
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film, and Tony made a mental note to clean it. He also made a promise to himself that he
was going to call Martone about Janine’s heater repair bill before the day ended,
regardless of their scuffle from the night before. For winter, there were a significant
number of cars on the road.
With hardly any sleep from the night before, Tony arrived at the station to more
confusion than there’d been the previous day. Someone had taken his reserved parking
space. He drove around the entire lot only to find that the single open space was the one
reserved for The Chief. He wasn’t even going to consider parking there. He took a
metered spot on the street. The meters weren’t checked in the off-season, and, regardless,
he was a cop. Cops didn’t pay parking tickets.
He carefully unwrapped a piece of nicotine gum and placed it in his mouth. After
the first few chews, Tony felt the welcome burning sensation on his tongue.
People stood around the entrance of the stationhouse; some held white foam cups
with ribbons of steam rising from their tops. Tony walked through the front door and
found the station mobbed. He recognized no one. He forced through the crowd, straight
to the locker room.
“Hey, Tone,” Devito called out from across the room. “I hear the guy on your first
call yesterday really needed a hand.”
“Funny, Chris. Anybody ever tell you that you should do stand-up?”
“Yeah. You.” Devito laughed and left the locker room.
Tony threw his bag into his locker and took off his coat. Someone was arguing on
the payphone at the other end of the room. Baker. Tony stopped moving, cocked his head
to the right, and listened.
“I don’t give a fuck!” Baker muted his shouts behind clenched teeth, though the
degree of his rage was unmistakable. “You just listen to—just fucking listen!” He paused,
and then shouted, “Jesus Fucking Christ!” Each sacrilegious word was accented with a
loud smashing sound, a combination of plastic-on-metal and jingling coins.
“First of all, what I do on my spare time is none of your fucking business. You
don’t ha—don’t interrupt me!” Now he was screaming, smashing the handset once again
to make his point. “Stay out of my fucking house. Leave my fucking key on the table and
get the fuck out. It’s over.” A pause. “I said get the fuck out!” Baker slammed the handset
again, furiously.
The rage caused Tony’s stomach to tense up.
Baker continued to bash the phone. Tony stuffed his coat into his locker and walked
around the row toward the payphone.
“Yo! What the hell, Baker? Calm down!”
“Bitch.” Baker tossed the handset against the wall and walked away from the
phone. The handset spun as it swung, repelling from the wall under the phone, dangling
pendulously from its cord. He altered his direction in a vane attempt to avoid contact with
Tony.
“Hey, Baker, you okay?”
Baker glared. “Aaa, you’re divorced, Salesi. You know.” He banged his fist against
the painted cinderblock wall and attempted to walk by Tony, who shifted to the side in
order to prevent Baker from passing.
“Hold it. Stop. What’s up, man? That was heavy-duty.” Tony was feeling a peculiar
affinity toward Baker; then he remembered his dream from the night before.
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“Look, Salesi, get outta my way—now! I need to get home.”
“Wait, hold up. Just for a second. What’s going on, Harry?” That was a first—
Harry.
“She goes into my house without even asking—”
“Who?”
“Just somebody I was dating for a while, I’ve been trying to can her and she won’t
let it be. She just keeps calling and calling. Jesus Christ. They’re all the same.”
Tony noticed a similarity between Baker’s attitudes about women and his feelings
for the job.
“A year ago I must have given her a key, you know? I forgot all about it. We broke
up. I haven’t fucking seen her in weeks. She calls me the other day and says that she has
some things at the house, and if it’s okay to come and get them. I say ‘no problem.’ So
she stops by this morning without calling, and I’m already gone. She uses the fucking key
and goes into my fucking house!” Baker pounded the wall again.
“Sounds out of line to me.”
“Wait. There’s more! So she gathers up her shit—whatever the hell it was—and
then the bitch goes on my fucking computer. She says she left some files or some shit. So
I’m here at work and my pager goes off, and it’s my fucking number! Can you believe
it?” Baker pulled a pack of cigarettes and a lighter from his breast pocket.
“Jesus,” Tony said, “you musta been like ‘what the hell?’”
“You’re damn right I was!” He lit up. “I’m like, what the fuck? Who the fuck is at
my house, you know? So I figure, there’s no way I’m goin’ out there in the crowd to
make the call. So, I call on the payphone and she answers my fucking phone! My phone!
Man, I lost it.” Baker shook his head and drew hard on his cigarette.
“She starts giving me shit. She says she was getting her files or some shit from my
computer and she accidentally stumbled on some porn. Yeah, fucking right! She was
snooping around! Friends send me this shit all the time in emails. Christ, there’s a couple
of pictures and movie files, that’s it. I don’t ask them to send it. I hardly ever look at the
stuff. You know what it’s like.” He looked into Tony’s eyes.
Tony thought, methinks thou doth protest too much.
“Fuck, she was on my computer. I mean—that’s my privacy. She invaded me. Was
she reading my email? What the hell else did she poke her goddamn nose in? Fuck her.
This is none of her business. Jesus Christ, my father—God rest his soul—my father told
me never to hook up with a redhead. They’re nothing but trouble. He was fucking right.”
The door swung open and another cop walked into the locker room. Baker stopped
talking. The officer went to his locker, grabbed some paperwork, and left.
Baker took a long drag on his cigarette and began speaking more softly. “So then
she starts giving me this fucking lecture about how the hell is any woman supposed to
live up to all these porn images.” Smoke poured from his mouth and nostrils as he spoke.
“How all men suck because they can never be happy with one woman because they
always want to go to tittie bars, and how is she supposed to compete with girls with
perfect boob jobs. So I say, ‘You wanna know how I feel about that? You wanna know?
I’ll tell you how I feel about that. Get the fuck out of my fucking house! That’s how I
feel.’
“Jesus Christ! I can’t believe I’m hearing this shit. We’re not even in any fucking
relationship. We’re supposed to be broken up! And here I got this bitch breaking into my
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fucking house, breaking into my fucking computer, giving me fucking lectures, and
asking me why I wasn’t answering my fucking phone last night!”
“Okay, Harry, calm down.” Tony held each of Baker’s shoulders. “Run over to your
house and make sure she’s gone. If she’s not, call us. If she is, make sure she left the key.
Although, I’d have your locks changed either way.” He looked into Baker’s eyes. “You
okay?”
“Yeah. I’m okay. Thanks. I dumped a lot of shit on you.” He thought for a second.
“It’s this place, too. These county guys come in here and think they’re such hot shit. Like
we don’t know how to do an investigation. Jesus, every time something meaty comes
along, the county clowns or the Sheriff’s guys come in and take all the glory.” He paused
again. “I mean—how the hell’s a guy supposed to make a name for himself, you know?”
Tony froze. Hadn’t Baker said the same thing in the dream last night?
“Okay, Salesi, I’m outta here. Hey, this is between us, right?” He dropped his
cigarette on the floor and crushed it into the industrial tile with the sole of his boot.
“Yeah, sure, Baker. Good Luck.” Tony’s mind remained on the odd coincidence.
Baker seemed puzzled. “Hey, what happened to your lip? Did your ex-wife belt
you?” He smiled for the first time.
“Nah, my kid, he’s a professional midget wrestler. The Captain Crunch move; ever
hear of it?”
“No, but by the looks of your lip, it must be a good one. Tell Medski I’ll be right
back if he asks; he might need someone to do some fucking canvassing.” His face turned
sour and he left the room.
Tony remained, struggling to remember the Wolfman dream.

The coffee room was crowded and the pots were empty. Many reserve officers had
already started duty. One of them had obviously snagged Tony’s parking spot. He
glanced at his watch and decided that there wasn’t time to make a fresh pot of decaf. He
unconsciously patted his breast pocket to check for the gum—it was there. He said hello
to a few of the officers that he remembered from the last summer, and left the room with
his notepad and pen.
“Hey, you’re late,” Medski said as Tony entered the squad room. “Sit down, let’s
get going. Anybody know where Baker is?” He was annoyed.
“He needed to swing by his place for a few minutes; there’s some kind of
emergency or something.” Tony took a seat next to Eddie.
They exchanged smiles, and she raised her eyebrows when she saw his lip. He
rolled his eyes.
“Okay, somebody fill Baker in later. As you can see on the board, we have a lot of
stuff to cover.” Medski pointed.
Men from the county and the station filled most seats, which were metal folding
chairs with small half-sized desktops for writing. Medski and Detective Johnson stood in
the front of the room, to the left of the whiteboard. Captain Schirro was off to the side,
leaning against the wall with a cup of coffee. Tony wished he had a cup.
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Much new data had been written on the whiteboard. The composite sketch done
from Eddie’s description was taped to it. Tony looked at the sketch and snickered when a
realization hit. Despite its vagueness, the composite looked a bit like Johnson. He
wondered if anyone else had noticed the resemblance. Then, for a second, he seriously
considered the possibility that Johnson was the Seaside Slasher. He pondered the irony,
but quickly dismissed the idea. He was busting at the seams to ask Eddie if she saw the
resemblance.
Eleven pictures had been taped to the front wall, all approximately one by two feet
in size. Ten of them were enlargements of the pictures that Officer Delaney had taken on
the beach—two of the deceased, and eight of the crowd of onlookers that night. Black
hand-drawn circles surrounded the faces of anyone in the crowd who remotely resembled
the composite sketch. The shots of the corpse were disturbing to Tony, and he struggled
to avoid looking at them.
The eleventh picture was of the victim also. Unlike in the others, there were no Xs
on her forehead, and her chin and lower lip were intact. She was alive and smiling—very
pretty. Tony looked into the eyes of the woman in the blown-up photo. She seemed to
smile down on him, and that broke his heart. She was vibrant, with color in her cheeks
and life in her eyes. Like some macabre before-and-after pictures, the disparity between
that photo and the two of the corpse highlighted for Tony the enormous gap between life
and death, between hope and despair, light and darkness.
In dwelling upon the tragedy of the loss, of a life thrown away, Tony began to feel
an incredible hatred for the killer. He wanted to catch him. He wanted to make him look
at the pictures and feel what he himself was feeling at that moment. Then, he wanted to
beat the shit out of him.
Suddenly, in Tony’s mind, an overlay of Janine’s face flashed onto the photos. A
chill enveloped his heart. He made a mental note to call her as soon as possible.
Medski spoke. “We got a positive ID on the corpse from the husband, but the
autopsy revealed zip. The body bobbing around the ocean for a day didn’t help matters.
As you can see, her husband provided a recent photo. No hair or skin in her fingernails.
No signs of a struggle at all. This guy took Mrs. Marconi by surprise, so based on that,
and what Eddie saw, we’ll assume that she knew him.” He glanced at the whiteboard
periodically as he ran down the list.
“There was no sign of recent sexual activity—no semen in or on the body or
clothes. Again, we have to consider that the deceased was rolling around the surf, and
unfortunately, the ocean’s like a giant washing machine. There were no prints found on
the body. All samples taken of the remaining blood from her shirt and pants were the
victim’s blood type. Of course this is all preliminary, the coroner guys sent samples to the
State Police Forensics Lab in Trenton; they’ll do some DNA testing, so we’ll know more
later today or tomorrow.
“The blood settlement tests based on the lines of lividity showed that initially the
victim was on her back after being killed, for about a half hour, then she was on her side
for about an hour. After that, we presume she was floating around. They found a
moderate blood alcohol level, so tonight we’re going to canvass the local joints with
some smaller copies of the live photo. It’s a long shot, but someone may have spotted
them downing a few together. Johnson—” He motioned to Johnson and then to the
whiteboard.
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Johnson adopted a stance and changed the look on his face. He stroked his
mustache with his pinky. Tony wasn’t impressed.
“The crew down at the garage found a hell of a lot of prints on the dash and a
couple on the handle of the BMW. We ran them through the AFIS system and got some
matches. I have guys running down those leads. Most of the prints belonged to the
children of the deceased. There are still a couple though, that we have no match for. We
also found some hairs and they’ve been sent to forensics in Trenton. Chemical testing
revealed no blood in the car, and a UV scan for semen came up negative.”
Johnson was confident, commanding and charismatic. Tony watched him make eye
contact with Eddie significantly more than anyone else. He chewed his gum harder. He
scratched a quick note in his pad and inconspicuously tilted it toward Eddie.
Johnson looks like the sketch.
Eddie’s eyes opened wide in agreement. Tony made a series of squiggly lines on the
pad, obscuring the message. Eddie stared at Johnson for a moment, then looked back at
Tony. She pursed her lips and raised her eyebrows. It was her beats-me look.
The door in the back of the room opened and Baker entered.
“Everything okay?” Medski asked.
“Yeah, everything’s fine.” Baker scanned the room for a seat.
“Jesus! Baker, close the door!” Medski barked.
Baker closed it.
“That’s all we need is for some media person to get past the guard and see the
pictures up here.”
“Sorry.” Baker took a seat.
Tony looked at Baker. Baker nodded and gave him the thumbs-up.
Johnson continued. “The husband looks nothing like the composite, and he has a
solid alibi on the night of the killing. Naturally we’re looking into the insurance motive
and so forth. Right now he’s got a lot on his plate. We’ll give him some time to mourn
with his kids and then we’ll attack the hired killer angle. Couple days.
“He did, however, give us his most recent phone bills. There are two landlines and
two cell phones in the family. We’re following up on every number, and we contacted the
phone companies for lists of all calls since the last statements. He also told us his wife
said she was going out with two lady friends on the night of the killing. We contacted
them and each claims to know nothing about it, so, it’s safe to say that there was probably
some kind of hanky panky going on.
“The M.E.’s analysis of the neck wound suggests that the killer used an extremely
sharp knife with a blade approximately one and a half inches at its widest, and ten inches
long. The bad news. One, we all have this murder weapon in our kitchens. Two, O.J. was
5,000 miles away when the murder occurred.” Johnson smirked.
No one, other than Johnson, was amused. Tony rolled his eyes at Eddie.
Johnson cleared his throat and continued. “Although the gulls got to her, there was
still enough tissue left in one corner of her mouth to indicate that some or all of the lower
lip was removed with the same sharp blade. The angles of the incisions suggest that the
killer is left-handed. That’s what I have. Any questions?”
Tony asked, “How old are her kids?”
“Two boys—eight and eleven. It’s a tough break.” Johnson was businesslike.
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“Yeah, real tough,” Tony whispered, despising Johnson for his smug minimization
of the tragedy.
“Anybody else?” Johnson paused, then stepped aside, allowing Medski to move
back to the board.
“We’re following up on those sick pups from the Satan cult thing last summer,”
Medski said, “the ones who tortured the cat. The woman is gone, supposedly in
Tennessee now, but we can’t verify that. The guy has been checking in regularly with his
probation officer—we’re bringing him in for an interview today.” He grabbed a clipboard
from the wooden table in front of the whiteboard and flipped over the first page.
“Okay, the assignments are as follows. Ferraro and Pearson—you guys take northend patrol. Devito and Gunn—south-end. Delaney, you take car 433 and ride with
Nowatzky here from county. I want you guys doing full sweep. Salesi and Mulligan—
you’re on the boards. Baker, you’re to team up with Pisciotto and begin canvassing every
home on the ocean block that falls within the radius that the Coastguard laid out. Okay,
get to it.”
Baker shook his head in disgust. The officers who’d received their assignments
grabbed their pads and shuffled to the door.
Medski raised his voice to a shout. “Wait a minute.”
Everyone froze and the room became silent.
“Couple more things. The beach is off-limits to everyone—all civilians. The boards
are off-limits as well, until further notice. That includes the press. Okay, go ahead.”
The shuffling resumed.
“The rest of you guys remain seated. I’ll be back in one minute to tell you where
you’ll be today.” Medski walked fast to catch up to Tony and Eddie.
“Guys, can I have a word with you?” He motioned for them to follow him into his
office. When he got to his door, Baker was waiting.
“Can I talk to you, Lieutenant?”
“You are canvassing the homes for witnesses,” Medski said sternly. “Do we still
need to talk?”
Baker muttered something and walked away.
“Come in, real quick,” Medski said.
The three of them entered his office. The Lieutenant sat behind his desk. Tony and
Eddie plopped down in the two chairs in front of it. Medski was agitated, but he looked
tired. His complexion was paler than usual, and dark circles were beginning to form
under his eyes. His hair, as had been the standard for his entire career, was a thick bushy
mess.
“Guys, after this one I’m retiring.”
“Yeah, that’ll be the day.” Eddie laughed. “How many times have we heard that
one, Tone?”
“Hmmm, in the last three years? Five thousand?”
“Never you mind. Okay, the reason I called you in—” He paused.
Tony didn’t blink.
Medski looked at Tony and furrowed his brow. “What the hell happened to you?”
“What do you mean?”
“Your lip!”
“Oh, Jesus. My son thinks he’s Hulk Hogan. We had a wrestling match. He won.”
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Medski smiled. “The apple doesn’t grow far from the tree, I see.”
It was a subtle one, but Tony caught it, and he dared not look at Eddie. “Yeah.” He
couldn’t resist. “He’s a chip off the ol’ rock.” He’d put a slight emphasis on the last word,
and had said it fast enough to prevent the arousal of suspicion in Medski, but just slow
enough so that Eddie would catch the ribbing.
“Block,” Medski said.
“What?” Tony was stunned.
“The expression,” Medski said, “you got it wrong. It’s chip off the old block.”
Eddie let out a quick burst of laughter, followed by a tiny snort. “Yeah, Tone. Jeez!
Get it right.”
A short buzz sounded from the intercom on the desk, followed by a loud and
distorted female voice: “Lieutenant, your wife is on line one.”
“Jesus Christ. Katie, tell her I’ll call her back. Guys, one piece of advice—never get
married.”
“Too late,” Tony replied, “been there, done that.”
“Okay, you guys need to get to the boards, so let me get to the point.” Medski
rubbed his temples. “Last night, did either of you catch the news conference?” He
appeared to be worried.
“I saw some clips on the eleven o’clock news,” Tony said.
“I didn’t see it,” Eddie said. “Fell asleep.”
“Tony.” Medski looked him in the eyes. “Be honest.” He swallowed hard. “How’d I
do?”
Tony relaxed. “You were great. I was proud.”
“Really?” Medski’s smile was a mile wide. “You’re not just saying that?”
“Nope. You’re a natural. Were you nervous?”
“Nah. It was easy as cake.”
Tony bit his lip.
“So, I looked okay?”
“You looked great. If I was a woman, I’d do ya.”
“Get outta here, Salesi. Get to the boards.”
Medski was lively and smiling as he showed them out. He closed the door behind
them and gazed into his reflection in the glass. After adjusting his belt, he turned his head
slightly to the left, then to the right, and fixed his hair with his hands. Still a mess.
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“Going in early, Mish?”
“Um, yeah.” Michelle breezed by her mom in the upstairs hallway.
“It’s gorgeous out, honey.”
A notion struck Michelle. She’d always sensed it, but now she was fully cognizant
of something: when her dad was around, her mom was almost always depressed and
forlorn; when he was not around, her mom was in a great mood.
Michelle considered having to trudge through life in that way—having your
disposition enmeshed so tightly with your partner. Perhaps the same correlation could
have been made with her and her dad, but she hadn’t chosen him; she’d been stuck with
him.
She’d slept wonderfully, and at 7:45, she was fully dressed. She’d gotten ready
early to allow time for checking and answering email.
She almost had her bedroom door closed when she caught a glimpse of her mom
through the two inches of space between the edge of the door and the jam. Donna was
putting clothes away in Peter’s room across the hall. Michelle froze and watched with
one eye as her mom smiled and hummed and danced from the dresser to the bed and back
again. Michelle was compelled to continue spying, to relish this moment when her mom
was gleeful and without worry. She did.
Still humming, Donna pranced in her robe down the hall toward the bathroom.
Michelle closed and locked the bedroom door.
The computer was already booted when she sat down at her messy desktop. She
moved an empty glass and a book to the shelf above the desk, and shuffled some papers
to one side, clearing a large enough area for her to navigate the mouse. She logged in.
She was staring at the monitor when the glass fell from the shelf to the desk,
crashing and shattering into small pieces and large shards. Michelle gasped. A memory
slammed her insides. It played through her mind, and instantaneously, a collection of bad
feelings rushed through her psyche and body. A flashback.
Pete and I, lying on our bellies on the living room carpet, Pete is just a little boy,
I’m winning, I was always winning, Daddy’s saying something, I’m laughing,
Pete’s laughing too, Daddy’s saying something, the game is almost over, I’m
winning, Daddy’s saying something, I gotcha Pete, you can’t beat me! Pete’s
laughing, I’m laughing, you will listen to me, crash, bash, bang, bang, it’s
exploding, Daddy’s screaming bad words, I’m scared, Pete’s screaming, there’s
glass everywhere, Daddy’s screaming, I’m screaming, smoke, Pete’s crying, it
smells bad, there’s a fire, I’m running, I’m crying, a policeman is talking, daddy
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is saying bad words, the firemen are here, don’t tell, never tell anybody, this is
our little secret, you can never tell, forget it even happened, it never happened—
The recollection became increasingly vivid. She sat in the chair, replaying it in her
mind. Each iteration of the memory jogged more details. Shock. Horror. She was terrified
that she could have locked away an occurrence for so many years without having thought
about it one time—not once—until now. She plucked two lashes from her lid.
It had been a rainy Sunday afternoon and she’d settled in front of the television to
play some video games with Peter. She was older, so she never lost; nonetheless, Peter
perpetually begged her to play. Frank was drunk.
The kids laughed while they played, and, as usual, Michelle was creaming Peter.
Frank said something about their homework, but they weren’t hearing him; they were too
focused on the game. Frank mentioned their homework again. They didn’t answer. The
game was almost over. Frank raised his voice and said something about their homework
one last time. They continued to ignore him. It was unintentional. They were kids, lost in
the fun.
They barely heard the door slam, or the heavy angry footfalls. They barely
registered Frank as he stepped to the side of the television, gripping the baseball bat with
both hands, white-knuckled.
“You will fucking listen to me when I talk to you,” Frank said softly, but unsteadily
through clenched teeth. He was shaking. The veins in his neck and forehead were
bulging, and his face was beet red. A droplet of spittle dripped from his lower lip.
He screamed maniacally and swung the bat, full force, bashing it through the
television screen. The TV exploded; sparks and smoke poured from the cavity that was
once the screen, and glass rained down upon the children. They screamed.
Sparks buzzed and sputtered. Frank swung again, this time from over his head, and
the bat slammed into the top of the television, producing a violent concussion. An
electrical fire ignited within the set. The kids ran from the living room, crying and
screaming for their mom.
A police officer came, then some firemen. Frank was insolent. The kids were
hysterical. Donna withdrew, and although she initially hugged the children, she was
indifferent, neither frightened nor shocked. She’d shut down.
After the police officer and firemen left, Frank passed out on the couch.
Donna knelt down before Michelle and Peter. “I want you to listen to me, kids,” she
said sweetly. “We need to pretend like what happened today never happened. It will be
our little secret and we’ll never talk about it again, okay?”
Michelle and Peter nodded their heads.
“Promise? Promise me, kids. We’ll never talk about it again.”
“I promise,” Michelle said.
“I promise, too,” Peter said.
“Good then. It never happened. Now go do your homework before your father
wakes up.” Donna scooted them to their rooms.
That night, Michelle did her homework at a feverish pace. If she’d only done it that
day, or the night before, none of this would have happened.
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Michelle sat at the desk, swimming in the memory, which had crystallized in her
mind now. She could not fathom how she’d forgotten it for so long. Her stomach ached
when she realized, though vaguely, that there were other times when she’d been made to
promise. She pressed one hand to her belly, and continued to pluck at her eyelashes with
the other.
Other things had happened. What things? She spent a second pondering the answer,
and then Miss Realistic screamed in her head.
Don’t think about those things! It’s too hard to remember. It takes too much energy.
Think about easy things. Did you get any email?
The suggestion produced a wave of relief in Michelle. She let go of her belly. She
let go of her eyelashes. She let go of the dark notions and, in a flash, they spun and
cascaded into the furthest recesses of her mind. The questions were gone.
She used the cardboard back of a notepad to sweep the shards of glass from the
desk into her waste paper basket, and she picked as many pieces from the rug as she
could find. She sat down and focused her eyes on the computer monitor.
You have 2 new email message(s).

Michelle decided to read Amy’s first, saving the one she was most excited about for
last.
hi mish,
what the hell? we called and got your machine. are you ok? call me, will ya? you
should’ve come - we had a ball! the crabs were huge for this time of year! you’ll
never guess who was there asking about you. give up? tyler! he’s one sorry
dude. he looks like he’s gonna jump off the bay bridge! he says he misses you
lots. hey - did you hear about this murder thing? everybody at bum’s was talking
about it last night - it was getting kinda creepy - they were ruining my buzz. a
body washed up on the beach and the head was cut off and some words were
cut into the chest! be careful.
anyway - I’m a bit wasted - gotta get up for work tomorrow - bye. CALL ME!
love,
a
ps -i’m bumming - 5 days late.

Michelle checked her watch and typed out a quick response.
amy,
sorry - I had a major headache and hit it early last night. I should have called.
glad you had fun though. yeah – tyler left a message for me - he says he wants
me back. I don’t know. I’m feeling adventurous. I think I want to try something
different.
I heard about the body yesterday at work. you be careful too.
5 days late?!!!! what happened to the pill? did you go off? if it’s a girl will you
name her michelle?
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I’ll call you after work. I miss ya.
love,
mish

When Michelle clicked the Send button, the letter vanished from the screen. Now,
finally, everything else was out of the way—she’d dressed, done her hair, and answered
Amy’s mail. Now, for a few minutes, she could thoroughly lose herself in the fantasy
initiated by the stranger’s personal ad. She clicked on the letter from kisses-4-u.
Hello Softheart,
I tried to find you to chat - but you weren’t logged on.
How are you today? I’ve been thinking about you. Actually, I can’t stop thinking
about you.

Michelle’s heart fluttered. She had many questions. How old are you? What do you
like to do on your spare time? What do you do for a living? What do you look like?
What’s your name? She continued reading.
I’m dying to meet you as soon as possible. How is this Friday for you? We could
meet in Seaside Point if you want - sometime around 7ish? I think we should
meet in a public place. Have you seen the news? It’s scary right now - a body
washed up on the beach. You need to be very careful. You said you were in
Dans River, right? I live right in Seaside.
When we meet we can decide if anything “clicks” and take it from there.
I’ll try to find you tonight online - then we can confirm the details. Until then,
Softheart
XXX

Michelle sprung up from the chair. Friday? That’s in two days! She ran to the
mirror. She examined her nose. The pimple was barely noticeable, but Michelle
perceived it as enormous, the focal point of her entire appearance. She fretted over it
briefly, and then dashed back to the computer to read the email once more. She was
smiling as she typed her reply.
dear kisses-4-u,
friday sounds great. yup, I’m in dans river, so I can meet you in seaside no
problem. where do you want to meet? I heard about the body - it is very scary. I
agree that it’s smart to meet in a public place.
I’ve been thinking about you a lot too. how old are you? what’s your name?
my name is michelle - but my friends call me mish.

Michelle stopped typing. What if the stranger was married with kids, or engaged, or
in a relationship of some kind? She wanted someone who was willing to explore the
possibility of a long-term relationship. She wasn’t in this for the one-night stand, or to be
having an affair. She’d done that dance.
In the previous fall, Michelle had just started her job at the mall. Her manager,
Dominick, was a flirt from day one. He regularly asked her to dinner and made references
to her body and sex in general. Although she thought he was cute, and she enjoyed the
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attention, Michelle had two problems with the scenario. First, she and Tyler were in a
committed relationship, and second, Dominick was married, with two beautiful girls.
During a two-week period in which Tyler and Michelle had broken up, Dominick
accelerated his flirting, literally begging her outright to fool around. He was leaving
suggestive notes at her station, joking and paling around more than usual.
After having had a particularly frustrating day, she found a note that said, “I think if
you had enough air with me, you’d feel much better.” She didn’t understand it at first, but
eventually caught the wordplay and was quite amused. That note, combined with the
frustration of the day, and the months of the man’s persistence, allowed Michelle to
rationalize that it might be exciting to take Dominick up on his offer, despite how loudly
Miss Realistic had been scolding from within.
They ended up having sex for twenty seconds in the backseat of her car at the far
end of the mall parking lot, because, Dominick argued, if they had done it in his car, his
wife might have found a hair or some other evidence of the tryst. It was one of the most
unfulfilling moments in Michelle’s life, and, as soon as he’d finished with her, she felt
used—dirty and sleazy—like a piece of garbage. She cried on the way home.
She’d thought of suing, or calling Mrs. Dominick to blow the whistle, but dismissed
the ideas.
The next morning at work, Dominick was cold and distant, a disposition he
maintained day after day. There were no more dirty jokes, no more dinner invitations.
There was no more flirting. Michelle would have left the job, but Dominick was fired
weeks later for pilfering. She was glad. Seeing him regularly stirred up the trashy
feelings.
Soon after, she and Tyler reconciled, but she never told him about the incident, and
she vowed to herself that she would never again have enough air.
She stared at the screen, thinking for a moment, and decided to type the questions.
are you married? are you seeing anybody steady? if you are, then I’m really not
interested.

She read the words. She read them over again. She dropped the last sentence.
Are you married? Are you seeing anybody steady?

The questions alone, she reasoned, were fine. The answers were the important
things. A part of her knew for certain that she was uninterested in participating in an
infidelity, but another very needy part feared the rejection. She glanced at her watch.
I have to run to work. please write back. I’ll be online tonight - let’s chat. I’m really
looking forward to meeting you on friday.
bye,
mish
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She donned her coat and flew down the stairs, jingling her keys in her hand.
Donna stopped humming when she heard Michelle. “Have a nice day at work,
honey.”
Michelle stopped at the front door, turned, and crept into the kitchen. “Mom.”
“Yes, honey.” Donna’s head was in the refrigerator.
“Can I ask you something?”
Donna closed the refrigerator and spun around. “What’s wrong?”
“Nothing. I…I just want to ask you something.” She looked into her mom’s eyes.
“What?” Donna seemed puzzled.
Michelle swallowed. “Are you happy being married to Dad?”
Donna’s puzzled expression evolved into a vacant stare. She looked down at the
floor, silent.
“Mom?”
Donna cleared her throat. “I was younger than you when I married your father.
Then we had you, and then Peter. He works hard and supports the family. I know he’s not
the greatest at expressing himself, but he really loves you kids. He’s a good provider.
And, he always apologizes. You know that.”
Another moment of silence passed, during which Michelle decided not to press her
mom any further on the subject. Donna’s non-answer was ultimately an explicit one, and
Michelle heard it loud and clear.
“I remembered something this morning, Mom.” Michelle’s demeanor was trancelike.
Donna visibly braced up and put a small, obviously invented smile on her face.
“What was that?” She raised her eyebrows.
“Do you remember Daddy freaking out one time and bashing our TV in with a
baseball bat?” She stared into her mother’s eyes.
“When?” Donna squinted while opening her mouth and wrinkling her nose, creating
a complex series of expressions that, in the course of a few seconds, indicated contrived
bewilderment, genuine relief, and genuine fear.
“When we were little kids, just after Pete got his first Nintendo set.” Michelle didn’t
break eye contact.
“Your father? Are you sure? Maybe your getting it mixed up with someone else?”
Donna turned away. “Or maybe it was something you saw on TV…or a bad dream? I
don’t remember anything like that ever happening.” She began to straighten things on the
counter that didn’t need to be straightened.
A tear welled in Michelle’s eye, and she wiped it away while her mother wasn’t
looking. “Mom, look at me.”
Donna continued to fiddle with some knick-knacks.
“Mom. Please. Look at me.”
Donna turned and gazed blankly at Michelle’s midsection.
“Are you sure? Are you sure, Mom? You don’t remember it at all?” Michelle’s
bottom lip quivered.
With an emotionless tone and a vacuous expression, Donna answered the question
that weighed heavily on her only daughter’s heart. “I’m quite sure, Michelle. You’re
absolutely remembering wrong. Your father would never do anything like that. I’d
appreciate it if you didn’t upset Peter with all of this nonsense. You know how influenced
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he can be by you. You’d better get to work. You’re going to be late.” Donna turned to
face the counter.
Michelle left the house. She didn’t see her mother collapse onto the floor, nor did
she hear the wails and sobs from the kitchen.
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Boardwalks were commonplace on the Jersey Shore. Twenty-three dotted the coast,
though only twelve offered the tourist attractions and carnival atmospheres for which
they were usually known. Those could be found to the north of Seaside, in places like
Keansburg and Asbury Park, and to the south in Wildwood and Atlantic City, whose
boardwalk was perhaps the most famous in New Jersey, if not the world. Some hugged
the sea for up to five miles, while others spanned merely a block. Most of them had been
built around the turn of the twentieth century.
The Seaside Point boardwalk was medium sized—about a mile and a half long.
Like all of its counterparts, its personality was entirely different in winter than in
summer, the contrast extraordinary. In winter, the boardwalk slept to the roar of the surf.
After Memorial Day, however, the ever-present hissing and pounding of the ocean took a
backseat to the manmade commotion. The summer brought the boardwalk to life.
The sounds. The horns, buzzers, and bells; the blasting discourse of opposing
music; the chatter, laughter and thrill-inspired screams of the crowd; the pleas, pitches
and shouts of the attraction barkers; the whizzing and ticking of the wheels of chance; the
digital beeps and bells, the siren-like wails, and the thick rapid punches of pinball flippers
spilling from arcades; the sharp clack-clack-clacking of the roller-coaster cars being
towed to the top for the drop; and, the hums and roars of the other rides. All of this mixed
with the voice of the sea to create the audible mosaic that filled the air.
The lights. A million bulbs and tubes of every size, shape, and color—flashing and
blinking, pulsating and radiating—spinning, looping, and climbing with the rides,
illuminating the letters on every sign.
The smells. The local fare: sausage and peppers, pizza and strombolies, burgers and
dogs, clam chowder, corn-on-the-cob, hot pretzels, hot buttered popcorn, candy apples,
cotton candy, homemade fudge and saltwater taffy, frozen custard, zeppolis, ice cream,
funnel cakes—aromas floating on the sweet and salty sea air, all oddly complimented by
the subtle odors of diesel exhaust, oil, gasoline, wet electricity, and friction from the
motor driven amusements.
The people. Young and old of every race, kids and families, senior citizens, groups
of teenagers, couples in love, all flowing over the boards in packs, looking for the quick
thrills, the fantasy and the glee that the boardwalk allowed them.
In winter, however, the boardwalk was a barren and desolate space—virtually void
of any life. The food stands, the wheels of chance, the shops and stores were all sealed
up. An array of garage-type wooden and metal corrugated doors, chained and padlocked,
protected the sleeping concessions. Other than the ocean and an occasional gull, the only
noise came from the windswept trash skidding and leaping about, the incessant clanging
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of chords on flagless flagpoles, and the whistling of the icy wind. The amusement rides
were folded up or stripped down to their bare bones. The Ferris wheel was a naked metal
ring, and the roller coaster, a skeleton of wood and steel.
The lifelessness and desolation of the off-season allowed the ocean to reclaim what
was stolen each spring. In winter, the place was peaceful and lonely, serene and cold,
tranquil and dead.

Only one ramp was wide enough for a squad car. Tony carefully drove the marked
Crown Victoria up the Hamilton Ave ramp, turned right onto the boardwalk, and headed
south. No one was on the boards.
“This is gonna be a long day,” Eddie said. “How many times do you think we’ll
ride it before the day is out? A hundred?”
“Hey, at least it’s me. Imagine if you had to ride with Belly-acher for eight hours.”
He toyed with the idea of telling Eddie about what had occurred in the locker room with
Baker.
“Well, at least it wouldn’t be boring.” Eddie smirked.
Tony slammed on the brakes, causing Eddie to brace herself on the dash. “Get out.”
He pointed to her door handle.
They laughed.
“You know, some women would give their left arm to be sitting with me, alone, in
front of the romantic blue sea.”
“Good. Let them come here then. The salt air will be good for their left stumps.”
“I don’t want to say anything,” Tony sang, “but you’re beginning to sound a bit like
him.”
“Who?”
“Baker.”
“Thanks a lot.”
Tony raised his voice. “Oh my God! Does the sketch look like Johnson, or what?”
“It does! You think anybody else noticed?”
“I don’t know. Nobody said anything. Hey, you were there; is Johnson the
Slasher?” Tony was half kidding.
“I don’t know, Tone. Maybe I should go undercover. You know, ask him out on a
date, see if he cuts my lip off and stuff.”
“Shut up.”
They were cruising slowly, five miles per hour.
Tony applied the brake and pointed to the right. “You see that stand?” He indicated
a white wooden, multi-paneled garage door that was facing north, directly across from
the Matchbox nightclub.
Most stands were facing the ocean, on the main walk; others like this one were
located on the platforms to which the side street access ramps led. They were
perpendicular to the beach, and didn’t attract as many tourists.
“Uncle Jim’s?” Eddie asked.
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“Yep. I worked there for two years when I was sixteen and seventeen—a record
wheel. The funny thing is that Sammy doesn’t even know what a record is; he’s never
seen one.”
“Get outta here! You were a barker? Holy shit, maybe I remember you. I played
album stands all the time. What did you look like?”
“I looked like me, except I was skinnier, younger, and my hair was halfway down
my back.”
Eddie stared at Tony’s face. “I made cotton candy and popcorn at one of the Kohl’s
stands one summer,” she said, “but my aunt and uncle would never have let me work a
wheel. That must have been a fun job.”
“Well,” he said, “it was a great way for a seventeen year old to meet babes in
bikinis, that’s for sure.”
“Was your stand legit, or one of the rip-offs?”
“Good question, Watson. Both. A legitimate rip-off. The wheel had only eight
numbers on it. I yelled stuff like, ‘Hey, come on over. Break a buck and try your luck.
It’s only a quarter. Win one time and get an album!’” Tony was doing his barker voice—
simultaneously nasal and from the back of his throat, a bit like Al Jolsen’s. He removed
his foot from the brake and the cruiser crawled down the boards.
“So the bennies would run over and plop their quarters down, and, after a few spins
of the wheel, would eventually win. Some guys even tried to impress their girlfriends
with their smarts by changing two dollars and covering the board. When they won, I’d
hand them a ticket. Then they’d point to the album on the wall that they wanted, like
Billy Joel, and I’d tell them that they couldn’t have it, that with only one win they had to
pick from the bottom shelf. And they’d say, ‘But you said I could get an album for one
win!’ And I’d say, ‘You can. As long as it’s from the bottom shelf.’”
“What was on the bottom shelf?”
“We called them cutouts. They had little notches cut into the covers. Stuff like the
soundtracks from old westerns and nursery rhymes.” He smiled.
The boardwalk was beginning to narrow, so Tony nudged the steering wheel with
his finger to keep the patrol car centered.
“They must have been pissed,” Eddie said.
“Wait, it gets worse. So then I’d tell them that for only three wins, they could get an
album from the wall. They’d calculate in their heads, and keep playing. By the time they
got the three wins they already sunk about ten bucks into it. They’d point to Billy Joel,
and I’d say, ‘I’m sorry, for three wins you can only choose any album from the west
wall.’”
“Jesus, they must have been fuming! Let me guess, on the west wall you had the
same junk as on the bottom shelf.”
“Precisely, Watson—different titles, but the same kind of stuff. I think those records
cost Jim like a nickel apiece. So it wasn’t until that point that they’d finally ask what they
should have asked before they put their first quarter down: ‘How many wins do I need for
Billy Joel?’”
“How many?”
“Six.”
“Six wins? What a gyp!”
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“Yep. They’d wind up spending around twenty bucks for a ten-dollar album—that’s
if they were lucky. They could have covered the board six times for twelve bucks! Some
complained to the boss, but he’d just point to this little piece of paper taped to the west
wall with the rules on it. None of the bennies ever asked about the rules before they
played.”
“Didn’t you feel bad, you know, that you were ripping people off?”
“Sometimes. People would be so excited when they first came, and really bummed
when they left. I didn’t feel bad for the jerks, though. Hey, the rules were on the wall,
and, if anything, the bennies walked away with a valuable lesson.”
“Oh, please! That’s a rationalization. You were purposely tricking them. You could
have taught them the lesson before they put their money down!”
“Look, Mother Theresa, there were a lot of nice people who I tipped off before they
started to play, and if my boss found out, I would have been fired. Second of all, he
judged my performance by how much money was in the box and bucket at the end of the
day. I had to pull ‘em in. Hey, I was a kid. It was a job. It’s the freakin’ boardwalk for
Christ’s sake! At least they could win. I mean—if they were really, really lucky, it was
possible for them to get the record they wanted for a buck fifty, and it was way better
than those cover-the-red-circle-with-the-metal-disk stands, or even those softball-in-thebushel stands. They’re impossible. They’re the real rip-offs.”
“Yeah, yeah.” She was pooh-poohing him. “I can’t believe you were a barker.” She
shook her head.
“I can’t believe you worked at Kohl’s! Only the goofy girls worked at
Kohl’s…Edna!”
“Yo. That’s over the line. Enough.”
“If you hate the name so much, why haven’t you changed it?”
“I thought about it—too much rigmarole. Nobody calls me that, except for you
when you’re being an asswipe.”
“I like Eddie better, anyhow. You’re the hottest looking Eddie I’ve ever met.”
“Don’t even try it, pal. You’re in the doghouse.” She smiled. “Hey, where did the
word bennies come from, anyway?”
“Good question, Watson. Old Man Foulger says it was used to describe the
weekend tourists from the Bayonne-Elizabeth-Newark triangle. Grampa Joe told me that
they called them bennies because they came for the beneficial rays of the sun. My Uncle
Ernie told me it was because of a billboard that used to be up in Keansburg in the thirties:
‘Be Nice To New Yorkers.’ Medski claims it has something to do with the saying, ‘A
benny saved is a benny earned.’”
They laughed.
“So, Ed, the answer is: I don’t have a freaking clue.”
“I go with the Bayonne thing.”
“It’s as good as any.”
“Tone, I have a good story.”
“You see, and two minutes ago you were complaining that you were bored. Let’s
hear it.” They reached the end of the concessions at the border of Seaside Grove. Tony
negotiated a three-point turn, and began to cruise in the opposite direction.
“So, how’s that gum?” Eddie asked.
“Shut up. Let’s hear the story.” Tony closed his mouth.
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“Have you ever been in the funhouse?” she asked.
“What, are you kidding me? Only five thousand times. Jeez, it was my first
funhouse. I can’t wait to get Sammy in there, but he’s still a little scared. He hears all that
recorded laughing and stuff. Some of it sounds kind of diabolical, you know?”
“Anyway, when I was about fifteen, this guy and me were under the Midway Pier,
you know, making out. I guess it was around Thanksgiving. I remember it was pretty
damn cold, but he didn’t have a car so we had no other place to go.”
“Whoa Nelly, this is a juicy one, Ed.”
“So, anyway, we’re kissing and necking and it’s freezing, and all of a sudden we
see this fisherman, who just happens to set up shop about fifteen feet from us.”
“Hey, was it Old Man Foulger?” Tony smiled.
“Shut up. Stop interrupting. So, we start to move farther under the pier, away from
the surf, real slow and careful, so this guy doesn’t see us. We finally come upon this
stone wall, and there’s this old wooden door. So, the guy I’m with gets the door open and
we get inside, and it’s the funhouse! I bet the door is still there.”
“Holy shit! Wasn’t it dark?”
“Yeah—the first time.”
“The first time?”
“Yeah. The next time we went back, we brought candles. We went there a few
times. It was our make-out spot. We swore never to tell anyone. I lost my virginity in the
slanted room.”
“Wow.” Tony smiled. “Gives new meaning to the term funhouse.” He paused. “You
know, it makes sense. The funhouse was there before they built the pier. Did you guys go
through the whole thing?”
“No.” She bit her lower lip. “I stopped meeting the guy when I was sixteen; he was
kind of weird. I went back a couple of times after that, alone, just to get away from my
aunt and uncle when they were freaking out. In some strange way, it was peaceful
there—like an escape, you know? It was my get-away place.” She paused, as if she were
remembering something. “Then, one time, I found a pack of matches and a melted
candle. I left as soon as I saw them. I never went there again.”
“How come?”
“I don’t know.” She paused. “I knew it was him, you know? It was too weird. He
was a strange guy. I just didn’t want to run into him anymore. I think he was behind me
in line at the A&P a few months ago. I’m almost sure it was him. He didn’t recognize me
and I didn’t say anything. He had this huge scar on his cheek that he didn’t have when we
were kids, and he looked completely wasted.”
“Wow.”
“Where does the door under the pier lead to?” Tony asked.
“That door opened up to a stairwell. At the top of the stairs there was this wooden
hatch thing. The place smelled really damp, like mildew. The stairs led right into the
slanted room, and that’s where we hung out. I was a little scared sometimes; maybe that’s
why we never walked all the way through. You could hear the wind, and there were all
these creaking sounds. He would always get pissed at me because right in the middle of
fooling around I’d stop a million times—What was that? What was that?” She imitated
her fearful look and voice from that time.
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“Great story. I wonder if the door is still there. If it is, I bet they sealed it off or
slapped a lock on it.” Tony loved hearing these kinds of things about the town.
“I knew you’d like that story.”
“Yeah, I wanna hear more details about the losing virginity part.”
“That’s a whole ‘nother story, Holmes.”
Tony pulled the cruiser adjacent to the funhouse. He stopped the car and looked at
the structure. The pink flags had been taken down and the entrance and exit were sealed.
“Tone, can I tell you something?” Eddie’s tone was serious.
“What?” He’d detected the tone, and hoped she was going to say something nice,
even something romantic.
“I made that story up.” She smiled.
“You suck.” He’d been snookered.
“Tone?”
“What?” He wasn’t happy.
“Only kidding. It’s true—didn’t make it up. I gotcha twice. That’s a doublewhammy, Tone.” She laughed.
“That was not a double-whammy.”
“Oh, paleeease!”
“I hate you. You’re a wing nut, you know that?” He smiled and pointed to a stand
on the left. “Man, Whaler was the king of the boards.”
“Sure was,” Eddie said.
The sign said, “Lucky Larry’s.” Twelve stands, incrementally distributed along the
boardwalk, displayed that same sign. They’d been there for forty-five years and were
collectively a goldmine.
“Did you know that Lucky Larry was Baker’s grandfather?” Tony asked.
“No way!”
“Yep. Larry Whaler had two daughters. For some reason or another, while he was
still alive, he gave the whole empire to the one, and nothing to the other. Baker’s mother
got snubbed. There was some rumor that she and Baker’s father were horrible drunks.
They tried to make a go of it by starting their own arcade, but they went bust.”
“No wonder Baker is so bitter. He could have been rich.” Eddie shook her head.
“Yep. His aunt and uncle gave it all to their son, Baker’s cousin. That could have
been him. His mother left when he was still a kid. Ran off to California or something.
Baker never heard—” Tony’s demeanor flipped to sadness. He thought of his father and
looked down.
“You, okay?” Eddie asked.
“Yeah.” He bit on his thumbnail. “Sometimes I wonder if he’s even alive. Or if he
even remembers me. I have dreams about him sometimes, but I hardly remember him.”
Eddie put her hand on his shoulder. “Some people are just like that, Tone. They’re
screwed in the head. They should never have kids to begin with.”
“Yeah.” He looked at Eddie. “Sometimes I think that it’s a good thing he
disappeared. Maybe if he stayed around, I woulda turned out just like him, you know?
My grandfather was a good dad. He stuck with me. Until the day he died, he stuck with
me.”
The police radio exploded with a static-ridden female voice.
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“Ninety-one to four-eleven.” Ninety-one was the base frequency for the
stationhouse.
“Shit,” Eddie said. She pulled a black radio mike from the dash and depressed the
side button. “Four-eleven.”
“Code eleven. Hillary Street Dock. Meet the captain of the Bay Princess. She’s
pulling into dock now.”
“Ninety-five,” Eddie responded, meaning that she understood the call, and that they
were on their way.
“Let’s go,” Tony said.
He flipped on the roof lights. The north end of the boardwalk was wide enough to
make a u-turn. He turned the car around and punched the gas.
DunkaDunkaDunkaDunkaDunkaDunka—the boards were moving under the tires.
“Jesus! Slow down, Tone,” Eddie shouted.
DunkaDunkaDunkaDunkaDunkaDunka
“Another body,” Tony shouted above the noise.
DunkaDunkaDunkaDunkaDunkaDunka
“Slow the fuck down!” Eddie’s eyes were fixed on the boardwalk, and she had both
hands on the dash.
Tony couldn’t remember ever hearing her use the F-word. He slowed down to
about twenty miles per hour; the bumping sounds diminished, both in frequency and
volume.
“Shit, another body.” He chewed harder, but there was no nicotine left in the wad.
He turned right onto the ramp and coasted down. The car reached the street, and the tires
screeched as Tony accelerated to sixty miles per hour, traveling west on Hamilton. He
entertained the idea that this was unrelated to The Seaside Slasher Case, but dismissed
the notion as quickly as it had occurred to him.
“Ed, it’s a serial killer. Shit!” The stuff in his stomach started to simmer.
“We don’t know that yet. If it is, then we’ll get him, Tone. He’ll screw up, and
we’ll get him.”
Tony thought of the picture of Jennifer Marconi, smiling down on him from the
squad room wall. He dreaded the idea that tomorrow there could be another image beside
it. Another victim.
He hoped that the person in the picture wouldn’t be smiling at him.
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There were two docks on the bay in Seaside Point. One was on Bay Street, used by
the locals and the bennies for recreational fishing and crabbing. The other was a
commercial dock located on Hillary Street. It was the larger of the two, and provided
docking slips to the local commercial fishermen.
Tony blasted quick siren bursts as he drove the patrol car onto the wooden planks of
the Hillary Street Dock. Two fishermen moved to the side to allow the car to pass. Tony
pulled up to the end of the dock, and he and Eddie got out of the car. A siren screamed in
the distance. There were no jokes as they stood at the edge of the dock, watching the Bay
Princess chug around the bend toward them.
The Princess, as the locals called her, was a commercial crabbing vessel. There
were two types of crabbing boats that operated in the bay in and around Seaside. On
trappers, the traditional kind, crabbers would set out baited cage-like traps with floating
markers attached. They only operated in late spring, summer, and early fall, switching to
flounder during the crab hibernation period.
The locals called the other type of crabbing boats blowers. The Princess was a
blower. Unlike trappers, the blowers sailed only in the dead of winter, while the crabs
hibernated. The vessel towed a large net at the surface of the water, and pumps forced air
through long pipes that were scraped into the black muck on the bay bottom. The air
pressure dislodged the sleeping crabs from their muddy nests, and they floated to the
surface and into the net. By the time they were pulled in, the crabs would be awake, but
sluggish. Tony was not fond of the blowers. They had all but depleted the crab population
in the Bargenat Bay.
Anthony, life just doesn’t get any better than this.
Tony could remember navigating the bay in a rowboat once a week in summer with
his Grampa Joe, filling bushels with blue-claw crabs measuring six to seven inches from
point-to-point on the shell. No traps—the old fashioned way—using drop-lines with
sinkers, tied to bunker fish for bait. Throw in the fish, wait a few minutes, and then
gingerly pull in the lines. Once the bunker was pulled high enough to see the crab,
Grampa Joe would scoop it out of the bay with his net, and plop it into the bushel. He’d
never missed a one, even with his fat cigar crunched between his teeth. After each crab
was brought into the bushel, Tony and his grandpa would size it up and talk about it. Pull
them in and talk about them—all day long. According to Grampa Joe there were always
four or five biggest-ones-he-ever-saw in one bushel. Anthony, life just doesn’t get any
better than this.
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As Tony watched the Bay Princess approach, he felt an odd resentment toward the
vessel. He and Sammy had spent six hours in a rowboat last summer, moving from
location to location, throwing in and pulling out their lines. The entire day, they’d caught
only one crab—a three-incher. They threw it back. After that, they were forced to settle
for fishing with bloodworms to catch flounder in the bay. Tony was unable to pass down
the priceless crabbing tradition started by his Grampa Joe, at least in the Bargenat. He
couldn’t pass the baton to Sammy. The blowers had taken all the crabs.
The Bay Princess approached. A man in a black coat and black woolen cap stood
on the bow, holding a coiled tie line. This was the first time that Tony had been so close
to the metal boat, and he was surprised at how rusty and weathered it appeared. The
washed-out letters of its moniker were barely legible. As she chugged and squeaked
along, growling and gurgling into her slip, Tony figured that in a previous life she’d been
a clamming rig that had later been outfitted with the air pipes for crabbing.
Three patrol cars were parked at the foot of the dock now, their roof lights flashing.
Baker was stretching yellow crime scene tape from one telephone pole to another. A
small crowd had already formed. Johnson and Medski, along with three other county
guys, were walking up the dock. Delaney followed them. Devito and Gunn were near the
three news vans that were already parked on the street.
The man with the line jumped from the bow to the dock and slipped the loop of the
thick rope over a pylon. He ran around to the side of the slip and tossed another line,
which had been coiled on the dock, to a similarly dressed man who was standing on the
deck of the Princess. When the engine was cut, the absence of the putting growl caused
the resulting quiet to seem exaggerated.
Another man jumped to the dock from the boat, and then another. The first man
walked up to Tony and Eddie. He was a giant with a full beard. His hair was buzzed on
the sides and back, and he was bald on top.
“Whoa, is this a beaut’ of a day, or what?”
“Are you the captain?” Tony asked.
The man laughed. “Captain?” He laughed some more and mocked a pirate. “Ar,
matie, I be the captain!” Laughing again, he held out his catcher’s mitt of a hand, which
was almost twice the size of Tony’s, with furrows and deep grime-filled lines that
crisscrossed like a spider web. “Lou D’Ambrosia.” He chuckled.
Tony wasn’t amused. He shook Captain Lou’s hand, which produced a vice-like
grip so tight that it rendered Tony incapable of squeezing back.
Johnson and Medski neared the scene.
“What happened, sir?” Tony massaged his throbbing hand.
“We were down by the inlet, and we pulled in our pipes to call it a night. The sun
came up—did you see the sunrise this morning? It was a beaut’. Anyway, one of the guys
is smoking, hanging on the stern rail, and he spots something in the net. So, we all go aft
and sure enough, there’s a naked woman rolling around with the crabs. It didn’t take
much to see she was dead. We radioed Chadwick and I guess they called you.”
“Do you know where you picked her up?” Tony asked.
“Hard to say. We sweep for miles. It could have been anywhere.”
“What will it take to get the deceased onto the dock?” Johnson asked.
“Well, normally we empty the net into our forward hold, then we use the winch to
yank the container out. Our truck is in the lot over there.” Captain Lou pointed his
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hotdog-sized finger at a flat bed in the municipal lot to the right of the dock. “We pull her
up and lower the container onto it.”
“Forget the container,” Medski said, out of breath. “Use the winch to haul the net
around this way, then lower it onto the dock.”
“Is it The Slasher?” Captain Lou asked.
Eddie said, “We won’t be able to determine that for a few days, sir.”
Captain Lou walked to the boat and shouted instructions up to the men on the deck.
They scrambled.
The crowd at the foot of the dock was now enormous, and Devito was arguing with
one of the press people. Tony recognized the rambunctious reporter—Barbara Beyer
from the Tribune.
He turned to Eddie. “There’s your friend, Ed.”
“Yeah, I can hear her from here.”
A distant helicopter headed toward the dock.
“Shit,” Medski said. “We need to get this under wraps, fast.”
The van from the Medical Examiners Office pulled up to the crowd. Devito directed
the onlookers while Gunn and Baker took down the yellow tape.
“Good,” Medski said as he spotted the van. “Good,” he repeated. He looked to the
sky; the helicopter was almost over them.
The van moved toward the head of the dock.
Johnson dialed his cell phone. “Valerie—Rich. Call AAFT in Lakehurst. Tell them
we have a crime scene here and there are to be no civilian helicopters flying over Seaside
until further notice.”
The winch motor began to scream from the deck of the Princess. Soon after, the
net, which was shaped like a giant teardrop, slowly floated from over the boat to over the
dock. It was spinning and dripping as it hovered, and Tony could see crab legs poking
through the nylon mesh. As the overstuffed net spun, Tony spotted two fingers jutting out
through the netting.
The helicopter blades whacked the air above. The winch wailed a different tone,
and the net descended onto the dock. It was no longer shaped like a teardrop, but like a
chocolate kiss. Along with the crabs, patches of gray pale skin were visible through the
netting. A man jumped from the boat. He carried two grappling hooks on long poles.
Tony moved to the other side of the dock and quietly allowed the wad of gum in his
mouth to fall into the bay. He returned and reached into his pocket for a fresh piece. He
peeled the strip of foil from the back of the tiny plastic housing, popped the gum into his
mouth, and donned his sunglasses.
“Hold on, guys,” Medski said. “What’s with the hooks?”
“How else you gonna get the body outta the net?” Captain Lou asked.
“Not with those,” Johnson said. “This body is evidence, we can’t go hooking and
tearing at it with those things.”
“Lower the sides of the net all the way down,” Medski ordered.
“Wait a minute!” Captain Lou threw his hands in the air. “The crabs!”
“Don’t worry about the crabs,” Tony said. “We won’t hurt them.” He smiled.
“Wait a minute, guys.” Captain Lou was pleading now. “With all due respect, we
did a full night’s work out there.”
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Yeah, right! Tony thought. You guys were all sitting around drinking and playing
cards while your boat blew the sleeping crabs into your net.
Medski watched the helicopter turn and fly in the direction from which it came.
“Good job, Johnson.”
Captain Lou looked desperate. “Can’t we just throw ‘em all into the container and
have you guys get the body out however you want?”
“Lower the net all the way onto the dock,” Medski commanded. “Now, sir.”
“This is bullshit!” Captain Lou punched his thigh. “That’s a couple thousand bucks
right there!”
“I have a solution.” Tony removed his sunglasses.
“All right, then!” Captain Dave smiled and looked at Tony. “Let’s hear it.”
“Where do you sell your crabs?”
“We bring ‘em up to Pisces in the highlands. Why?”
“I know this is far fetched.” Tony smiled. “Now, I don’t really know your business,
Captain, but how about we call Pisces and explain to them that the crabs in the next batch
coming from The Princess have been pressed up against a dead human corpse for hours,
and therefore have been contaminated by at least seventeen known strains of harmful
bacteria. Then we can call the Atlantic Highlands Board of Health, as well as some other
regulatory agencies and tell them all about it. This way, they won’t want your crabs
‘cause they won’t want to kill their customers. So, the crabs really aren’t worth much,
anyhow. So, you really aren’t losing any money after all? Whaddaya think, Captain
Lou?”
Captain Lou glared red-faced at Tony.
Tony looked him square in the eyes. He actually didn’t know what the hell he’d
been talking about—he’d been making it up as he went. The crabs were fine; after all,
much like vultures, the scavengers survived by eating dead rotting things.
Captain Lou looked over at the crabs, then at Tony, then back at the crabs. “Fuck.”
He walked back to the boat. “Bring it all the way down.”
The bridle that gathered the corners of the net descended another three feet. Captain
Lou and two men peeled open the net and dropped the edges over the side of the dock.
An army of green crabs began to scurry in every direction. Their legs clicked against the
wooden floor of the dock and on the shells of their fellows, and collectively they created
a sound like a series of old-fashioned ticker tape machines. Large numbers crawled over
the sides of the dock and plopped into the bay, diminishing the pile diminished as they
fanned out. Tony estimated there were thousands.
The crustacean exodus took Tony briefly away from the horror of the scene. He
made a mental note to take Sammy to this very spot in the summer. The crabs would
definitely be running good right here, and perhaps Grampa Joe’s little tradition wasn’t
entirely dead after all. The pleasant thoughts evaporated when he turned and saw the
corpse.
There were still some crabs on the planks of the dock. They scrambled backward,
their blue claws open and extended, like robbers from an old Western backing out of the
bank with their guns drawn.
“Let’s get rid of those.” Medski pointed to the neck area of the body. “You got
something?” He looked at Captain Lou, and then at the hooks. “Give me those.” He took
the grapplers, glanced at Tony, but handed one to Eddie instead.
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Medski and Eddie walked to the body, using their feet to brush the stragglers out of
the way.
The crabs were picking at and eating the tissue around the neck wound and the
mouth of the corpse. They made a peculiar sound, like that of a few people together
chewing gum with their mouths open. Tony struggled not to be overcome with disgust.
Medski lowered his grappler and gently prodded the first crab until it locked its
claws onto the hook. He lifted it carefully, moved it to the left until it was over the water,
and shook the hook. The crab eventually let go and tumbled into the bay. Eddie
duplicated Medski’s method with the next crab. They alternated until all crabs were
removed from the body. There had been five.
“They ate half of her tongue!” Medski mussed his hair.
A wave of cool tingling enveloped Tony and he began to break out in a cold sweat.
He was surely going to be sick. The gum wasn’t helping matters. He spit it onto the dock
and breathed deeply a few times, which only served to fill his nose and lungs with the
rotting stink of the corpse.
Medski stared at the body, and then at the crowd of onlookers at the foot of the
dock. He ran his fingers through his hair and shook his head. “Jesus Christ, what in God’s
name is happening to this town?”
Whereas the teeth of the first victim had been clenched in a horrifying grin, the
mouth of this woman was wide open. She appeared to be screaming.
Eddie walked over and stood next to Tony. “You okay?” She began to place her
hand on his shoulder, but hesitated and pulled it away.
“Jesus, Ed. This is like Night of the Fucking Living Dead.” He was sweating.
Unlike Jennifer Marconi, this woman was naked and her skin tone varied. Half the
body was the same color Marconi had been—gray, almost white. There was, however, a
clearly visible line traveling the length of the victim from the neck to the pelvis, as if
dividing the body in half. On the other side of the line, the skin was a pale blue. This was
the line of lividity, indicating where the remaining blood in the body had settled, and
therefore what position the woman had been in subsequent to death.
Her eyes were open and covered with a white film. She looked to be in her twenties
and Tony guessed that she’d been thrown into the bay the night before. On her left breast
was a small tattoo—a butterfly. Her nostril was pierced; a small silver ball rested on its
curve. Three Xs were clearly visible on her forehead, identical to those inscribed on the
first victim. Although further mutilated by the ravenous appetite of the crabs, the knife
wound in the throat almost certainly was the same as was inflicted on Jennifer Marconi.
The lower lip, along with most of the chin tissue, was gone.
“All right, Delaney.” Medski motioned to the corpse.
Delaney hovered around the body, snapping shots from every angle and from
various distances.
Johnson moved over to Eddie. “Serial killer.”
“Looks like it.”
“I think one of the first things we need to do is have a patrol officer sweep the town,
looking for her car,” Johnson said.
“Yep.”
The crowd of onlookers, including the press, was numbering close to a hundred.
There were no helicopters in site.
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“All right, Johnson, anything else?” Medski asked. “I wanna get her the hell out of
here.”
“Get enough pictures, Delaney?” Johnson asked.
“I took ten. I have fourteen left in the camera. You want me to snap the crowd,
right, Eddie?”
“You got it, Guy.”
“I think we’re spinning our wheels with this crowd stuff,” said Johnson. “Do you
really think he’s standing over there? I mean—even if he was at the first scene, do you
think he’d risk hanging around this one after seeing us take all those pictures the other
night?”
“It can’t hurt,” Medski said. “Look at the body. This guy is a real sicko. I’m not
going to underestimate him. Plus, what if he wasn’t at the first scene, and he’s standing in
that crowd right now? Go to it, Guy.”
Johnson motioned to the two men from the coroner’s office. They placed the
stretcher down next to the body, and unfolded the black plastic body bag. Delaney
walked toward the foot of the dock.
“I’m heading back.” Medski turned to Tony and Eddie. “You two get back to the
boards. I’ll notify The Chief of what we got here. Johnson, I’ll call Schirro about the
Feds.”
“Feds?” Johnson asked.
“The Feds. Same MO. Serial killer. We need to get a profiler down here. Shake
some trees about those phone bills, huh?”
“I will,” Johnson said.
Medski began walking down the dock, then stopped and turned toward Tony and
the rest. “Another gal is dead. This guy could be killing somebody right now, and what
did we do? We saved a thousand fucking crabs. Not what I call a great day, guys.” He
frowned at them and lowered his voice. “Let’s get this fucker.”

The county men had loaded the corpse, and each was closing one of the two rear
doors of the van. Tony and Eddie needed to wait for the van to leave before they could
back their car onto the street. Johnson hadn’t left yet.
“So, Eddie, when does your shift end?”
Tony looked away.
“Technically at three, but with all of this—”
“Listen.” Johnson grinned and stroked his mustache. Bursts of refracted sunlight
flashed intermittently from the diamond on his pinky ring.
Tony glanced quickly and decided that Johnson, with his mustache and demeanor,
looked like Errol Flynn.
“I was thinking,” Johnson said, “after your shift, you feel like grabbing a drink? We
could talk about the case.”
Tony’s stomach squeezed into a tight rubber ball, and his neck and face caught fire.
He was raging inside, though he was compelled to admit that underneath the rage there
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existed a layer of envy. He was jealous of Johnson’s height, of his good looks, and most
of all, the confidence that he seemed always to exude.
“Oh, that’s very nice of you.” Eddie smiled. “But I can’t tonight.” She pursed her
lips and opened her eyes wide in a conciliatory way. “I have a date.”
Tony turned to Johnson with a slight grin. “So—Rich—what’s it actually like
working for the county? They treat you good over there?”
Johnson stared at his feet. “Can’t complain.” He cleared his throat. “I better get
back to the station. See you guys later.” He walked down the dock toward the crowd,
shoulders slumped, hands in the pockets of his overcoat.
Tony and Eddie leaned against the trunk of their patrol car, arms folded, watching
Johnson walk away. At the foot of the dock, Baker was holding the police tape while the
county van backed into the street. Delaney was snapping pictures of the crowd. Barbara
Beyer was writing in her spiral notebook. The crew of the Princess was scampering about
to secure the boat so they could return to their homes for some sleep.
Go ahead, friend—take some more pictures. You’re all clutching at straws. Just a
few more, Mom, and then they can pretend to be the heroes. Just a few more.
All better.
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Before pulling into his driveway, Tony stopped to give Betty the right of way. She
was walking her poodle.
Betty was Tony’s next-door neighbor. She’d given him a fruitcake around the
holidays, along with some cupcakes for Sammy, a repayment for his having fixed her
leaky roof in the autumn. Seeing her reminded Tony that he’d forgotten again to call
Martone about the heater.
Betty was in her late seventies, and was the consummate Seaside local, having lived
in town her entire life. Although completely gray, she kept her hair unconventionally
long and in a ponytail. When her husband died, she acquired Jo-Jo, the talking poodle.
“Hey, Betty. How are you?” Tony slammed the door of the Jeep.
“Hello, Tony.” She waved. “What a beautiful day!”
“That it is, Betty.”
Tony took the mail from his box and inserted his key into the front door lock. He
generally tried to keep conversations with Betty to a minimum, knowing from experience
that if he were to engage her, he could be standing outside for an hour discussing minutia.
“Jo-Jo, say hi to Tony!”
Jo-Jo merely stared up at her. Tony cringed. Now he was going to have to wait until
Jo-Jo said hello. Shit.
“Oh, come now, aren’t you going to say hello to our friend Tony?” Betty sounded
like a mother teaching manners to a two year old.
Jo-Jo lifted his hind leg and proceeded to urinate on the curb in front of the house.
“Looks like he’s got his own agenda, Betty. Have a good night.” Tony smiled and
groped for the key that was already in the lock.
“Jo-Jo! Now, are you going to say hello to Tony, or are you a bad boy?” She was
shaking her index finger at the dog. Jo-Jo’s head bobbed up and down rapidly as he
attempted to follow her finger.
Tony surrendered. He dropped the mail on his stoop and walked over to Betty and
Jo-Jo. His steps produced a crunching sound on the small oval cream-colored stones that
were his front lawn. Grass lawns were virtually non-existent in Seaside.
“Hey, fella. How are you?” Tony scratched Jo-Jo’s neck with both hands causing
the dog to become hyper.
“Come now, Jo-Jo. Say hello.” Betty commanded the dog in a high-pitched, elderly
tone.
Jo-Jo was jumping and licking Tony’s face.
Yeah—come on, Jo-Jo, Tony thought, just freakin’ say hello already.
Jo-Jo emitted a small yap. That was it. That was hello. Tony was free.
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“Good boy, Jo-Jo. You’re such a good boy. Yes. Yes you are!”
“Have a good night, Betty.” Tony turned and crunched back toward the house.
“Tony?”
His shoulders slumped when he heard his name; regardless, he turned and smiled.
“Yeah, Betty?”
“Are you folks making any progress with this Slasher business?”
Tony considered his answer. He didn’t want to alarm her, but he didn’t want to
withhold what she would be seeing on the news anyway.
“Another body was found today, Betty,” he said grimly.
“Oh dear, in the ocean?”
“No. The bay this time. Looks like the same killer. Be careful, okay?”
Betty shook her head and made a tisk-tisk-tisk sound.
“Actually, Betty, you’re fairly safe. It’s become obvious to us that the killer knows
the victims; they go with him willingly. Just don’t talk to strangers, okay?”
“All right, Tony. You’ll get him. I know you will.” She said it with an air of
confidence meant to inspire him.
“Damn right we will.” Tony’s air of confidence was designed to put her at ease. He
picked up his mail from the stoop, turned the key in the lock, and pushed into his house.
“Say goodbye now, Jo-Jo!” Betty sang.
“Goodbye now, Jo-Jo,” Tony whispered as he slammed the door shut.
He threw the mail on the coffee table and headed straight to the kitchen for a glass
of orange juice. When he picked up the carton, its lack of weight annoyed him. He shook
it from side to side and listened to the small amount of juice splash around the bottom of
the carton. Sludge, he thought. He placed it back onto the shelf and closed the door. He
had experienced the identical orange-juice-encounter that morning, and the night before.
He made mental note to pick up some orange juice, and dipped into his pocket for a piece
of gum instead.
Drawings covered the refrigerator, held to the door with magnets. Tony studied the
illustrations, which were all mounted on the lower door, except for the one centered on
the freezer.
Sammy was an extraordinary artist for his age. Tony knew that his talent had been
passed on to him from Janine, whose watercolor paintings hung throughout her home. He
smiled as he surveyed the eclectic gallery of crayon masterpieces. Representations of
aliens, a horse, Frankenstein’s laboratory (the Wolfman was there), and a beach scene
complete with an erupting volcano. Active volcanoes were Sammy’s current specialty, so
he’d been including them in all of his recent works, except for one.
Tony gazed at the drawing that was alone on the freezer door. Three figures stood
together with big toothy grins. They were holding hands, if you could call them hands.
They were actually circles, each with five straight lines radiating outward. They looked
like small, kid-drawn suns. With all fingers extended, the hands in the picture were
incapable of holding anything; they were merely intersecting, but Tony got the idea. The
drawing was Sammy’s rendition of the family, and each figure was labeled: Dad, Mom,
and the little boy in the center, Sammv. That was the way Sammy signed all of his
pictures. He wasn’t yet comfortable writing the lower-case letters with dangling tails. It
was confusing to his sense of order. Therefore, his y always appeared to be a v.
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The drawing had produced mixed emotions in Tony, and caused many questions to
surface in his mind. Was it representative of something that Sammy wanted? Or, was it
the way he currently perceived his world, even though Tony and Janine had split? Was it
a retrospective, the way that he remembered things before the divorce? What did it mean?
What?
Janine told him to relax, that he read too much into things, that the Sammy in the
picture was smiling, which was the most important thing. Her counsel just caused more
confusion in Tony’s mind.
Yeah, but why is he smiling?
Tony obsessed about such things. He couldn’t help thinking that his own actions
would somehow cause Sammy to have been traumatized. He tortured himself, racked his
brain to find the answer, the key that would avert the impending disasters. As he walked
back into the living room, he added another item to his mental to-do list: call Doc to
discuss the drawing.
He pressed a button on the answering machine.
“Hi, Tone, it’s Janine. Sorry if I was a jerk last night. Can you call me as soon as
you get this? I need to ask you something. It’s important. Bye.”
Beep.
“Tony, it’s Eddie. Call me as soon as you get this.”
Tony grabbed the phone and dialed Eddie’s number. The machine answered after
three rings.
“Ed, Tony. Returning your call. I’m here.”
A sinking feeling. Eddie could have been calling to cancel their date. The two items
that had already been on Tony’s mental to-do list were moved down a notch, and a fourth
was added at the top with an asterisk: Keep trying Eddie’s line.
Tony dialed Janine, who picked up on the first ring.
“Hi, Tone.” Caller ID.
“Hey, what’s up? How’s Sammy?” He was still thinking about the reason for
Eddie’s call.
“He’s great, Tone—can’t shake that cold, though. I’m going to take him in to see
Doctor Farrell tomorrow.”
“Can I talk to him?” Tony asked.
“Sure, hold on—he’s with his friends.” Her voice faded as she pulled the phone
away from her mouth. “Sammy, guess who’s on the phone? It’s Mrs. Morgan from
school!”
Tony made another mental note: Tell Janine to retire the Mrs. Morgan trick. It was
more than done to death. The to-do list was growing.
“Tell Dad I’m busy.”
Tony frowned, but then brushed the sadness aside. Sammy opting not to interrupt
his playtime for a chat with Dad was healthy. Normal.
“Tone, he’s playing with Eric and Jeff; they’re right in the middle of something. I’ll
have him call you later.”
“That’s good,” Tony said, “so why did you ca—shit. I forgot to call Martone.
Janine, I’m so sorry. I’ll call as soon as we hang up.” Tony posted it at the top of the list,
and in doing so, he again thought about Eddie.
“Tone, they’re closed now, and that’s not why I called.”
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“Okay, I’ll call tomorrow. I promise.” He unconsciously moved it to the bottom of
the list. “What’s up?”
“Listen, you were right last night about seeing Sammy this Sunday. I’m sorry if I
was unreasonable.”
“Whatever. What’s up?”
“Remember I asked you if you could take him for a couple of days?” She paused.
“Well, I was wondering if you could take him Friday night after your shift and have him
for the weekend? You know, bring him back on Sunday night? I’d like to get away. I
know it’s a long shot, especially with the case, but I was hoping—”
“Jesus Christ, Janine! Last night you were worried about me taking him. Now,
because it falls neatly into your little plans you want me to take him. Right—everything
you do is for him. This is fucking insane.”
It had just been a matter of time. Everything had been piling up—his concerns for
Sammy, the case, his credit issues, a succession of sleepless nights, the premature
disappointment from Eddie’s message, his mental to-do list, Johnson, Jo-Jo, and the
orange juice drought. All of these things, piled high and weighing down heavily upon a
thin cracking platform supported only by a few small pieces of nicotine gum.
He wanted a cigarette right then. He wanted a filter-less Lucky Strike, maybe two at
the same time. He wanted to draw the hot smoke from both simultaneously into his lungs
and hold it in as long as humanly possible. He wanted to feel the rush course through his
entire body—the wave of calm, the tingling buzz. He rapidly chewed his gum.
“I just asked, Tony. You’re out of control.” Janine said it slowly with an
exaggerated calmness.
“Bullshit, Janine!” He was shouting now. “You use Sammy as a pawn to get at me
when you’re pissed at God knows what. Now I’m just supposed to be here at your beck
and call so that you can go and play with Kevin?” He accentuated the next two words
with a slight pause between them. “Fuck—that!”
“Oh, grow up Tony. I don’t even ask you about what you do. We’re divorced,
remember?”
“That’s not the fucking point, Janine.” He stressed her name in a condescending
manner. “You were carrying on with this clown—”
“He’s not a clown, and we weren’t carrying on! He was a friend. You could be
friends with Eddie, but I couldn’t—” Silence. “He was a friend. That’s it.”
“Some friend. Am I that stupid?”
Silence.
“You know, he didn’t break up our marriage, Tony.” Her tone was calm and even.
Silence filled the line, and then Janine said more softly, “We did.” She began to cry. “I’m
sorry, okay? Is that what you want? I’m sorry. There were a million reasons and we’ve
beat them all to death a million times. You abandoned me long before you left. I needed a
friend. There. There’s your honesty. I’m sorry for my part. I never wanted it to be like
this.”
Tony listened to Janine sobbing on the other end of the line. He felt rather like he
did when his father, finally and reluctantly, after much badgering, confirmed Tony’s
suspicions that Santa Claus didn’t exist. He wanted to cry. Additionally though, he also
felt, for the first time, the beginnings of closure take root.
“Listen, I’ll talk to Medski about the schedule. He owes me a couple of days.”
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“No,” she jumped in quickly, “forget it, Tone.”
“I’ll talk to him and let you know tomorrow, okay? And I’ll call Martone tomorrow
too. Let me go. I’ll talk to you then.” He still hadn’t fully processed what had just
occurred.
“Tone?”
“Yeah?”
Silence.
“I love you.”
Tony stewed in his mixed-up emotions. “Talk to you tomorrow. Bye.” He hung up.
He stared at the wall for minutes, and then jerked with the notion to call Eddie. Her
machine answered. Tony hung up—no message. He checked his watch, dashed to the
coffee table, and picked up the remote control. It was time for the news.
There was a commercial on the tube, another for Terrific. Tony sat on the futon and
picked up his mail, wishing he had a tall glass of cold orange juice. He sorted through the
envelopes in his hand. There were two junk letters that he tossed aside on the coffee
table, and two offers for new credit lines. He was all too familiar with those, envelopes
shouting, No Annual Fee and 2.9% Financing Until April!
He tossed the credit card offers on the junk mail pile, but, upon reconsidering,
plucked them and placed them at the other end of the table. He’d already acquired seven
cards, and the other day at the bookstore he embarrassingly discovered that six of them
were over their limit. Perhaps he needed a new one.
The next letter appeared initially to be more junk; Tony realized, however, that the
envelope spelled trouble—in big red letters: FINAL NOTICE.
There was no company name on the envelope, and Tony didn’t recognize the return
address. The television stole his attention. He dropped the letter, picked up the remote,
and pressed the volume-up arrow.
“Another murder in Seaside Point, New Jersey. The body was found early this
morning, this time in the Bargenat Bay by a commercial crabbing boat. Authorities are
speculating on a connection between the two recent homicides, and if they could both be
the work of the killer referred to as the Seaside Slasher. The identity of the second victim
is unknown at this time.”
As the newscaster spoke, the screen displayed an overhead shot of the crab-filled
net being moved from the Princess to the Hillary Street Dock. Though it was a bit shaky,
Tony was impressed with how close the shot was. He saw himself standing on the dock,
along with Johnson, Eddie and the rest, and was unpleasantly surprised at how his
hairline appeared from the sky. The picture froze on the screen and became much darker,
except for a small circle around a portion of the net. Some producer had decided to
highlight the victim’s fingers protruding from the nylon netting. Tony shook his head.
The rest of the story contained no revelations. Tony lowered the television volume
and picked up the final notice. He opened it and read the all-too-familiar threats. He
slapped the letter down on the table and patted the breast pocket of his uniform—no gum.
A new mental note. Top of the list, highlighted and blinking: Get some nicotine gum!
One unopened letter remained on the coffee table.
His name and address appeared on a white label that was centered on the white
envelope. No return address. Tony wrinkled his brow. Other than from the station, he’d
never received a letter at home addressed to him by his rank. The label read, “Sergeant
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Anthony Salesi.” The letter had been postmarked the previous day at the Seaside Point
branch.
Tony ripped open the envelope and unfolded the letter. There were four short lines
with a typewritten “signature” centered on the page. It was a poem. Tony didn’t
understand one of the phrases. Upon reading it, his mental to-do list evaporated, and a
swarm of hot butterflies besieged his stomach.
The end is near, tally the score Then you can be the hero One kiss, two kisses, three kisses more Con te Partiro
XXX
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22

Frank was home. Michelle was unfortunate enough to have gotten a strong whiff of
his smoky sour alcohol breath when she’d passed him on the stairs. He’d been stumbling.
She placed her ear to the bedroom door, attempting to decipher what he was yelling about
downstairs. Something about Pete.
After tossing her keys and pocketbook onto the bed, she removed her coat, and
hung it in the closet. When she punched the round button, her CPU came to life with a
whirring noise and a soft rapid clicking like a miniature Geiger counter. The monitor
emitted a static ridden sizzle and glowed progressively brighter. Michelle sat down in
front of the screen.
Impatience. Anticipation. She navigated the login process.
You have 2 new email message(s).

She smiled and made a restrained victory gesture with her fists. The first message
was from Amy entitled What the hell? The second was from the stranger.
The timestamp indicated that the message had been sent just ten minutes before she
logged on. This time, she ignored the propensity for delayed gratification, and selected
the email from kisses-4-u.
Dear Michelle,
I received your email and I completely understand your concerns. Quite frankly,
the fact that you asked those questions makes me even more enamored with
you.
The answers:
No - I am not married.
No - I am not currently dating anyone else.
For now, you can call me Chris.
I’m in my 30s (I hope this doesn’t scare you away - I’m told I look
about 25).
So, do I meet your requirements? As I told you before, I’m really just looking for
that special someone. Someone to love. If you still want to, why don’t we meet at
Bum’s in Seaside Grove. Do you know it? I’ll look for you online. I’m counting the
minutes until Friday. I just know that we’re going to click.
I want to kiss you.
Until then, softheart,
Chris
XXX
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If she had tried with all of her might, Michelle could not have restrained the smile
that blossomed from the buds of her lips, though, she was uncomfortable with the idea of
going to Bum’s. She re-read the letter once, and was about to read it again when the
digital door-knocking sounded.
kisses-4-u: Hello, Softheart. Did you get my email?

Michelle eagerly typed a response and clicked the Send button.
softheart: yes. I like your answers.
kisses-4-u: Good. I’m glad. They were honest answers. So, Bum’s on Friday at
7:30?
softheart: 7:30 is great but actually I’m not too comfortable with bum’s. a lot of my
friends hang out there. can we meet someplace else?

Michelle crossed her fingers—both hands.
kisses-4-u: Sure - where? Yakster’s? Bamboo Club?
softheart: bamboo is good. I will definitely be there at 7:30.

She felt adventurous and a bit flirty. Before kisses-4-u could respond, Michelle
typed another message.
softheart: so, chris, why don’t you tell me a little bit more about how you’re going
to kiss me?

She clicked the Send button, and then plopped her elbows on the desk. Smiling, she
rested her cheeks in the palms of her hands.
kisses-4-u: Wouldn’t you like to know! Now, now, Mish. Can’t. It’s a secret. I don’t
want to spoil the surprise. I will tell you this – I promise to take your breath away.
OK?

Michelle felt warmth from the tiny butterfly that playfully danced upon the walls of
her stomach. Then, her heart leapt in her chest when the bedroom door exploded with a
series of loud knocks.
Pock-Pock-Pock-Pock-Pock
Michelle jerked her head to the left and stared at the knob—unlocked.
“Mo! You in there?” Her father slurred the words. “It’s supper time.”
“I’m not hungry, Dad. I’m changing. Please don’t come in.” She kept her eyes fixed
on the knob.
“Whaddaya mean, Mo? You’re mother made…” He muttered something. “Well
whatever the hell it is, get yer fat ass out here. You’re eating with us, no matter what shit
she made.” He belched and banged on the door again.
Pock-Pock-Pock-Pock-Pock
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Michelle slowly pushed away from the desk, stood up, and tiptoed to the door.
Frank’s loud voice startled her. “Come on, baby—don’t you wanna eat with your
dear ol’ dad?” His laughter was interrupted by another long belch.
She hated it when he called her baby, almost as much as when he called her Mo.
Silently, she grabbed the knob with her trembling right hand.
Pock-Pock-Pock-Pock-Pock
She jumped back, letting go of the knob.
“Mo!”
She grasped the knob again, and turned the lock tab, ever so slowly. A barely
audible tick sounded.
Pock-Pock-Pock-Pock-Pock
Michelle covered her mouth with one hand and backed silently away from the door.
The brass doorknob began to turn to the left. Her heart rate increased. The knob
stopped after rotating a half-inch. The lock tab, which had been pointing straight up and
down, now pointed to the left; had it been a clock hand, it would have indicated ten.
Michelle tried to hold her breath. She used both hands to cover her mouth.
The knob moved to the right and stopped with a soft click at the two o’clock
position. Michelle’s heart pounded. The knob rotated to the left again, this time quickly,
and the click was loud when the tab stopped hard at ten o’clock. Adrenaline surged. Back
to the right, with another loud click at the two o’clock position. Michelle wanted to run,
but there was nowhere to run.
The knob stopped moving. Michelle backed into her chair. The knob burst into
frenetic motion.
Chicka-Chicka-Chicka-Chicka-Chicka
It was vibrating and rotating back and forth so rapidly that, to Michelle, it was a
blur.
Pock-Pock-Pock-Pock-Pock-Chicka-Chicka-Chicka-Chicka-Chicka
“Open the goddamn door, Mo!”
“Dad, I’m changing. I’ll be right out, okay?” She was shaking. She glanced at the
computer screen.
kisses-4-u: Are you there? Did I lose you?

Pock-Pock-Pock-Pock-Pock-Chicka-Chicka-Chicka-Chicka-Chicka
“Mo! Open the fucking door!”
Michelle bent down and punched the power button on her PC. The whirring sound
wound down to a halt; the monitor emitted a tiny pop and went black.
Crackoom!
The explosion at the door shook the room. Michelle unconsciously backed up, and
when her legs collided with the bed, she threw back her left arm to prevent the fall.
Crackoom!
Another thunder crack from the door, and a framed picture of Michelle and Amy
fell from the wall to the floor. Michelle found herself crawling backwards on the bed. She
stood up on the bed, and pressed her back into the farthest corner of the room from the
door.
Crackoom!
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Another explosion. With a tremendous crack, the door swung open and smashed
into the wall. A piece of molding hurtled through the air and slapped the wall next to
Michelle’s head. Frank stumbled into the room and fell flat on his face. Michelle
quivered. He got up slowly. She could see the demon in his eyes.
“No, Daddy. No!” She held her hands up as a defense.
He reached the bed, grabbed one of her arms, and yanked her down with an
awesome force. She tumbled to the floor and remained there, fetal, trembling.
“Who the fuck do you think you are?” Frank’s face was red. Beads of sweat clung
to his forehead and to the skin just above his upper lip. “I said, who the fuck do you think
you are?” He grabbed and yanked her arm again. “Answer me!”
“I don’t know. I’m sorry!” She began to cry. “I’m sorry.”
“What the fuck are you hiding? Huh?”
He let go of her arm. Like a rag doll, she flopped onto the floor in a trembling ball.
Frank twirled around and scanned the room. He almost lost his balance.
“What are you hiding from me, Mo?”
“I was changing,” she whispered between sobs.
“Bullshit!”
His disbelief was due to his unreasonably suspicious and drunken state, rather than
the empirical evidence that lay before him. He wasn’t lucid enough to have noticed that
Michelle was still in her work clothes. He walked over to the dresser, pulled open the top
drawer, and began to rummage around, knocking his hands about on the wooden panels.
“Dad, that’s my stuff!” She had regressed, and like so many times before, she was a
terrified little girl.
Frank turned and extended his arm. His face was fixed in a hateful scowl, and he
stared at her with a fiery loathing in his eyes. He was heaving—out of breath from his
door bashing and his rage. Dangling from between his thumb and forefinger, a pair of
Michelle’s black lacey thong underwear.
“What the fuck is this? Huh? You wear this?”
Michelle looked up.
“Answer me!” Spit sprayed from his mouth. “Do—you—wear—this—shit?” He
accented each word, causing Michelle to repeatedly wince.
“Dad, it’s my underwear,” she whispered. She was three years old.
“I didn’t raise you to be a slut!” He kicked one of her thighs when he shouted the
last word.
Michelle cried out. Frank flung the underwear at her and turned back to the drawer.
She carefully stood up and moved toward him.
“Please, Dad. No. That’s my stuff, plea—”
Crack—Frank swung his arm around and his knuckles smacked Michelle square in
the mouth. She flew backward and cried out. Now she lay on the floor, wailing and
sobbing, holding both hands to her mouth.
“Mom,” she whispered. “Mom.” She broke down.
“Mom.” Frank mimicked her while his hands knocked around in the drawer.
“Fuck!” He pulled the drawer from the dresser, and dumped its entire contents atop
Michelle’s curled and heaving body. He tossed the empty wooden drawer off to the side,
and it came apart when it hit the wall. He knelt down and resumed picking through the
undergarments. “Look at this shit. Fucking whore.”
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Michelle wailed long tones now, much like an ambulance siren, and the white and
black panties and bras which lay on various parts of her body bounced up and down,
driven by her sporadic breathing.
Frank leaned over her, grabbed at the strap of the purse, yanked it from the bed, and
caught it with both hands. He clutched the strap and began stirring the purse’s contents.
“Fucking mess.” He turned the purse over and shook everything out—a lipstick, two
pens, two tampons, a brush, emery boards, and other items flipped and bounced onto his
daughter and the floor.
He picked up a small, round plastic container, turned it in his hand, and brought it
up close to his eyes. He opened it. He squinted at it. Upon recognition, Frank opened his
eyes wide and pressed his quivering lips together. Veins bulged from his neck, and the
look in his eyes was nothing short of insane. He pinched the container shut.
“The pill?” He was speaking softly now. Then, a bit louder, “The pill? You’re on
the fucking pill?”
Michelle continued to wail. Her brain was shutting him out. She didn’t comprehend
the question. He squeezed his hand tighter around the plastic round container.
“What the fuck do you need these for, Mo?” He gripped the disk tighter. “I—am—
asking—you a fucking question, whore!”
Michelle moaned.
“Who the fuck do you take these for?” He brought the hand that held the container
up over his head. “Answer me, you slut! How long have you been on these?” He swung
his arm down.
Michelle turned her head, and the fist that would have cracked her full-force in the
cheekbone thumped heavily into the carpet instead.
“Whore!” Frank screamed on its impact.
Frank raised his fist again. “Who the fuck are these for?” He was a drunken animal,
screaming and frothing at the mouth. “I’ll kill you! You don’t sleep around on me, you
fucking…” He swung his arm down. “Slut!”
With an immense force, Frank’s rock-hard fist slammed into the palm of the first
officer’s hand. The second cop put Frank into a chokehold. Both cops worked together to
pull Frank back and slam him to the floor.
Frank grunted when the policemen flipped him over and securely pinned him to the
carpet. One officer pressed his shin to the back of Frank’s neck, clutched a handful of his
hair, and leaned on his head. Frank ranted unintelligibly into the carpet. The other cop
pushed his knee into the small of Frank’s back while he slapped handcuffs onto one wrist,
and then the other. Together, the officers lifted Frank by his arms and dragged him
toward the door of the bedroom.
“You are under arrest, sir. You have the right to remain silent…”
Michelle lay on the floor, sobbing, covered in undergarments and the debris from
her purse. She stared at the ceiling. A small part of her, perhaps it was Miss Realistic,
heard and understood what was happening to Frank. That part of her was celebrating.
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Tony was in the shower when the telephone rang. He stepped over the tub, and ran
to the living room. Globs of lather slid from his hair, down his face and neck. He was
dripping.
“Hello?”
“Tone, Eddie.” She was rushing. “You got a letter in the mail, right?”
He looked down at the letter that lay folded on the coffee table, encased, along with
the envelope, in a clear Ziploc bag. “A poem—about the end being near, and being a
hero? Signed XXX?”
“Yes. It looks like everybody got one. He’s taunting us, Tone.”
“I know. I called it in before I got in the shower.” Tony pulled the phone away from
his ear. It was wet and covered with lather.
“What about that weird line?” he asked. “What is it, Latin?”
“Con te partiro. It looks like Spanish to me.”
“‘Con’ is definitely Spanish,” Tony said. “It means ‘with.’”
“I talked to Medski. He wants us to bring ours to the station right now. You secured
it, right?”
“No, Ed. I took it into the shower with me. Jesus.”
“Okay, Sherlock. Calm down. I was just asking.”
“I guess this puts the kibosh on our dinner date, huh?”
“Why? Are you dressed yet?”
“I’m naked and dripping. The phone is covered with soap. I was in the shower.” He
wiped a glob of suds from his eyelid, and then repeatedly opened and closed his eyes to
alleviate the burning.
“Naked? Dripping? Mmmmm. Can I come over?”
“Don’t play with me, Ed. If you’re gonna talk, you better walk.”
“Relax, buttercup. Look, get dressed and come pick me up. We’ll go meet with
Medski. When we’re done we can grab a bite. Sound good?”
“See you in fifteen.”
Tony wiped the handset on the futon and slammed it into the cradle. He trotted into
the bathroom, singing an impromptu nonsensical song—something about a date with
Eddie. Before he jumped back into the shower, he wiped a circle of steam away from the
bathroom mirror and examined his lower lip. The swelling had gone down, but the cut
was still visible. Bad timing.
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It was a cold starry night, though still warmer than the norm for January. Tony took
a right on Ocean Ave and headed south. The plastic bag containing the letter rested on the
passenger seat of the Jeep. He’d come across a piece of nicotine gum on his dresser; it
was delightfully burning his tongue.
He turned right onto Mullen and pulled into Eddie’s crushed-stone driveway. He
fixed his hair in the rearview mirror and got out, leaving his door open and the Jeep
running with its lights on. He walked briskly to the front door, wiped both feet on a straw
matt that said, “Welcome Friends,” and rang the doorbell. Eddie’s footsteps sounded
from within the house as she approached the door.
“Hey, Kemosabe! Come on in. I just need to get my coat.”
Hands in pockets, Tony took a few steps into the living room and looked around.
The place seemed a lot different than in the summer when he’d been there last. As usual
though, it was tidy and ordered, far different than his bungalow. He’d left his wet towel
draped over the futon, and there were tiny empty nicotine gum packets everywhere. At
least the dirty ashtrays were a thing of the past.
“Wow, you did a lot with the place,” he yelled. “It looks so different.”
“Yep. I finally got around to redecorating,” she shouted from somewhere in the
house.
Tony felt peculiar. Suddenly, he wasn’t so comfortable in his own skin. Despite the
flirting, Eddie had been a friend and colleague for years, but now Tony found himself
ruminating on how he might cross the line with her. He had always felt uncomfortable
with first kisses; this one, he thought, would be the most awkward. It was Eddie.
She appeared at the entrance of the living room with her long winter coat half on.
In Tony’s eyes, Eddie was a beautiful woman in the classic sense. He wondered
why she’d never married, but was glad she hadn’t. She was tall and statuesque, with long
legs, and she moved about with an elegance that reminded Tony of Grace Kelly.
What got him most were her eyes—almond shaped and feline in nature—hazel in
color. He frequently had to prevent himself from becoming lost in them, and though Tony
was not an artist, he had an almost uncontrollable desire to paint them. Her face was
heart-shaped with the cheekbones of a cover girl, and it lit up when she smiled. Tony
appreciated her smile, especially when the reason for the smile, or her laughter, was
something he’d said or done.
“So, do you like it?” She finished putting her coat on.
Tony thought she looked fabulous. He hadn’t seen Eddie with her hair down in a
while. “It’s nice. You look good in it. It looks warm.”
“Not the coat, stupid. The place!”
“Oh, looks great. What did you do?”
“First, I had it painted. You remember that mess.”
“Oh, yeah. The painters: Moe, Larry, and Shemp.”
“Yep. The Stooges.” Eddie motioned to various points in the room. “New furniture,
new TV, new stereo, new blinds. I have curtains and an area rug on order.”
“I like the hardwood,” Tony said, staring at the floor. “It looks rich. Why hide it
with some rug?”
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“Well, it does look nice, but it’s cold on the feet in the winter, plus it gets so
damned dusty!” She scrunched her face and shook her head as if to say uh-uh.
Tony disagreed, but held his tongue. Their first dating dispute. If he were to have
given it a title, it would have been, The Naturally Beautiful and Rich Hardwood Floor vs.
The Boring Ugly Area Rug Debate.
“Ready?” he asked.
“Yep, let’s do it. Wait.” She ran into the kitchen. “I forgot the letter.”
When Tony reached down to grab Eddie’s purse, he noticed Barbara Beyer’s
business card lying on the end table. He’d thrown his away.
Eddie emerged from the kitchen holding a ziplock bag identical to Tony’s. She
locked the front door, and together they left the house. Tony walked around the Jeep and
opened the passenger-side door for Eddie.
“Why, thank you, kind sire.” She giggled.
“Oh, but the pleasure is mine, m’lady.” They were doing the Elizabethan thing.
Tony got in the car. He placed his right arm on the top of Eddie’s seatback and
stared out the rear plastic window while he backed out of the driveway. “So, what’s your
take on the letters?” He spun the steering wheel as he popped the Jeep into first, and
drove down Mullen toward the ocean.
“He’s playing with us, Tone. How could he get all of our addresses?”
“Everyone got one?” Tony asked.
“That’s what Medski said, that almost everyone called it in. The married guys who
were on duty called home and described the envelope to their wives. That’s how Medski
knew that he got one.”
“I guess our names are public knowledge. I mean—I’m sure the roster is listed
somewhere and accessible. The addresses are a different story. I guess he could have just
looked everyone up.” Tony thought for a moment. “Did Johnson get one?”
“I don’t have a clue. We’ll find out when we get there.” She paused. “You know
Tone, seeing the Xs in the letter made me think of something.”
“What?”
“What if, by keeping the Xs from the media and the public, we’re actually causing
the potential victims to fall right into this guy’s lap?”
“I don’t follow.”
“Okay.” She turned toward him and used both hands to accentuate her words. “The
Xs are obviously meaningful to the killer, you know? And maybe this guy displays them
somehow, somewhere. And the potential victim sees these Xs, and doesn’t think twice
about them. But, if they knew that the Xs were carved in the foreheads of the victims,
they might make the connection, you know? They’re tipped off; so, they run, or they
cancel the date, or they don’t order the Tupperware—whatever.”
“I hear you, but where? Where are the Xs?”
“I don’t know. They could be on a bumper sticker on his car, or maybe on a poster
in his room, or he writes them in love letters—you know, the kisses angle, like he signed
our poem. Maybe a t-shirt, or a tattoo.”
“I don’t know, Ed.” Tony thought for a second. “It’s possible. But there’s no way
we’d purposely release that fact. First of all, that’s what this guy wants. He wants to
watch all the commotion he’s causing on the news and stuff. It’s a notoriety thing.
Second, if we start getting some wacky confessions, we need to be able to weed out the
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bullshitters with the details. Third, if someone decides to do a copycat thing, we need to
be able to make the distinction between M-Os. And, finally, we really aren’t even
positive that the victims knew this guy. We’re making that assumption based on the lack
of signs of a struggle and your eyewitness account. Let’s face it, that guy you saw in the
car might not even be the killer. It’s all circumstantial.”
“Christ, I know all that, Tony.” She huffed. “I know the reasons why we’re not
making it public. I’m just saying that it would be pretty ironic if by withholding the Xs
we were putting more people in danger. I don’t want to see another woman get knocked
off, especially if we’re not doing all we can to stop it. That’s it. That’s all I’m saying.”
It was their second dispute since they’d been “dating.”
“Okay, calm down, Watson. We can agree to disagree on this one.” He paused.
“Oh, and by the way, you’re wrong about the hardwood floor too. You should definitely
leave it the way it is.”
“So, how’s that gum?”
“Shut up.” He closed his mouth and took a left on Wesley Ave.

They walked through the back door of the stationhouse, which was relatively quiet
given the commotion of the last few days. Medski’s door was closed, but Tony could see
through the blinds that Captain Schirro was pacing back and forth. Eddie dropped the
plastic bags on a desk and sat down. Tony leaned against the desk.
“You want coffee?” he asked.
“Nah.”
“Me neither.”
Schirro was raising his arms and pacing faster in Medski’s office.
“Knock knock,” Tony said.
“Who’s there?” Eddie rolled her eyes.
“The interrupting cow.” Tony smiled and raised one eyebrow.
Eddie furrowed her brow and squinted, trying to calculate the punch line. “Okay. I
give up. The interrupti—”
“Moo!”
Eddie was distracted by the interruption, and for a brief instant looked puzzled.
Then, she burst out laughing.
Tony smiled triumphantly. Eddie snorted.
“Snort!” Tony cupped one hand around his mouth and pinched his nostrils with the
other. “Houston, we have a snort.”
“That was not a snort!” She was barely able to squeeze out the line amidst her
laughter.
“Houston, we have a liar,” Tony said in his nasal, radio-transmission voice.
Devito approached the desk. Eddie continued to laugh and then sucked a blast of air
through her nose, producing another substantial snort.
“Another one!” Tony said.
“It was not!” Eddie stamped her foot.
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Tony smugly looked at Devito and nodded his head toward Eddie. “Chris, was that
a snort?”
“Sounded like a snort to me, Tone.”
Blood rushed into Eddie’s cheeks.
Medski’s door swung open and Schirro walked into the desk area holding a large
brown accordion folder. “Good evening, guys. Got your letters?” He accepted the plastic
bags from Eddie, examined them briefly, and placed them in the folder. “Vince, I’ll drive
these to the lab now. I’ll call you.”
“Okay, Ted. See ya. Guys, come in for a minute.” Medski rolled his eyes.
Eddie and Tony walked into the office and each took a seat. Medski closed the
door. His shoulders sagged and his feet brushed the floor as he sauntered to his desk. His
hair was not only a mess, but portions of it were standing up in such a manner that they
made him look like a hulking, pudgy devil. He sat down, put an elbow on the desktop,
leaned his face into his open palm, and picked up a pencil with the other hand. Tony bit
his lower lip; it was difficult for him to look at Medski’s hair without laughing.
“You guys notice anything strange about Johnson?”
“You mean other than his being an arrogant egomaniac who thinks his shit smells
like carnations?” Tony asked.
“I’m serious.”
“He does resemble the sketch,” Tony said soberly.
“Everybody looks like the sketch.” Medski shook his head, huffed, and slapped the
pencil to the desk.
“Why?” Eddie asked.
“Schirro’s concerned. Says Johnson has some personal issues, but wouldn’t say
what they were. He evidently threw some sort of tantrum today when Schirro made the
call to bring the Feds in. Schirro says he’s thinking of pulling him from the case.
Anything out of the ordinary?”
“No,” Tony said. “He seems like he’s doing a good job.” He was proud of his
balanced assessment, despite his disdain for Johnson.
“Yeah,” Eddie said. “I mean—he’s a pain in the ass, but no more than Salesi here.”
She pointed to Tony.
Tony stared daggers at her.
“Well, it really doesn’t matter to me if they replace him. Hey, six of one, I have a
dozen of the other. Schirro asked me to check with you, so that’s what I’m doing.”
Medski rubbed his temples with a finger from each hand. “Guys—no lie—I swear to
Christ. After this baby, I’m gone.” He took a sip from a white paper cup that had a brown
half-circle just under the rim. “You smile. Go ahead, you’ll see.”
They weren’t smiling at his retirement threat—it was the messed-up metaphor that
got them.
“Boss, I need to ask for something,” Tony said.
“What is it? Don’t turn into Baker on me now, Salesi.”
“No, it’s not like that. I need to take Saturday and Sunday off. I want to take the
kid. I figured since I worked my day off this week that—”
“No problem. I was going to tell you to take a couple of days anyway. Eddie, take
Saturday and Sunday as well.”
“Thanks, Boss,” Tony said.
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“Thanks,” Eddie said.
“What’s the dope on the letters?” Tony asked.
“Sonofabitch is trying to make asses out of us. This is standard for a guy like this, I
guess. FBI profiler will be here first thing in the morning to give us a briefing. He’s over
at the morgue now examining the victims. Some guy…” Medski shuffled some papers on
his desk and yanked a small post-it note from the pile. “Special Agent Ampel. Schirro is
bringing him a copy of the letter right now.” He took another sip of his cold coffee and
winced.
“Baker ran in today waving the letter,” Medski said. “The dipshit hadn’t secured
his. It’s covered with his prints. Anyway, he was the first to find and report it. It crossed
my mind that he could have invented the whole thing—you know—to put some attention
on himself, but that’s crazy. Even Baker wouldn’t be that stupid. Then Delaney called
one in, and Ravens stopped by with his. I checked with the ol’ lady and I got one. We
made some calls and found that all full-timers here in Seaside got one, even The Chief.
No reservists and no county guys. Johnson didn’t get one. We’re keeping a low profile on
this one. Cross your fingers that the papers didn’t get one.
“There were two recent lists of the full-time officers circulating around. One was
from that PBA benefit; it was on the flyer. The other from the Christmas Toy Drive; they
printed that one in the local paper. This guy really did his homework to find an address
for every cop. He didn’t miss one.”
“What about the Spanish line?” Tony asked.
“It’s Italian,” Medski said. “Tony, you should have known that! Whazzamatta fa
you?” Medski did his best Godfather impression, shaking his upturned hand with the tips
of his four fingers pressed to his thumb. It wasn’t a good impersonation. When he saw
that Tony and Eddie hadn’t cracked a smile, he continued. “Devito said it’s the words in a
song by some opera singer. The song is called ‘Time to Say Goodbye.’ I guess that’s
what it means.”
“Hmmm,” Tony said.
“So what else has been going on?” Eddie asked. “Anything else big come up?”
“Stuff is coming up every second, whether it’s big or not is another story. We ID’d
the second victim. Anne Masciandano of Chadwick—same thing as last time. We found
the car at a meter over by the Central Arcade. She never showed at work today. Her sister
identified the body over at county an hour ago. No signs of a struggle, no semen in her or
the car.”
Medski put his hands together as if he were praying, and looked to the ceiling of his
office. He was praying. “Please, God. Let us get this fuck.” A spider dropped onto his
desk from a web in the fluorescent light fixture. He slammed his hand down to squash it.
“Okay, I’m going home. My wife’s gonna kill me.” He stood up, wiping dead
spider entrails from his hand. “Guys, don’t ever get married.”
“Too late,” Tony replied. “Been there, done that.”
The three of them left the office. Medski turned off the light and closed the door.
The blinds rapped against the glass pane on the door a few times, then hung motionless.
Out in the desk area, Devito and Gunn were laughing and goofing off.
“What the hell are you guys doing?” Medski asked.
“Nothin’, Boss,” Gunn said. “Some woman just called looking for Baker—a real
ditz.”
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“Who?” Tony asked.
“She doesn’t leave her name,” said Gunn. “She says they were supposed to meet at
Bum’s, but Baker stood her up. She says she called his house and his cell phone but he
wasn’t answering.” He shrugged. “I ask her if she wants to leave a message and she says
no.”
“Sounds like the ladies just can’t keep away from him,” Devito said smiling. “It
must be that positive outlook he always has.”
“I think it’s his mustache,” Gunn said. “That’s why you grew yours, right Chris?”
They both laughed.
“I think you guys are just jealous.” Medski walked into the locker room, and then
popped his head into the doorway. “Oh, and Devito, when I come in tomorrow, that
Flyers sticker better be off your locker.” Medski disappeared.
Tony thought about Baker’s outburst in the locker room earlier that day. Then, by
extension, he thought about the Wolfman dream. The memory gave him the willies.

“Okay, Watson. Where to?” Tony wasn’t doing his Rathbone, just himself filled
with the anticipation of the date, and possibly a kiss from Eddie.
“Anything is fine with me, Holmes.”
He started the Jeep and switched on the headlights. A realization hit. He didn’t
know how he was going to pay for the dinner. He had only a small amount of cash, and
only one credit card that wasn’t over the limit. He wasn’t sure how close that one was to
being denied.
“I need to stop at the ATM.” He pulled from the station parking lot.
“Why? To pay for dinner? Don’t stop. This one is on me.”
“No way, Edster. I’m the one who asked you to dinner, remember? Besides, you
paid for coffee at Blaise’s.”
“Oh, big whoop—two dollars. So, I’ll pay this time. You can get the next. We’ll
alternate. Fair?”
Alternate? More dates. Cool. “Are you sure, Ed?”
“Yeah, it’s getting late. Let’s not waste time stopping.”
“Okay, Watson. I get the next one.” Tony headed straight for the boardwalk on
Wesley. “How about The Mast?”
“Sure, that’s great. I love that place.”
“Okay, The Mast it is.” In the back of his mind, however, he was thinking about his
bills. “Ed?”
“Uh huh?”
“You have any credit cards?”
“Only one, why?”
Tony paused, trying to assemble his words. “I’ve gotten myself in a bit of trouble
with the plastic.”
“Uh oh. What’s the damage?”
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“Well, that’s part of the problem. I mean—I couldn’t really say off the top of my
head. Since the divorce, I really haven’t been keeping good track.”
“How many cards do you have?”
“Seven.”
“Seven? Jesus Christ, Tone! Seven! Let me guess—they’re all up to the limits,
right?”
“No. Not all of them.” He tried in vein to minimize his foolhardiness.
“How many are up to the limit, Tone?”
Tony paused. “Six.”
“Jesus Christ! Your monthly payments must add up to like eight hundred dollars!”
“To tell you the truth, I think it may be more. I don’t know how to get out of it. It’s
snowballing and I can’t seem to turn it around.” He made a right on Ocean. The darkened
buildings and alleyways of the boardwalk blurred by him on the left.
“Okay, listen to me. The first thing you do is cut them all up and throw them away.
Then apply for the Global Express Card. That’s what I use. It’s the only card I have. It
keeps you honest. You can’t go into debt because you have to pay the full amount owed
every month. Globex is technically a charge card, not a credit card.”
“I already have a Globex card,” Tony said. “Come to think of it, that’s the one that
isn’t over the limit. I never use it; you have to pay it all at once.”
“That’s the point, Sherlock. You have to find a way to discipline yourself. Promise
me you’ll cut them all up when you get home tonight, except for the Globex.”
Tony chewed vigorously. This moment reminded him of the time he’d promised
Sammy that he would quit smoking.
“Promise me, Mister.”
“Okay, I promise.”
“And that means you can’t apply for any more either. All those offers that come in
the mail? You have to chuck ‘em. Got it?”
“Okay. Got it. Thanks for the advice, Credit Card Nazi.” He was humiliated, but
had a sense that she really cared about him. That’s why he’d brought it up in the first
place—to get some suggestions.
They were driving along Ocean Ave, heading south. The attraction section of the
boardwalk was almost entirely behind them as they approached the border of Seaside
Grove.
Eddie placed her hand on Tony’s shoulder. “Stop the car.” She’d startled him.
Tony jammed on the brake. “What?” He looked around.
“I saw something move on the boards between those buildings.” She pointed.
Tony saw a large figure disappear behind a stand, into the shadows. “I saw it.”
“Moving south,” Eddie said. “Let’s go.”
Tony pulled the Jeep haphazardly into a metered parking space and shut the engine.
He unlocked the glove compartment and pulled out his gun. Unlike his service weapon, a
nine-millimeter semi-automatic pistol that held fifteen bullets in a clip, his off-duty
weapon was a standard revolver that held only six. The gun was fully loaded.
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Water trickled down her chin, but Michelle didn’t mind. The pack felt good on her
mouth. Her lips were numb and her gums were throbbing.
She lay on the floor of her bedroom, amidst the underwear and debris from the
purse, her head cradled in her mom’s lap. Donna combed Michelle’s hair back with the
fingers of one hand, and held the makeshift ice pack to her mouth with the other. Peter sat
on the bed watching his mom and sister.
“Where is he, Mom?” Michelle whispered.
“Shhh.” Donna had a faraway look in her eyes as she continued to stroke Michelle’s
hair.
Michelle pushed the ice pack away. “Is he in jail?”
“I guess so,” Donna said softly, and then bit her lower lip.
Peter stared at them, trying to digest the scene.
“How did they know to come?” Michelle asked. “Did Mr. Kostyk call? He heard
the yelling, right?”
Donna looked away. A tear spilled from her eye and vanished into the carpet.
Nobody spoke for a few moments.
“I called them,” Donna said. More tears came.
Michelle sat up, and a sharp pain stabbed at her leg. “Mom.” She threw her arms
around Donna.
They squeezed each other. They cried and rocked together. Peter watched,
speechless. A tear ran down his cheek.
“I’m so sorry,” Donna said. “Please forgive me, Mish. I’m so sorry.”
Peter came down off of the bed and hugged his mom and sister.
“It’s over now.” Donna sniffed hard. “Never again. He’ll never hurt you kids
again.” She held both her children. “I am a horrible mother. I let all those things happen. I
let him hurt you kids.” She moaned.
“You’re not horrible, Mom,” Peter said. “You’re a good mom.”
Donna let go of the kids and stood up. She straightened her sweater, pushed her hair
back behind her ears, and tightened her face to regain composure. “Listen, I’m making an
appointment tomorrow. I want you kids to talk to somebody, okay?”
“Who?” Peter asked.
“A doctor. You know—a therapist.” She wiped under her eye and sniffed. “We
need to stick together. Will you do that? Will you go to see someone?”
“Why?” Peter asked.
“Peter.” Donna knelt down and grabbed one of her son’s hands. “Your dad always
drinks so much, and sometimes…” She paused, and more tears came. “Sometimes he did
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terrible things, and you guys were just little kids, and I should have stopped him but I was
so afraid, and—” She broke down.
Michelle looked at Peter.
“Like what did he do?” Peter asked. “I mean, I know he always yells a lot and hits
us sometimes. I hate it when he hits you, Mom. I hate him when he does that.”
Donna attempted again to pull herself together. “Do you remember when your
father broke the TV?”
Michelle’s eyes widened and she jerked her head to look at her mom. Donna looked
into Michelle’s eyes and nodded slowly.
“I don’t remember that.” Peter seemed dumbfounded. He pressed his lips together
and thought about it.
“Pete,” Michelle said, “don’t you remember? We were playing video games and he
came in the living room and smashed the TV? And the police came?”
A trance-like glaze covered Peter’s eyes. “He wanted us do our homework.” He was
mesmerized. He bowed his head. “He used my baseball bat.”
“That’s the least of it,” Donna said. She shook her head and looked up at the
ceiling. Her eyelids fluttered and more tears spilled over. “This is going to hurt so bad.
The truth. It will hurt. But maybe we’ll be free.”
The three of them sat on the floor together, sniffing and wiping away the tears. For
the first time in many years, Michelle and Peter had a real mother. For the first time in
her life, Donna felt like one.
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“Tone, I don’t have mine with me.” Eddie extended an open hand. “It’s pretty dark.
Will you give it to me?”
He stared down at her outstretched palm, and then at the gun in his hand. He had no
choice. She was a better shot, especially at night. He handed her the pistol.
They got out of the Jeep, and rested the doors against their frames without latching
them. The dark figure had been moving south. Tony and Eddie chose the south-side ramp
to access the boardwalk; this way, the buildings along the ramp gave them cover from
anyone looking to the north.
Eddie quickly negotiated the Webster Street ramp, keeping the gun adjacent to her
face and pointed straight up. She took long and graceful strides with her feet barely
making sounds when they met the planks. Tony followed. He was far less graceful than
she, but nearly as quiet. They stopped at the corner of a boarded-up pizza stand, staying
close to its north wall. Across the walk from them, slightly to the right, were the
buildings and stands that stood at the foot of the Fun Time Amusement Pier.
The moon was out in the western sky, so the boardwalk was not as dark as it could
have been; still, the alleyways between the buildings and stands were virtually black. The
shadows cast by the boardwalk structures appeared to be reaching toward the sea, which
was uncharacteristically quiet. Tony looked at the rolling black horizontal strips that
interrupted the shimmering water in the surf, and estimated that the waves were about
one to two feet high, and, by their distance from him, he could see that it was low tide.
He looked down the boardwalk to his left and spotted two red brake lights in the distance.
He pointed them out to Eddie. It was a squad car, approximately a mile to the north.
They whispered.
“Who’s on boards patrol?” Eddie said.
“Hoban & Skopinski, I think.”
Tony shook his head. “Forget them; we’ll lose this guy.”
They moved slowly away from the building and craned their necks to spy around
the corner. They saw the figure of a man disappear between the Royal Arcade and Kohl’s
snack stand, approximately a hundred feet to the south. He was dressed entirely in black
with a black wool cap, and was heading in the direction of the amusement pier. Upon
sighting the man, Tony tensed up. Fight-or-flight-mode. He looked to the north. The
taillights were smaller.
They left the camouflage of the pizza stand and ran lightly toward the buildings
where the man had disappeared. Tony wished he were holding a gun. He would have
settled for a realistic looking water pistol, or a steel pipe.
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Upon reaching the Royal Arcade, they carefully peered around the corner. The man
was walking toward the head of the pier, still about a hundred feet ahead of them. They
stood very still and watched.
The man passed the stripped-down Ferris wheel and climbed a small fence, which
put him underneath the roller-coaster tracks. Tony pointed toward a small ticket shack
about thirty feet ahead of them. He motioned with his head and they quietly ran for the
shack. Eddie tripped and fell onto the planks with a thud. The gun slid and spun, bumping
its way across the boards in front of them. Tony looked at the man, who had turned
around upon hearing the noise. The man ran full speed to the left, jumped the fence, and
disappeared behind the Tilt-A-Whirl ride. In a single second, Tony looked at the gun,
then at Eddie, then at the gun again.
“Go,” she said, rocking and holding her knee with both hands.
Tony dashed toward the Tilt-A-Whirl, bending and scooping up the pistol with one
fluid movement and without losing his stride. Granted, Eddie was a better shot, but Tony
was a better runner. He pumped his arms and ran as fast as he thought he could, no longer
concerned with the volume of his footfalls—they pounded the boards and echoed loudly
off of the structures. He spit the nicotine gum from his mouth and pumped even harder,
giving himself more speed. Along with his own violent breaths and the pounding of his
sneakers on the boards, Tony heard the far-off footfalls of his quarry.
As he neared the Tilt-A-Whirl, Tony adjusted his course, swinging out to the right
to negotiate the sharp left turn without having to slow down significantly. He rounded the
corner and saw the man jump over the fence at the edge of the pier’s north side. Tony
pumped harder.
As he approached the fence, he instinctively estimated the drop. The beach sloped
as it neared the sea; therefore, the further out on the pier, the longer the drop. Almost
instantaneously, he decided that he wasn’t far enough out on the pier to be over the
ocean, that the drop from the top of the fence was probably about twenty feet, and that he
was not going to stop to check if his presumptions were correct.
He was a locomotive, pumping and pushing his legs, slamming his sneakers on the
boards. His heart pounded while his lungs sucked in the cold sea air, converting it to hot
forced blasts. He was a machine.
Just before reaching the fence, he switched the gun to his left hand; this allowed
him to grab the top of the fence with his right hand, and, without stopping, he used his
right arm to vault over the fence, propelling himself to the beach below. He never paused
to consider that the man he was pursuing would be waiting for him.
He touched down on his feet, and then rolled so that his ankles alone would not be
made to endure the force of the landing. He twisted his wrist when the pistol lodged in
the beach. The sand felt cold on the side of his face. He recovered, stood up, and held the
revolver straight out in front of him. With both arms fully extended, he clutched his right
wrist with his left hand. He was facing the pier. He scanned all around while keeping the
gun aimed at the dark cavernous area. Between breaths, he spit sand from his tongue.
There were butterflies in his stomach.
He cursed the day that he started smoking. His breaths were violent and
uncontrollable. He could not see more than ten feet under the pier, and his hearing, which
was vital to him now, was utterly useless. The only sounds audible were his respiration
and the surf.
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The running man could have gone in one direction only. The question in Tony’s
mind was whether the man had made a get-away under the pier, putting him in Seaside
Grove, or whether he was lurking in the blackness, behind one of the hundreds of pylons
that supported the structure.
Tony moved forward. He looked above at the fence on the edge of the pier to check
for Eddie. Nobody. He glanced behind to see if the patrol car was visible. It was not. He
walked methodically into the blackness, pointing his pistol to the left and quickly to the
right each time he passed a set of pylons.
To his left, about forty feet from him, the pier ended and he saw the shimmering
ocean. About two hundred feet ahead, on the other side of the pier, he saw the beach in
Seaside Grove. To his right, and all around his immediate vicinity—utter darkness.
He inched forward, stopping at each new row of pylons, concentrating on
maintaining his balance as the sand gave way under each step. He attempted to adjust his
eyesight to the darkness. A sound. He swung to the left and pointed his gun. He squinted
and listened. A magazine, half buried in the sand, decaying pages flapping in the wind.
He looked around and began to sense the futility of his search. The man in black
was probably long gone, and, even if he were still lurking behind one of the pylons, Tony
resolved that he alone could not successfully flush him out. He needed more men, a team
that could surround the pier to form a dragnet. Holding his gun at his side, he turned
around and walked toward the open beach. He would ensure that Eddie was all right, and
then flag down Hoban and Skopinski to have them radio for back-up.
An oomph sound was forced from Tony’s diaphragm when he was tackled from
behind. He lost his wind and dropped the gun when he hit the ground. A knee pinned him
down. His attacker was pushing his face into the sand. He couldn’t breathe. He felt cold
steel press into the back of his neck, but it was secondary; he wanted air. He grunted,
calling upon all of his muscles, straining to lift himself up to get a breath, but his assailant
had the leverage.
Tony’s nose was paining him. He wanted air. There was sand in his nostrils, eyes
and mouth. He wanted air. His face was being pushed into the sand, causing abrasions on
his cheekbones and forehead. He needed air. He couldn’t struggle any longer. The first
thought of giving up occurred to him.
Just before the weight fell from atop him, Tony heard a thud, a metallic ping sound,
and the pained cry of his attacker. He pushed himself from the ground and convulsively
sucked in an enormous breath as he flipped onto his back. The inhalation was so
desperate that grains of sand were sucked into his lungs. He coughed and wheezed. His
eyes were burning. He pressed them closed with all of his might; they were filled with
sand. He touched his forehead and it smarted; grains of sand were embedded into his raw,
broken skin. There was a sticky film there.
“Are you okay?”
He coughed up phlegm and spit grains of sand from his tongue and mouth. He tried
to open his eyes, but as soon as he parted the lids, his eyeballs were assaulted with severe
burning. He pressed on his lids and swept the wet sand from his eye-wells. He tried to
open them again. Unbearable. Every time he blinked, the sand that was wedged beneath
his lids scraped his corneas. Squinting, he attempted to focus his tear-filled eyes on the
figure standing before him—Eddie, holding a metal pipe in one hand, and the gun in the
other.
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“Jesus, I can’t see.” Tony stood up. He coughed and wheezed and spit more sand
from his tongue. “Where is he?”
“Right there.” Eddie pointed the gun at the man in black, who was sprawled face
down in the sand, moaning.
“Motherfucker!” Tony fell to his knees. He coughed as he clutched the man’s jacket
at the shoulders, hoisted him up and turned him over.
“Jesus Fucking Christ!” Tony spun around and squinted at Eddie. “It’s Baker!”
“What?” Eddie moved closer to Tony.
Baker moaned. His face was blackened, as if he’d colored it with a burnt cork.
“Wake the fuck up, you fuck!” Tony yanked Baker by the collar of his jacket and
slammed him back into the sand. “Baker!” Tony straddled him, sitting on his chest, while
maintaining his grip on the collar of Baker’s jacket.
Baker slowly opened his eyes, which were initially rolled back in his head.
“What the fuck, Baker!” Tony screamed in his face.
“Salesi? What happened?”
“What happened? You fuck!” Tony smelled the bourbon on Baker’s breath.
He slammed Baker into the sand and stood up, pressing at his eyes with his fingers.
He was still wheezing, still out of breath. He made raspberry sounds, attempting to get
the remaining sand off of his tongue and out of his mouth.
Wincing, Baker sat up and rubbed the back of his head. A look of bewilderment
crept across his face.
“What the hell were you doing?” Eddie asked.
Baker stared back at her, puzzling over what had just occurred. Tony paced back
and forth between two pylons.
With great difficulty, Baker stood. “I don’t kn—Ouch!” He touched the back of his
head, and a look of realization appeared on his face. He looked at Tony. “You were the
one chasing me?”
“Jesus Christ, Baker,” Tony screamed. “What the fuck were you doing on the pier?”
“Maybe I should ask you the same question, Salesi. Baker reached into his pocket
and pulled out a pack of cigarettes and a lighter.
Eddie dropped the pipe into the sand, and Baker looked down at it. “Fuck! Is that
what you whacked me with?” He lit up.
Tony lunged at Baker. “You put a fucking gun to me!”
Eddie caught his arm before his fist could connect with Baker’s face.
“Calm down, Tone.” Eddie stood between them.
“We should cuff you and take you in, you fuck.” Tony spit some more grains of
sand.
“I thought you were the Slasher,” Baker said, blowing smoke and rubbing the back
of his head.
“We thought you were the Slasher,” Eddie said. “What were you doing up there?”
Baker didn’t answer.
Tony reached around Eddie and shoved Baker. “You’re fucking dressed all in black
with that shit on your face like some Mission Impossible dude. What the hell were you
doing, Baker? Huh?” Tony closed his eyes tightly. “Shit, my eyes are killing me.” He
poked at them and rubbed them with his hands.
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“Fuck you, Salesi,” Baker said. “I asked Medski to put me on something meaty and
he blew me off.” He took a deep drag on his cigarette and blew hard and fast.
“Canvassing. Fuck that. If the Slasher woulda showed tonight, I woulda got him. Maybe
make a name for myself around here.”
“Got him? Right, Baker!” Tony threw his hand up in the air. “You thought I was the
Slasher and you fucking ran!” He spit more sand from his tongue.
Baker threw his cigarette down into the sand. “I wasn’t in position yet. You took me
by surprise. Besides…” Baker smiled. “I got ya, didn’t I?”
“You’re in deep shit,” Tony said. “When Medski hears about this, you’ll be
directing traffic at Saint Joe’s for the twelve o’clock mass on Sundays. You’ll wish you
could be canvassing.”
Tony brushed the sand from his clothes. He touched his forehead again and winced.
He touched his lip; there was blood. The scabbed-cut from Sammy’s wrestling lesson had
split open.
“Come on, Salesi. There’s no harm done, right? Come on. I was staking out the
Slasher. I’m sorry; I didn’t know it was you.”
“Fuck you, Baker.”
“Look,” Eddie said. “Let’s just all go home and calm down. Let’s get out of here
before Hoban and Skopinski turn around and head back this way. We can talk about it
tomorrow. Okay?”
“Sounds good to me.” Baker pressed on the back of his head and then pulled
another cigarette from the pack.
Tony scowled at him and spit more sand to the ground.
“Tone?” Eddie asked.
Tony spit again. He took the pistol from Eddie, turned, and limped toward the open
moonlit beach.
“Some first fucking date,” he muttered under his breath, too softly for anyone to
hear. He emerged onto the moonlit beach.
Under the pier, next to a pylon, the killer stood in the dark, having heard the entire
conversation.
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Hot water deflected off of the tiles and ran down the shower curtain, sporadically
gurgling and glugging as it swirled down the drain. The thick clouds of steam that
ascended from the showerhead rolled about the ceiling. A harmonica wailed sweetly,
soulfully from the stereo in the living room; it blasted the opening to Springsteen’s
Thunder Road.
Tony leaned against the tiles, motionless. The hot water soothed him. The
beginning of Thunder Road had a similar effect, as did the continuous hiss and trickling
sounds of the shower. He was in pain.
His wrist throbbed. His forehead and cheeks stung from the abrasions. The cartilage
in his nose was sore. His legs were like jelly. Worst of all, despite having flushed them
continuously with cold water, his eyes were raw. The grains of sand were gone, but the
surfaces of his eyeballs had been scratched. When closed, they burned. When open, they
burned. As the lids moved over them, they burned. It was so frustrating that he wanted to
cry, but he knew that crying would burn the most.
He’d been standing in the shower for twenty minutes, but he hadn’t yet touched the
soap. He just leaned against the wall with the right side of his face glued to the tile,
thinking, and occasionally asking what he hoped was a kind and merciful God to allow
the hot water to last. This was the third shower he had taken that day. His mind was
racing.
He thought of Baker. He debated whether or not to notify Medski in the morning of
the strange scene. It was a no-brainer. Of course he would.
He thought about the date with Eddie that never was. Because of the problem with
his eyes, she’d driven him home and took his Jeep over to her place. She was to pick him
up on the way to work in the morning. After she dropped him off, he flushed his eyes out,
put on the Born to Run CD, and eased into the shower.
He thought about his credit problems. Just how much was he paying per month,
anyway? How long would it take him to whittle down the debt if he paid only the
minimum required installments? Twenty years, he thought, maybe thirty. Perhaps he
would need to moonlight as a security guard at the A&P in the summer; a few of the
other cops took such work. Eddie told him to cut up every credit card except for his
Globex. Why take such drastic measures? What if there were to be an emergency?
He thought about Sammy. The entire day flew by and he hadn’t spoken to him.
Tony couldn’t remember the last time that had happened, and he concluded that this was
the first day since he moved from the house that he hadn’t talked to his boy. This
saddened him, especially given the episode in the basement, and he compulsively wanted
to call Sammy right then, to jump out of the shower and run to the phone, to wake him up
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and tell him that he missed him and loved him as much as the whole sky. He knew that it
would have been a selfish act of desperation designed to squelch his own guilt. He knew
that he wouldn’t call this late, but he sure felt empty ending his day without having
touched base with his boy.
“I’m sorry, buddy,” he whispered into the tiles. But it was not Sammy he was sorry
for. It was Tony.
He remembered that he had to call Martone in the morning. He remembered that he
needed orange juice, the kind with no pulp. He thought of the Wolfman, and of Grampa
Joe, who had to have been smiling down from wherever when the crabs jumped to their
freedom earlier in the day. He thought of The Slasher. He whispered a quick prayer, not
to God, but to Grampa Joe. It was simple, but desperate.
“Please, Gramps, help us get this guy.”
Tony stood motionless against the tile wall. The hot water pounded him and ran
over his body. When the temperature dropped, he finally moved. He grabbed the soap
and glided the bar over his skin. He was extremely sore and he knew from experience
that in the morning his body would feel even worse. He rinsed, then shampooed and
rinsed again. He turned off the shower and eased his legs over the rim of the tub.
Springsteen was singing She’s the One in the other room; Tony thought of Eddie.
He cleared a circle on the fogged medicine cabinet mirror. His forehead and cheeks
were raw; his lip was swollen again; his eyes were so irritated that they appeared to be
bleeding. With his pale winter skin and his wet hair, Tony thought he could have easily
passed for a zombie in a George Romero film. He frowned at the notion.
He gently toweled himself dry and went to the dresser in Sammy’s bedroom. After
carefully pulling on a pair of sweatpants and a t-shirt, he walked into the kitchen and
fetched a pair of scissors from the junk drawer. He went to the living room and sat down
on the futon.
Tony took all the credit cards from his wallet and laid them on the coffee table. One
by one, with the exception of the Global Express card, he cut them in half. He picked up
the remnants and, along with the two easy-credit offers that he had set aside that day,
tossed them into the kitchen trashcan.
That night, for the first time since Old Man Foulger snagged Jennifer Marconi’s
body in the surf, Tony Salesi got the sound sleep that his mind and body craved.
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The two frozen lower lips had been taken from the Ziplocs and placed at the edge of
the kitchen table. The blood-smeared bags lay at the center of the table, on top of the foil
squares, which were a bit crimped and wrinkled. Each semi-thawed lip sat in a small
bloody puddle of water. Fingers softly caressed one. It had been Jennifer Marconi’s.
Again, Andrea Bocelli’s voice sweetly filled the house: Con te Partiro.
Mmmmm. You see. I still have you, Jen.
A gentle and lengthy kiss was bestowed upon the lip. A smile. Now the other lip
was receiving the loving finger strokes. Another slow and tender kiss, this time for the lip
that was formerly Annie’s.
And I still have you, Annie. You’re all better now.
They were moved toward each other and pressed together, and then, both lips were
kissed simultaneously. This occurred for more than a minute, until the music and the
psychopath climaxed together.
The heroes took you away. I tried to tell them that you were helping me to get
better. They didn’t listen. They were too busy trying to be heroes. I tried to tell them.
They took you, and they took the soup, and they took my teddy bear, and they turned off
the music. I cried and cried and tried and tried to tell them, but they wouldn’t listen. I
tried. Honest. You know I tried. Right?
You know.
Each lip was placed back into the baggie from which it was taken. The Ziploc
spines were sealed, and the bags were carefully repackaged within the labeled aluminum
foil squares, which were now becoming quite crumpled. The packets were returned to the
freezer, printed sides up, stacked alongside the round container of frozen lentil soup.
I miss your kisses. Remember how when I was sick you always kissed me? I
remember those kisses. I don’t remember any other kisses though. Did you ever kiss me
when I wasn’t sick? I don’t remember. Did you? I don’t think so. Only when I was sick.
Only when the music was playing. Only to make me all better. That’s what a kiss is,
right? If you kiss someone you have to make them better. And if you’re making them
better then you have to kiss them. And that’s what love is. Right? Right, Mom? That’s
love.
A handle was chosen from the wooden block on the counter that contained eight
knives, each one having been produced for a different purpose. The choice had been
deliberate. It was the knife.
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An oilstone was taken from a drawer and the blade was drawn across it over and
over. This went on for twenty minutes. Each side was honed and sharpened, until, when
scratched against a thumb, the blade felt like a razor.
The box of aluminum foil was taken from the kitchen drawer, and a sheet
approximately one foot long was torn from the roll and placed on the counter. The black
indelible marker was gotten from another drawer. Perfectly formed characters were
slowly and carefully drawn, meticulously centered on the foil square: TAMMY—#3—
01/20/00.
A dim flame began to flicker in the dark recesses of a section of the mind that had
been locked and barricaded for years and years. It flickered and glowed and ignited
caustic feelings that burned in the pit of the stomach like so much hot acid. A furrowing
of the brow was followed by a single tear.
Were they right? Were the policemen right to take you away from me?

After steeping the tea, the computer was switched on, and a carefully worded email
message was composed and sent to softheart@yippee.com.
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There was no horrible dream playing in Tony’s mind when the phone rang the first
time. He was buried in restful stage-four sleep and his mind ignored the digital ringing
noise. By the second ring, his mind faintly registered something, but decided that it
wasn’t anything that needed immediate attention. Upon the third ring, however, his mind
surrendered. Consciousness rose in him, slowly at first, and then like a wildfire. He
jerked awake and grabbed at the handset before the fourth ring.
“Hello,” he said hoarsely.
“Yes. Hello, Mr. Salesi. This is the operator.”
“Yeah?”
“Uh…um.” Whispering on the line. “Uh…there’s a problem.”
“And what might that be, Mrs. Operator, ma’am?”
More whispering on the other end. “Well, you owe us money on your phone, so you
better pay up or we’ll shut it off!”
You don’t know how close you are to the truth, kid. “Oh no, but you can’t turn my
phone off, Mrs. Operator, because then I won’t be able to talk to my boy, Sammy.”
“Tricked ya, Dad.”
“Wha—Is this Sammy?”
“Yep. It’s me. I gotcha.” Sammy laughed.
“You always get me. So, how are you? I didn’t get to talk to you yesterday.”
“I miss you, Dad. Mom read a good book to me last night about a daddy and a boy
just like you and me, and it said that if I ever missed you I could call. So I told Mom that
I missed you and I wanted to call. So she helped me call.”
Tony’s smiled. “I miss you too, buddy. I’m glad you called.”
“Me, too. But it’s still not as good as being with ya.” He was earnest.
“I know, buddy.” Tears were welling. “But I’m going to be with you the whole
weekend.” He thought for a second. “And I’ll tell you what: why don’t I pick you up
today after school, huh? We could do something. Whaddaya say, pal?”
“Sure, Dad!”
Tony could hear Sammy’s expression change.
“Okay, Dad, I gotta feed my fish now. Here’s Mom. Love ya. Bye.”
“Hold on there, partner! I need to ask you something real important.”
“Oh, Dad. Is this gonna be stupid?”
“How much do I love you?”
“Oh. As much as the whole sky.”
Tony smiled.
Janine got on the phone. “Good morning, Tone.”
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“I’m going to call Martone as soon as I get to the station.” Tony made the mental
note. “Listen, can I come and get Sammy after work, today?”
“Are you sure? You’d have to bring him back tonight. He’s got school tomorrow,
and you are going to have him for the weekend, right?”
Tony paused, attempting to keep his composure. “Yes. I’ll pick him up. We’ll pal
around and catch something to eat. I’ll bring him home before bedtime. Then I’ll get him
again tomorrow. Cool?”
“No problem. What time?”
“I’ll be there around three-thirty, as long as nothing crazy comes up with the case.”
When he sat up on the futon he was ambushed. His muscles had launched an all-out
surprise attack.
“Tony, I saw that you guys found another body. I’m worried for you. This is so
crazy. Seriously—and I don’t know how to say this without sounding like a jerk—I’m
scared. I’m really having second thoughts about leaving Sammy with you for the
weekend over there.”
“He’ll be fine. The victims are women. I’m a cop, remember?” Tony listened to his
own words and suddenly remembered the letter from The Slasher. He debated in his mind
about whether it was a bad idea to have Sammy at the house.
“I can leave him with my parents, Tone.”
The mental debate was over. “No way. He’ll be fine with me.”
“They’re not that bad!”
“Please. I want my son’s mind and body to stay in one piece.”
“What’s that supposed to mean?”
“How many times was your dad pulled over for driving on the wrong side of 39?
And what about all the stories? The way they tortured you when you were a kid? Jesus,
Janine, they’re still torturing you. You want Sammy to get killed on the wrong side of
Route 39? Or tortured? Christ, he’s already a perfectionist. Your dad makes him—”
“Alright! Enough already. They’re not that bad.”
“I know. I’m sorry. I’ll take him. He’ll be fine with me. Okay?”
“Are you sure? Are you sure he’ll be okay?”
“We’ll be fine. You be careful, Janine. I’m worried about you. This guy’s going
after women.”
“I’ll be fine. You’re the one fighting the bad guys. Just remember, Sammy needs his
daddy around.”
“You know, Janine, we’re thinking that the killer knows his victims. Come to think
of it, just how well do you know this Kevin guy?” Tony smirked.
No response.
“Kidding! I’m kidding!” Though at this point, in Tony’s mind, anything was
possible.
He glanced at the clock. Eddie was to be there in twenty minutes to pick him up.
“Janine, let me go. I’ll see you at three-thirty, okay?”
“Okay, Tone. Bye.”
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Tony stood up from the futon and winced. He decided that, other than his eyes, the
places that were the most sore were his calves, thighs, and butt. It had been quite a few
years since he’d been forced to run at top speed for any length of time. He took a
steaming shower and changed into his uniform.
When he walked to the window to check for Eddie, she was in the driveway,
waiting in the Jeep. He walked out of the house to the driver’s side and made an umpire’s
yer-out gesture. She clumsily moved from behind the wheel, over the stick shift, to the
passenger seat. Tony climbed into the running vehicle.
“My God! Look at you! Did you put anything on that?” Eddie was looking at the
abrasions on Tony’s forehead and cheekbones.
“No. Please, let’s not talk about it, Ed.”
“How are your eyes?”
“I said let’s not talk about it.”
“Whatever, partner.” She opened her eyes wide and wrinkled her nose, an
expression implying that Tony was being rather bitchy.
“I’m out of gum, okay? So until I get some, I may not be my usual jovial and
happy-go-lucky self.”
“By all means, stop and get some gum. Jeez, I have to ride around with you all
freaking day.”
“Can’t—drugstore doesn’t open until nine.”
“It’s a prescription?”
“No, but you can only buy it at the drugstore. If it were a prescription, then
insurance would cover it.” He thought for a second. “Actually, it’s kind of dumb. I can go
to any gas station and buy a pack of filter-less cigarettes, but the gum is only at the
drugstores. Go figure.”
“Well, stay outta my face, dude. I’m only putting up with so much attitude.”
“We need to talk, Ed.”
“Oh no, you’re breaking up with me, aren’t you? One cancelled dinner and it’s
over? Is that the way it is?”
“I’m serious.” Tony bit on his thumbnail. “I think we need to come clean with
Medski about what went down last night.” He braced for the debate.
“You’re right. I agree wholeheartedly.”
“Well, I didn’t get that impression last night.”
“Tone, last night you were freaking out. You were ready to rip his face off, and
rightly so. I just didn’t want the situation to get any worse than it already was. You
needed to cool down.”
“Okay, so let’s talk to Medski right after the briefing.”
“Sounds good. So, can I get a rain-check on last night’s dinner?”
Tony perked up a bit. “Sure.”
“How about tonight, Sherlock?”
“Aaa, tonight’s not good, Ed. I have Sammy.”
“So, why don’t we all do something together?”
“Wow, really?” Tony thought for a second. “You know how much he likes you. It
would have to be an early night; I’d need to get him back. Are you sure?”
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“Sure, I’m sure—wouldn’t have suggested it if I wasn’t. I love Sammy. We’ll have
fun. I need to be back early anyway. I didn’t work out this morning so I want to get it in
tonight.”
“Wow, Ed, I really think you need to marry me.”
“Slow down, Holmes. I said I love Sammy. You, my friend, are a totally different
story.” She smiled.
“I hate you,” Tony said.
“I hate you too.”
Tony was pleased that his parking spot hadn’t been taken. When he got to his
locker, he found two pieces of unopened nicotine gum lying on the shelf. Then, he found
a fresh full pot of decaf in the kitchen. He was beginning to think that this might be a
good day, and, after yesterday, he needed one.
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“Where the hell is Baker?” Medski was agitated.
Tony and Eddie had taken their seats. Johnson was up front and, despite the
questions from the day before, he seemed his usual egomaniacal self. Three men in suits
stood next to Johnson, obviously FBI. Tony rubbed his eyes.
A table had been set up in the front of the room to the left of the whiteboard.
Another man, casually dressed and sporting a ponytail, sat at the table at two computers.
A small portable cassette player rested on the edge of the table next to one of the PCs.
There was substantially more data on the whiteboard and twice as many pictures
covered the front wall. There were more enlarged crowd shots with circles surrounding
the heads of some bystanders, this time taken at the Hillary Street Dock.
Pictures of the new victim were posted next to the ones of Jennifer Marconi’s
corpse. There could be no mistake—the same man perpetrated both crimes. Tony stared
at the picture of Anne Masciandano taken when she was alive. She was smiling down at
him.
“Forget Baker,” Medski said. “We got some big stuff. There’s a lot to cover and
you folks need to get on patrol.” He held his clipboard and a folded newspaper in one
hand, and he pushed the other through his hair, the disheveled brown bush. “Just a
second.” He swung around and took two long strides toward the door. “Katie, call
Baker’s house. See where the hell he is.” He walked back to where he’d been standing
and, once again, brought the clipboard up and shoved his fingers into his hair.
“First things first. We got a leak. This morning The Tribune reported the neck
wounds and the Xs. They got the facts right. Some reporter…” Medski pulled the folded
newspaper from under the clipboard and squinted. “Barbara Beyer.” He looked up. “My
guess is Foulger ran his mouth. It coulda been anybody from the Bay Princess. I still go
with Foulger. We know she won’t tell us who it was. It’s out of our control at this point,
folks.”
Tony looked at Eddie. She shrugged and looked away.
“Okay, Johnson.” Medski motioned with the clipboard.
“Let’s start with the letters,” Johnson said. “No prints other than those of the
addressees on the letters themselves, and very few at that. Except for Baker’s, which was
covered.”
Medski shook his head and glanced at the clock on the wall to his left.
Johnson continued. “Naturally, the envelopes were covered with prints. We didn’t
bother to run them through the system; we may as well have solicited an employee list
from the entire United States Postal Service.” Johnson looked at Eddie.
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Tony was distressed to see Eddie smile at Johnson’s miserable attempt at humor.
When it came to joking, he had it all over Johnson, hands down. Eddie may have been
smiling, but it was obviously gratuitous. Johnson may have gotten a little cheap smile,
but there was no way in the world he would ever get a snort. Tony was convinced of that,
and, as ridiculous as it may have seemed, the notion comforted him. As Johnson spoke,
Tony wondered what Schirro had been concerned about the day before. Johnson seemed
like his regular self.
“We have guys interviewing the clerks in the Seaside branch,” Johnson said.
“They’re trying to pin down what box the letters were dropped into. Based on the
postmarks and the pickup schedules we may get a lead there. If we get that, maybe we
can round up a witness who saw the killer drop off the letters. It’s a long shot.” He
caressed his mustache.
“The analysis of the materials came back from the State Police Lab. The paper and
the envelopes are standard stock—you can pick them up at any of the office supply stores
over on the mainland. The letter and the label were printed using a…” Johnson turned
and looked to the whiteboard. “Tonejet 5000, manufactured by Ameritronics. Again
guys, this is a common item so it doesn’t give us anything to work with.
“The second victim is Anne Masciandano of Chadwick. We have her car, but the
boys in the garage came up with nothing—same as before. We’re interviewing her
friends and family. This one wasn’t married and lived in a small studio apartment on the
bay side. We’ve got the Chadwick force canvassing her landlord and neighbors. We’re
also showing the pictures of the latest victim to the friends and relatives of the first, and
visa versa. There could have been a connection.
“The neck wound was created by the same type of blade as in the first slaying,
though this time the forensics guys say it was much sharper. One bright note in all of this
darkness—they were able to determine that the facial incisions, the Xs and the mouth
mutilations, were performed after the victims’ hearts had stopped.
“As with the first victim, Masciandano had alcohol in her system, though almost
triple the level. She was drunk. Now for the good stuff.” A cocky grin spread across
Johnson’s face. “We cross-referenced the local call logs that were provided by the phone
companies. The good news is that we got a hit. Each victim called the same number at
least once almost every single day. Frequently, the number appeared on the logs multiple
times on a given date. The bad news is that the number is not a residence. It’s a Dans
River Internet access point.”
There was some whispering among the cops and county detectives in the room.
“There are only three access services in Dans River. Everyone and their brother
owns a computer and is logging on to the Internet, so this could be nothing but
coincidence. Chances are one-in-three that we’d find that same number on all of your
phone bills. However, as you can see, we picked up the victims’ computers and we’re
combing through them. This is Detective Weinstein, the county’s resident computer
expert.”
Johnson indicated the man with the ponytail who sat by the computers. Weinstein
spun around in his chair and gave a quick wave.
“The hope,” Johnson said, “is that we can get a lead by cross referencing email
messages. We’re also hunting for Internet accounts—screen-names, chat rooms, all that
stuff. The chances that this guy is meeting his victims online are as good as any.”
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Tony liked the computer angle. Maybe this was a break. He unconsciously smiled,
first at the pre-death picture of Jennifer Marconi, then at Anne Masciandano. For the first
time since the investigation began, Tony believed the good guys would definitely stop the
bad guy. He looked over at Eddie to give some body language indicating such, but she
was staring at the taped up photos, seemingly in a trance. She had a sorrowful expression.
Tony understood. It was difficult not to look.
“That’s it.” Johnson stepped back.
Medski took a step forward. “Okay folks, these three gentlemen to my right are
from the FBI. They flew in yesterday and are here to assist us in the investigation. Special
Agents Paglione, Shevelev and Ampel.”
The agents stared at Medski. They did not acknowledge the group as Weinstein had
done.
Medski continued. “Profiling. It’s been used in many serial murder cases to
successfully apprehend the perpetrator. Special Agent Ampel was personally responsible
for giving the police information that led to the capture of Brian Hendo last year in
Cleveland, and more recently, Galvin Peters, The Mercy Killer in Texas. Listen up, guys.
If we’re smart, this could mean the difference between nailing this guy tomorrow and
having ten more bodies wash up on the beach.” Medski moved aside.
Ampel looked to be in his early sixties. He was a small man with the height and
frame of a twelve-year-old boy. He had a full head of thick gray hair, which was
contrasted oddly by his wild bushy black eyebrows. Tony decided that there was
something strange about the look in his eyes, and this, combined with Ampel’s extremely
pale complexion, gave Tony an odd feeling.
The agent limped clumsily to the table and pressed a button on the portable cassette
player. Tony scanned the room. All watched intently, except for Weinstein at the
computers, and Eddie, who was still staring at the photos on the wall.
A symphony ensemble struck up a deliberate and haunting rhythm. Weinstein
jumped in his seat when the first note sounded. Tony focused on the music. He
recognized the string driven melody, and although he wasn’t sure, he thought he’d heard
it as a commercial jingle for an airline or something, either on radio or television. A male
operatic voice began to sing atop the slow pulsing of the orchestra. The words were
Italian. When the chorus came, Tony recognized the lyrics that comprised one of the lines
in the poem from The Slasher: “Con Te Partiro.” He glanced at Eddie; she was listening
with her eyes closed.
The scene was eerie. There was something about the music; it was extraordinarily
sensual and romantic, yet there was a sorrowful color present throughout the entire song.
The melody was mesmerizing. It mixed with the visual atrocities depicted on the wall and
the poignant pre-death photos of the smiling victims to produce a morose uneasy feeling
that chilled Tony’s bones.
Ampel waited until the last tone had entirely faded before he pressed the Stop
button on the recorder. The silence in the squad room was so profound that when Ampel
ejected the tape, the clicking noise seemed magnified, giving Tony a start when it
sounded and echoed in the room. During the entire song, he hadn’t chewed his nicotine
gum once; it was parked between his gums and his cheek. He’d forgotten that it was in
his mouth. He took a few quick chomps.
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Ampel said nothing. He removed the first tape from the recorder and replaced it
with a second. He pressed the Play button.
Tony was puzzled. Ampel was playing the identical song over again. When the
vocalist sang, however, Tony cocked his head. A female was singing this time. It was a
different version of the same song. The woman was singing in Italian until the first
chorus, when she clearly annunciated four English words: “Time to say goodbye.”
As he did with the first version, Ampel allowed every last tonal vibration to cease
before he stopped the tape. Limping, he wheeled a chair from the table to the front of the
squad room with some difficulty. A glass of water sat on the desk behind the chair.
Ampel took a sip, cleared his throat and sat on the chair facing the group. He adjusted his
bowtie and rested his hands on his lap.
“I’m going to tell you about serial killers,” Ampel said.
The agent had a lisp, and a high-pitched voice—the voice of an elderly woman.
Tony purposely didn’t look at Eddie, or anybody else in the room for that matter. When
Ampel continued, the content of his oration was so compelling that Tony would soon
forget that he had initially found the agent’s voice so comical.
“I will speak in generalities first,” Ampel said, “and then I will discuss your serial
killer, at which time I will speak in absolutes. This is not to say that the theories leading
to my assessments have been proven one hundred percent; statistically, however, they
have been verified to be approximately ninety-five percent accurate. Therefore, what I
will lay before you are enormous probabilities. I suggest you take them seriously.” He
raised one eyebrow.
“A person who commits serial murders is Caucasian. He is male. Throughout
childhood, a domineering and/or overly doting mother or mother figure will have
emotionally and/or physically abused the subject. More often than not, during his youth
he will have exhibited three behaviors—bed-wetting, arson, and the torture of animals.
We call these the Homicidal Triad.
“A female who experiences the same brand of abuse will tend to turn the rage in on
herself—anorexia, bulimia, suicidal tendencies, trichotillomania, and other brands of selfmutilation.”
Ampel scanned the crowd. “Any questions?” He smirked. “No? Very well, then. A
Black male who experiences this maternal abuse tends to have an alternative mother
figure present in his life—an aunt, an older sister, a grandmother—whose lovingness
saves them from acquiring the psyche necessary to commit serial murders. A serial killer
is a white male.” Ampel reached back and took a sip from the glass.
“A serial killer designs his crimes in the utmost detail. He meticulously prepares for
the destruction of life. His motives are rooted in sex, revenge and manipulation. He began
fantasizing about raping and killing at a young age. His first murder of a human will have
taken place when he was in his twenties. I stress the word human because, as an
adolescent, he was torturing and killing animals. He needs to dominate his victims.”
“He is incapable of showing even the slightest remorse for the atrocities he
perpetrates. Frequently he collects souvenirs of his crimes—photos, videotapes or sound
recordings of the actual rapes and killings, locks of hair, body parts, etcetera. He will
utilize these as masturbation aids.
“He has constructed a facade. He has no moral or ethical self. He can intellectually
understand and loquat such concepts, but at the core of his being is a psychotic engine
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that is omnipotent in driving him to commit the heinous acts from which we scramble to
protect the public. He will never feel sorry for what he has done.” Ampel took another sip
from the water glass and cleared his throat.
“He is a sociopath. He is a pathological liar—an expert liar. He will lie about the
all-important, and he will lie about the trivial. He will twist the truth and bend the facts,
even when pertaining to the most insignificant matters. He can’t help himself. Deception
is one of the tools, honed to perfection, that he utilizes in order to survive in our society.”
“He may appear to be a normal and intelligent member of our society. He may seek
out and befriend policemen. He has a fascination with police work. You may find him
socializing at police events or frequenting establishments where officers can be found
when off-duty. He is an accomplished thespian. He may be your best friend.”
Officer Gunn raised his eyebrows and mugged at Devito. Eddie jokingly gave Tony
the once-over.
“He is anal retentive in certain aspects of his existence—a control freak, as they
say. He will have an immense inferiority complex given to him by his mother, though
this may not be apparent; on the contrary, he may consistently display a false bravado. He
is meticulous.
“The serial killer will drive a van or a large car, a vehicle substantive enough to
haul dead bodies, perhaps even large enough in which to rape his victims—dead or alive.
“He is an egomaniac. He is incapable of empathy. If he appears to be sympathetic
or empathetic then there will always exist an underlying motivation for the display that is
feeding his own needs. He is entirely narcissistic. He will enjoy reading and watching the
media coverage of his works of art, which are what he considers them to be. He will
always—I repeat—always return to the scene of the crime.
“Finally, he adopts and perfects a technique, so to speak. He will always leave his
John Hancock on his handiwork. It is his signature. He tends to perpetrate the homicides
in largely the same manner each time, perhaps building upon a consistent theme. He will
always leave a signature.
“That concludes the generalities. Now, my friends, let us discuss your Seaside
Slasher.” He turned to take another sip of water.
Tony was attempting to match the characteristics that Ampel had just listed with
anyone and everyone. The nicotine wad remained parked between his cheek and gums.
“I am The Seaside Slasher,” Ampel said. He paused for a long while, creating a
dramatic effect. “I am a white male either in my late twenties or thirties. My mother is
dead. She may have killed herself and I may have seen her do it. I miss her. When I play
‘Con Te Partiro,’ I think of her and my victims. I may even play that song while I am
slaying them. I don’t need to rape them; the violent slaying is sexually gratifying enough.
“Sometimes I hate my mother, but then I become guilt-ridden and begin to miss her
again. She abused me and showed me love at the same time. I don’t think of it as abuse,
though.
“I didn’t begin to kill women until after my mother died. I hate the police.
Somehow they interfered in my life. They may have killed my mother or taken her away.
Perhaps that’s why she killed herself.
“I cannot make the distinction between love and destruction. They are one and the
same to me. I am attractive, and women long to be with me. They want to kiss me. I lure
them with romance and sensitivity. They are unsuspecting and overly trusting of me and
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my intentions. When I am through with them, I carve Xs in their head. Those are kisses—
kisses for them and kisses for the police. When I kiss them, I must kill them. Love and
violence are one and the same.
“I cut off their lower lips so they can never tell a soul about who kissed them. I save
these lips as souvenirs. I may look at them regularly. I may play with them. I may even
kiss them. I keep them in jars of formaldehyde or in my freezer.” Ampel paused again for
effect.
Tony was repulsed, yet fascinated.
“I enjoy their blood. I want it on me. I want it everywhere. It creates a sexual
experience for me. I may even drink it.” Ampel stared at the group, reached around to the
desk, and took a long sip of water. He licked his lips. “Then I tidy up and prepare for my
next slaying.
“I want to be caught. I want to see your faces when you catch me. I am almost done
killing. I will kill three more people, unless you catch me first, but that won’t happen.
Perhaps I’ve already killed one or two of them. You are meant to find the bodies from
this latest string of killings. I may have killed others before I perfected my art. I may or
may not tell you about them when you catch me; keep in mind, though, that you will not
catch me until I allow it.
“Now—” Ampel narrowed his eyes. “Let me tell you about my masterpiece.” He
paused once again. “My last work of art will be incredible. You will view it as my most
atrocious and heinous act; however, in my eyes it will be the most triumphant and
gratifying—like the last chorus of ‘Con te Partiro.’ After my finale, I will allow you catch
me, and then…” Ampel paused. “And then I will kill you and myself so that I can be
reunited with my mother.”
Ampel drank the last of the water from the glass and looked at the group, making
eye contact with everyone successively, as if taking an inventory of facial expressions.
“Are there any questions?”
After a moment, Tony raised his hand. “Yes. Agent Ampel?”
“What is your name, officer?”
“I’m Sergeant Salesi.” He felt as though it was the first day with a new teacher.
“What is your first name?” For the first time, the Special Agent was smiling.
“Tony, sir.” He blinked a few times to provide relief from the burning.
“Yes, Tony. What is it that you would like to know?”
Ampel was still smiling, although Tony thought that his smile made him appear
odder than he already had.
“I hope I don’t sound ignorant.” Tony paused. “But, how can you make all the
connections with what little evidence exists?”
“On the contrary, Tony. We have a wealth of evidence. I have interviewed more
than one hundred incarcerated serial killers extensively. Their motivations and M-Os
have immense commonality. That gives us a base of statistical probabilities with which to
begin our analysis. Then, we combine that knowledge with the tidbits that your Slasher
has so generously left for us—the type of wound inflicted, the signature Xs, the poem and
its context, which pointed us to the opera song. The evidence telegraphs scores of
identifying markers.
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“For example, the poem tells us quite a few important things about the man. The
mere fact that he penned a poem is indicative of important personality traits. He could
have conveyed the same message in another, less creative manner.
“I’ve spent the last twenty hours analyzing your Slasher. If you were to think about
these things for as long as I have, Tony, you would find yourself connecting the dots and
drawing similar conclusions. Buy my book.” Ampel laughed, and so did many members
of the group in the squad room.
Tony’s smile stung his cheeks.
“I would like to take another moment of your time to discuss the song,” Ampel said.
“I played two versions for you. The lyrics in the first are strictly Italian. In the second,
one line—only one line—is sung in English. It is curious to note that the English line,
‘Time To Say Goodbye,’ is not an exact translation of the corresponding melodic line in
the Italian version, ‘Con te Partiro.’ There are numerous translations of the strictly Italian
version, and depending upon which one you reference, ‘Con te Partiro’ means either
‘With You I Leave,’ or ‘I’ll Go With You.’
“It’s a love song. Allow me to frame it for you. Let us think in terms of a singer and
the subject of his heart’s desire. In the Italian version, the singer has no light without the
subject. The subject is the singer’s moon and sun. Together they will sail on seas that
exist no longer. They’ll go together.
“Now, the English chorus puts an entirely different slant on the song’s meaning.
The singer still has no light without the subject. The subject is still the singer’s moon and
sun; now, however, it is ‘Time To Say Goodbye.’”
“The origin of this disparity is not our concern. Our interest lies in speculating on
which version the Slasher is associating with, if not both. If it is the English version, then
the link is obviously between the Slasher and his victim. If it is the strictly Italian version,
then the possibilities are dual fold. He is linking the song’s meaning to his mother, and, in
addition, by having included the chorus as a line in the poem he sent to the police…”
Ampel paused, pursed his lips and inhaled deeply before he continued. “He is warning
you that he will take you down when you attempt to apprehend him.”
Again, Ampel looked his audience in the eyes. With an expression of grave
seriousness, he ensured that he established eye contact with each individual for an instant.
Then, he raised one eyebrow, and affected a sly grin. “Of course,” he said in his womanly
voice, “it could simply be that the Slasher enjoys the tune.”
There was a scattering of laughter in the room.
“I will be available if and when more evidence is found,” Ampel said. “Thank you
very much for your attention. You now know your Slasher…go out and get him.”
He stood up, adjusted his bowtie, turned his back to the squad and limped toward
the exit. His associates joined him, and the three walked toward the door to the hallway.
Ampel halted and turned to the officers in the room.
“You know,” he said. “People are born into this world drab ordinary little
caterpillars, yet with an enormous potential for magnificence. Some never build cocoons;
they live their lives doomed to crawl about. Some perish in their cocoons, never to
emerge. Some do emerge, but are sickly and perish soon after. But some—some emerge
triumphantly, spreading their beautiful wings to fly as the Creator intended.” He flapped
his hand while motioning a figure eight with his arm.
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“Sadly, unlike our friend the caterpillar, whose instinct directs the activities that
lead to his metamorphosis, human children must rely on the instincts of others to nurture
them, to love them, to mold them and model for them so as to allow for the achievement
of their true potential. Some of these children, like our Slasher, are never permitted to
spin their silk cocoons, never allowed their ornamental wings, never allowed to take
flight. They are prevented from blossoming by self-obsessed parents who scream from
the mountaintops that they are doing their best while they suck the life from their
children, while they smother their children with their own fear and self-loathing.” He
sighed.
“Tragically, through no fault of their own, these children are doomed to slither in
the muck for their entire lives. They, like our Slasher, can never fly. It is impossible.
They can never be things of beauty.” Ampel shook his head and sighed again. “They can
never be butterflies.”
Special Agent Alvin Ampel turned and limped out of the room.
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“Boss, can me and Eddie speak to you alone before we hit the boards?”
“Go to my office.” Medski’s face seemed fixed in a permanent wince. “I’ll be there
in two minutes. I’ve had to piss since he played the first friggin’ song.” Medski ran into
the hallway.
Tony looked around for Eddie, and found her at the front wall, examining the crowd
pictures from the Hillary Street Dock. He walked over.
“Hey, let’s go. We need to meet with Medski.”
No response. She squinted at one of the enlargements.
Tony cupped his hands around his mouth. “Earth to Commander Edster.”
“Tone.” Eddie didn’t break her gaze. “This is weird.”
“What?”
Eddie pointed to the face of a man in the Hillary Street Dock photo, and then, with
the other hand, she pointed at a man in the crowd photo taken on the beach. Both faces
were circled in thick black ink.
“Same guy,” Tony said. “They’re running those down. Here’s another one.” He
used both forefingers to point out another man who was caught on camera at both crime
scenes. He liked the resulting position; his arms were virtually around Eddie’s upper
body. “And another.” He repositioned his fingers on both photos. “They’ve already
cross-referenced these. Hey, I like this, Ed. Kinda like Twister, huh?”
She made a tisk sound and nudged backward. Tony backed off.
“Tone, remember that guy I told you about—the one from under the boardwalk?”
She turned her head without removing her fingers from the photos.
“The guy you were bonking in the funhouse?”
“That’s him, Tone. I’m sure of it.”
Tony studied the two photos. The faces in each were approximately two inches tall.
The enlarging process had diminished the clarity, but features were discernable.
“He has a scar,” Tony said. “It’s in both pictures.”
“I told you I saw him at the supermarket, and that he had a scar. Remember?”
“Kinda. I don’t really listen to you when you talk.”
Eddie punched Tony in the shoulder. “Jerk,” she said, accenting the blow.
“Yow!”
Eddie’s punch was hard, right to the bone, and it sent a sharp pain into Tony’s
shoulder.
“Can you stop kidding around for once, Tone?”
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“Okay, Mike Tyson. Jesus, it’s not like every freakin’ bone and muscle in my body
is already killing me from last night. It’s not like my face is falling off and my eyeballs
are bleeding. Now I have a freakin’ Charlie-horse in my freakin’ shoulder!”
“You deserved it.”
“Let’s go. Medski’s waiting. We’ll tell him about the pictures.”
He walked into the hallway, holding the pad and pen with one hand, and his
shoulder with the other.

They walked into Medski’s empty office and sat down.
“I thought he was waiting for us,” Eddie said.
“He’s draining the dragon.”
“What?”
Medski stormed into the room and fell into his chair.
“Okay, guys, what’s up?” He blew hard while keeping his lips almost closed,
causing his cheeks to inflate. “Jesus Christ! What the hell happened to you? Wrestling
your kid again?”
Tony got up, closed the door, and returned to his seat. “I got in a fight last night,
Boss.”
“What the hell happened?”
“Eddie and I are driving back from meeting with you. We’re on Ocean, going south,
and Eddie spots a man on the boards. So we pull over and go up to take a look. Hoban
and Skopinski are all the way north, way past Midway pier. So we see the guy go onto
Fun Time. He’s wearing all black with a black wool cap and he’s got blackface on.”
“Why the fuck didn’t you call it in?” Medski slammed the desk.
Tony held his hands up in front of his chest, making a hold-on gesture. “Just let me
finish. So this guy climbs the roller-coaster fence. We’re tailing him, but Eddie trips and
he hears the noise and turns around and sees me. He bolts. I give chase. He jumps from
the pier. I follow him. I get down to the beach and he’s gone. I go under the pier and poke
around for a bit, and then decide that the best thing is to get with Hoban and Skopinski.
I’m walking out from under the pier and this guy jumps me from behind and pins me
down. Now he’s got my gun to me and my face pushed into the sand. Eddie shows up and
nails him in the head with a pipe—knocks the guy out.” Tony looked at Eddie, then back
at Medski. “It was Baker.”
“Baker! Where the fuck is he?”
“We don’t know,” Tony said.
“What the fuck?” Medski said. “What did he say?”
Eddie said, “That he was staking out the pier in case the Slasher showed up, that
you weren’t giving him anything vital to do, that he wanted to make a name for himself.
He thought Tony was the Slasher.”
Medski rubbed his hands through his hair a few times, slammed the desk, stood up,
and began to pace. “Jesus Christ, Baker.” He clenched his teeth and looked out the
window. “What the fuck is wrong with you?”
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“So,” Tony said, “we figured we’d tell you in the morning.”
“You know what this means?” Medski asked. “Baker’s a suspect now. Jesus, he
even looks like the fucking sketch!”
“Everyone looks like the sketch,” Tony said.
“And where the hell did he disappear to?” Medski asked himself. “Where the fuck
is he?”
Medski sat down behind the desk. “Guys, we’re going to have to seriously look at
Baker on this thing. Christ.” He cradled his face in his hands, and, without moving from
that position, said, “Eddie, could that have been him in the BMW?” His voice was
muffled.
Eddie shook her head. “I don’t know. It could have been. It could have been
anybody. I told you, I didn’t really see the guy.”
“Okay, guys. Thanks.” Medski’s face remained buried in his hands, and his voice
was still muffled. “Get yourselves over to the boards. If you come across Baker, bring
him in. Tell him it’s a briefing. If he doesn’t want to come, cuff him.” He shook his head
in his hands. “I’m outta here, guys. Mark my words—this summer I’ll be strolling the
boards with my wife. I’ll wave to ya.”
“There’s something else,” Tony said.
Medski slowly raised his head and looked at Tony.
“Eddie recognizes one of the guys in the crowd shots.”
Medski looked at Eddie.
“It’s probably nothing,” Eddie said. “Just a guy I knew when I was a kid. He was
weird—a misfit. When I saw him in both shots it gave me a funny feeling, so I thought
I’d say something.”
“We have a few faces that we’ve identified as being at both crime scenes,” Medski
said. “No names yet.” He sat up straight and grabbed a pen. “You got a name?”
“Christian Flynn.”
“Address?” Medski wrote on a yellow post-it note.
“Years ago he was over on Blakely. I’m not sure.”
Medski wrote something else and dropped the pen on the desk. Tony and Eddie
stood. Medski stood and leaned over the desk with his hands anchoring him to the
desktop. His head dangled from his shoulders. “Sit back down, guys.” He didn’t look up.
Eddie and Tony sat in their chairs. Medski fell back into his. He mussed his hair
with his right hand and made the raspberry sound as he exhaled. He looked at Tony, then
at Eddie.
“This is not to leave this office.”
Tony and Eddie nodded.
“Nobody knows about this. Nobody.” Medski shook his head. “In the late seventies,
there was this local woman that got arrested for dealing drugs from her house. You name
it—reefer, Quaaludes, acid, the works. She gets out on bail and then she kills herself. She
left a note on the kitchen table for her husband and kid saying how she’s going to off
herself. Her body was never recovered. She jumped off the end of the Fun Time pier
during a nor’easter in the dead of winter. The kid found the note and showed his father.
They never told anyone about it. They claimed the woman went to California. That was
that. There’s still a warrant on the books, but nobody is looking for her anymore. I heard
this from the kid himself, but he’s not a kid anymore.”
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Medski paused and scratched his nose. He cleared his throat and shook his head.
“This woman—”
“Baker’s mother,” Tony said.
“Bingo, Tone.”
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Michelle’s lips and gums ached, so brushing her teeth was painful. After she spit
the foam from her mouth, she slurped water from her cupped hands, spit, and dabbed her
mouth with a towel from the rack. She studied her face in the bathroom mirror. It was
tired, with dark circles beneath the eyes. Both lips were swollen and red. Luckily, though,
the pimple on her nose was almost gone.
She felt strange. The house seemed different. Something was in the air. She
couldn’t quite determine whether something good had been added, or whether something
bad had been taken away. Perhaps both.
“Michelle?”
“I’ll be out in a minute, Mom.”
“Are you sure you’re up to going in today?”
“Yeah, I’m sure. I’m fine.”
“Okay, but I want to talk to you before you leave.”
“Okay, Mom, I’ll be down in half an hour.”
With a towel wrapped around her head, Michelle carefully applied her makeup.
After the lipstick, she puckered her lips, smiled and pouted, measuring to what degree the
swelling could be detected with the varied expressions. She removed the towel and blew
her hair dry.
In her room, the underwear was neatly piled next to her dresser. The contents of her
purse, including her birth control pills, had been picked from the floor and returned to the
leather bag from which they were emptied. Thin wooden sections of the broken drawer
were leaning against the wall next to the desk. Someone had straightened while she was
sleeping.
She turned on her PC. While it was booting, she made room in a dresser drawer by
moving some sweaters into her closet. She took the undergarments that were piled on the
floor and filled the newly emptied drawer. When she’d finished, the computer was up and
running.
You have 3 new email message(s).

Michelle clicked.
FROM
amysee@yippee.com
kisses-4-u@yippee.com
amysee@yippee.com

SUBJECT
Are you OK?
Friday Butterflies
What the hell?

DATE/TIME
01/20/00—00:06:13
01/19/00—00:23:57
01/19/00—00:18:23
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She selected Amy’s first message.
mish,
what the hell?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?
is everything ok with you? your phone rings and rings but the machine never
picks up. CALL ME!
love,
A
PS—i got my period! phew!

Michelle looked at her phone. It seemed to be all right, sitting as usual on her
bedside table. She got up from the chair and walked to the bed. She held the handset to
her ear—silence. She repeatedly depressed the hang-up button on the cradle of the
telephone—no tone. She picked up the receiver, turned it over, and noticed that the wire
was frayed near the clear plastic coupling that secured it to the base. Michelle jiggled the
end of the wire; an intermittent dial tone stuttered into her ear. She hung up.
She returned to the desk, closed Amy’s first message, and open her most recent.
OK, ORDIEL! WHAT’S UP? ARE YOU ALL RIGHT? WE HAVEN’T SPOKEN IN
DAYS AND NOW YOU’RE NOT RETURNING MY E-MAILS? IF I DON’T HEAR
FROM YOU I’M CALLING IN THE MARINES!
CALL ME!
LOVE,
A

Michelle typed a response.
amy,
STOP YELLING AT ME! everything is fine. actually some major shit went down
last night. my father was drunk and he broke into my room and tried to beat the
shit out of me! the cops came. MY MOTHER CALLED THEM! anyway, I think
he’s in jail. Can you believe it? I’ll call you after work and give you all the details.
my phone is busted, I need to pick up a new wire. I’ll do it today at the mall. other
than that, nothing special is going on.

She stared at the screen. She wanted to tell Amy about Friday night, to tell her
everything. Miss Realistic was gung ho, but Michelle was hesitant. She compromised.
actually—I have a blind date that I’m real excited about on friday night! a person
from work set us up. I’ll let you know how it goes.
great news that you’re not with child.
talk to you later,
mish

She sent the message, took a deep breath, and instinctively snapped her head to the
left to check the lock. It was not engaged. It didn’t need to be. Perhaps she would never
need to lock it again.
She opened the message from the stranger, Friday Butterflies.
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Dear Michelle (or would you rather that I address you simply as Mish?),
I lost you last night. Did your computer crash?
I already have some butterflies when I think about our date on Friday.
Do you like strawberries? With whipped cream?
What is your favorite flower?
Do you enjoy a long and sensual back massage?
Write back, Softheart. If I don’t hear from you I will see you at the Bamboo Club
tomorrow night at 7:30. You’ll know me. I’ll be wearing a red baseball cap.
Until then,
Chris
XXX
PS - Park near the club. Be very careful. Do you have any mace or pepper spray
on your key-chain? If not, get some. I don’t mean to scare you, but you can’t be
too careful with this Slasher fellow on the loose. I would be devastated if anything
were to happen to you.
PPS – I’m very excited. VERY.

Michelle enjoyed being wooed, and her correspondent was pressing all of the right
buttons.
dear chris,
yes - my computer crashed.
I cannot wait until tomorrow night! I will be there - you’ll know me - I’ll wear my
sunglasses! (they’ll think I’m a lunatic - but it will be kind of mysterious, don’t ya
think?)
yes - love strawberries - chocolate covered ones! my favorite flowers are white
roses. back massages are THE BEST! (my old boyfriend used to rub my back for
10 seconds and then say he was done!)
so, why do you ask all these things? ; )
I will see you tomorrow night. don’t be late! I HATE being in a bar alone.
mish
XOXOX
PS—I’ll be careful.

Michelle read her message twice before clicking the Send button. She was about to
exit the Yippee! site when it hit.
<an urge>
She clicked into the personals section and searched for the original ad. Not only did
she want to read it again, she wanted to check the posting date to see if the stranger was
still fishing.
Unlike before, the ad was difficult to find. Michelle used various filters to assist her
in the search; she could not, however, locate the ad entitled, “Butterflies.” She queried the
system to show her every personal ad associated with the screen name kisses-4-u. There
were no search results. A wide smile. The stranger had pulled the ad. Michelle loggedout.
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On her lunch break she would purchase a small can of mace and fasten it to her keychain. Chris was right; the area around the Bamboo Club in Seaside Point was not the
place to be reckless now. There was a wacko out there. Better safe than sorry.

Michelle trotted down the stairs, taking them two at a time. “Bye, Mom!”
“Wait, Mish! I wanted to talk to you.”
“Oh, yeah.” Michelle walked to the kitchen.
Her mom sat at the kitchen table nursing a cup of coffee. Michelle noticed
something about her mother’s face. Though consumed with weariness, it was calm.
Donna seemed at peace.
“Sit down, honey.” Donna smiled.
Michelle plopped her purse and keys on the table and took a seat.
“I want to talk to you about a couple of things.”
“Okay.”
“I just got off the phone with a family therapist. His name is Dr. Booglar; he’s right
in town. Your Aunt Angie gave me his name and says that he’s wonderful. I gave him
some background and he wants to see the three of us—you, me, and Peter. But, the
soonest he can take us is next week. Can you finagle something with work for next
Tuesday afternoon at one?”
“Yeah, no problem. I can get somebody to cover me.”
Donna reached across the table, grabbed Michelle’s gloved hand, and squeezed.
“We need to be brave, honey. This is not going to be easy. It’s going to hurt to remember
certain things.” She pressed her lips together. Her eyes moistened. “We’ll all stick
together, right?”
Stick together against what? Michelle pondered. Then, the meaning of her mother’s
request became clear. She and her brother needed to stand by her mother, and together
they would be strong enough to take on Frank. Betray her father? As quickly as the
notion entered Michelle’s mind, Miss Realistic squashed it.
“I’m with you, Mom.” Michelle squeezed her mom’s hand reciprocally. “What
about Dad? Where is he?”
“He’s downtown.” Donna frowned. “Locked up. I’m going down right now. I’m
going to speak to the District Attorney and I’ll be filing a restraining order. He’ll be
allowed to come and get some things, but only with an officer present.” Donna paused.
“Are you scared?”
“A little. Are you?”
“A lot.” Donna smiled. It wasn’t a happy smile. “But, the police will protect us, and
we’ll stick together. Little by little, as we talk to Dr. Booglar, we’ll dig ourselves out.
Everything is so confusing right now.”
“What’s confusing about it, Mom? Dad’s an asshole. He tried to kill me last night.
Case closed.” She squeezed her mom’s hand.
Donna closed her eyes. When she opened them, tears spilled out and rolled upon
her cheeks. “It’s not that simple. I think in some ways I’m more to blame than he is.”
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Donna sobbed and more tears came. “I’m more screwed up than your father. I stayed. I
could have grabbed you kids and ran for the hills, but I stayed. I let it all happen. It’s my
fault. I stayed.”
Donna wailed. She yanked her hand away from Michelle and used it to cover her
face. Michelle pushed up out of her chair and walked around the table until she was
behind her mom. She bent over and put both arms around Donna, resting her chin in the
cradle of her mom’s shoulder. A single tear rolled down Michelle’s cheek. Donna
grabbed hold of Michelle’s arms and together they rocked slowly, gently, from side to
side.
“You called the police last night,” Michelle whispered into her mother’s ear.
“You’re a hero.”
Donna cried harder, and her body convulsed. She held Michelle’s arms tighter.
They rocked.
“Shhh.” Michelle kissed her mother’s ear. “Shhhhhhhh.”
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Thursday was more seasonal than Wednesday had been—much colder. The sky was
clear. Tony allowed the cruiser to coast at five miles per hour as he and Eddie headed
north on the boardwalk. Each held a large cup of steaming coffee from Blaise’s. Tony’s
was decaffeinated.
“Shit,” Tony said, “I forgot to call Martone again. Can you remind me later when
we’re with Sammy?”
Eddie did not respond.
“You okay?”
“Yeah. Why?” She seemed in a trance.
“You’re not yourself. Something’s definitely bothering you.”
Eddie stared at the ocean through the passenger side window. “My mind. It feels
like it’s going to explode. I’m sitting here trying to digest everything that Ampel said.
Then I think about Baker. Then I think about that guy in the pictures, Christian.” She
blew into the paper cup and took a sip.
“You kept saying he was weird. How so?” Tony made a u-turn. They were heading
south on the boards now.
“I don’t really want to get into it, Tone. Let’s just say that he liked to hurt me when
we fooled around. That’s why I ended it. That’s why it was kinda scary to see him at the
A&P.”
She sipped her coffee and stared out the window again, though this time it was the
shut down concessions and amusement stands that passed her line of vision. Her face was
so near the window that each time she exhaled, a small circle of fog materialized and
disappeared on the glass. “I just don’t think that I can take seeing another body.” She
sighed.
Tony wanted to probe further. He wanted to ask for the details of exactly what
transpired with this Christian guy. What had he done to her? Tony didn’t ask. “Well,
Medski’s got the name. They’ll bring him in for questioning.” He thought for a moment.
“Are you still up for spending the afternoon with Sammy and me?”
“Tone, that will be just what the doctor ordered. Anything to get away from the case
for a while.” She smiled. “I’ll cheer up. I just need to finish my coffee.” Her smile faded
and a worrisome expression took its place. “Tone, can I talk to you about something?
And can I have your word that you won’t say anything to anybody?”
“You wanna marry me?”
“I’m serious. I know I can trust you if you just give me your word.”
“I give you my word.”
“That what?”
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“That I won’t tell a soul what you’re going to tell me.”
“Swear?”
“Swear.”
“On Sammy?”
Tony hesitated.
“On Sammy, Tone?”
“Okay. I swear on Sammy. I won’t say a word to anybody.”
Eddie took in a slow deep breath and exhaled fast and hard. “I called Beyer.”
As his stomach tightened, Tony’s face changed. He used his tongue to press the
nicotine gum to the roof of his mouth as hard as he could. He hit the brake. “You’re the
leak? You?”
“I didn’t give her any of the facts.”
“Jesus Christ, Ed. What did you give her?”
“I just told her that she might want to talk with Foulger. That’s it. I just directed her.
She already talked to the guys on the Princess.”
“Great. Just great. What the hell is wrong with you? What the hell were you
thinking?”
“You know what I was thinking. We discussed this.”
“What? Please refresh my memory, because I don’t ever remember us discussing
you leaking evidential facts to the freakin’ press, Ed.”
“I just don’t want to see another woman get slaughtered. The public has the right to
know. They have the right to protect themselves. They should know what to look out for.
It’s not fair.”
“Great, Ed. You did exactly what this guy wanted you to do. Now the sick fuck can
read about himself and laugh at us. You gave him just what he wanted.” Tony shook his
head in disgust. “Fuck.”
Eddie crossed her arms and looked at her feet. “Beyer already had the facts,” she
said softly. “She already interviewed the guys on the Princess.”
“Whatever.”
They drove up and down boardwalk, over and over again. Long periods of silence
were peppered with scant talk, but there was no chatting or laughing. They talked nothing
about the case. Tony hated the air of conflict.

Toward the end of the shift, Tony spoke up. “Look, I understand why you did what
you did. I don’t agree with it, not at all. But I hear where you’re coming from. It would
have come out anyway. I know that you’re just trying to protect people. But, Jesus—” He
held his tongue, took a deep breath, exhaled, and looked at Eddie. “I’m sorry if I
overreacted or anything.”
Eddie smiled. After a moment, she extended her hand. “Friends?”
“Friends.” Tony took her hand.
Their third post-dating dispute had been resolved.
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They made a late lunch pick-up from Blaise’s. Tony had an egg and cheese on a
hard roll. Eddie ate a cup of yogurt and a banana. When the shift was over, they’d driven
the entire length of the Seaside Point boardwalk twenty-six times. The only shady
characters encountered on their patrol were a few gliding gulls, searching for their own
lunch.

“Hey, Dad!” Sammy sprinted down the hallway.
“Tight-squeezy!” Tony said.
Janine sidestepped to avoid the collision. When Sammy leapt into Tony’s arms, one
of his sneakers slid off and remained on the ground.
“Ugh,” they grunted at the apex of the hug.
“Your sneaker fell off.” Tony laughed.
“I know, Dad. They keep falling off.”
“Those are his new sneakers,” Janine said. “I got them a couple of sizes too big. He
grows into them so damn fast.”
Tony lowered Sammy to the floor, and knelt down to put on his sneaker. “You
should double up on the socks for a while.”
“Tone, what happened to your face?”
“I fell.” He couldn’t look Janine in the eye when he said it.
“My God,” she said.
Tony slipped the red shoe onto Sammy’s foot. “I have a surprise, buddy. Guess
who’s gonna hang out with us?”
“Dad, is this a trick?”
“Nope.”
“Promise?”
“Yep.”
“Who?”
“You have to guess, dude.” Tony was tying his son’s laces now.
“Dad, tell me!”
“I’ll give you a hint.” Tony stood up. “It’s a girl.”
Janine’s expression took on a mixture of realization and sadness.
“Eddie!” Sammy shouted.
“You got it, buddy.” Tony gave Sammy the thumbs-up. “Let’s go, she’s waiting in
the car.”
Sammy ran out the front door to the Jeep. “Oh. Bye, Mom.” It had been an
afterthought.
Over the years, Sammy had been with Eddie on more than a few occasions—a
couple of barbeques, some parties, and a police fundraiser here and there. Eddie had
always given him extra attention, which he absolutely loved. He liked her for a lot of
reasons. She was beautiful; she was a cop just like Captain Kate on the Rad Rangers
cartoon, and she was his dad’s partner, a fact that was surprisingly significant in the fiveyear-old’s mind. By far, however, the coolest thing that Eddie did was fish. Tony had
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taken Sammy fishing in October and Eddie tagged along. She’d caught two flounder.
Tony and Sammy caught zip, and, it was Eddie, not Tony, who’d taught Sammy the
correct way to hook a bloodworm.
“How is Eddie?”
Tony restrained himself from giving Janine a dirty look. “She’s fine. What time
should I have him back?”
Janine ground her teeth. “Before eight-thirty, okay? I need to give him a bath and I
want to cut his nails.”
“Later.” Tony walked up the path.
When Tony got into the car, Sammy was already buckled into the back seat.
“So, Spiderman—what’ll it be?”
“Your house, Dad. Cartoons.”
Tony gave Eddie a conciliatory glance. “Oh, I don’t know if Eddie likes cartoons,
partner. Maybe we can all play a game together.”
“Oh, don’t be such a stick in the mud, Dad,” Eddie said. “I love cartoons!” She
turned and wedged her head between the bucket seats. “Which ones do you want to
watch, Sam?”
“Well, first is Looney Tunes, and then Rad Rangers.”
“I love Looney Tunes. What’s Rad Rangers? I never heard of that one.”
Tony made a left on Route 39. The Bay Bridge was just ahead. He listened to Eddie
and Sammy conversing about cartoons. Something about it made him desire Eddie all the
more, despite the disputes they’d had since they’d been dating.
“Okay,” Sammy said, “I’ll tell you about Rad Rangers.”
Tony heard Sammy’s instructional-mode coming a mile away.
“They’re regular kids, but then they turn into superheroes and fight the bad guys
with Kung Fu. They all have different color costumes and helmets. The pink one is like
you, Eddie. She’s the captain. They always beat the hell out of crooks.”
“Hey!” Tony scolded. “Watch the language, Sam. I don’t want to hear you talking
like that. It’s heck. They beat the heck out of the crooks.”
“Sorry, Dad. They always win. They’re so cool! Will you watch it with me, Eddie?”
“I can’t wait.”
“Hey, what about me?” Tony pouted.
“You too, Dad.”
Tony gave Eddie a wink. She smiled.
“Hey, Dad?”
“Yeah, bud?”
“Saying bad words is worse than lying, right?”
“Hmmm.” Tony adjusted his rearview mirror to enable him to see Sammy’s eyes. “I
would have to say that lying is a lot worse than saying bad words. What do you think,
Edster?”
“I’d have to agree with you on that one, Tone.”
“Why, Dad?”
“Well.” Tony paused to collect his thoughts. “Trust is the most important thing that
you can have with another person. So, even if you tell one lie, you can mess it up, and the
trust can go away—like ‘The Boy Who Cried Wolf’ story. Remember that one? So when
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you tell a lie, people will never believe you even when you’re telling the truth, and that’s
not good, dude.”
“Dad? You said that love was the most important thing.”
“It is,” Tony said.
“But you just said that trust is the most important thing.”
“Yeah, Dad.” Eddie smirked. “I’m getting a little confused myself. Which is it?”
“Well…uh…they’re both the most important things. You can’t have love without
having trust.” Tony figured he’d put the issue to rest.
“Dad, you’re not making any sense.”
Eddie burst out laughing. Tony shook his head.

When they arrived at Tony’s, Betty was walking Jo-Jo in front of the house.
“Hello, Tony,” Betty said.
Tony gave Eddie the oh-no look and waved to Betty.
“Hello, Sammy,” Betty said, “You’ve gotten so big!”
“I’m a big boy now. I even go to swimming lessons.”
“Oh my,” Betty said. She acted overly impressed. “Tony, aren’t you going to
introduce me to your lady friend?” Betty raised her eyebrows.
“She’s not a lady friend, Betty…uh…I mean…she is a friend, but we work
together.” He was flustered.
“I’m Eddie. Pleased to meet you.”
“I’m Betty. How is the investigation coming along? You need to catch this Slasher
character. I’m terrified to leave the house.”
Tony was shaking his head and frantically pointing to Sammy who was standing in
front of him. “No need to be scared, Betty.” He exaggerated his words and gave Betty the
eye. “We have everything under control, right Ed?”
“Right.”
“You’re not really scared, right Betty?” Tony appeared to be having spasms as he
opened his eyes wide and ticked his head toward Sammy.
The boy turned around and caught his dad making the overt gestures. “Dad, why are
you making weird faces? Are you gonna puke?”
Eddie laughed and snorted.
“Of course I’m scared!” Betty shouted. “This man is an animal!”
Tony shook his head. “Betty, I think Jo-Jo wants to say hello to Eddie.”
“Jo-Jo,” Betty scolded, “where are you manners? Say hello to Eddie!”
The subject had been successfully changed. They walked over to Betty, and spent
the next ten minutes watching her repeatedly command the poodle to say hello.
Ultimately, the dog emitted a small yap, and they were able to say goodbye to Betty.
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They kicked off their shoes, an easy feat for Sammy—he’d already lost one of his
sneakers on the front step. He tuned the television to The Cartoon Channel and the three
of them settled in for a zany, fun-filled round of Looney Tunes. Sammy preferred to sit on
the futon next to Eddie, while Tony was relegated to the floor. He didn’t mind. He loved
this.
Tony took a moment to browse through the envelopes he’d pulled from the
mailbox. There were no late payment notices; more important, there was no letter from
The Slasher. He was dually relieved.
After watching Bugs, Daffy, and the rest, the trio hunkered down for an actionpacked adventure-filled hour of Rad Rangers to the Rescue. Sammy was animated and
stood up for the entire show, alternately watching the screen and explaining important
facts to his dad and Eddie. He’d seen the episode before and insisted on telling them
everything that was going to happen just before it appeared on the screen.
After the Rad Rangers saved the entire earth from certain doom, Eddie volunteered
to make grilled cheese sandwiches, Sammy’s favorite. She scolded Tony about the way
he kept his frying pan. When she’d pulled it from under the stove there were little bits of
dried food permanently fused to the so-called non-stick surface.
Sammy offered Tony and Eddie some professional advice during dinner. “Dad,” he
said with a mouthful of bread and cheese, “when you get that bad guy you should Kung
Fu him just like when we play Rangers together.”
Tony found it difficult to be light. It was a terrifying subject and he disliked having
Sammy and The Slasher occupying his mind at the same time.
“We will, buddy,” Tony said. “We’ll get him and Kung Fu him and put him in jail
where he belongs. We always get the bad guys.”
“Yeah, but Dad, I could really help you get him cause I know the moves, right?”
Sammy dropped his sandwich onto his plate and jumped to the kitchen floor where he
proceeded to perform a series of clumsy kicks and arm thrusts while making noises like
hoo and haa.
“You definitely know the moves, partner, but you need to finish college before you
can be a crime fighter. You’re not ready yet.”
“I know, Dad. But when I’m older, right? Then I’ll help you?”
“Right, Sam. Now finish your sandwich.”
Sammy grabbed the sandwich and took an enormous bite.
“Attaboy.”
“So,” Eddie said. “What are you two big boys doing this weekend?”
“Well…” Tony finished chewing the bread and cheese wad in his mouth. He
swallowed and took a sip of soda. “I’m picking up the dude tomorrow after work, and
he’s coming to stay for the whole weekend. Right, buddy?”
“Yep.”
“Well, guys,” Eddie said, “I have the weekend off, too. Wanna get together on
Saturday? If the weather’s not too bad we can go fishing or something.”
“Yeah!” Sammy jumped up from his chair.
“Are you sure?” Outside, Tony was reserved; inside, however, he was shouting and
jumping around like Sammy was.
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“Yeah,” Eddie said, “It’ll be fun.” She got up from the table and went over to
Sammy. “Gimme five.” She held out her hand.
Sammy slapped it hard, spun around and began to do a goofy dance. It was his I’mso-happy dance. Tony knew Sammy was completely at ease if he felt unfettered enough
to break into the I’m-so-happy dance.
No one in the room, though, was happier than Tony. He watched how well Sammy
was getting along with Eddie, and his mind was full of fantasies of how it could be if he
and Eddie were to seriously hook up. It was as if he were watching a dream come true
before his very eyes. He wasn’t just happy; he was giddy, and it was topped off with a
huge amount of hopefulness. Eddie had met Tony’s number one requirement. She was
great with his little boy.

Sammy wanted to draw, so Tony took out some scraps of paper and a shoebox full
of crayons. While Tony and Eddie played chess, Sammy knelt on the floor, leaning on the
coffee table with his tongue protruding from the side of his mouth. Eventually, he
finished his latest masterpiece.
“Ta Da!” He sprung up. Crayons rolled from the table onto the rug. He held his
work up to his admiring audience.
“Wow,” Tony said, “it’s awesome. That’s going on the fridge.” He wrinkled his
nose and squinted his eyes. “What is it?”
Eddie said, “It’s a city, right Sam?”
“Right.” Sammy was tickled that she’d identified his subject. “New York City.”
Sammy pointed to the shapes that represented the infamous edifices of the Big
Apple. “Here’s the Entire State Building.”
“Empire,” Tony said. “Empire State Building.”
“Oh yeah. Empire State Building. And here’s the Crisis Building.”
“Chrysler,” Tony said.
“Oh yeah, the Chrysler Building.”
Eddie pointed to the large cone-shaped brown and red object in the center of the
drawing. It towered above the crayon skyline. “And, what’s this one?”
“A volcano,” Sammy said proudly.
Tony glanced at Eddie. She smirked and winked at him.
Tony hung New York City With Volcano on the door of the refrigerator.
“Wait, Dad!” Sammy ran into the kitchen with a red crayon. “I have to sign it!”
Tony placed the impressionistic cityscape on the kitchen table, and Sammy
carefully signed his name, incomplete y and all: Sammv.
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Tony took Eddie home first. Before she got out of the Jeep she leaned into the back
seat and gave Sammy a huge smooch on the cheek. Tony didn’t get one. Eddie waved
from her door as they pulled away.
“She’s awesome, Dad.”
Tony smiled.
By the time Tony pulled into Janine’s driveway, Sammy had fallen asleep in the
back seat. Tony unbuckled him, carried him to the front door, and rang the doorbell with
his elbow. Janine opened the door, and Tony brought the boy straight upstairs. Janine
followed, scooping up the sneaker that had slipped from Sammy’s foot and settled on one
of the steps.
“So much for a bath and clipping his nails,” Janine whispered.
Sammy flipped and flopped like a marionette as Tony propped him on the bed,
carefully removed his clothes, and dressed him in his dinosaur pajamas. Tony inserted
Sammy between the covers and brought them all the way to his neck. He kissed Sammy
on the forehead and whispered in his ear.
“I love you, Sammy, as much as the whole sky.”
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First, Tammy tested the water with her hand. The temperature was just right, so she
climbed in. “Mmmmm,” she purred. “That was the best back massage I ever had.” She
lost her balance and used the tile wall to steady herself. “How did you do it?”
“Silk scarves. They were barely touching your skin. Like it?”
“I got shivers.”
“I told you.”
“When did you learn that?” Tammy slurred her words.
“Made it up—just now—just for you, Tammy.”
Tammy closed her eyes and moved her face directly under the showerhead. The
steaming water streams felt wonderful on her skin. She pushed her long red hair away
from her face with her hands, turned, and leaned her head back under the rushing water.
“You like this opera stuff, huh?” Tammy was referring to the music that was
audible above the shower noise.
“Yes. Do you?”
“It’s okay.” Tammy shrugged. “I’m not crazy about it, though.”
Tammy closed her eyes and leaned her head back farther, so that the water collided
with her face. She arched her back and drew her hands down slowly over her neck, over
her collarbone and breasts. She tilted her head forward so that the water splashed against
the back of her neck. She purred when her hands reached the area just below her navel.
The music was louder now as the third chorus began. She sighed.
A soft kiss landed gingerly on her lips. She opened her mouth, but the kiss was
gone. She lazily opened her eyes and smiled when another, longer kiss, was bestowed
upon her wet mouth. She protruded her lips in an attempt to suck on one of the lips that
was kissing her, but again, they were gone.
“You’re giving me butterflies,” Tammy whispered.
“I promised.”
The water pounded Tammy’s head and neck. It thoroughly warmed her back as it
ran down to her buttocks and legs. She waited, eyes closed and lips slightly parted. She
waited as the water trickled over her lips and down her chin. She waited. She waited to be
kissed. She opened her eyes. The music was louder now.
“Do you want me to give you more butterflies, Tammy?”
“Yes,” she whispered, and eased her face forward, tilting it slightly toward the
ceiling.
“Are you sure?”
Cymbals crashed and Bocelli wailed soulfully.
“Yes,” Tammy said, “stop teasing.”
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“Say ‘please,’ Tammy.”
Timpani drums exploded.
“Please.” Tammy extended her mouth more forward. “Please,” she moaned.
“Please, what?”
“Please kiss me,” she whispered. “Pretty please?”
Violins soared.
“What is it that you want, Tammy? I can’t give you something if I don’t know what
it is.”
“Your lips. Your mouth. Please. Please!”
“What else?”
Cymbals crashed.
Tammy wrinkled her brow, and then her face relaxed. “Butterflies.” She smiled. “I
want butterflies.”
“Are you sure?”
“Yes, please give me butterflies.” Tammy’s voice was a breathy moan.
“If you close your eyes, Tammy, you will have butterflies.”
Tammy closed her eyes and smiled sweetly. Her partner’s words alone made her
tingle. Though she loved being teased like this, she couldn’t wait another minute. She
wanted the kiss right then. She wanted butterflies—right then. Cymbals crashed. Timpani
drums pounded over the hiss of the shower.
Tammy’s lower lip was sensually sandwiched between those of her lover, and a
tongue glided playfully back and forth over its length. The music neared full crescendo,
and butterflies filled Tammy’s stomach. Her lower lip was being sucked with more
pressure. The tongue pressed harder and moved faster. Tammy moaned. Teeth were now
pressing gently into both sides of Tammy’s lower lip, and she was slowly, yet forcefully,
being pushed up against the wet tile wall.
This is awesome.
Her lower lip was tugged out slightly while the teeth clamped down with more
pressure. There was some pain. Tammy liked it. Now her head was powerfully pressed
against the tiles. The tongue moved faster. The water streams pounded. The drain
gurgled. The music soared—cymbal crashes and concussive drum blasts exploded
together triumphantly. Bocelli cried out, and the emotive strains of his voice touched
Tammy’s soul. Perhaps she did like this opera stuff after all.
At first, the point of the blade caused a slight depression in Tammy’s neck. The
indentation grew larger, until the increased pressure caused the tip to pop through her
milky skin. Immediately, the small temporary hollow in her neck disappeared as the skin
around the metal slid up the blade. The teeth clamped with greater force and, as the knife
had done, broke through every layer of skin to the softer tissue. The blade was thrust in
farther. The teeth clenched tighter. Inside, it seemed as though the butterflies were in
flames, careening off the walls of Tammy’s stomach in a sizzling frenzy. She attempted
to breathe. She couldn’t. She was choking.
As the last symphony blast sounded, the blade was forced entirely through her neck.
Tammy’s lip was chewed through completely, and savagely ripped from her mouth. She
tried to scream, but could make only a hissing sound from her throat, which caused blood
and water droplets to spray from the wound. She was conscious and comprehended
precisely what was being done to her.
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The last thing that Tamara Bennet would think about before she died was not the
excruciatingly pain from the blade in her throat, nor was it the horrible stinging in the raw
exposed tissue of her mouth. The very last thing that Tamara Bennet would think before
her death was how utterly horrifying the demon before her appeared, with wild crazed
eyes and a blood splattered toothy smile that clamped down on a torn and bloody,
dismembered lower lip. The butterflies were gone.
All went black.

That’s three. All better. Really four, but Lucille doesn’t count—I don’t have her lip.
Tammy’s lip was dropped into the Ziploc bag, which was then wrapped within the
aluminum foil pre-labeled square. The plastic bloodstained tarpaulin was unfolded and
spread open on the tile floor. Tammy’s body was hoisted out of the shower and rolled
onto the tarp.
I’m going to play with them. I’ll show them. I’ll show the heroes. I wish I could see
their faces when they find her.
The knife was used to carefully carve a symbol on Tammy’s forehead. The plastic
was folded around the body, and the resulting package was hauled out to the white Jeep
Cherokee.
They think they’re so smart. They all want to be heroes. They all want to save the
fucking day. Two more—a small one and a big one or, a big one and a small one,
depending on how ya look at it.
The aluminum-foil packet was placed in the freezer, stacked neatly on top of the
other two, which were adjacent to the tall round container of lentil soup.
I know the police weren’t right to take you. Those fucks. They stole you from me
and killed you and then I had nobody. Nobody rubbed my back. Nobody loved me.
Nobody knew what love was except for you. You taught me, Mommy. The music taught
me.
The body was driven toward the sea and disposed of. Great care had been taken in
analyzing the direction and speed of the police cruiser that was patrolling the boardwalk.
They’re so stupid. They think they’re smart, but they’re all so stupid. They’ll pay.
They’re going to hurt. Two more. Then I’ll be with you.
After returning to the house, an aluminum-foil square was torn from the roll and the
black indelible marker was used to write out the name and data associated with the next
woman to be kissed. The tarp was folded neatly and placed between the bathroom vanity
and the wall. The knife was rinsed and sharpened, then placed in the metal molding at the
top of the shower stall.
They were wrong to take you away, right Mom? You weren’t doing those things that
they said—were you? Were you?
One Ziploc bag was placed in the bathroom vanity, along with the pre-labeled sheet
of aluminum foil that said, MICHELLE—#4—01/21/00.
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The kitchen was crowded. When Tony walked in, Johnson was standing with Eddie
near the refrigerator. Tony avoided them and walked over to the coffee brewer.
“Hey, Salesi!” Devito grinned. “Looks like your Devils have lost their magic, huh?”
“It ain’t over ‘till it’s over, Chris.” Tony filled his cup with decaf. “They have the
best record in the division, pal.”
“Yeah, whoop-de-do.” Devito twirled his index finger. “It’s the same thing every
year—they kick butt in the regular season and they choke in the playoffs.”
“They’re gonna take it this year,” Tony said. “Then you won’t be whistling such a
happy tune, old boy.”
“Tell you what, Tone. When the Flyers win the cup, I’ll take you over to The Mast
for lobster—my treat—a consolation for you.”
“I’ll tell you what, Chris. If the Flyers win the cup, which ain’t gonna happen, then
I’ll take you and your wife to The Mast—the sky’s the limit. But, if the Devils take it,
then you spring for me and Sammy…and, a guest, if I can swing a date. Deal?”
“Deal. I can taste that lobster now.” Devito left the kitchen.
Tony added sugar to his coffee. Though he knew that the business Johnson was
laying on Eddie would give him heartburn, he strained to hear the conversation.
“Let me guess…roses, right?”
“I don’t have a favorite, Rich. I like them all.”
Rich! She’s calling him Rich! Jesus Christ, Ed—what are you doing? Tony spooned
some powdered non-dairy creamer into his cup.
“You know, Eddie, the ladies tell me I’m a pretty romantic guy.”
“Is that so? Gosh, Rich, just how many ladies have you wooed?”
Good one, Edster. Get him on the ropes. Tony took a sip of his coffee.
“No…Well,” Johnson stammered. “I didn’t mean it like that. I don’t sleep around or
anything. In fact, sex isn’t even important to me.” He regained the devil-may-care
composure and began to stroke his mustache.
“Wow,” Eddie said, “that’s really impressive. I kinda thought that all you guys
liked sex. Why didn’t you become a monk?”
Yes! Edster knocks Johnson against the turnbuckle!
“What I meant was…” Johnson smiled. “That a slow soft sensual kiss can be far
more romantic than just hopping into the sack with someone.” He moved his face closer
to Eddie’s. “Like when you kiss someone for the very first time…” He looked into her
eyes. “And you get those butterflies in your stomach, you know?”
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The paper coffee cup slipped from Eddie’s hand, causing hot black coffee to splash
on the crotch and legs of Johnson’s custom-tailored Italian slacks. She jumped back
reflexively before the cup hit the ground.
“Yow!” Johnson shuffled his feet. His overdue response caused the coffee to slop
over the rim of his own cup and splash onto his shirt. “Shit!”
Edster lands a left hook! Johnson is down! He’s out like a light!
“Sorry, Rich.” Eddie did her best to suppress the smile. “You kinda took my breath
away there.”
Johnson stormed out of the kitchen.
Tony’s grin was ear-to-ear when he raised his cup in reverence toward Eddie. She
returned the smile and nodded. Three other cops were in the room—all smiling.
Medski entered, his hair an absolute mess.
“Good morning, boss,” Tony said.
“What’s that shin-eating grin about?” Medski asked.
“Eddie just accidentally spilled her coffee all over Johnson’s…er…Johnson.”
“Hey, no wasting coffee, Eddie. There’s never any around here when you want it.”
Medski motioned for them to come closer. “Guys, real quick before the briefing,” he
whispered. “Baker just called—he checked himself into Community Memorial this
morning.”
“What?” Eddie said.
“He’s claiming amnesia.” Medski rolled his eyes. “He wakes up this morning and
can’t remember anything about the last couple of days. So he drives himself to the
hospital and he’s got a cracked skull. They admitted him. They’re gonna do tests and he
should be out today.”
“A cracked skull?” Tony asked.
“A cracked skull, a concussion. How the hell do I know what it is?” Medski
shrugged. “They’re doing scans and stuff. You really musta clocked him, Ed.”
Eddie looked concerned. She was obviously not taking the news lightly.
“Anyway, I told him to get his ass down here after he gets released. I’ll interview
him and see what the hell is going on.”
“Let us know,” Eddie said. “I hope I didn’t injure him that badly.”
“Aah, I wouldn’t worry about it,” Medski said. “His head is harder than a pit bull—
shit!” Medski slapped his cheek. “I forgot to walk the dog this morning. She’s gonna kill
me.” He messed his hair. “Don’t ever get married, Tone.”
“Too late. Been there, done that.”
“Oh yeah. I forget.” Medski smiled. “You know, guys—”
“We know, we know.” Tony held both hands up. “You’re going to retire after this
one.” He looked at Eddie, but she barely cracked a smile.
“Sometimes, I really don’t know,” Medski said. “I’m not so sure that retiring
wouldn’t be like jumping right from the pan into the fryer.”
Eddie grinned. Tony sucked in his cheeks.
“Come on, guys.” Medski walked to the door. “Let’s go. We’re making some
progress.”
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Johnson stood at the front of the briefing room in his saturated shirt and slacks. All
he’d succeeded in doing was to transform the small dark-brown stains into large wet
light-brown patches. Tony could tell that Johnson was a bit off kilter, and he smiled up at
him, waiting for him to start the briefing.
“I’m not going to attempt to explain this stuff,” Johnson said. “Weinstein…”
Detective Weinstein stood up from a chair by the computers and walked to the front
of the room.
“I’ll try not to get too technical,” Weinstein said with a heavy Brooklyn accent.
“We secured both victim’s computers based on the fact that they were dialing the same
Internet access number in Dans River. Now, every time you log on to a Web page or an
Internet site, certain files are downloaded onto your box—uh…computer. These files are
saved in key folders with a date and time stamp. We can study them and determine what
Web sites you logged on to, and when you logged on.”
Tony looked at Eddie. She smiled.
“We found the site that both victims were regularly hitting. You know—personal
ads—matchmaking stuff. It’s hosted by a dot-com company called Yippee. Now, we
cross-referenced all of the Web pages falling under the Yippee Personals umbrella that
these two women accessed—this would show us if they read or responded to any of the
same ads. We got a lot of hits. Some of the Web pages are obsolete, which means that the
ads were pulled. Some are still there. We’re working with Yippee now to weed through
them and get the screen-names that correspond to the Web page addresses.”
Johnson interjected. “After this briefing we’re calling a press conference. The intent
is to make sure that anyone out there who is planning to hook up with some stranger from
the Yippee site, or any other personals site, is aware that this could be the means that The
Slasher is using to lure his victims. We’re also going to post an eight hundred number,
and ask anyone who has linked up with any suspicious characters from these personals
sites to call in and give us the information. We’re closing in on this guy. Detective, we’ll
get the full names of the people who placed the ads, right?”
“Well,” Weinstein said, “there’s a good chance we’ll get them. Anyone who places
an ad needs to have a Yippee account. In order to have a Yippee account, you have to
provide a valid email address. They don’t open the account for you unless they can send
you an email to confirm your application. We could come up with the name at that point
in the trace.
“On the other hand, it could get very convoluted. There are a lot of sites out there
that give free email addresses. They require you to fill out a form, but you could enter
any false data that you want in there. There are ways to trace who is doing what—phone
numbers, etcetera. It just may not be that easy. Yippee is being cooperative so far.”
Weinstein walked to his chair.
“Oh, one more thing. If you’re holding any Yippee stock, I’d dump it right now
before this news gets out. It’s probably going to take a dive.” He turned to Johnson.
“Hey, would that be insider trading?” He was serious, but there was laughter from the
group.
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When the briefing ended, Johnson went outside to speak to the press people.
Medski gave out the patrol assignments. Once again, Tony and Eddie were assigned to
the boardwalk.

“Come on, Ed. Admit it. You did it on purpose.” Tony pulled out of the station
parking lot and headed east toward the ocean.
“On my mother’s grave, Tone. It was an accident.” She held her right hand in the
air as if taking an oath.
“Whelp, it was still a classic! Did you see his face?”
“I don’t know. I still think he’s kinda cute.”
“I hate you.” He pulled up the Hamilton Street ramp and made a left onto the
boardwalk.
“You know, Tone. I once heard that you can only hate someone you love.” She
smiled at him.
“Alright, then let’s just say that I dislike you immensely.”
It was early enough that the sun still hung over the ocean.
“Sammy thinks you’re awesome,” Tony said.
“Well I think he’s awesome, too. Tomorrow will be fun.”
“Yeah, but it might be too cold to fish.”
“They’re calling for thunderstorms late in the day. Can you believe it? In January!”
“The weather has been kinda flaky,” Tony said. “Medski says it’s due to the Green
Horn Effect.”
“Hey,” Eddie said, “what’s going on there?”
She pointed through the windshield, ahead to the right. About a quarter-mile north
of them, seagulls were clustered, flying low over the boardwalk. Some were circling and
diving; some were pecking at the boards; others were perched on a bench, which was the
center of the activity.
“Looks like they found something to eat.” Tony pressed down on the gas pedal.
“Hey, look! Someone’s feeding them!” He punched the gas harder and flipped on the
roof flashers.
“Nobody’s supposed to be on the boards,” Eddie said.
Tony blasted a short siren burst. They were a block from the disturbance now.
“It’s a woman,” Tony said. “What the hell is she doing?”
The gulls were in a frenzy. As the cruiser approached the scene, Tony could see that
his initial assessment had been incorrect. The woman was not exactly feeding the gulls;
to be more precise, the gulls were feeding upon the woman—savagely so.
“Holy shit!” Tony said. “Call it in!”
He got out of the car and ran toward the bench.
Eddie initiated radio contact with the base. “Four-eleven to ninety-one.”
“Ninety-one. Go ahead four-eleven.”
“Code eleven—Blaine Street and the boardwalk.”
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Tony tentatively approached the back of the bench. For a second, he thought the
red-haired woman who sat facing the sea was alive. He realized, however, that her jerky
movements were not the result of muscle contractions, but rather the ravenous gulls.
They frantically clawed and pecked, violently picked and tugged at the woman’s flesh.
Tony rounded the bench. Mind over matter. He fought the urge to vomit.
Gulls scrambled over the corpse’s upper body, fighting one another for space. There
were white-headed gulls and the smaller black-headed laughing gulls, whose call was a
taunting, diabolical laugh. Some pigeons and crows were in the mix. None seemed
cooperative—they fought one another for the prime areas.
A bird dropping splattered onto Tony’s nose. He wiped it with his sleeve.
The gulls squawked loudly. Hysterically. As Tony approached, scenes from Alfred
Hitchcock’s The Birds played in his mind. Eddie joined him.
“We need to get them away from her,” Eddie said.
They moved forward, stamping their feet and waving their arms.
“Get!” “Shoo!” “Hey!” “Get!”
They shouted and swatted at the birds, which were surprisingly audacious. Most
birds took to the sky, but remained hovering a short distance above Tony and Eddie.
They swooped and dove, searching for an opportunity to get back to the bountiful meal.
A few remained undaunted and were not about to surrender the newfound fleshy feast.
Sirens could be heard in the distance.
Rigor mortis had set in, so the culling of the gulls caused the body to lurch side to
side, to and fro, in short stiff jerks. The woman was naked and had been placed on the
bench in a sitting position with both arms hooked behind the backrest. The odious stench
that accompanied the corpse was now quite familiar to Tony. He was fighting the
queasiness when another bird dropping plopped onto his badge.
Mind over matter. Mind over matter!
“Jesus!” He winced when he got a clear view of the corpse’s face.
The birds had decimated both eyeballs, leaving vacant black sockets. Most of the
face had been eaten away. Only the upper portion of the nose remained; the cheeks were
gone entirely, as were the ears. The neck was torn to shreds, and Tony could see the
cartilage remains of the air-pipe, as well as the spinal cord. The only skin above the
shoulders that was virtually untouched, other than the scalp, was the forehead.
There were no Xs this time. The symbol that was there, however, was unmistakable.
The Slasher had carved two vertical straight lines above an upwardly curved horizontal
one. The resulting image produced a chilly spike in Tony’s stomach. Three shapes
combined together on the corpse’s forehead to form a perfect smiley-face.
Not wanting to put their hands anywhere near the snapping beaks—or the corpse—
Tony and Eddie kicked the remaining gulls until there were none left on the victim. It
was clear that they would have to stay close to the body, virtually rubbing shoulders with
it, in order to keep the gulls from retaking their conquest. Tony was not happy with the
intimate arrangement. He took shallow breaths through his mouth. Two more birds
relieved themselves onto Tony; the results soiled his hair and boot.
Mind over matter.
Sirens blared and lights flashed as three police vehicles raced bumpily on the
boardwalk toward the bench. A helicopter approached the scene from the north. The cars
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successively halted, rubbing the boards. Doors opened and slammed in sequence, the
sounds of which packed together into a single instant, like a quick burst of fireworks.
Above the bench, the gulls were fighting over a morsel when it dropped from the
sky onto Tony’s head, bouncing and landing onto his lap with a muffled slap—a halfeaten human ear. Another bird dropping splattered onto Tony’s hand. He reflexively
slapped the ear from his leg and propelled himself from the bench to the fence. He
vomited onto the beach below. The struggle was over. Matter had won.
“Jesus Christ,” Medski said upon getting a good look at the mutilated body. He
winced and messed his hair with one hand. “What the hell are those?”
“Looks like a smiley-face,” Eddie said.
“Jesus Fucking Christ,” Medski said. “Guy, get some shots. Tony, are you okay?”
“Yeah.” He sounded as if his nose was stuffed. “Just give me a minute. I just need
some air.” He heaved and vomited more matter onto the beach below.
Officer Delaney snapped pictures of the body.
“That’s tough,” Johnson said, looking at Tony.
“The killer had to be here,” Medski said. “No bay or ocean in the mix. Maybe we
can get some prints off the body or the bench.” He motioned. “Eddie, come here.”
More sirens sounded in the distance above the thwacking of the helicopter blades.
The chopper hovered over the beach, directly in front of the body. Johnson took out his
cell phone. Eddie walked over to Medski, who was standing with Johnson.
“Pisciotto and Nowatzky from the county went over to pay your friend Christian a
visit a half hour ago.” Medski was shouting above the racket. “He wasn’t home.
Evidently his property is a goddamned junkyard. He’s got broken down furniture, old
TV’s and VCR’s, birdcages, mattresses, and a bunch of other shit thrown around
everywhere.
“Anyway, they poke around a bit and they find a rug with a huge stain. It looks like
blood. We’re getting a warrant from Judge Lynch right now.
“About a foot above the big stain, there are another series of small stains. Nowatzky
says they’re blurred, but they look like they match up with the Xs.”
“Holy shit.” Eddie’s mouth hung open.
“Not only that, Ed. He matches the profile. His nutcase mother killed herself in
police custody back in the seventies. Now we just need to find the creep.”
Eddie looked as if she were about to cry.
“Could he have been the guy in the BMW that night?” Medski asked.
Eddie pondered. “He could have been. I can’t say for sure, Boss.” She stared off
into the sea. “Sorry.”
“This puts Baker in the clear,” Medski said. “We’re getting so goddamn close, but
we’re spread so thin. More resources. How can we get more bodies on the case?”
“How about we get some of the Chadwick guys?” Johnson said. “They’re already
working the case on their end, but I bet we could pull them down here if I talk to
Schirro.”
“Aah, I don’t know.” Medski appeared disgusted. “What will that really buy us? It
would be like paying Peter to rob Paul.”
Tony jerked and heaved more onto the beach, but not before registering and
appreciating the Medski metaphor.
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“So, you must be excited.” Madelyn snipped Michelle’s cuticles with a miniature
stainless-steel scissor.
“I am,” Michelle said, “but I’m nervous. I have butterflies.”
“Oh, you’ll be fine. You’re gorgeous. This guy will flip when he sees you.”
Madelyn had a knack for speaking and chewing gum simultaneously. “If I were you, I’d
be worried about what he looks like. I never had much luck with blind dates; every damn
one of them was a troll.”
Michelle debated whether or not to tell Madelyn the whole story—all of the details
about the Internet personals ad—everything. No. Though she’d told Madelyn things that
she dared not tell Amy, she felt embarrassed about having answered the ad. She didn’t
want to hear the inevitable warnings. She didn’t want to hear the reasons that her actions
were foolhardy. Her bubble was overly inflated, and she did not want it burst by
anyone—Miss Realistic or Amy or Madelyn.
“Just be careful,” Madelyn said. “There’s a nut out there. You’re not going into
Seaside, are you?”
“No,” Michelle lied.
“You’re meeting in a public place, right?” Madelyn pointed the scissors at her.
“Yes, of course.”
“Where are you meeting him?”
“The Office Lounge. I figure that’s a nice safe place.” Another lie.
“And no sex on the first date!”
“Never.” The biggest lie of all. She was looking forward to it.

Michelle didn’t have time for lunch, so she returned to work directly from her
appointment with Madelyn. The second half of the workday seemed one hundred years
long. She fantasized, and was perturbed at the interruptions when customers required her
assistance. She admired her newly polished nails and, in her mind, she practiced the
various things that she might say to her date. She was anxious. She was excited. She was
obsessively trapped in her fantasy world.
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The longest workday eventually ended, and, after keeping her hair appointment,
Michelle drove home to prepare for the date. Her mom and brother greeted her in the
kitchen.
“Well!” Donna said. “Look at you!”
“I think you look goofy,” Peter said.
“Thanks a lot, squirt.” Michelle mussed his hair with her hand.
“What’s the occasion?” Donna asked
“I have a date tonight.” Michelle was beaming.
“With who?”
“It’s a fix-up from work…Chris.”
“Be careful!” Donna pointed her finger at Michelle. “How do you know this guy is
okay?”
“Mom, it’s a friend of a friend, okay? It’s not like a stranger.”
“Well, just be careful.”
“My date’s not The Slasher, Mom.” Michelle rolled her eyes.
“Tommy Lanzana says that his uncle is The Slasher,” Peter said.
“See, Mom. My date’s not the Slasher; Tommy’s uncle is.”
“Very funny,” Donna said.
If she only knew, Michelle thought.
She trotted upstairs, removed her clothes and jumped into the shower.
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“Dad! Look! Me and Eddie are drawing a picture together!”
Sammy and Eddie knelt, bent over the coffee table, with their backs turned to Tony.
“Really?” Tony asked. “Let’s see.”
The two artists stood without turning around.
“Ready, Dad?”
“Ready.”
Eddie and Sammy turned slowly to face Tony.
“Ta-da!” Sammy said.
Tony gazed upon the drawing that Sammy held up. It was an exact replica of the
composite sketch of The Slasher. Tony furrowed his brow. Eddie and Sammy smiled at
him. There were smiley-faces carved in their foreheads.

Tony’s heart leapt in his chest, and his eyelids flipped open. He kicked the blanket
off his body and sprung up from the futon like a jack-in-the-box. In an attempt to become
oriented to his surroundings, he blinked his eyes rapidly. His insides vibrated. He was
hyperventilating. Another bad dream.
Despite Medski’s resource worries, there were two reasons that he’d allowed Tony
and Eddie to end their shift early. The first was purely altruistic—he’d seen that Tony
was in no condition to remain on the job. The second was pragmatic—there was a
massive police presence on the boardwalk; the patrol to which Tony and Eddie were
assigned had no longer been needed. Medski sent them home with orders to enjoy their
long weekend.
Tony took a shower, followed by a lengthy nap that ended with the disturbing
image of Eddie and Sammy. He sat for a few moments until he was settled. Eventually,
he dressed and got on the road.
He was driving over the Bay Bridge into Dans River when he remembered that he
was fresh out of nicotine gum. Perhaps he should give up the stuff once and for all. It was
time.
Then, a show began to materialize in his mind’s eye. It was a surrealistic
performance, and the players were taunting him. His imagination was in overdrive.
Janine was there with Kevin. Jennifer Marconi and Anne Masciandano were there, as was
the nameless redheaded victim from earlier that day. Sammy was there and so were Betty
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and Jo-Jo. Johnson and Baker were holding cigarettes while Eddie waved her Globex
card. Barbara Beyer was taking notes and seagulls soared about, laughing.
Suddenly, Tony craved a cigarette in the worst way.
Go ahead. Just have one. You deserve it. You’ve gone so long now—almost three
weeks! Reward yourself. Buy the pack, have one cigarette, and throw the rest away.
You’re in control now, ol’ boy.
These were lies that his body had told him countless times throughout his life.
Granted, he may have thrown the pack away, but it would only be hours before he bought
another.
He pulled into the parking lot of the Drug Mart on Fisher Boulevard and walked
briskly into the store. He plucked a box of nicotine gum from a shelf near the pharmacy
department and got on line at the front register. Three times he struggled, and three times
he convinced himself that he was not going to buy a pack of cigarettes.
Mind over matter.
He was not so successful the fourth time around. He dropped the box of nicotine
gum in a basket of candy, and when it was his turn at the register, purchased a pack of
cigarettes.
Attaboy. Good choice. Enjoy. You deserve it.
“Matches?” the clerk asked.
“Yes, please.” Tony’s heart beat with the anticipation of the high he would get
immediately after sucking in the first drag.
He walked out of the store, opened the pack, took out one cigarette and threw the
rest in the trash. Just one. He placed the filter of the cigarette between his lips. Just one.
The scent of the fresh tobacco filled his nose and the aroma excited him. Just one. He
ripped a match from the book.
A thought. He was about to smoke a cigarette and then go straight to Janine’s. The
odor would be all over his clothes and hands, not to mention his breath. Sammy would
know.
So? You’re at a drugstore, right? Buy some mints to take care of your breath. Then
use the bathroom to wash the smoke off your hands. You’ll be fine. And, since you’re only
going to have one, there’s no harm done. Nobody will know the difference, right? What
they don’t know won’t hurt ‘em.
Tony pressed the match head against the black strip on the matchbook and flicked it
toward him. The match popped, and a sizzling hiss accompanied the birth of the small
flame.
That’s it, Tone ol’ boy! Light ‘er up! Smoke ‘em if you got ‘em! Sammy will never
know! Sammy will never know! Sammy will never know! Sammy will never know!
Sammy will never know! Sammy will never…
Sammy will never know?
First, Tony’s eyes narrowed, and then the small confident smile dawned upon his
face. “I’ll know,” he whispered. The cigarette in his mouth bobbed up and down with
each word.
He dropped the match to the ground, plucked the cigarette from his lips and tossed
it, along with the book of matches, into the trashcan. He reentered the store, fished the
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box of gum from the basket of candy and got into line. The smoking advocate in his body
was gone—temporarily. This time, mind whooped some ass. Matter was down for the
count.

Janine opened the door. “Hi, Tone.”
“Hey.” Tony chewed his nicotine.
“You okay? You look pale, except for those scabs all over your face.”
“I’m okay. I had an upset stomach today. Is everything packed? Is he ready?”
“Yeah, he’s up in his room building a castle. He’s getting a cough, Tone.”
“Jeez, again?”
“Yeah, the kids at school keep passing it back and forth. I have a bottle of medicine
for you to take.”
“Okay.” He moved toward the stairs.
“Congratulations,” Janine said.
“For what?”
“The Slasher.”
“What about him?”
“You guys arrested him—some guy from Seaside.”
“I didn’t know. I went home early today.” Tony figured they must have picked up
Eddie’s make-out buddy, the one with the carpet in his yard. “Thank God. Did they give
a name? Was it Flynn? Was it on the news?”
“No.” Janine paused. “Kevin called me. He heard it from his neighbor, that guy
from the DA’s office. He didn’t say a name. It happened like a half hour ago.”
Something stabbed Tony in the stomach. He took a deep breath and fabricated a
smile. “Well, that’s great. It’s over. Now Medski needs to find a new reason for retiring.”
He started for the stairs.
“Daddy!” Sammy was trudging down the stairs towing a green duffel bag behind
him. The bag was bigger than he.
“Hey, buddy. Let me help you with that.”
“No, Dad,” Sammy grunted, “I can do it.”
Sammy took a step down and yanked the handle of the green canvas bag, which
rolled to the step above the one on which he stood. He repeated the procedure. Tony kept
vigil; he knew that if Sammy yanked the bag too hard, it would bowl him over.
“Wait!” Janine double-timed it into the kitchen. “The medicine!”
“Tight-squeezy, Dad!”
Sammy jumped from the third step and almost took his dad by surprise. Tony
opened his arms just in time to catch his boy. The duffel bag rolled to the floor. They
hugged, and gave the ceremonial grunts. Sammy looked at his dad’s face.
“You should put band-aids on those, Dad.”
Tony pictured himself with a hundred band-aids on his face. He was about to make
a joke, but Sammy beat him to the punch.
“You would look like the Mummy then.”
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They laughed.
“Come on, Dad!” Sammy pushed off of his dad and opened the front door. He was
panting. “You can carry my bag to the car. Is Eddie out there?”
“No, buddy. We’ll see her tomorrow.” Tony lifted the duffel bag.
“Okay.” Janine approached Tony. “Now.” She pointed to the small brown bottle. “I
already gave him a dose an hour ago. Give him two teaspoons before bed. If he’s still
coughing tomorrow, give him two every six hours. Don’t forget, okay?”
“I won’t forget.”
“You sure? Do you promise?”
“Of course I won’t forget.” Tony huffed. “I will give my son his medicine for Christ
sakes.”
Janine smiled and raised an eyebrow.
“What?” Tony sensed that she was poking fun at him.
“Did you happen to call Martone?” Now, both eyebrows were raised.
“Uh…” Tony shook his head. “That’s different, Janine. I’ll give Sammy his
medicine and I’ll call Martone.”
“It’s too late to call Martone—they’re closed. Just please remember to give him his
medicine, okay? And his teeth!”
“Okay.”
She handed him the bottle. He put it in his jacket pocket, picked up the bag by the
handle, and walked through the door onto the walkway.
“Tone.” Janine was standing in the doorway.
Tony stopped and looked at her.
“You don’t have to go in to work, right? I mean—you’re going to be with Sammy
all the time? You’re not going to leave him with anybody, right?”
“I’m off the whole weekend,” Tony said. “He’ll be with me the whole time. Okay?”
He was short with her, mostly due to what he perceived to be her implication that he
wouldn’t take proper care of Sammy, and partly the weight of the duffel bag that was
creating a strain on his arm and shoulder.
“I just worry, Tone. Seaside scares me now with all this Slasher business.”
“I’m a cop, Janine. You don’t have to worry. We got The Slasher, remember?”
When he got to the Jeep, Sammy was already sitting in the back, playing with a fast
food kid’s toy that he’d forgotten he owned.
“Wow, Sam. You buckled yourself in again. Jeez, you’re getting to be such a big
boy.” Tony placed the duffel bag on the back seat next to Sammy.
“I can whistle too, Dad.” Sammy broke into his standard attempt at whistling,
which was one breathy and low-pitched tone, blown over and over again.
“You’re awesome.” Tony closed the door, walked around the car and got in.
“Are we gonna see Eddie tonight, Dad?”
“Nope. Not tonight, but tomorrow, if the weather is good, maybe we’ll go fishing.”
Tony thought of his most recent dream and an ominous butterfly fell into his stomach.
“Cool!” Sammy said. “I’ll catch the biggest one.”
Tony started the Jeep and popped the shift into reverse. “Okay, wave to Mom.”
Janine stood with her upper body angled out the front door. Sammy smiled and
waved as Tony backed out of the driveway. Janine waved. She didn’t smile.
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Tony pulled behind a green Dodge Neon at the light on the intersection of Fisher
and Route 39. He reached for his cell phone to call Eddie about the arrest, but decided
against it. He’d been drowning in the case for a week. This was his time with Sammy,
and a night without The Slasher would be just what the doctor ordered. He’d hear about it
tomorrow.
“Dad, Mom said I have to brush my teeth this time.”
“We’ll brush them, dude.”
“Dad, we always say that but then we forget. Mom said all my teeth are gonna fall
out.”
“We won’t forget this time.” Tony made three mental notes: Brush teeth, Cough
medicine, and Call Martone.
The traffic light turned green, but the Dodge remained still. The driver was
checking her make-up in the rearview mirror.
“Look at this.” Tony pointed through the windshield.
“What?”
“The light is green, but this lady is trying to look beautiful instead of paying
attention to the road.”
Tony allowed the woman another few seconds, but she was too preoccupied with
coiffing and primping to notice the light. The last of his patience evaporated. He honked
his horn twice and leaned on it a third time. The head in the Neon jerked with the sound,
and the car peeled away, making a left onto Route 39. Tony followed. He passed her on
the left, giving a dirty look as he flew by.
“You know what the lesson is here, Sam?” Tony adjusted the rearview mirror to see
his boy’s eyes.
“What, Dad?”
“Never put your makeup on while you’re driving.”
“Dad.” Sammy laughed. “I won’t wear makeup.”
“Why not?”
“Because I’m a boy.” Sammy laughed some more.
“Okay, pal. Just checking.”
“Mom always checks her face in the mirror.”
“While the car’s moving?”
“Sometimes.”
“Great,” Tony muttered under his breath. “Next time she does that tell her that she’s
putting your life in danger, and that it’s against the law.”
Tony turned the wheel to switch lanes. A horn blasted. He jerked the Jeep to the
left, barely having missed a collision with the vehicle to his right. He hadn’t seen the
car—his rearview mirror had been focused on Sammy rather than the road.
Tony took a deep breath. “All rightie then, what’ll it be?”
“Uncle Blaise’s. Grilled cheese.”
“You got it, pal. Great idea. Blaise will have the hockey game on.”
“Let’s go, Devils!”
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“They’re doing great this year, Sam. They’re gonna win the cup, and then Officer
Chris is gonna take us for Lobster.”
Tony pulled onto the Bay Bridge heading east. “Grilled cheeses and hockey it is,
partner.”
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“How do I look, Mom?” Michelle spun around once.
“You look wonderful.”
“I think you still look goofy,” Peter said.
They all laughed.
Though the family was in a crisis of sorts, there was a healing freshness in the air
and they breathed it with resolve. It was an air of relief that allowed them to be
themselves together.
“Did you check with work about taking some time on Tuesday?”
“Oh yeah. No prob. Jill’s gonna cover me.” Michelle’s smile faded and she looked
down at the floor. “What about Dad? Where is he?”
“He’s at your Uncle Dave’s.” Donna sighed. “He’s coming by tomorrow with a
policeman to get some clothes and things.” She stared trance-like over Michelle’s head.
“Are we pressing charges?” Michelle asked.
“I think we should.” Donna looked down at the kitchen table and lowered her voice
to a whisper. “He was going to smash your face with his fist.”
“Good,” Peter said. His face was contorted, as if he were struggling with whether to
say something or cry. “He’s supposed to protect us and stuff. I mean—”
“You’re right, Peter,” Donna said. “You’re right. You need to remember that for
when you’re a dad. Promise, Peter? Promise?”
“Promise.”
Tears welled in Donna’s eyes.
Michelle put on her coat, picked up her keys, and took a deep breath. “Okay, I’m
going. I don’t know how late I’ll be.”
“Please call if it’s going to be later than one o’clock?”
“Okay, Mom.” She bent down and kissed Donna on the cheek. “Bye, squirt.” She
mussed Peter’s hair.
Michelle walked out the front door into the night.

She adjusted the collar of her winter coat, and threw her purse across to the
passenger seat. The sound of a car door slamming across the street startled her.
“Mish.”
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A man emerged from the darkness into the spray of light from the street lamp in
front of her house.
“What are you doing here?” Michelle was uncomfortable, completely taken off
guard.
Tyler stopped about ten feet from her and shrugged. “You weren’t returning my
calls and then you never answered your phone and the machine never picked up…and,
well, I was hoping that we could talk, you know?”
“I have to go. I’m meeting some people and I can’t be late.”
He moved a couple of paces forward. Michelle felt fuzzy inside. She was happy to
see him.
“Look, Mish, I’m not going to apologize. I’ve already done that a million times. I
just want to say…” He shook his head and looked at the ground. “That—that I want you
back. I hate my life without you. I just love you, you know? That’s it. I just love you.”
The brisk winter air no longer chilled Michelle. Without thinking, she moved
forward and fell into Tyler’s arms. They squeezed each other. Tyler planted a tender kiss
on her neck.
“Let’s go somewhere,” he whispered in her ear, “somewhere that we can talk.”
“I can’t, Ty. I have plans. I have to go.”
“Break them. This is life stuff. I’m serious here.”
It felt nice to be in Tyler’s arms again. Michelle hadn’t been hugged romantically in
months. She was torn. On one hand, she wanted to be with Tyler—to go somewhere, to
make love, to snuggle afterward. She could rest her head on his chest and tell him about
what had happened with her father while Tyler ran his fingers through her hair. But, she
didn’t want to give up the stranger. There’d been too much build-up, too much
excitement. She was primed for something different.
“I can’t, Ty.” She pushed away from him. “I made a commitment.”
Tyler backed off and hung his head. “Okay, maybe tomorrow?”
“That sounds nice.” Michelle smiled. “I’ll call you in the afternoon, okay?”
“Okay. But are you sure, though? You sure you don’t want to be with me tonight?”
As Michelle mulled it over one last time, Miss Realistic screamed in her head.
Forget the stranger! Be with Tyler.
Silence.
“Bye, Ty. I’ll call you tomorrow.”
Tyler moved forward to kiss her goodbye, but she slipped into the car and slammed
the door before he had a chance. She put the key into the ignition and started the engine.
Michelle backed out, leaving Tyler standing in the driveway.
Dangling from her key ring—a cylindrical leather pouch that contained a small can
of pepper spray.

Michelle turned on her car radio and prayed for a red light. The radio was tuned to
the local station because she’d been trying to catch a weather report earlier in the day.
Her prayer was answered when she pulled up to the intersection of Route 39.
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She’d spent so much time making sure everything looked just right, only to have it
mussed when she hugged Tyler. She started with the lipstick. A musical fanfare sounded.
“This is a special report. There have been new developments in The Seaside Slasher
case and authorities are urging all Ocean County residents who have used the Yip—”
Honk Honk Honk
“Jesus Christ!” Michelle jumped in her seat. She glanced at her rear view mirror
and then at the traffic light—green. “Okay, okay!” She grabbed the wheel and punched
the gas pedal of the green Dodge Neon. “Hold your goddamn horses.”
She looked at the man in her rearview mirror. He was tailgating her, so she moved
into the right lane.
“Jerk!” she said.
The red Jeep passed her on the left and the driver looked at Michelle with scornful
eyes. A little boy sat in a booster seat in the back of the Jeep. Michelle pitied the boy. She
knew what it was like to have a jerky father.
There was talk of a winter thunderstorm on the radio, but it distracted her from
fantasizing about the upcoming meeting. She switched it off. As Michelle Ordiel drove
over the Bargenat Bay, she wondered whether Chris was actually the stranger’s name.
She guessed that she would find out soon enough. She was wrong.
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The dimly lit Bamboo Club was not the best place to be wearing sunglasses;
nevertheless, Michelle wore hers. She pushed through the door of the main entrance at
7:25, five minutes before she was scheduled to meet the stranger. Her heart pounded like
the beat that punched from the speaker cabinets surrounding the dance-floor.
The Bamboo was a medium-sized nightclub that really hopped in the summer; it
was, however, the off-season. Michelle counted five customers in all. The bar was
located in the front of the club, near the entrance, and was about thirty feet square. One
bartender was on duty and she was craning her neck to watch the hockey game along
with the three men who sat around one corner of the bar. Two of the men had beards. One
had a mustache. None wore a red ball cap.
Four television sets were mounted at downward angles from the ceiling so that
anyone seated at the bar could watch. To the rear of the club, a sunken dance-floor had
been installed. One woman, obviously drunk, stood on the dance-floor, attempting to
sway to the music. She was thin, and looked to be in her early fifties.
Michelle took a seat at the bar across from the three men. They looked her over,
whispered some, and turned their attention back to the game.
Another man, mostly bald, flanked the bar to her left. He held a cigarette in one
hand and a drink in the other. He smiled at Michelle and raised his glass. She pretended
not to see. The best thing about the sunglasses—nobody could see exactly where she was
looking.
The bartender approached and slapped a napkin down on the bar. “Howdy. What
can I get for you?” She filled a bowl with tiny pretzels.
“I’ll just have a club soda for now.” Miss Realistic had suggested the choice.
“Club soda it is.” The bartender spun around and pulled a glass from the rack.
The three men exploded with whoops and yells, slapping one another’s hands and
backs. The Devils had just scored against the Flyers, making the first period score 1-0.
Michelle checked her watch—7:35. Unconsciously, she wedged her thumb and
middle finger between her cheekbone and the left lens of her glasses. She began to pull
on her lashes. She would have been anxious even if she weren’t waiting to meet the
stranger. She despised being alone in public places, especially waiting to meet someone,
especially in a bar. She felt uncomfortable in her own skin—self-conscious—as if the
others in the club were judging her every move. She reached under a lens and plucked a
lash from her eyelid.
Piled high atop her standard anxieties were the fears about the blind date. What if
she were rejected? What if she wasn’t intelligent enough? Or funny enough? Or pretty
enough? What if she took her shoes off and her feet smelled? What if…
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She sat at the bar, staring into the bowl of pretzels, tormenting herself with the
what-ifs. She plucked two more lashes from the lid. As she pinched another, she realized
what she was doing and removed her hand from her face.
She began to toy with a single strand of hair. She positioned and repositioned it on
her forehead as if it made all the difference in the way she appeared. To any onlooker, it
would have made no difference at all. The strand of hair was meaningless—invisible. To
Michelle, however, it was the proverbial bad apple.
The bartender set the soda down on the napkin and fed a card into the cash register
to start a tab. The bald man was staring at Michelle. She used the cover of the sunglasses
to check him periodically. He was giving her more creeps than she already had. She
didn’t need any more creeps right then. She checked her watch. 7:42.
“That’s it!” the man with the mustache yelled.
The three hockey fans lifted their draught beers in a toast. The first period was over
and the Devils were leading. The man to Michelle’s left didn’t seem to care; neither did
the dancing drunk woman. The bartender grabbed a remote from the counter behind the
bar and pointed it toward a black box with red LED lights that was attached to one of the
televisions.
“Hey, Jess! What the hell?” the man with the mustache yelled.
“Calm your pits, Hank. The game doesn’t start again for fifteen minutes.”
“But the commentary!”
“You can’t hear it above the music anyway, Hank. Relax.”
Michelle took a sip of her soda. She wished she smoked; then she would have
something to justify her movements. She was able to see two televisions simultaneously.
Each screen was positioned at an angle, and changed in sync as Jess pressed a button on
the remote. Michelle checked her watch—7:44. She glanced at the entrance. Nobody. She
reached toward her eyelid, but slammed her hand on the bar before she had a chance to
pluck. Her stomach was filled with so many butterflies that it hurt.
“Bobby,” Jess shouted. Then she screamed, “Bobby!”
The DJ noticed Jess swipe her finger against her neck, and he turned off the dance
music.
“What the fuck?” the women slurred from the dance floor.
Jess punched the remote. Michelle turned her attention to the television screen on
the right, which was the one she could see best. A shaky overhead shot of the beach and
boardwalk appeared on the screen while a commentator gave the news.
“—and early this morning another body was found, this time positioned on a bench
on the Seaside Point boardwalk. Authorities have not yet released the identity of this, the
third victim in the brutal series of slayings committed this week on the Jersey Shore.”
The image on the television screen changed. Michelle wrinkled her brow and
attempted discern the significance of what she was watching. It was an extremely grainy
and slightly out-of-focus still-picture of some lines. Michelle thought the image made the
television screen appear to be a big square smiley-face. She removed the sunglasses.
Except for the television, the Bamboo Club was quiet. Two bouncers, the manager,
the DJ, a cocktail waitress, and five patrons surrounded the bar with their eyes fixed on
one of the screens, all but the formerly dancing woman, who was on her knees being sick
in the ladies room.
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“We’re showing you a digitally enhanced close-up of the victim’s forehead taken
from our Action News chopper. Though this symbol differs from the Xs on the foreheads
of the previous two victims, sources close to the authorities say that it’s the work of the
same—”
“That’s gross,” Jess said.
“Sick piece of shit.” Hank grimaced.
“This just in—”
The image on the television changed. A photo of a man’s face was centered on the
screen. He had short dark hair, a mustache, and a large scar on his cheek.
“Late this afternoon, The Ocean County Prosecutor’s Office apprehended a suspect
in the Seaside Slasher murders—”
“Holy shit! It’s Flynn!” Hank shouted.
The screen changed again. This time it showed shaky images of uniformed police
officers and men in suits involved in a commotion outside a small and dilapidated
bungalow. Two men walked out of the house gripping the arms of a handcuffed man who
was holding his head down. Soon after, a uniformed officer emerged from the house
carrying a personal computer in both arms.
“Police arrested Christian Flynn, 43, this afternoon at his Seaside Point home.
While searching the premises, investigators found a carpet with dried blood that, upon
testing, was found to match that of the first victim, Jennifer Marconi of Dans River.
Authorities seized Flynn’s personal computer, some kitchen knives and some other
personal effects. An arraignment is scheduled for Tuesday of next week—”
The patrons at the Bamboo became animated. Michelle smiled. By the behavior of
the three men across the bar, one would have guessed that the Devils had scored another
goal.
“They got him!” one of the bearded hockey fans shouted.
“That’s Flynn,” Hank said.
“You know him?” Jess asked.
“That’s Flynn, the weirdo over on Blakely. The garbage guy.” He was looking
around the bar for someone to recognize the name.
Jess shrugged.
Hank turned to the bearded man to his left and pushed his shoulder. “Steve, you
know Flynn. Remember the Flynn case from when we were kids?”
Steve jutted out his lower lip and shook his head.
“I don’t remember what year it was,” Hank said. “Early seventies. The guy’s
mother was a wacko. The cops came and took her away and she hangs herself with her
underwear in a jail cell over in Dans River. It was the Flynn case. Come on!”
“Oh yeah,” Steve said. “Now I remember. Holy shit. That’s him?”
“That’s the guy.”
Michelle thought about the image she’d just seen—the cop carrying a computer out
of the suspect’s home. Next, she thought of those first few vulgar ads that she’d read. She
thanked God that she hadn’t answered one of those ads. She sat at the bar digesting the
news story. Never did it occur to her that Christian Flynn could have been the Chris that
she was waiting to meet. Not once.
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The game was on and the three hockey fans were shouting and slapping the bar.
The drunken dancing woman was slouched in a chair next to the dance floor. The music
pounded. The bald man stared.
You’ve been stood-up, my friend. I told you that you should have gone with Tyler.
Miss Realistic always rubbed it in when she’d been right about something.
What time is it? Pay your tab and leave. If you hurry, maybe you can get home in
time to call Tyler and maybe the two of you can go get a room somewhere.
Michelle glanced at her watch—8:06. She decided that she’d wait five more
minutes, the duration of which was spent alternately checking her watch and the front
door. She felt rather stupid. What the hell was she doing, anyhow? Sitting at the Bamboo
Club alone, across from some Neanderthal hockey fans and a bald psychopath who
wouldn’t stop staring—that’s what. She motioned to the bartender.
All at once, Michelle’s anxiety evaporated. She paid the tab, and left a dollar on the
bar. She picked up her sunglasses and keys with one hand, and her purse with the other.
She smirked as she pushed through the door of the Bamboo Club at 8:13 in the evening.
“See ya,” she whispered.
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“Yes!” Tony jumped from his stool. “Shit!”
The Devils had scored, making it 2-0 in their favor, and Tony had knocked his cup
over. The soda poured in thin streams from the counter to the floor.
“That’s a bad word, Dad.”
“I know, Sam. Sorry.”
Tony swiped his hands on his pants a few times, but his eyes never left the
television. He wanted to see the slow-motion replay of the goal. If the Devils win tonight,
he’d be all over Devito on Monday. In fact, he might even call him tonight to rub it in.
“Jesus, Tone. You’re wrecking the place.” Blaise picked up an ice cube and tossed
it into the sink behind the counter.
“Sorry, Blaise. I got a little excited there for a second.”
“No sweat.”
“Dad’s your best customer. He caught the bad guy.”
“I heard.” Blaise used a towel to sop up the mess.
Tony took a stool on the other side of Sammy.
“But I woulda helped you if I was older, right Dad?”
“Right, buddy. I really didn’t catch him though. I was at home when we got him.”
“But you helped, right?”
“Right.”
Blaise snickered.
“Dad, I’m done.”
Tony looked at the plate. Sammy had eaten only half of the grilled cheese
sandwich, but most of his fries.
“Two more bites of the sandwich and four more fries.”
“Okay. One.” Sammy took a bite of the grilled cheese.
Tony laughed to himself. Sammy never finished an entire sandwich and fries. Tony
always made him eat more after the I’m-done declaration. The measurements, though,
were meaningless. If Sammy had taken only one bite of the grilled cheese and eaten one
fry, Tony would still have made him eat two more bites of the sandwich and four more
fries. It was arbitrary. No matter how much you’ve eaten, you always had to eat a little
more, unless, of course, you finished your entire meal on the first try. Tony thought back
to his boyhood, and marveled at the way he mindlessly carried the baton. Then, his smile
faded as he considered the possible nature of the baton that he was passing to his son.
Sammy coughed. Pieces of mashed bread and cheese shot from his mouth.
“You okay?” Tony asked.
“I’m okay, Dad. I love you.”
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“Michelle?”
Michelle froze. She turned slowly and gazed at the person in the red baseball cap. A
blast of heat burst through her body. “Chris?”
“I saw the sunglasses in your hand. I figured it was you. I’m so sorry that I’m late. I
got all botched up.”
“I was just leaving.” Michelle was already beginning to feel comfortable. Her date
displayed an enormously disarming smile.
“You see; it is fate!” Chris extended a hand. “Pleasure to finally meet you.”
Michelle was grateful for, but not surprised by Chris’s good looks. The image that
she’d conceived was remarkably close to the real thing. A million what-ifs evaporated in
an instant. She thought of what Madelyn had said earlier in the day about blind dates
turning out to be trolls. Madelyn would have been shocked.
“I’m glad I didn’t leave earlier,” Michelle said.
“Me, too. Why don’t we go in and have a couple of drinks?”
“Okay.” Michelle smiled and walked toward the entrance of the club.
Chris held open the door.
“I saw on the news,” Michelle said. “They caught The Slasher.”
“I heard. Let’s celebrate.”
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“You don’t have to eat any more if you don’t want to, pal.”
“Cool.”
“Blaise, we’ll take the check.” Tony turned to Sammy. “Let’s get home and maybe
we can catch the end of the game.”
“Okay, Dad. Can I have a gumball?”
“Sure.” Tony lifted Sammy up from the stool and lowered him to the ground. He
was a bit queasy. Though he loved the taste of Blaise’s greasy double-cheese grilled
cheese sandwiches, his stomach had a different take on it. He’d be paying the price
tomorrow.
He paid the check; Sammy got his gumball; they were on their way.
“Dad, can Eddie watch the game with us?”
“Eddie’s at home, Sam. We’ll see her tomorrow. Plus, the game is almost over.”
“So, let’s ask her anyway.”
Tony wrestled with the notion, and decided that there was no harm in calling Eddie
to see if she wanted to join them, even if the game was almost over. He fancied the idea.
“Okay, buddy. I’ll call her to see if she wants to watch it with us. But don’t be
disappointed if she doesn’t feel like it, okay?” Tony would be more disappointed.
He dialed Eddie’s number as he drove south on the Boulevard. The phone emitted a
loud beep tone. He looked at the LCD screen.
Battery Low.
It beeped again and the screen went blank.
“Bummer, dude.” Tony tossed the phone on the seat. “Battery’s dead. I’ll have to
charge it tonight.” He added that task to the mental to-do list.
A thought. What if they were to pop by Eddie’s just to see? It was rather tactless, he
figured, but it didn’t make sense for him to go home, unbuckle Sammy, and get into the
house, etc., just to have to get back into the car again. That’s what he told himself. He
made a left onto Summer and then a right onto Ocean. They were heading to Eddie’s.
Tony unbuckled Sammy. They walked up the path. The lights were on, and Eddie’s
car was in the driveway. Sammy hopped up the steps and landed on the doormat that said,
“Welcome Friends.”
“Dad,” Sammy whispered, “I wanna ring it.”
“Go ahead.”
Sammy rang the doorbell. Tony heard the bell ring inside the house. Sammy rang it
again and Tony grabbed his hand.
“Hold on. Give her a chance, okay?”
“Okay.”
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After about a half-minute, Tony gave Sammy the go-ahead to ring again. Another
half-minute. Tony began to feel uncomfortable. It had been a foolish idea to pop by
without warning. What if she were sleeping already? Or relaxing? What if she’d peeked
through her window and decided not to greet the two nuisances who’d come
unannounced to her house to bother her?
“Let’s go, Sam.”
Sammy pressed the doorbell one last time.
“Sam, what did I say?” He looked sternly into Sammy’s eyes and waited for an
answer.
“Sorry, Dad.” Sammy was about to cry.
Tony grabbed Sammy’s hand and pulled him along back to the Jeep. They drove
away.
<disappointment>

Sammy carried the cough medicine in one hand and the ravaged box of nicotine
gum in the other. Tony grabbed the duffel bag from the back seat and started for the
house. Betty wasn’t walking Jo-Jo, which was a relief to Tony, especially given the
weight of the duffel bag and Sammy’s persistent coughing.
When they got into the house, Tony dropped the bag and ran to the television. He
told Sammy to place his items on the coffee table.
“Dammit!” Tony slapped the top of the TV.
The numbers in the corner of the screen told a dismal story. In the fifteen minutes
since Tony had left Blaise’s, the Flyers had scored three goals and had taken the lead
over the Devils. The score was 3-2 with less than a minute to play.
“Dad,” Sammy sang, “you said another bad word.”
“I can’t believe they blew it.”
Tony sat down on the futon next to Sammy. They watched the clock run down.
“Lying is worse than saying bad words. Right, Dad?”
“Goddammit! How could they blow it like that?”
The phone rang and Tony reached over Sammy to answer.
“Hello.”
“Hey, Tony baby, are you watching the game?”
Tony was silent.
“Some comeback, huh?”
“Chris, I really can’t talk. I got Sammy here and he’s got a bad cough and I need to
give him his medicine. You can rub it in on Monday.”
“See ya, Tone. Start saving those semolians. I’m ordering lobster.”
Tony slammed down the phone.
“Well, they had fun, right Dad?”
“They lost.”
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“Yeah, but you always say that it doesn’t matter if you lose, you’re just supposed to
have a good time, right?”
Tony smiled. “Anybody ever tell you you’re a pain in the ol’ butt sometimes?”
Sammy coughed.
“Let’s give you some medicine.”
“Dad, can I have some juice?”
Tony walked to the refrigerator and opened the door. He picked up the carton of
orange juice, frowned, and put it back on the shelf. Sludge.
“No juice, Sam. You can have milk or water.”
“Milk.” Sammy coughed some more.
Tony was relieved to feel the weight of the milk carton in his hands. He grabbed a
glass from the drain board and poured Sammy a nice tall cold glass of—curdled milk.
“Shit.”
“Bad word, Dad.”
He threw the milk carton in the sink and put his elbows on the counter. He dropped
his head into his hands and ground his teeth. He needed a piece of gum.
“Buddy, it’s gonna have to be water, okay?”
“Okay, Dad.”

Before giving Sammy two teaspoons of cough syrup, Tony gave himself one piece
of nicotine gum, and, somehow that made him feel better about everything—the curdled
milk, the Devils’ loss, Devito’s ribbing.
Tony got Sammy into his Batman pajamas, and they played a game of hide and
seek before settling down to watch a video. Sammy chose Abbott & Costello Meet
Frankenstein. As the movie began, Tony recalled that Baker had been in the hospital for
tests that day. He spent some time thinking about the incident under the pier, and
wondering about the tests.
He knew that Sammy wasn’t going to make it through the entire movie, and, sure
enough, his boy drifted off before Bela Lugosi squeaked open the lid of his coffin for the
first time. Tony carried Sammy to bed and tucked him in. He looked at his boy, and
decided that when they woke in the morning he would initiate a quick chat about how
much they missed each other, and that it was okay to be sad.
“I love you, buddy.” He kissed Sammy on the forehead. “As much as the whole
sky.”
He frowned. Was he one of those parents that Ampel was talking about? Would
Sammy ever get to fly? The baton that Tony’s father had passed was disturbing in nature.
Was Tony passing the same baton to Sammy? He didn’t know exactly how, but he was
convinced that he was missing something—that he was doing some little thing wrong,
something that would make Sammy’s life miserable in the long run.
“Daddy?” Sammy’s voice was a barely audible whisper.
“Yeah, Sam.”
“You got the bad guy.”
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“We got him, pal. Go to sleep.”

There were two messages on the answering machine.
“Hi, Tone. It’s Janine. I just wanted to remind you to give Sam his medicine. I’ll
talk to you later. Bye.”
Jesus Christ already.
“Hey, Tone. It’s Eddie. Is everything okay? I was in the bathroom when the
doorbell rang. When I got to the door you were already pulling away. Call me. Hey, what
time tomorrow? Watch out fish—here we come!”
He wasn’t going to return the calls. Let Janine have nightmares about Sammy not
getting his medicine. Eddie could wait until morning. He removed his socks and laid on
the futon. It seemed like a year ago that the half-eaten human ear had fallen onto his leg.
What a day.
Tony drifted into sleep just as Lou Costello unknowingly sat in the lap of the
Frankenstein monster.
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One candle illuminated the bedroom, which was littered with white rose petals.
They were scattered about the bed and on the floor, and a few clung to Michelle’s naked
body. Half-eaten chocolate covered strawberries lay on the nightstand next to two empty
champagne glasses.
Opera music filled the room. Michelle thought it lovely; she’d never listened to
anything so beautiful. As she lay in the arms of the stranger, who was no longer a
stranger, she thought about how lucky she was to have waited those extra five minutes at
the Bamboo Club.
She couldn’t have explained it, but she felt as though her entire being had been
transformed. She was a different person. Her father was out of the house; there was an
appointment to see a therapist with her mom on Tuesday, and now, for the first time in
her life, she knew how making love was supposed to feel. She was in a relationship. She
was enraptured.
She scooped a few petals from the bed sheet and brought them to her nose. She
inhaled deeply and exhaled long and pleasurably. She sighed and lazily sprinkled the
petals over her neck and chest. The music seemed to flow through her. The singer
crooned something in another language that she did not understand, but she did not feel
the need to comprehend the words. She understood the feelings. She was feeling them.
“You gave me butterflies,” Michelle whispered. “I still have them.”
“I promised.”
Michelle smiled and closed her eyes. Philosophical ideas came—this frequently
happened when she’d been drinking. “You know,” she said softly, “I do believe in this
fate thing. I think I’m supposed to be here right now, laying with you, listening to this
music, the whole bit.” She paused. “I gave up in believing in God a long time ago. When
I was a little girl, I believed. I even used to say prayers and stuff. Then, for some reason, I
stopped. There was no God. There couldn’t be.”
She scooped more petals and allowed them to drop onto her body. “But, now, I just
don’t know. So many good things are happening to me finally. I’m thinking…there must
be a god, and he really does love me just like they always told me. I think he made this
happen, you know? You and me. He wanted me to be happy because I deserve to be
happy. Finally, everything is falling into place.” She paused again. “Do you believe in
God?”
“I know my mother is watching me from somewhere. I can always feel her. She’s a
part of me. I think she helped to bring us together.”
Michelle snuggled up close and rubbed her feet against those of her lover. “My
mother had a restraining order put on my father. He tried to kill me the other night. All
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my life she didn’t do anything about him. She was more scared of him than we were.
Something happened. She got some kind of strength. Maybe it was God.”
The music stopped, and they lay together in silence for a time. Michelle watched
the shadows dance on the ceiling. She was emotionally soothed.
<tranquility>
Her body was relaxed as well. It was the liquor—two glasses of wine at the
Bamboo Club, followed by two glasses of champagne—though the back massage hadn’t
hurt. She gazed into her partner’s eyes.
“Mish, I love your eyes. They’re beautiful.”
“Oh, please. Are not.”
“No. They are.” A pause. “What happened to your lashes on the one?”
Michelle brought her hand up and brushed a finger across her left eyelid. “I’m
allergic to my own hair. They fall out. Go figure.” She cleared her throat. “I think your
eyes are awesome. I’ve never seen eyes like yours before.”
“Do you want more butterflies?”
“Mmmmm,” Michelle purred, “sure.”
“I’ll put the music back on.”

The water felt marvelous on Michelle’s skin, which had been previously sensitized
to an erotic extreme during the massage. The temperature was just right and, combined
with the steam, the water caused her muscles to languish. She could hear the music above
the noise of the shower. The same man sang, but a different song this time. Michelle
liked it.
Water rushed from the chrome showerhead in clear streams, each vibrating as it hit
a varied point on Michelle’s scalp. The tingling sensations moved from the top of her
head and traveled inwardly, down the back of her neck and into her shoulders. She felt
the sensations in her spine. She smiled when the hands that had snuck up behind her
pressed gently into the bones of her skull behind her ears.
“I have a surprise for you, Mish.”
“What?”
“Close your eyes. Turn around.”
Michelle closed her eyes and turned slowly. She smiled. The water deflected off her
and sprayed the tile wall. One hand pressed on her shoulder, and Michelle slowly
crouched in the shower, until she was kneeling, still with her eyes closed. Something
pressed into her lips. At first, she parted them slightly, but then opened her mouth fully as
the object was forced in. The sweet fragrance rose into her nasal passages and the tart and
sugary flavors intoxicated her pallet as she bit into the wet chocolate covered strawberry.
Before she had an opportunity to begin chewing, two lips pressed against her
mouth, and the couple shared a lengthy kiss, fraught with chocolate and strawberry
morsels. Michelle’s senses were filled—her ears with the beautiful music, her eyes with
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the attractiveness of her partner, her mouth with the juicy fruit, and her insides with
butterflies.
“You’re awesome,” Michelle said. “You’re like a fantasy. I’m so glad I found your
ad. I’m so glad that I waited the extra five minutes at the Bamboo.”
They kissed under the water streams and Michelle closed her eyes and swayed to
the melodious strains of Andrea Bocelli as he sang something that she didn’t understand,
but that she nonetheless felt. The butterflies tickled her body and with each wave of
kisses, a fresh flock was released in her stomach, flapping and flipping to the rhythm of
the symphony.
Michelle said, “Every guy I was ever with, there was always something that didn’t
feel right. You know? Something always seemed off—wrong.” She smiled, closed her
eyes, and moved her head into the force of the water. “So, when I saw your ad, something
just clicked. I just knew. It was the way that you wrote it. It spoke to me. God made me
find it, you know? I had always toyed with the idea. That night, I figured what the heck.
Men are such jerks.”
“Why do you say that?”
“Please. You should have seen the ads I came across before I found yours. I think I
always knew, even when I was younger. I felt something once with my best friend; I
never told her though. I just always knew in the back of my mind. That’s why I switched
to the women’s ads that night. Men are such jerks. I always knew I was meant to love a
woman.”
Cymbals crashed and the orchestra rhythm pounded as Bocelli held his triumphant
last note.
Ding Dong
The killer lunged and plunged the blade into Michelle’s throat hard and fast. The
hand holding the knife swiveled to the left and right, twisting the blade further into her
neck. Gushes of blood pulsed from the wound, cascaded down Michelle’s body, and
swirled down the drain. Michelle was utterly confused. Images flashed before her—
Tyler’s tender kiss in the driveway; her father smashing the TV with the baseball bat; the
man in handcuffs on the television; the look in her partner’s eyes just before she pushed
the knife in; her father, pressing his hand to her mouth after having ripped her shirt off
when she was twelve. The symphony roared a climactic finale that Bocelli’s voice soared
above on the wings of a single note.
Ding Dong
Michelle tried to scream—a feeble attempt. Tears welled in her eyes and the blood
welled in her lungs. She was lightheaded. The shower spun and everything blurred. She
slid down the wall to the tile floor of the stall. Like the final frames of an ancient black
and white film, the room slowly and evenly faded to black.
Miss Realistic might have been saying I told you so. Instead, she wept and
comforted Michelle in the final seconds of her existence.
You didn’t know. You couldn’t have known. You’ll be at peace now, baby. No more
pain. No one will ever hurt you again. No one. Ever. You’re free. You’re finally free.
We’re free. Let’s go to sleep now. Shhhhhhh—let’s go to sleep.
<peace>
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Ding Dong
“Fuck!” Edna snapped out of her trance. “Not now!”
She dropped the knife on the floor of the shower, rinsed herself, and jumped from
the stall. She grabbed a towel, bolted from the bathroom, and ran stealthily to the
bedroom, leaving a trail of water droplets on the hardwood floor.
Ding Dong
Light from the street seeped in through a thin vertical space between the shade and
the bedroom window. She moved to it and peeked through the space with one eye. She
recognized the red Jeep Wrangler in the driveway.
Get the fuck out of here, Salesi. Leave. Come on, you fuck. Leave. Leave. Leave.
Leave… She whispered the word repeatedly until Tony turned and walked from the
porch. Sammy was with him.
Edna rushed back to the bathroom and let the towel around her torso fall to the
floor. She turned both spigots until the water streams diminished into residual dripping.
Michelle’s dead eyes stared up at her.
She ran into the kitchen and dialed Tony’s number. During the recorded message,
as if governed by a switch in her brain, Edna’s harried demeanor vanished and was
replaced by a calm and jovial deportment.
“Hey, Tone. It’s Eddie. Is everything okay? I was in the bathroom when the
doorbell rang. When I got to the door you were already pulling away. Call me. Hey, what
time tomorrow? Watch out fish—here we come!”
The switch in her brain clicked again, and she was hyper once more. She ran back
to the bathroom, still naked, and pulled the folded tarp from behind the vanity. She spread
it open on the floor.
The fucking doorbell. Aren’t you supposed to call first? Jesus Christ—you chew
with your fucking mouth open; you can’t even be at a crime scene without puking; you
can’t hit a target in broad fucking daylight, and you don’t even call before coming by.
You’re supposed to call, asshole. You ruined everything. You’re supposed to fucking call.
Edna climbed into the shower and picked the knife from the floor. As she had with
the three women before, she removed Michelle’s lower lip and tossed it to the side. Blood
oozed and collected in a small red puddle around the lip. Edna grunted when she hoisted
Michelle up. She awkwardly carried her out of the shower, and dropped the body onto the
tarpaulin.
She carved a smiley-face into Michelle’s forehead.
We need to get you out there lickety-split, honey. I get the last laugh. Tomorrow’s
the big day. All better.
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After wrapping the body, Edna picked the lip from the floor and sealed it in a
Ziploc. She ran the water again and used a sponge to clean the bloody areas. She was not
as meticulous as she’d been before—just a quick once-over. It would all be over soon.
Did you see that? What was he thinking? Tomorrow’s the big day. The masterpiece.
They can be heroes. I get the last laugh.
She folded the aluminum foil square around the ziplock so that the label was facing
up. She stacked it in the freezer, on top of the others, next to the container of lentil soup.
Using a fresh towel, she dried herself and went to the bedroom where she dressed and put
on her shoes.
The finale. Ampel, that stupid shit, at least he was right about that. He was right
about the masterpiece, and that’s the only thing he was right about—that pompous fuck.
I’d love to see his face. He was wrong about that stuff about you, right? I mean—you
weren’t abusing me like he said, right? You weren’t. You were helping me. Right? Right?
You were helping me. You always helped me. You made me all better.
She carried the plastic-wrapped body from the house into the night, and dumped it
into the cargo area of the SUV.
Edna drove off into the darkness.

When she returned, she gathered up Michelle’s personal effects and stuffed them
into a plastic garbage bag. She tied the bag and set it outside with the rest of the trash.
The bathroom looked fine, so she went into the kitchen and tore an aluminum-foil square
from the roll. She removed the cap from the indelible black marker and began to draw a
letter on the foil. The marker was dry, so the second half of the letter was translucent. She
retraced the letter repeatedly with the marker until it was complete. Sloppy. No good. She
tossed the marker in the trash, crumpled the foil, and tossed it as well. An idea came.
They’ll write books about it.
She made mental note to buy a new marker in the morning. It was important that it
be the exact same type that she’d used on the other packets. They needed to be the same.
There had to be order.
She locked up the house, sipped a cup of tea, and went to bed.
In pitch-blackness, a small crumpled aluminum foil ball lie cradled between an
empty white cardboard Chinese food container and a banana peel. Somewhere within it,
distorted and crumpled as well, written in faded black marker over and over and over
again, was the letter S.
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Tony felt the uncomfortable dull pain in his eyes, and he heard the quick breathing
sounds. He felt the short hot breaths fall upon his neck and face. Sammy was using his
fingers to pull open Tony’s eyelids. When Tony gained consciousness, Sammy’s gigantic
smiling face was one inch away. Unmistakable music blasted from the television—the
Looney Toons theme. How appropriate, Tony thought.
“I knew you were awake, Dad.”
Tony groaned and brushed Sammy’s fingers away from his face.
“P-U, Dad. Your breath smells bad.”
Tony was thinking the same thing about Sammy’s. He grabbed his boy under the
armpits and tickled. “I’ll show you whose breath smells bad!”
Sammy wriggled and giggled, rolling from his father’s chest onto the floor between
the futon and the coffee table. “Dad! Stop! No! Dad! Stop! Dad! No!” Each word was
sandwiched between hysterical laughs.
Tony relented. “Good Morning, Batman. What’s for breakfast?”
“Cereal.”
“Cereal, it is.” Tony lumbered into the kitchen.
It didn’t take him long to register the milk carton in the sink. “Sam, we need to run
to the store, buddy. We’re out of milk.”
“Oh, Dad, can’t I just stay here and watch cartoons while you go?”
“No way, José.”
Tony walked over to the window to check the weather. He moved the shade to the
side and squinted through the glass. A sunny day—so much for the January
thunderstorm.
Bugs Bunny was trying to convince Elmer Fudd that it was duck hunting season
rather than rabbit season when Tony laid eyes on the corpse in his front yard. A sharp
pain stabbed at his gut. He felt faint. He stared. Neck wound. Smiley-face on the
forehead. He was dumbfounded. What frightened him the most was that it lay in his front
yard. The phone rang.
“I’ll get it,” Sammy said.
“No! Don’t touch it, Sam!”
Tony ran into his bedroom and returned with his service pistol. By the time he made
it back, the phone was ringing for the third time. He stared at it and bit his lip. Sammy
wandered toward the window.
“Sam! Come here!”
“Why, Dad? Hey, why do you have your gun?”
“Just sit back down—now!”
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Tony forced a smile. The phone rang for the fourth time. Tony ensured that Sammy
was walking away from the window. He put the gun down on the end table and picked up
the phone.
“Hello.”
“What’s the plan, Stan?” Edna said. “Are you ready to fish? The sun is out and it’s
not all that cold. The rain won’t be here for a few hours.”
“Jesus Christ, Ed.” He was shaking.
“What’s wrong?”
Tony didn’t answer.
“Something’s wrong. I can tell.”
“Ed—” He got a quick bearing on Sammy, who was sitting cross-legged, watching
Yosemite Sam bark pseudo-profanities at Bugs. “We got another code eleven.”
“What? I don’t understand. Flynn’s in custody. Shit! It’s probably something he did
a couple of days ago and it’s just washing up now. Jesus. They don’t want us to go in, do
they?”
“You don’t understand, Ed.” Tony rubbed his forehead and lowered his voice to a
whisper. “It couldn’t have been Flynn. It’s in my front yard.” He was still shaking.
“Holy shit! Did you call it in yet?”
“I saw it five seconds ago.”
“Dad,” Sammy asked, “what’s a code eleven?”
“Oh my God,” Edna said. “Did Sammy see it?”
“No. Not yet. That’s why I’m freaking-out here.”
“Okay, Tone. Listen. I’ll call it in and run right over there. Get him ready. Pack
some things. I’ll take him over to my place. You’ll need to handle the scene there—jeez,
it’s your house. When everything cools down, you can meet up with us, okay?”
Tony’s mind raced with the scenarios. Sammy couldn’t stay here. He would be
okay with Eddie. Sammy had to leave. “You’re a doll, Ed. Jesus Christ, I can’t believe
this. Come to the side door.”
“All right, let me go. I’ll be there in five.”
Tony hung up the phone grabbed the gun. “Sam! Guess what, buddy?”
“What?”
“Eddie’s coming to pick you up. She’s gonna bring you to her house!”
“Cool! But what about you?”
“I have some things to do here. Then I’ll meet you there and we’ll go fishing.”
“All right!” The I’m-so-happy dance.
Before Tony brought Sammy to the bedroom, he locked the front and side doors of
the bungalow. When he finished dressing, Sammy was still struggling with his sweatshirt.
Edna knocked at the side door. Tony ran to the kitchen, looked through the blinds, and let
her in. Sirens.
“Is he ready?”
“Almost. I need to get his sneakers and jacket on.”
“We have to hurry.” She rushed past Tony toward the bedroom. “They’re on their
way. Forget the jacket; he can put it on in the car. Hey Sammy!”
“Eddie!” Sammy ran to her with open arms. They squeezed and Edna ended it.
Sammy let out a few coughs, followed by a couple of big sniffs.
“He’s sick,” Tony said.
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“Aw.” Edna took Sammy back into her arms. “We’re going to have to take care of
you. We’ll make it all better.”
“He hasn’t eaten yet,” Tony said, “and don’t let me forget to give you his
medicine.”
Tony started pushing Sammy’s sneakers onto his feet. They were the new ones and
they slipped right on.
Edna crouched before Sammy. “Listen. My car is on the side of the house by the
kitchen door. I’ll race you!”
Sammy bolted for the side door. Tony grabbed him.
“Hold on there, Speedy Gonzales.” Tony clutched Sammy’s shoulders, pulled him
backwards, and spun him around. “You be good for Eddie, okay?”
“Okay, Dad.” Sammy tried to pull away.
“Wait.” Tony looked into Sammy’s eyes.
“I know what you’re going to ask me, Dad.”
“Oh yeah? What?”
“You’re going to ask me if I know how much you love me.”
“How much?”
“As much as the whole sky.”
Tony let go. Sammy ran for the door.
Edna swiped Sammy’s jacket from Tony and hurried to the kitchen. The sirens were
louder now.
“I’ll see you later, Ed.” Tony held open the side door. “Thanks. I owe you.”
“You don’t owe me anything.” She smiled in the doorway. “Like I always say—it’s
the way it’s supposed to be. It’s working out exactly how it was meant to.” She ran to the
white Jeep Cherokee.
Tony watched them get into the car. How could he have been so stupid to let
Sammy stay over? Will Sammy be safe with Eddie? He argued with himself that Sammy
would be safer with Eddie than anyone, except for Janine.
Shit! The cough medicine.
Small stones shot from under the wheels as the Cherokee backed into the street.
Tony attempted to wave Edna down. Sammy smiled and waved at his dad. Edna didn’t
look.
Tony shuddered and swallowed hard. Something was ripping at his insides. A
feeling. A bad feeling. Like he would never see his boy again.
He brushed it off.
Just as the white Jeep skidded and flew down the street, two patrol cars with lights
flashing and sirens blaring turned the corner and raced up the block. Both came to a
screeching halt in front of Tony’s house.
Tony walked to the front yard and examined the body from a distance safe enough
to prevent objection from his stomach. Blaise’s grilled-cheese was beginning to make a
ruckus.
“Oh my God! Oh sweet Jesus!” Betty approached Tony’s front yard with Jo-Jo on a
leash.
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This crime scene was different and far more important than the first three. Unlike at
the beach and the dock, the killer had to have been at the scene in order to deposit the
body as it was found, and unlike the boardwalk, the body was left on soft ground. Plaster
casts of footprints had been made, and the area had been searched with extreme diligence.
Yellow police tape stretched from the house to two telephone poles at the curb and
back to the house again. Tony’s entire front yard was cordoned off. His jeep was parked
on the street.
The first challenge for the officers at the scene had been to persuade Betty to take
Jo-Jo back into her house. Eventually she did, but even now, after the body had been
carted off and most of the cops were gone, Betty’s face was framed within her side
window. She held Jo-Jo.
Tony unwrapped another piece of nicotine gum and, after spitting the wad in his
mouth to the ground, popped it in. He’d been going through the gum at an unprecedented
rate. It’s one thing to be on the boardwalk or the beach, doing your job, surveying a crime
scene with a corpse. It’s quite another to be doing it in your front yard. He was shaken.
Why had the killer chosen his yard? Would there be another body tomorrow in Eddie’s
yard? Or Medski’s? Ampel said there was going to be three more victims. Two had been
discovered since. Was there really going to be one more? The day had barely started and
Tony was already mentally and physically fatigued. It took about two hours for the body
to be carted off to Dans River.
After some time, only Medski and Johnson remained at the scene. They’d arrived
much later than the others—it was their day off as well.
At one point, Johnson struck up a conversation alone with Tony, which caused a
shift in Tony’s impression of him. Johnson told Tony about his brother, Bob, a heroin
addict who’d recently wreaked some havoc within the family. Tony was shocked to find
Johnson so honest and vulnerable. He decided that Johnson, regardless of the diamond
pinky-ring, was just a regular guy like all the rest, that Johnson had the same feelings and
problems as everyone else. It was no wonder that he’d been stressed on the job. Tony
resolved to stop resenting him so much, though he suspected that as soon as Johnson hit
on Eddie again, the old feelings would return.
“This Flynn guy kept the county guys up all night last night,” Medski said. “They
were grilling him and he wouldn’t change his story. It was like getting blood from a
rock.” He mussed his hair with his hand. “Let me tell you—this guy’s burnt to a crisp.
Marbles are all gone. He was shooting heroin when we picked him up. He didn’t know
his name. He was happy to see us. Said he had no idea how the carpet got in his yard.
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Said he didn’t even notice it there, which I’m not surprised about—the place looked like
a goddamn pig’s eye.”
“He can’t get a better alibi than being with us when the body was dropped.
Weinstein combed through his computer and found a bunch of porn and some Satan stuff,
but nothing linking him to the other two victims.”
Tony looked to his right and saw that Betty and Jo-Jo were still perched in the
window. Betty waved. Tony returned the wave.
“Back to square one,” Medski said. “We got nothing to go on. I was all ready to
start the pension paperwork, too.”
“You hear from Baker?” Tony asked.
“Yep,” Medski said. “He’s home. It was just a concussion. He’s taking a sick
leave.”
“Can he account for his whereabouts last night?” Tony asked.
“That’s a good question.”
Tony continued to beat himself up over having allowed Sammy to stay over. What
about tonight? Perhaps he and Sammy would rent a room on the mainland. Sammy might
like that.
Johnson’s cell phone rang. “Johnson.” He listened for about twenty seconds.
“You’re sure?” He furrowed his brow. “Interesting.” Another pause. “Okay. I’m on my
way.” He ended the call and stuffed the phone in his coat pocket. “Gentlemen, we got a
break. We’ll have our killer in less than an hour.”
“Whaddaya got?” Medski asked.
“That was Schirro. I’m heading over the bridge to meet him and Weinstein. They
picked up the computer from Bennet’s house. Weinstein not only found the Yippee
personals files; he found some emails detailing Bennet’s plans to meet with the killer. We
got the scumbag’s screen-name—‘Kisses For You.’ Weinstein is working with the
techies at Yippee and the access service. He says he’ll have a phone number in a half
hour. Once we get that, we got the address. It’s over.”
“Who’s Bennet?” Tony asked.
“Johnson,” Medski said. “I want to ride with you into Dans River.”
“Okay,” Johnson said.
“Who is Bennet?” Tony asked. He made a grunting sound and pressed his hand into
his belly.
“What’s wrong, Tony?” Johnson asked.
Tony couldn’t quite put his finger on what was so odd about Johnson’s question,
but then he realized that it was the first time that Johnson had called him by his first
name. “I got a grilled-cheese sandwich from Blaise’s acting up on me. The corpse didn’t
help matters. Who’s Bennet?”
“You eat Blaise’s slop?” Medski asked. “My God! Why don’t you just drink some
oil from the bottle?”
“Who the hell is Bennet?” Tony grabbed Medski’s shoulder.
“Tamara Bennet,” Medski said, “the victim on the bench—the redhead. We ID’d
her yesterday right before we picked up Flynn.”
“Something else,” Johnson said. He looked perplexed.
“What?” Medski studied Johnson’s face. “What else?”
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“They interviewed Bennet’s parents.” Johnson shook his head and wrinkled his
nose, which exposed his upper row of teeth. “She was gay.”
“Gay?” Medski said.
“That’s not all,” Johnson said. “Weinstein says that Yippee was able to trace the
Web hits on the first three victims’ computers. They were all answering ads placed by
women. The victims were answering ads in the Women For Women section. ‘Kisses For
You’ was placing the ads in the Women For Women section.”
“Jesus.” Medski shoved his hand into his hair. “You mean to tell me this guy’s
pretending to be a gay woman looking for a girlfriend on the Web? Is that what you’re
saying?”
“Looks that way,” Johnson said.
“Wait a minute, guys.” Tony pressed his fingers to his forehead. “It doesn’t make
any sense.”
“How do you mean?” Medski asked.
Tony began to pace. “What woman is gonna let a man into her car when she was
expecting to meet a woman for a blind date? It doesn’t make sense.”
“Psycho, Tone.” Medski shrugged. “The guy makes himself up like a transvestite or
something. I’ve seen these guys on HBO—you’d bet your life they were women. You
can’t tell the difference until they take their clothes off and you see their dick. Maybe
that’s when this guy struck.”
“Perhaps the killer is a woman.” Johnson raised his eyebrows. “Maybe Ampel’s
wrong.”
“That would be a first,” Medski said.
“What? The guy can’t be wrong?” Johnson asked. “He said himself that the theories
were only ninety something percent.”
Medski shook his head. “What I’m saying is that I don’t think there’s ever been a
woman serial killer. Women don’t do this shit. Can you think of one?”
Johnson brought his hand to his chin. “Ma Barker?”
“What?” Medski waved Johnson off. “Get the hell outta here. Ma Barker.” He
laughed. “She doesn’t count. She was a gangster. Her sons were the triggermen.” He
shook his head and smiled. “Ma Barker. Jesus, Johnson, what about Lizzie Borden?”
Medski laughed some more. “And The Fifty Foot Woman!”
“Alright, then how about these black widow ladies who keep murdering their
husbands for money?” Johnson held his finger in the air. “And how about those Manson
chicks? Squeaky what’s-her-face and the other two?” He grinned. “They were women.
They killed more than once. Does that qualify? What about them, huh?”
Medski shrugged.
“Look.” Tony shook his head and waved his hands in front of his chest. “Whether
you think it was a woman or a man dressed like a woman, it just doesn’t wash. The
sketch sucked, but there’s one thing Eddie was sure of—she saw a man in the BMW.”
The three of them stood for a moment in silence, alternately looking one another in
the eyes.
“Well,” Medski said, “we’ll know in about fifteen minutes. Then we’ll pick the
fucker up. And then you know what?”
“What?” Johnson asked.
“He’s retiring,” Tony said.
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“Bingo, Tone.”
Johnson looked at his watch. “Let’s get over there.”
“What about coverage for the bust?” Medski asked.
“Schirro’s got Pisciotto, Nowatzky, and Hansen waiting at the station for his call,”
Johnson said.
“Good. Tone, call Eddie. Let’s all go with Johnson to the courthouse. Shit!” He
slapped his thigh. “The ol’ lady is gonna kill me. We were supposed to go antiquing.
Jesus. Guys—take my advice—never get married. You wind up wasting all your
Saturdays doing fun things like going antiquing and taking romantic walks that aren’t
romantic.”
“Too late,” Tony said. “Been there, done that.”
“Oh yeah, I forgot.” Medski smiled.
“Eddie can’t go with you, boss. I have Sammy, remember? She’s watching him.”
“Shit. Can you go?”
“I think so. Let me talk to Eddie. Let me see if Sammy’s okay, and for that matter,
whether she’s okay. He can be quite a handful sometimes.”
“Okay,” Medski said. “Johnson, let’s go. Tone, hurry-up.”
“Okay, boss.”
Medski and Johnson drove away.
Tony ran inside, pulled his cell phone from the charger, and grabbed his keys. He
locked up the house and jogged toward his car. He needed to duck under the police tape
to get to the street. As he put the keys into the ignition, a purple Saturn two-door coupe
screeched around the corner and skidded to a halt inches from the Jeep’s rear bumper.
Tony unlocked the glove box and pulled out his revolver. He tensed up and squinted to
recognize the face in the rearview mirror. When he did, he left the gun on the passenger
seat and got out of the Jeep.
“What is it?” Tony asked.
“Everyone is gone?” Barbara Beyer slammed the door of her car and approached
Tony. “Man. I can’t believe this. What happened? Same M-O?”
Tony stared at her with no response.
“Come on, Sergeant…Salesi, right? Was it a woman? Cut me a break. I was stuck
in traffic on 36. Give me something. I’m just going to interview the owners of the house
anyway.”
Tony smiled and shook his head. He couldn’t help it—it had been a long week.
“What?” Beyer smiled as well. “What?”
A series of rapid beep tones sounded from the pager that was clipped to Beyer’s
bag. She twisted it to view the readout. “Motherfather!” She pressed the button and stared
at the pager. “Will ya leave me alone for once in my life? Will ya?”
Tony leaned against the Jeep and laughed out loud. He had surrendered to the
stress. It had indeed been a long week.
“What’s so funny?”
He gained composure. “So—” He lost it again and laughed some more. “You’re
going to interview the owner?”
“Damn right I am. That’s my job. You have yours and I have mine. It’s definitely
not a summer rental.” She pointed. “Boots and a snow shovel on the front porch there.
Are they home?”
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Tony smiled wider. “Well, they were just about to leave.”
“All the better, then—” A look of realization washed over Beyer’s face. “You’re the
owner.”
Tony nodded.
“Holy shit.” Beyer’s mouth hung open. “He dropped the body at your house? Holy
shit!” She dipped into her shoulder bag and pulled out a spiral pad and a pen.
“Hold up,” Tony said. “Look. That’s off the record.” He paused. “I’ll talk to you,
okay? I can’t give you much right now, but big things are happening. You keep
everything I say off the record and I promise I’ll try to get you in first when we crack the
case. Deal?”
“Is Christian Flynn going to be released?” she asked.
“Deal?” Tony raised one eyebrow.
“Deal.” She held out her hand and Tony shook it.
“Flynn is obviously not The Slasher,” Tony said. “He’ll be released in a couple of
hours.”
“Shit.” Beyer shook her head. “I worked all goddamned night putting together a
feature for the front page of tomorrow’s local section. Twelve hours. I even found the
stuff from the seventies. You promise you’ll try to get me in first?”
“What stuff from the seventies?” Tony asked.
“You guys don’t know? I figured you guys would have dug it out of your files;
maybe not—he wasn’t arrested back then.”
“What stuff?”
Beyer smiled. “You promise you’ll get me in first?”
“I said I’d try. I promise I’ll try to get you in first. You can trust me—just like
Eddie. Now, what stuff?”
“Eddie? Who’s Eddie?”
“My partner—Mulligan.”
“Oh, yes. Sergeant Mulligan. She’s been great. She told you that we spoke, huh?”
“Yeah. We’re close.” Tony raised his hands and voice. “What stuff from the
seventies?”
“As soon as you guys released the name of the suspect I put it through the news
databases and got a bunch of hits—all from twenty five years ago. A couple were from
my own paper. I spent hours down in the morgue—you know—the archives. The paper
was just a rag then, not big like now. Anyway, Flynn’s a kid and he turns his mother in
for abuse. The cops arrest her and she commits suicide. I wrote up the current piece and
then did this great tie-in thing—you know—analysis of the background of a serial killer.
It was going to be my first front page in a Sunday edition. Damn.”
Suddenly, the name Flynn rang a bell when Tony thought of it in connection with a
suicide. A vague memory taunted him.
“I have a copy of the old article in here somewhere if you want it.” Beyer shuffled
some things around in her bag.
“Yes. Please. Thanks.”
“So, what’s the dope? I’m sorry, what’s your first name?” She pulled out a folded
sheet of paper and handed it to him. “Here.”
“Tony.” He took the paper and unfolded it.
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“You said big things were happening. That’s what you said. Give me the dirt. Off
the record.” Beyer rested the hand with the pen on her pad.
Tony glanced at his watch and refolded the sheet of paper. “Okay. I’ll tell you a few
things, but I gotta get going. They’re waiting for me over in Dans River. This is off the
record until I give you the green light.” Tony pointed his finger at her.
“You bet, Sarge.”
“We confirmed that the killer was using the Internet to get the woman. Personal
ads. The Yippee site. We traced the screen name today. They’re getting the real name and
address right now. They’ll have it any minute.”
“Holy shit.” Beyer scribbled on the pad and did not look up. “What about the body
today? Same M-O?”
“Same M-O. Except for the Xs. Now it’s a smiley face.”
“Like the body from yesterday.”
“Right. Listen—I really gotta run.”
“Wait. How did you guys know—”
“I gotta go. Thanks for the article.” Tony turned and double-timed it to the door of
his Jeep. “I promise I’ll get you in.”
“Wait!” Beyer called out.
Tony turned around.
She smiled. “Thanks, Sergeant Salesi.”
Tony returned the smile. “You’re welcome. It’s Tony.”
He got into the Jeep, tossed the article on the passenger seat, and placed the
revolver in the glove box. As he was pulling away, he saw Betty and Jo-Jo at the side
window. Betty was holding Jo-Jo’s paw and forcing him to wave to Tony. Tony didn’t
wave.

Eddie? Barbara Beyer thought. That’s odd.
She turned the key in the ignition and started her car. The pager sounded.
“Motherfather.”
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“Ed, how is everything?” Tony took a right onto the Boulevard.
“Everything’s great. We’re getting along just fabulously. Right, Sammy?”
Tony could hear Sammy say, “Yep.”
The red indicator light on the dash came on.
“Shit,” Tony said, “I need gas.”
“Where are you?” Edna asked.
“That’s why I’m calling. I got good news, bad news and funny news. The good
news is—shit!”
“The good news is shit? Jeez—I don’t know if I want to hear the bad news, Tone.”
“No. I forgot Sammy’s medicine. Is he coughing?”
“He’s just fine,” Edna said. “I thawed out some lentil soup, and he’s eating it now.
Mom used to give me lentil soup when I was sick. We’re making it all better, right Sam?”
Sammy said something, but Tony couldn’t make it out.
“So, what’s the news?” Edna asked.
“What do you want first—good news, bad news, or funny news?”
“Bad news,” she whined.
“Okay. I need to head into Dans River to meet with Medski and Schirro. Can you
keep Sammy for another couple of hours?”
“That’s not bad news. Sure. Stay out as long as you want. Actually, I was just going
to call you. Sammy and I are planning a big surprise and you can’t come here until it’s
ready. So, you have to call before you come, okay?”
“Okay.” Tony smiled. Sammy’s newfound friendship with Eddie was a great thing.
“Good news or funny news?”
“Um…funny.”
“Beyer just stopped by my house. I talked with her—gave her some stuff off the
record. You know, she’s not that bad.”
“Wow. That’s surprising. You see, you’re just an old softee.”
“Who you calling old, Ed?”
“So how did things go over there today?”
“They carted the body off—same old thing, which leads me to the good news.
Ready?”
“Shoot.”
“We got him!” Tony had shouted it into the phone. “We got The Slasher!”
“We arrested someone else?” Edna sounded shocked.
“Well, not exactly. Weinstein got the killer’s screen-name from an email on the
redhead’s computer. It’s ‘Kisses something-or-other.’ They’ll have the phone number and
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address before you can say ‘Medski’s Retiring.’ Here’s the odd thing, though. The killer
was posting the ads in a gay section, maybe pretending to be a woman. Medski thinks it’s
a bait and switch thing. Johnson thinks it could be a woman. I just don’t know. What do
you think?”
Silence.
“Ed? You there?”
More silence.
“Ed?”
“Yeah.” Edna cleared her throat. “I don’t know. That’s good, Tone. We got the
killer.”
“Well, we’ll know soon enough. It’s almost over, Ed. Thank God. It’s over.”
Silence.
“That’s great, Tone.”
“Okay, I’ll call you when I leave the courthouse. Maybe we can still get some
fishing in. Let me talk to Sammy.”
“Hold on.”
Tony took a left on Hamilton and headed for the Bay Bridge to Dans River.
“Hi, Dad.”
“Hey, buddy. Are you being a good boy?”
“Yup. Dad! You should see the bloodworms Eddie has! They’re the biggest, fattest,
most deescusting ones! We’re definitely gonna catch a million fish. She thought I was too
scared to touch ‘em but I showed her I could. They’re dead and cold ‘cause she had ‘em
in the freezer.”
“Wow, that’s great. So, what are you doing?”
“We’re eating this lento soup.” He lowered his voice to a whisper. “Dad, I don’t
like this soup—it tastes real bad. I’m trying to eat it anyway because I don’t want Eddie
to be sad.”
“Good boy. Just take five more spoonfuls, then tell her that you’re full.”
“Okay, Dad.”
“I’ll see you later, alligator,” Tony said.
“After a while, crocodile,” Sammy sang.
Tony waited for Eddie to get back on the line, but heard only a click when she hung
up the phone.

When Tony pulled up next to a pump at the Southco station, the bells sounded and
Jay emerged from the building. After years of never having to use the infamous Southco
restroom, Tony was coerced to surrender. Blaise’s grilled cheese was demanding release.
He supposed the timing could have been worse.
“Hey, Tony—what’ll it be?”
“Fill it up with regular. Is the restroom open?”
“Yeah.” Jay smiled. “But I’d be careful in there if I were you, the germs are so big
we gave them names.”
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“Names?”
“Yeah. Godzilla, Kong.”
“Great,” Tony said. “I don’t suppose you have anything to read. Is there even a light
in there?”
“The light works all right, but all I got is my geometry book to read—there’s a map
inside if you wanna take that.”
“I’ll pass on the map.” Tony waved his hand. “Guess I’ll just talk with Kong. Hear
from Lucille yet?”
“Nah.” Jay’s face changed at the mention of his missing sister. “We haven’t heard
anything. Dad thinks she’s dead.” He looked at the ground.
Tony patted Jay on the back. “She’s okay, Jay. She’ll be home before summer. You
watch.”
“That’s what I think.” He smiled. “You left your blinker on.”
Tony opened the door, and flipped down the flasher lever. He spotted the folded
article from Beyer on the passenger seat. He could kill two birds with one stone, or, as
Medski would say, “kill two stones.” He grabbed the article and headed for the restroom.
“If I’m not out in ten, call the Coast Guard.”
Jay laughed.
The Southco restroom was the filthiest and smelliest restroom Tony could
remember ever having been in. He breathed through his mouth.
Mind over matter.
It wasn’t even a restroom as far as Tony was concerned. It was more like a boiler
room that somebody slapped a toilet and a sink into. Seeing the old oily heating unit
reminded Tony that he still hadn’t called Martone. He made a mental-note.
He wished he could postpone this little adventure until he got over the bridge, or
better yet, until he got home to his old familiar bathroom, but Blaise’s grilled cheese
wouldn’t hear of it. He placed his cell phone and the folded article on a shelf above the
sink, and grabbed some toilet tissue, which he used to turn the hot water spigot. Nothing.
He had similar luck with the cold. The non-functioning sink was rather convenient given
that the paper towel dispenser was empty.
Depleting the roll, he used most of the existing toilet tissue to build a force field of
sorts, ensuring that not a molecule of his skin need come in contact with any fixture in the
Southco bathroom.
Tony sat and unfolded the article. The date on the header was January 6, 1975. The
headline read, Poison Mom Commits Suicide.
DANS
RIVER——A
Seaside
Point
woman hung herself in the Ocean
County Jail on Tuesday after
having been arrested in her home
for the attempted murder of her
10-year-old daughter. 41-yearold
Margaret
Flynn
was
pronounced dead at 4:55 pm when
authorities
found
her
body
strapped to the bars of her
cell. She had apparently used
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her brassiere to hang herself
from the iron doorframe.
Police received a visit from
Flynn’s
18-year-old
son,
Christian, earlier the same day…

The memory of the event was surfacing. Tony had been about twelve when it
happened, and he seemed to remember the buzz that it had created, though he hadn’t
known the family. Tony’s parents had shipped him into Dans River every morning to
attend St. Leos. His friends had been from the mainland, not the strip.
…claiming that his mother had
been deliberately poisoning his
younger sister, who had been
hospitalized
frequently
with
various
unexplained
ailments
since birth.
Based
upon
the
statement
given to police by Christian
Flynn
along
with
hospital
records from Community Memorial
Hospital,
the
Ocean
County
Prosecutor was able to obtain an
immediate
search
warrant
and
officers
entered
the
Flynn
residence at noon on Tuesday.
The Police arrived to find young
Edna Flynn in a semi-conscious
state.

Edna? He sat puzzled. Loose ends whipped around in his racing mind like tentacles,
but none were connecting.
<I lost my virginity in the slanted room>

Among other things, police
confiscated a half-eaten bowl of
soup later found to be laced
with Terrific household cleaner,
a nasal inhaler that contained
toxic model glue, and a stuffed
animal that had been sprayed
with insecticide.

<I ended it when I was sixteen—he was kind of a weirdo>
Edna Flynn is currently being
treated
for
poisons
and
an
aggravated skin condition. Both
siblings have been scheduled for
psychological counseling.
Their
father,
Brian
Flynn,
died of a heart attack in 1973—
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authorities
are
opening
an
investigation into the causes of
his death.

<Remember Tone, it’s only blood>

Legal guardianship of Edna Flynn
will be decided by…

The age was right. She’d told him that both her parents had died when she was
young, and that her aunt and uncle had adopted her. Tony had never met, nor heard of
any other Edna in the area—it was not exactly a common name for his generation. The
girl in the article was Eddie.
Tony walked out into the sun carrying the article, remembering nothing of his
activities in the restroom. Disturbing thoughts nagged him. He was dumbfounded. He had
a million questions for Eddie. The wind was picking up, and black clouds were moving in
fast from the west.
<I meant the Xs, stupid! Xs can mean kisses>
Vague ideas poked at his brain. Bad feelings tugged at his heart and sat like a lump
in his gut. Poor Eddie. He’d heard of that brand of abuse, though he couldn’t quite
remember the name. Munch-something. Munchheimer’s? Munchhausen’s? As a parent,
Tony couldn’t fathom the mindset behind it. It was utterly insane. Something began
tapping on a door in his head.
Had Eddie been abused by her older brother as well? Had her father been murdered
by her mother? Why was the bloody rug in Christian Flynn’s yard? The tapping in his
head was persistent. He squinted at Jay as he approached the Jeep.
<I have curtains and an area rug on order>
“I was about to call the Coast Guard,” Jay said. “That’ll be eighteen, Tony.”
His mind elsewhere, Tony mechanically pulled out his wallet and handed Jay the
Global Express card.
“Sorry, Tony, everything but.” Jay handed the card back to Tony, who snapped out
of his trance.
“What?”
“Global Express—it’s the only card we don’t take. The boss is too cheap.”
Tony took the card from Jay and stared at it. The tapping in his head graduated to
full-fledged knocking and was becoming unbearably loud. He didn’t understand. Hadn’t
he used the card here before? He thought for sure that he knew that the Southco took
Global Express.
<Fate is amazing. The authorization for my Globex card wouldn’t go through
at the Southco. Jay had to put it through three times>
“This is recent, right? I mean, you guys used to take it, right?”
“Nope,” Jay said, “not as long as I been here. You okay?”
Tony was having difficulty focusing on any one thought. The knocking in his head
was furious.
<That’s what I use. It’s the only card I have. It keeps you honest>
“If you don’t have the cash, Tony, that’s okay. I know you’re good for it.” Jay
patted him on the back.
Tony closed his eyes. Something wasn’t right. Something…
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<Fate is amazing. The authorization for my Globex card wouldn’t go through
at the Southco. Jay had to put it through three times>
“Jay?” Tony paused. “You know Eddie, my partner? How does she pay?”
“Huh?”
“Eddie. My Partner. How does she pay for her gas?”
“Oh. Eddie’s strictly cash. She’s good people too—calls my dad and stops over
sometimes checking in about Lucille. They were close. Why?”
Tony froze and stared at Jay.
<They were close>
The knocking in his head was now a violent pounding, the magnitude of which
made him feel like his skull was about to explode.
<They were close>
His heart raced.
<They were close>
Without blinking, without breaking his gaze, Tony asked Jay another question.
“What do you mean, they were close?”
Jay looked at Tony, then down at the ground. “Well…uh,” he stuttered. “I
mean…I’m probably not supposed to say anything…but you probably know the scene…I
mean…they were steady for a while before Lucille disappeared and blah blah blah blah
blah blah blah blah bla…”
<Dad, I don’t like this soup. It tastes real bad>
Jay’s remaining words were lost. The enormous door in Tony’s head that’d been
bursting at the seams exploded open and cracked into the sides of his skull. This time he
clearly heard every voice, and he understood the collective meaning of what was running
through his brain.
<Fate is amazing. The authorization for my Globex card wouldn’t go through
at the Southco. Jay had to put it through three times>
<Dad, I don’t like this soup. It tastes real bad>
<That’s what I use. It’s the only card I have. It keeps you honest>
<Dad, I don’t like this soup. It tastes real bad>
<They were dating for a little while before Lucille disappeared>
<Dad, I don’t like this soup. It tastes real bad>
<Throughout childhood, a domineering and/or overly doting mother, or mother
figure, will have emotionally and/or physically abused the subject>
<They were steady for a while before Lucille disappeared>
<Maybe the killer is a woman>
<Dad, I don’t like this soup. It tastes real bad>
<Remember, Tone, it’s only blood>
<Maybe the killer is a woman>
<That’s what I use. It’s the only card I have. It keeps you honest>
<The bloodworms Eddie has—they’re the biggest, fattest, most deescusting
ones>
<The biggest, fattest, most deescusting ones>
<Soup…it tastes real bad>
<Fattest, most deescusting ones>
<Bloodworms>
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<Biggest, fattest>
All of it poured into Tony’s head. In a split second the connections were solidified.
He was trembling.
“Jesus,” he cried. “Sammy!”
Tony jumped into the Jeep and tore out of the Southco. Between shifting from first
to second gear, he fumbled in the glove box for the revolver, and then shifted from
second to third with the gun in his hand. He needed to call the station. He reached into his
coat pocket—no cell phone. It wasn’t on the passenger seat. It was in the restroom at the
Southco.
“Fuck!”
Janine’s voice echoed in Tony’s head.
<You don’t have to go in to work, right? I mean—you’re going to be with
Sammy all the time? You’re not going to leave him with anybody, right?>
The things that spilled into Tony’s stomach could not, by any stretch of the
imagination, have been called butterflies. They were more like wasps and scorpions,
hundreds of them, stinging relentlessly at the walls of his gut as he sped down the
Boulevard toward Eddie’s street.
He prayed. He prayed like he had never prayed before.
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The Jeep jumped the curb and barreled past Eddie’s white Cherokee into the front
yard, stopping just short of crashing into the house. Tony leapt from the car and stumbled
onto the rock lawn, the revolver gripped tightly in his right hand. He ran for the door. The
thunder of his heartbeat filled his head, pounding the capillaries of his inner ears. His
tongue was cemented to his pallet. The dark clouds had arrived. It was beginning to rain.
Mind and body were not operating normally. Some unseen force, equal parts
instinct and desperation, drove him mentally and physically. Desperation urged him to
dive through the front window, but instinct knew a covert entrance would be wiser than
an overt one.
He treaded lightly onto the front stoop and looked at the mat.
Welcome Friends.
Holding the gun up next to his ear, he grasped the doorknob. The knob moved
freely—the door was unlocked. Tony took a deep breath.
God, please, please make me do the right things.
The door creaked as he eased it open. He pushed his pistol through the opening, and
entered Eddie’s living room behind his gun. He struggled to control his breathing. A
clock ticked on the wall to his left.
No one was in the living room. The green lights on the face of the stereo were lit,
but no music played. The cart of the CD player protruded from the unit—the carousel
was empty. The only sounds audible were his heart, his breathing, and the hollow regular
knocking of the clockworks. He desperately wanted to scream Sammy’s name at the top
of his lungs. Instinct dissuaded him. He tiptoed toward the kitchen.
Gripping the pistol with both hands, he leaned against the living room wall to the
left of the kitchen entry. He listened. Nothing. He eased his head forward until he had a
partial view of the kitchen. A chair had been toppled and was lying on its side away from
the table. Tony swung around into the entryway and pointed the gun into the kitchen.
Nobody.
<relief>
<hopelessness>
He looked at the kitchen table.
Oh my God.
Distant thunder joined the ticking of the clock.
“Sammy!” He screamed his name without deciding to do so. The covert operation
was over.
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“Sammy!”
He ran to the bedroom.
“Sammy! Where are you?”
He kicked open the bedroom door. Nobody.
“Sammy!”
He burst into the room across the hall. A desk. A computer. Nobody. He hurried in
and out of the bathroom. Nodody. He knew. He knew that he was the only thing alive in
the house. Back to the kitchen.
Aluminum foil sheets and plastic bags were strewn about the table. Tony grimaced
at the four bloody lips that lay in small puddles at the edge of the tabletop.
<The bloodworms Eddie has—they’re the biggest, fattest, most deescusting
ones!>
The steady ticking of the clock taunted Tony. Each hollow tock reminded him that
precious time was running out. A bowl sat on the place setting in front of the toppled
chair. A spoon rested on the rim, partially submerged in a thin layer of lentil soup.
<Good boy—Just take five more spoonfuls, then tell her that you’re full>
<Five more spoonfuls, then tell her that you’re full>
<Five more spoonfuls>
<Five more>
He lunged for the table and brought the bowl to his face. He sniffed. Lentils. He
sniffed again. Lentils. Lentils. Lentils. Ammonia. A loud crack of thunder shook the
house. All at once, rapidly tapping raindrops pelted the windowpanes.
Nothing seemed real. Tony felt as though he were trudging through some horrible
nightmare, as if his entire reality had disintegrated, replaced with a horror movie.
Where are they?
He stood before the table panting, and, with the portion of his mind that wasn’t
spinning in a whirlwind, he read Jen’s name on a foil sheet. He bit into his lower lip.
What do I do? What do I do? What do I do? Call Medski.
He didn’t know how to reach Medski. With a shaky hand, he dialed 911. Before the
operator could say two words, Tony shouted, “This is Sergeant Anthony Salesi, Seaside
Point Police. I’m at…Mullen Lane in Seaside Point—ocean block—I don’t know the
address. Sergeant Edna Mulligan is The Slasher. This is her house. Mulligan is the killer.
She’s got my son. They’re on foot. They were here—”
The 911 operator interrupted with a question, but Tony didn’t register it. He was
distracted by a foil square. He fell to his knees and dropped the phone.
Grampa Joe.
A final connection clicked.
<In some strange way, it was peaceful there—like an escape, you know? It was
my get-away place>
Tony bolted for the front door and stumbled out into the soaking torrents. He
jumped into the Jeep and tore up the road, heading east. He prayed. He pleaded with God
and his Grampa Joe as he drove through the storm, clutching the wheel with the gun in
his hand.
“Sir? Sir? Sergeant! Sergeant, are you there, sir?” The operator’s voice fell upon
deaf linoleum.
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On the table, off to one side, an aluminum foil square rested. On it, neither a date
nor a tally number was inscribed—simply a name that had been sloppily written in big
letters with a black indelible marker. One of the letters was incomplete.
Sammv.
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Cold rain slammed the boards at a hard angle, producing a loud patter that
squelched the sounds of the surf. Though afternoon, it was dark as night. The deluge and
the storm clouds reduced visibility to the extent that the ocean could not be seen from the
boardwalk. Thunder cracked and lightning flashed, briefly exposing the rough and stormy
sea, which appeared black in the intermittent bursts of light. The storm was directly
overhead.
The red Jeep was running, haphazardly parked on the north end of the boardwalk.
Tony ran for the fence, slipping and sliding on the slick wet planks. His hair and clothes
were thoroughly soaked. The rain hurt his face.
He turned back. Panting, he leaned into the car and reached under the driver’s seat
for his flashlight. He pulled out a harmonica and threw it across the car. He pulled out a
Barney Burger clown figure and threw it across the car. When he finally found the
miniature flashlight, he slid the switch with his thumb, only to find it already engaged in
the on position. The batteries were dead.
Fuck.
Cradled on the back seat was a small plastic hippopotamus, Sammy’s flashlight
from the circus in October. Tony grabbed it and switched it on; the beam was dim, but it
worked. He bolted to the fence, leaving the Jeep running with the door open and the
headlights on.
He pushed the hippo flashlight into his jacket pocket, and looked north, then south.
If there was a boardwalk patrol on duty that day, it was nowhere near. They were either
to the south of Fun Time or making a food run. The frigid torrents pelted Tony’s face
relentlessly.
In a reenactment of his acrobatics from Wednesday night at the Fun Time pier, he
propelled himself over the fence and tumbled onto the wet sand. This time the drop had
only been half the distance. He stumbled alongside the Midway Pier until the beach
sloped low enough for him to fit beneath the structure. Turning left between two pylons,
he ran underneath the pier.
Aurally, the world became a different place. Though the noises of the storm were
audible, they had diminished significantly. Rainwater spilled from the spaces between the
planks, making the predominant sounds; nevertheless, the pier provided shelter from the
hardest rain. The farther beneath the pier, the darker it became, and the farther away the
storm seemed. The sound of the stormy sea echoed off the pylons, adding to the
surrealistic quality of the predicament in which Tony found himself. He pulled the
hippopotamus from his pocket and switched it on.
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It didn’t take long to find the wall. When he pointed the plastic hippo to his left, an
orange cone-shaped specter spilled onto the foundation of the funhouse. He dragged his
fingers across the wet concrete as he made his way deeper into the blackness.
The dim shaft of light exposed an alcove about twenty feet ahead. The door. An earsplitting thunder crack exploded all around, and the accompanying lightning fleetingly
illuminated the world outside the pier.

On the other side of town, Devito and Gunn were entering Edna’s home, responding
to the emergency 911 call. Across the bridge, in Dans River, Donna was tearfully
reporting Michelle as a missing person. Five miles to the west, Medski and Johnson were
on Route 39, speeding toward the Bay Bridge. They led a racing procession of four
blaring squad cars. Johnson drove. Medski stared blankly through the windshield. In one
hand, he held a small piece of paper on which Edna’s name, address, and phone number
were hurriedly written, in the other, his gun.

Tony shone the light on the ground in front of the door. A chilling spike sped down
his spine when he registered what lay before him. One of Sammy’s sneakers rested on its
side in the sand. To the right of the sneaker—a small patch of steaming vomit.
<terror>
<hope>
God, please let him still be alive.
He grabbed the rusted handle to the wooden door and tugged—it was latched from
the inside. He used the light to search the sand around his feet for something thin enough
to slide into the crack between the door and the jam. Nothing.
He dropped the gun in the sand and yanked his soaking wallet from his pants. He
pulled the Globex card from the leather compartment. By shining the light through the
crack, he was able to locate the latch. He slipped the card into the crack, just below the
latch, and attempted to lift the rusted metal bar. There wasn’t enough leverage—the card
was too short and the bar was too heavy. He attempted once more.
Fuck.
He froze. Despite the storm sounds all around, Tony heard something from within
the funhouse. When he put his ear to the crack, he lost his breath. The wasps and
scorpions reinvaded his stomach, and they stung with undaunted ferocity. What he heard
was distant and shallow, but nonetheless unmistakable. Another chill, so icy that it pained
him, cut down the length of his spine. The music that Ampel had played in the squad
room echoed through the funhouse. Andrea Bocelli. Con te Partiro. Another thunderclap.
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“No.” He pushed himself away from the door and swung around. He stumbled from
pylon to pylon, sweeping the ground with the dim light beam, looking for something—
anything—that could lift the latch.
She must have used something.
His heart sank.
She used the knife.
“Fuck.”
He stumbled through the sand, continuing to sweep the beam from left to right.
Water streams poured from the cracks above, dousing his head and shoulders. Something
ahead. Tony redirected the beam. The orange light-shaft spilled from the hippo’s mouth
onto the alligator.
A thin plywood cutout of a cartoon alligator was wedged in the sand. It was smiling
at Tony. A white comic strip balloon with black letters was beside its open mouth.
You must be as tall as me to ride this ride!
Tony pulled the broken sign from the sand and stumbled back to the door. On the
first try, he was able to raise the latch. He pulled his gun from the sand and yanked open
the door.
As he stepped into the building, once again his ears adjusted to the changes in the
atmosphere. The rain sounds were distant. The water dripping from his clothes to the
floor echoed through the stairwell along with the far-off music. A thunder crack shook
the building.
He started up the steps, taking two at a time. The music seemed so distant, its slow
driving tempo incongruous with Tony’s racing biorhythm. The hippopotamus was
running out of juice. Tony whispered, “Come on,” and slapped it against his leg. The
beam became brighter, but only slightly.
When he reached the top of the stairwell, he held his gun in front of him and
switched off the hippo. He peered into the slanted room through the open hatch. Nobody.
A whistling wind gust welled up and subsided, haunting the funhouse for an instant,
leaving the distant music in its wake.
Tony entered the slanted room and almost lost his footing when his sneaker sank
into the padded angled floor. The rain sounds diminished and the music was louder now.
Though the room was extremely dark, it was not pitch black, and Tony could see the
doorway through which the music and light entered the room. Tony started for the door
and banged his knee on a section of iron railing. He switched the hippo on.
The railings in the room were configured like a maze so that patrons were forced to
walk up and back the length of the room four times. Tony dropped and crawled
underneath the bars, straight to the exit, which led to a long corridor. Still hugging the
padded floor, and without shining the light down into it, Tony could see that the hallway
led to another opening. That’s where the light was coming from—candlelight. The music
sounded nearer, and the manner in which it echoed was chilling. Thunder reverberated
throughout the funhouse.
Tony stood up and started down the corridor with the flashlight pointed toward the
ground. The floor was made of thick Plexiglas and Tony barely noticed the furry stuffed
rats and the fake looking bloody rubber hands that were scattered about under the glass.
He increased his pace, at first to a light-footed jog, and then to a run.
God be with me. Be with Sammy.
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The orchestra steadily struck up the rhythm and Bocelli’s lilting vocal swam in the
air throughout the structure. Tony turned off the hippo and approached the end of the
corridor. The music was loud now, and there was enough light to see. Before him was a
drooping rope bridge, like the ones from an old Tarzan movie. He’d been across this one
many times over the years, but under much different circumstances. He carefully moved
to the entryway and attempted to survey the room below.
It was the main room of the funhouse. There were round metal corrugated grates
that would turn when you stepped on them, and walkways that would move from side to
side. Various funhouse mirrors lined the perimeter of the room—red wooden rectangular
boxes, each about eight feet tall. Tony perceived movement in the row of mirrors lining
the wall opposite his position. The darker images were warped and distorted in varying
ways, and one candle flame twisted and contorted in each curved glass rectangle.
He looked down and to his right. He saw the candle. It was on the floor, next to a
portable CD player. Slow rolling thunder sounded from outside. He was forced to crane
his neck out a little further to see Edna. A bit further and he could see Sammy. A lump
fell into his stomach.
No blood. He must be alive. Are his eyes open? God, make him be alive. Please.
More wasps and scorpions spilled into Tony’s stomach. The stinging was
unbearable.
Edna sat in the corner, cross-legged. Sammy lay with his head in her lap. Tony
could see Sammy’s face, but was looking directly at the top of his head; thus, the angle
prevented him from seeing if Sammy’s eyes were open. Edna ran her fingers through
Sammy’s hair as she sang the words along with Bocelli. The knife was on the floor to her
right—there was no blood on it. Sammy had only one sneaker on.
Tony realized the only way to get to that level was to cross the rope bridge. For
sure, Edna would see him. He couldn’t use the gun from where he was standing. She was
in the corner—the angle was impossible. He backed into the corridor and stuffed the
flashlight in his coat pocket. Both hands trembled as he gripped the revolver. He took one
last long and deep breath. He was trembling.
Grampa Joe—make me do the right thing. Don’t let me fuck up. I need you now.
Tony stepped carefully onto the planks of the rope bridge. As his foot pressed
down, some of the slack that had caused the bridge to droop in the center was taken up.
He pointed the gun toward Edna, but he could use only his right hand—he needed the
other to hold the rope railing. The bridge was particularly unsteady, and his shoes were
still wet. He pressed the other foot onto the bridge, which began to gently sway from side
to side. Edna did not look up. The music eclipsed the creaking noises. Tony took two
more baby steps and moved his left leg forward to brace himself against the slope. He
extended his arm fully, locking his elbow, and aimed the gun at Edna.
“Move away from him, Eddie.”
Edna stirred and looked up.
“Dad? Come on down.” Sammy turned onto his side so he could see Tony on the
bridge. “I threw up, but I feel a little better now.”
Even in the candlelight, Tony could see that Sammy was pale.
“Nice work, Sherlock.” Edna grinned.
“Move away from him, now!” The bridge rippled and swayed with the energy Tony
expelled shouting out.
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Edna’s sly grin evolved into a wide smile. She did not change her position. She
resumed running her fingers through Sammy’s hair. Sammy’s smile evaporated as he
became puzzled with Tony’s demeanor. Edna lowered her head and began to sing along
with the music again.
Tony fired the gun above their heads. The acoustics caused the shot to thunder
explosively. Sammy screamed and jerked his body. Edna secured her hold on Sammy and
looked up at Tony. Thunder rolled outside.
“Move away, Ed. Now! I swear I’ll kill you.”
Sammy cried out and wriggled his body. Edna pressed down more forcefully, and
continued to stroke his hair.
“Shhhhhhh. Relax, sweetheart. You don’t feel well, remember?” Edna looked up at
Tony. “He’s sick, Tone. He needs to be taken care off.”
“You poisoned him. Move away!”
“I did not. How dare you. I gave him medicine to make him better. How dare you!”
Her smile returned. “Put the gun down.”
The music became louder. Sammy tried to twist his body, but Edna locked him in
place.
“I’m going to shoot, Ed.”
Edna laughed. “Put the gun down, Salesi. You won’t shoot. You know you won’t
shoot.” She laughed again.
Sammy wept. “Dad. Help.”
Tony fired another shot, this time at one of the funhouse mirrors to their left. Large
sections of glass slid from the encasement and crashed to the floor, shattering into a
million pieces.
Sammy cried out.
Tony screamed, “I will fucking shoot you. Get away from my son.”
Sammy wept louder, writhing and kicking his feet.
Edna grabbed the knife with her left hand and shifted unsteadily to her knees. Her
right arm was wrapped around Sammy’s chest, underneath his arms. She struggled to pull
Sammy up from the floor so that he was standing in front of her. She held the knife out to
her side with her left hand. The music reverberated loudly through the large room.
“Here, Tone.” She mocked him. “Here’s a bigger target. Go ahead—make my day.”
She laughed. “You can’t even hit a silhouette at the range in the daylight. Go ahead,
Salesi. Shoot. Just don’t miss.” She sang it tauntingly, with a sinister smile on her face.
“Come on, Tone. Put the gun down. Be smart.”
“Dad!” Sammy wailed, and then surrendered his attempts to break free.
Sweat burned Tony’s eyes. He stood quivering as he tried to aim the gun at Edna’s
head, which was only inches above Sammy’s. The bridge was swaying slightly, but
enough so that Tony needed constantly to readjust his aim. She was right. There was no
way that he was going to shoot. She knew it and he knew it. Edna had all of the cards. He
had none.
Edna moved the knife toward Sammy until it was four inches from his neck.
“Daddy!”
“Put the gun down, now!” Edna screamed with a hateful scowl.
Tony bent his knees, and carefully placed the revolver down onto the planks to his
right. The slope of the bridge caused the gun to slide over the wood and rest against his
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right foot. He slowly stood and raised his right hand into the air. He remembered the 911
call. Medski! Where the fuck are you? His heart sank when he realized that he left
Eddie’s house without telling the operator where he was going. Nobody knew. Nobody.
Grampa, help me.
“Why are you doing this, Ed? He loves you. You said you love him.”
“So, my mother loved me. I loved her,” Edna said.
The knife was shaking in Edna’s left hand—Sammy was shaking in her right.
“Come on, Ed. Please put him down. Please. What are you doing?”
Tony searched for the magic words. Perhaps there was one thing he could say.
That’s all he possessed at this point. Words. He just needed the right ones.
“He never did anything to you, Ed. Take me instead. Okay?”
“Shut-up with your hero crap.” She was enraged. “Shut the fuck up!”
She moved the knife closer to Sammy’s throat and hoisted him up to regain her
hold. “I never did anything to my mother. She still loved me. I never did anything to my
father, or my brother—they still loved me. Fuck you, Tony. This boy is sick. He needs to
be taken care of. He’s hurting; you told me so yourself. He needs to be loved. Don’t you
want him better? Don’t you want his pain to be taken away? You selfish fuck! I’m going
to make him better. You don’t even know what love is.”
The music began to climb the crescendo.
“Get the fuck out of here, Salesi. Now. Believe me, you don’t want to see this. Get
out. You ruined Michelle. You’re not going to ruin Sammy. Go. Now. I want to be
alone.”
Sammy’s face seemed permanently wrinkled into a little boy’s crying expression.
The music soared triumphantly and Bocelli smoothly yet forcefully sang out the fourth
chorus—Con te Partiro—Time to Say Goodbye. Another long blast of thunder boomed
around them.
“Can I at least say goodbye?” Tony pleaded. “Please, Ed? Then I’ll leave. I
Promise. Just please let me tell him some stuff. Please?” He was buying time.
She looked up at him. Cymbals crashed; the orchestra roared the crescendo.
“Please, Ed?”
Edna squinted at Tony, who was now holding the rope railing in front of him with
both hands.
“Get out Salesi. You’d better leave now or you’re gonna have an image burned in
your brain for the rest of your life that I don’t think you want to have.”
Edna secured her hold on Sammy. Sammy looked up at his dad, tears rolling down
his cheeks.
“Get out of here, Salesi!”
Sammy winced.
Tony’s options had evaporated. Time had run out. His mind raced. There was no
choice but to reach for the gun at his feet and fire at Edna. When he shifted his weight
from his right leg to his left, he accidentally kicked the pistol from the deck of the bridge.
It plummeted to the ground, bouncing twice before spinning and ultimately settling below
him and to the right. Tony looked down at the pistol while a dismal electric wave rushed
through his body.
Grampa.
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“Sam.” Tony cleared his throat. “You know how much I love you. It’s so much I
can’t even describe it—as much as the whole sky. I’m so proud to have a son like you.
You’re a special, special boy.” He was shouting desperately above the music.
“All right. Enough. Get out!” Edna leaned her face down and around, and gave
Sammy a kiss on the cheek. “Everything will be all better now, honey. All better.”
She raised her head and looked at Tony who had not moved from his position.
Cymbals crashed; the orchestra pounded; Bocelli and the symphony began the finale:
Time to Say Goodbye.
“Get out, you fuck. You don’t want to see this.” Edna cocked the knife back in
preparation for the slaying.
As he looked at his son, in a split second, a myriad of images flashed before Tony’s
mind’s eye. He saw Sammy being born; he saw his own shaky hand holding the scissor to
cut through the umbilical cord; he saw Sammy playing in the sandbox, and gleefully
running on the beach after the seagulls; he saw him crying when he fell from his tricycle;
he saw his gigantic smiling face after he had pried Tony’s eyelids open that morning,
and, he saw the scene from the basement—the one in which Sammy was finally able to
tell Tony how much he missed him. Tony inched further up the rope bridge, drowning in
helplessness and defeat. He looked down at his boy and wracked his brain.
Edna closed her eyes and smiled. More thunder.
God. Grampa. Help.
Tony breathed in hard and fast, and, with both hands gripping the rope, he propelled
himself over the handrail. The bridge flipped upside-down. Tony hung for a millisecond,
then let go of the rope and dropped to the floor, leaving the bridge to swing wildly above
him. When he landed, he heard the bone in his leg snap, and a sharp pain stabbed him in
the ankle when he tumbled onto the ground. Eddie violently tightened her hold, which
caused Sammy to cry out.
The pain in Tony’s ankle was unbearable. He grabbed at the area and felt the ragged
edge of the bone that had ripped through his skin. Blood soaked his pant leg. He looked
to his side, but the gun was out of reach.
“Don’t even think about it. Now you’re going to have to watch. You’re so
goddamned stupid. Everybody wants to be the fucking hero.”
“Let him go.” Tony winced when a sharp pain stabbed at his ankle. He lay
trembling on his side.
“I’ll let you go. What’s your life going to be like after this, Tone? Huh?” Edna
closed her eyes and smiled. She brought the blade gently against Sammy’s neck. She took
in a deep breath, and as she did, a ghostly gust of wind hissed smoothly through the
corridors.
“Please, Ed. No,” Tony said.
Edna smiled and looked up at Tony. “Ampel had it wrong, you know. He was
wrong about every fucking thing.” Her eyes filled with liquid. “I can fly. I made it,
Tone.” She sniffed and the tears spilled over. “He was dead wrong. I fly. Johnson wanted
me. Lucille, Jen, all of them.” Tears flowed over her cheeks from both eyes. “My mother
was good. She did good. I made it. Even you wanted me, Tone. You know you did. Even
you.” She snorted. “He was wrong. Ampel was wrong.” She closed her eyes and moved
her head gracefully to the music. “I am a butterfly.”
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Sammy lowered his head until his chin rested on Edna’s arm, which was wrapped
around his chest.
She opened her eyes and cocked her head. “Wake up, sweetheart. Open your eyes.”
Sammy took a deep breath. Edna breathed in as well. Orchestra cymbals crashed
and echoed through the room. Edna cocked the knife. Thunder exploded.
“No!” Tony screamed.
After gathering all the strength that a sick five-year-old boy could muster, just like
he’d done earlier in the week to Tony in the basement, Sammy screamed and smashed his
head back into Edna’s nose and mouth. Edna cried out and instinctively raised her hand
to her face.
“Run Sam!” Tony shouted.
With one sneaker on, Sammy ran, crunching tiny pieces of the mirror underfoot.
Edna, still holding the knife, recovered from the blow and took after Sammy, who was
now clumsily hopping on one foot. The orchestra pounded as Tony dove for the gun.
Edna, just inches from Sammy now, lifted the knife above her head, but slipped on the
shards and bits, falling backward to the ground. Thunder boomed. Lying on his stomach,
Tony reached for and gripped the handle of the revolver. Cymbals crashed. Edna got to
her feet. Sammy stumbled to the ground and cried for his dad. The wind howled through
the corridors. Tony rolled over onto his back. Bocelli sang his final note. Tony prayed.
Thunder cracked. Edna lunged. Tony aimed. Sammy cried out. Bocelli roared.
Tony fired.
The bullet blasted from the chamber, sliced through the air, and ultimately
penetrated the center of Edna’s forehead. The force of the shot caused her to jerk back
and bash her head into a steel support column behind her. Still gripping the kitchen knife,
she slid down the post lifelessly, melting into a sitting position with an expression of
wide-eyed shock on her face. The Seaside Slasher was instantly dead.
“Sammy!” Tony got up on one knee.
Sammy ran and launched himself into Tony’s arms. He wept uncontrollably into his
daddy’s chest, and Tony’s tears dropped into and saturated his little boy’s hair.
“You did it, Sam,” Tony sobbed into his ear. “You got the bad guy. I’m sorry. I’m
so sorry.”
He squeezed his son with most of his might and they heaved together as Sammy
returned the squeeze.
“Sam, I’m sorry. God, I’m so sorry. You did it. You got the bad guy, Sam.”
Thank you. God, thank you so much. Thank you Grampa Joe. Tears ran down his
cheeks, one after the other. Thank you, Grampa.
A violent clap of thunder shook the room and began to trail off endlessly. Tony
opened his eyes, and through his tear-obscured vision he saw an image of Edna’s face.
The flickering candlelight caused it to move in a ghastly, eerie way. Tony shuddered. Her
face was curved and stretched to three feet long. Her wide-open eyes were the shape and
size of bananas. Her mouth was an elongated black oval, hanging open beneath her long
deformed nose. A thin red line lay vertically along the center of the nose—the trail of the
blood drip that spilled from the curved balloon-like red bullet wound in her massive and
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warped forehead. Tony gazed at the horrific face in the funhouse mirror. He closed his
eyes and squeezed his boy.
There—in a shutdown candlelit funhouse—with Andrea Bocelli holding his final
triumphant note, and the symphony orchestra pounding the victorious rhythm behind it,
Sammy and Tony engaged in the longest, tightest, and most profound tight-squeezy that
they had ever, or would ever experience.
The storm was over.
Bocelli ended his note.
The music was finished.
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Epilogue

The sun hung in the morning sky, a yellow-orange ball, not yet hot enough to cause
discomfort, and the summer breeze became rejuvenated every so often, just when its
previous presence had been forgotten. Laughing gulls could be heard in the distance, their
calls trailing off as they flew away, and gaining volume as they neared. To the east, a
droning biplane towed a banner over the ocean: 2-for-1 Lobster Night at The Mast. Tiny
ripples covered the surface of the water in some spots, but the main body of the bay was
as a sheet of glass. The water gurgled and trickled as the gently rocking boat slapped into
it. Bruce Springsteen crooned from the portable CD player. It was a picture-perfect July
day.
“I got another one, Dad. Get the scoop.”
Tony grabbed the net and leaned over the edge of the rowboat, his bare arm
touching Sammy’s. He dipped the scoop in the water and waited while Sammy pulled the
white drop-line up an inch at a time. Their reflections shimmered and warped on the
surface of the water as they stared intently, shirtless, waiting to get sight of the bunker
fish.
“It feels like a big one, Dad.” Sammy was whispering—he didn’t want to scare the
crab off of his line.
“I’m ready for it, buddy. I haven’t missed one yet.”
An amorphous light-shaded image began to materialize beneath the brackish water,
and it steadily became larger and clearer as Sammy inched his line into the boat. Tony
gently pushed the scoop further into the bay. Sammy grasped the line with the thumb and
forefinger of his right hand, pulled it up an inch, and then pinched it with the fingers of
his left hand. He alternated like this, an inch at a time, hand over hand, until the bunker
fish hung about six inches beneath the surface.
“Get it, Dad,” he whispered. “Get it.”
Tony swept the scoop underneath the bunker fish and pulled it out of the bay. Water
trickled from the net as he brought it in close for inspection.
“It’s a keeper!” Sammy thrust his finger in the air. “Another one!”
It was a seven-incher from point to point.
“It sure is, Captain Bligh. That’s the biggest crab I ever saw in my life.”
“Dad, you say that about every one.”
They laughed.
Tony grabbed the bill of his Devils cap and spun the hat around, so that it was on
his head backwards, the way Sammy was wearing his. He used the drop-line to pull the
bunker fish from the net, handed the line to Sammy, and moved the scoop so that it was
positioned directly over a large wooden tomato bushel. Like a short-order cook flipping a
pancake, Tony flipped the net, and the crab dropped into the wooden basket. The sleeping
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crabs in the bushel came to life with a medley of clicking and ticking sounds. Then, they
repositioned themselves and went back to sleep—the crustacean greeting ceremony was
over. Sammy plopped the bunker fish back into the water.
They stood at opposite sides of the bushel with their necks bent, looking down at
their booty.
“That’s another blue-claw, Dad.”
“Sure is. Look at its eyeballs. He’s looking at you.”
“That’s ‘cause I outsmarted him.” Sammy smiled. “I pulled that line in so slow. He
didn’t even know he was moving in the water.”
And so it went, after every catch, a minute or two was spent examining and talking
about the latest crab to come aboard.
“How many is that, Captain?” Tony asked, though he knew the tally.
“Forty seven.”
“We’re kicking butt, partner.”
They slapped each other five.
The gum in Tony’s mouth was spent, and he spit it into the plastic garbage bag at
his feet. He unwrapped a fresh piece and popped it into his mouth.
“Dad, you’re eating it all.”
“Okay, last one. I promise.” Tony held up his right hand. “Here, you hold it.” He
handed the yellow pack of Juicy Fruit to Sammy who put it in the pocket of his cut-off
jean shorts.
“No more medicine gum, Dad. You did it.”
Tony felt great about losing the nicotine gum, but he felt better about licking the
credit cards. He had managed to secure a loan from his police officer’s pension and
purchase the bungalow that he’d been leasing. He was working two nights a week at the
A&P as an armed security guard, putting all the proceeds from the moonlighting toward
his debt. The money was tight, but little by little he was watching the debt diminish. He
figured he could have it down to nothing before the year ended.
Sammy was doing well. Tony owned a house on the strip. Life was good.
“Dad, look! I have hair on my chest, just like you.” Sammy held his body at an
oddly contrived angle, allowing for the sunlight to refract through the peach fuzz on his
breast.
“Well whaddaya know about that. You’re getting to be a big boy, Sam. Soon you’ll
be driving.”
“Mom says I’m so big that I can help Kevin when he puts in the new heater in the
winter.”
“He’ll need your help, buddy. That’s a hard job.” Tony smiled and shook his head.
It occurred to him that he’d never gotten around to calling Martone like he’d promised
Janine six month’s prior. Oh well.
“Dad, maybe next time we can take Kevin crabbing with us? He says he never
went.”
“I think that’s a great idea, Sam. I bet he’ll love it. Why don’t we give half of the
crabs to Mom and Kevin?”
“Okay.” Sammy looked back into the bushel. “Let’s cook our half and eat ‘em
tonight.”
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“No way, José.” Tony smiled. “Officer Chris is taking us to The Mast for a lobster
dinner, tonight. Devils rule!” He pointed to the small Stanley Cup embroidered on the
side of his cap.
“Lobster?” Sammy licked his lips. “This is the best day I ever had.”
Devito was making good on his bet. Not only did the Devils cream the Flyers in the
playoffs, they went on to win The Stanley Cup. Tonight, Tony and Sammy were eating
lobster, and Devito was picking up the tab.
“I got another one, Dad.”
Tony grabbed the scoop and again netted the biggest crab he’d ever seen in his
entire life. He dropped it into the bushel and he and Sammy engaged in the traditional
discussion and analysis. Someone called over from Tony’s left.
“Hey, Salesi! Leave some for us geezers!”
Tony turned to see Vince Medski standing on the Hillary Street Dock. At first,
Tony didn’t realize what was different about Medski, then it hit him: Medski’s hair was
impeccably combed. Furthermore, his expression was one of serenity. He seemed
different than the frazzled lieutenant that Tony had come to know and love.
“Vince,” Tony said, “how the hell are you?”
“Pretty damn good, Tone. You remember the missus, right?”
“How are you, Gretchen?”
“Very well, thank you,” Gretchen shouted. “Sammy, you’ve gotten so big!”
“Yep.” Sammy smiled and looked at his dad.
“How’s your ankle, Tone?” Medski asked.
Tony looked down at the hairless scar. “They took the pins out. Good as new.”
“Good, good,” Medski said. “So, Sammy, are you catching anything out there, or
are you just pretending?”
“Forty eight. Big ones, too.”
“Holy Moley!” Medski looked puzzled at first, but then softly said to himself,
“Well I’ll be an Uncle Monkey.” He smiled at Tony. “Thanks to Captain Lou, huh
Tone?”
“Thanks to Captain Lou.” Tony smiled back at him.
“Hey, guess who finally threw in the towel?” Medski asked.
“Who?”
“Our old friend,” Medski said. “Special Agent Ampel.”
“He retired?”
“Yep. He shoulda quit while he was ahead, huh Tone?”
“You can say that again.” Tony shook his head. “So, boss, how’s retirement treating
you?”
“Oh—can’t complain.” Medski shrugged.
“I bet Gretchen has a lot to complain about with you around all day long.”
“Tone,” Medski yelled, “let’s not open a Candora’s Box here.”
Tony couldn’t fight the smile.
“Don’t listen to him, Tony.” Gretchen twirled her finger next to her ear. “He’s
definitely not operating with a full house.”
“Deck.” Medski said.
“What?” Gretchen asked.
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“Deck,” Medski said. “You said it wrong. The expression is ‘playing with a full
deck.’”
“Oh, shut up, you.” Gretchen shoved him.
Tony smiled wider and shook his head. The Medskis were a perfect match. For all
of the kidding and complaining about marriage that Vince had done over the years, Tony
had never seen him happier. For a second he thought how nice it would be if he could
meet his own perfect match, and that perhaps he already had.
“How are things at the station, Tone? Anything crazy going on?”
“Just the regular summer hubbub. You heard about Lucille Perty, right? Jay’s
sister?”
“Yeah. That’s a shame. But it’s good they found her. Hopefully that’s the last of it.”
“Yeah.” Tony looked down at his ankle again, and then at Sammy. “Other than that,
boss, things are nice and quiet, just the way I like ‘em.”
“Good. If you ever need me—you call.”
“I will.”
Medsky waved and grabbed Gretchen around the waste. “Bye, Tone. Sammy, keep
your dad out of trouble. See you later, crocodile.”
Perplexed, Sammy looked up at Tony, and then at Medski. “Bye.”
“Bye boys,” Gretchen shouted. “I hope you catch a million.”
Medski and his wife turned together and strolled further out onto the dock, but then
Medski stopped, turned around, and cupped his hands around his mouth.
“Hey, Tone.”
“Yeah, Vince?”
“You’re a good cop.” He dropped his hands to his side. He was smiling.
Something about what Medski had said, or perhaps it was the manner in which he’d
said it, but something caused Tony to feel warm inside. He smiled and waved again at his
friends.
Medski turned and strolled arm-in-arm with his wife toward the head of the dock.
After a couple of steps he tickled her and she cried out. Tony could hear them laughing.
“Okay, Dad, get ready with the scoop.” Sammy plopped his bunker fish back into
the water.
“Aye aye, Captain Bligh.”
“You like him, don’t you, Dad.”
“Who?”
“Lieutenant Vince.”
“Sure do, buddy. He helped me a lot when I first became a cop. He taught me how
to believe in myself. I like him a real lot. He’s a good man.”
“Sort of like you do with me, right? And like Doc does,” Sammy said with a look of
concentration.
Tony liked what he was hearing.
Sammy was seeing Doctor Booglar weekly. It had been twice a week following the
funhouse incident, but Doc had cut him back in March. He said that, given the horrible
circumstances and trauma, Sammy had been coming along nicely. Tony was seeing Doc
every other week. He was doing much better also, but there had been a period when he
couldn’t sleep at all.
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He’d lain awake many a night, staring at the ceiling, pondering what would have
happened if Barbara Beyer hadn’t given him the article—or, if he hadn’t needed gas—or,
if Sammy hadn’t the presence of mind to perform the wrestling move in the funhouse. It
was endless. It boggled his mind and he shuddered to think of the alternate outcomes.
Doc helped him work through it. He helped him understand that life was like that, and no
matter what, Sammy would have survived—because that’s what was meant to be. Tony
believed that Grampa Joe had been in the mix somehow, pulling some strings
somewhere—something.
He’d also lost a significant amount of sleep thinking about Eddie. He’d been falling
in love with her—falling in love with a monster. What did that say about him? What were
the signs that he’d missed? What horrors could transform an innocent little girl into a
murderous fiend? What chemicals? He thought about the profound effect that one human
being could have on another, and how easily the baton could be passed from parent to
child, from generation to generation. He obsessed for months, pondering the reasons,
comparing and contrasting his own childhood with hers, his own parenting ways with
those that she must have endured, her ultimate outcome with what Sammy’s would be.
For months, he obsessed, comparing and contrasting, contrasting and comparing. He
found it impossible to accept that there wasn’t some small element of good in her. There
had to be. Something. Somewhere. Why did she do it? Why?
Doc told him to stop trying to make sense of the senseless, to stop searching for
reason in the insanity. Leave it at that. There are a million reasons, and there are no
reasons. She was the perpetrator, and she was the victim. Leave it. Let it go. Move on.
Soon after the funhouse incident, Eddie’s brother, Christian Flynn, was committed
to the Detoxification Wing at the Paul Kendall Mental Hospital in Lakewood. He was
fried. Dissociative. He didn’t even remember having a sister, let alone Eddie. Another
perpetrator. Another victim. Leave it. Let it go. Move on.
Tony set the scoop down in the boat. “How’s it going with Doc?”
“Okay. He’s nice.” Sammy tugged softly on his line to check for a bite. “It’s good
to have feelings—even when they don’t feel so good.” Instructional-mode.
“That’s right. Feeling your feelings is the most important thing.”
“But Dad,” he whined. “You always say that love is the most important thing.”
Tony thought quickly. “Well, love is a feeling.”
“Dad, sometimes you just don’t make sense.”
Tony shook his head and pushed Sammy’s cap down over his eyes. Sammy fixed it
and leaned over the boat to check his line.
“Dad. I got one.”
Tony didn’t respond.
“Dad. Come on. It’s a big one.”
“Sam, can I ask you something?”
“What?”
“Would you mind if a friend of mine came with us tonight to eat the lobster?” Tony
waited for Sammy’s reaction.
“Who?”
“Well. She’s a lady friend of mine and I really like her a lot and I think you will too.
She’s a good person, Sam, like most people are. I can promise you that. And I’ll be with
you the whole time, buddy. Whaddaya think?”
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“What’s her name?”
“Her name is Barbara. She’s the one who wrote the newspaper story about us in the
winter. It’s up to you.” Tony stared at Sammy and waited for the answer.
Sammy smiled tentatively. “Okay. But you’ll be with me the whole time, right
Dad? You’re not going to leave me alone with her, right? Promise?”
“I promise—not even for a second.” One day at a time, Tony thought.
“Dad, can you please get the scoop! This crab is eating my whole fish!”
Tony grabbed the scoop and got into position. Sammy inched the line in and Tony
netted a blue claw, eight inches from point to point. He brought it around and flipped it
into the bushel. The captive crabs danced upon its arrival for two seconds, and then
settled back in. Bruce was finishing up Glory Days.
“Whoa, dude! Look at it. That’s the biggest crab I ever saw in my life!”
“Dad, you say that for every single crab.”
“No! Dude! That’s a monster! This time I really mean it!” Tony really meant it.
“Yeah, right.” Sammy smirked.
They stood over the bushel, admiring the latest catch, their bellies sticking out over
their shorts.
“Dad, look, the other crabs are scared of him.”
“So am I. How many is that?”
“Forty nine.”
“We’re going to need another bushel, Captain.”
At that moment, Tony thought about what his Grampa Joe had always said to him
when they were pulling in the crabs—that life just didn’t get any better than this. And,
although Tony couldn’t see him, he knew that Grampa Joe was in the little rowboat with
them, right then, chomping on his big fat cigar, looking into the bushel and smiling,
counting the crabs and claiming that each was the biggest that he’d ever laid eyes on.
Tony could neither see nor hear him, but he felt his presence. Grampa Joe was there.
Perhaps he’d been there all along. And, suddenly, a notion crystallized in Tony’s mind.
He was certain that Grampa Joe would be there when Sammy was telling his own child
that the crab in the bushel was the biggest one ever. Tony was sure of it. Grampa would
always be there.
“Dad?” Sammy smiled.
Tony looked into his son’s eyes and they seemed bluer and more beautiful than
ever. They reflected the sky, and, as Tony gazed into them he thought he saw a part of
himself.
“Yeah?”
“I need to ask you something.”
“Shoot.” Tony put the scoop on the deck, adjusted his cap, and gave Sammy his full
attention.
A flock of gulls circled in the blue sky, spying the bushel of crabs. From their
vantage point high above the boat, the birds could see Medski and his wife, holding
hands, strolling off of the Hillary Street dock; they could see the sunbathers on the beach
a few blocks to the east, and the kids and adults bodysurfing and riding the waves with
their boogie boards; they saw the Ferris wheel turning on the Fun Time Amusement Pier,
and the morning crowds bustling on the boardwalk. They could even hear Bruce,
soulfully singing My Hometown, his somber voice drifting up from the tiny rowboat,
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dissipating into the vastness of the sky above. There was not a cloud to be seen, and the
gulls floated on a cool breeze that, for July at the Jersey Shore, was absolutely heaven
sent.
Sammy asked a question that he’d never asked before, and it took his dad by
surprise. Tony knew what the answer was going to be without having to hear Sammy say
it. Despite all that had happened in their lives, Tony suddenly felt serene in the
knowledge that, no matter what, everything was going to be all right. For the first time,
he clearly understood the nature of the baton that he’d been passing to Sammy.
“You know how much I love you, Dad?”
Tony’s eyes filled up. Butterflies gently entered his stomach, and they were the
sweetest he’d ever felt. He wanted to respond—to ask, “how much?” He didn’t, though.
He couldn’t. He knew that if he were to open his mouth to say anything, he would start to
cry. So, he pressed his lips together and smiled.
Sammy beamed. “As much as the whole sky…even more.”
During the tight-squeezy, Tony could almost see Grampa Joe smiling.
Life didn’t get any better than this.
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